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REPORT.
In the organization of the Geological" Survey subsequent to the
death of the late State Geologist, Dr. George H. Cook, September
22d, 1889, Irving S. Upson was appointed Assistant-in-charge
of the
office. The business management and general direction of the work
were retained by him until the 1st of October, 1890, when I assumed
charge of the Survey and entered upon the duties of the ot_ce as State
Geologist.
Mr. Upson has remained in charge of the office at New
Brunswick, has done much of the clerical Work and had the care and
supervision of the distribution of the maps, reports and other publications. This annual report covers the work done under his direction
and that under the present administration during the year 1890.
Frank L. _ason, Assistant Geologist, in the service of the Survey
sines 1888, has been engaged in the study of the crystalline rocks of
the Highlands and of the magnetic iron ores of that district_ and has
prepared reports on his observations in the field.
C. W. Coman was hired as an assistant geologist in September
and began work in Monmouth county.
He has continued his field
investigations throughout the season and has prepared a short summary of the results of his work.
George C. Bullock, Alfred A. Cannon and Burton S. Philbrook
have given efficient service to the work of distribution in the office at
:New Brunswick.
Hatfield Smith has been retained as general assistant and he has
given some time to the preparation of rock sections for microscopic
study.
C. C. Vermeule, Topographer
of the Geologleal Survey for the
years 1880-1887, has been engaged in a special work on the WaterSupply and Water-Power
of the State.
He has revised the new editions of the atlas sheets which have been issued during the year. The
(9)
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results of the field-work done under his direction make up a large
part of this report.
The office of the Survey has been removed to the State'House
in
Trenton.
The distribution
Brunswick, for the present.
GEOLOGICAL

WORK

I_

is attended

THE

to by Mr. Upson, at New

NORTH]_RN

PART

O F THE

STATE,

Frank L. Nason, Assistant Geologist in the service of the Geological Survey, has been at work in the northern part of the State throughout the field season.
From April to the middle of June he was
engaged in the survey of the outcrops of slaty rocks (hydromica
slate) and the associated schistose rocks and crystalline limestones
which crop out in small isolated areas along the southeast border of
the Highlands.
Several new localities have been found and noted by
him, and the range of the outcrops has been traced and the boundaries defined from Montville, in Morris county, to Stony Point and
Tompkins Cove, on the Hudson river, in New York.
The areas of
these outcrops have been outlined on the geological map, and the
structural relations of the rocks to the adjacent formations have been
determined.
Further
study, and particularly
in the direction of
llthologlcal work, is necessary to supplement the field observations
before publishing the detailed results of this Survey.
More than one
hundred typical rock specimens have been collected for the State
Museum, for exhibition and for future studies.
During the summer and a part of the autumn he was at work in
the limestone valleys, on the northwest border of the Highlands, and
made a detailed survey of these rocks in the Vernon valley, in Sussex county.
The "white limestones," "crystalline
limestones_" or
"metamorphic
limestones," as they are variously designated, in this
valley, have been described in the reports of the Geological Survey
since 1864, as members of the series of crystalline rocks of the Azoic
or Arehean age. Mr. Nason's careful examination
of the outcrops
has resulted in the discovery of organic remains in these limestones
which give a clue to their age and determine their relative horizon.
The fossils discovered have been referred by Prof. Charles E. Beecher,
of Yale University, to the Cambrian and below the Potsdam sandstone formation, the oldest fossiliferous horizon hitherto known in
the State.

This discovery

is of importance

in the solution
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problem of the age of these limestones, which has been so long time discussed.
It bears indirectly upon the question of the age of the associated crystalline schists of the Highlands also. As a contribution to
our knowledge of the fossils occurring iu the State, it is noteworthy.
The study of the outcrops has brought out clearly the intimate
relations of the white limestones and the common blue limestones, and
that of both of these formations to the sandstones and quartzites
of the valley.
The gradation from the white to the blue limestone
within short distances and their conformity, indicate that they are
parts of one series; metamorphic or altered structure is apparently to
be assigned to diverse conditions.
The so-called "gneisses" of previous reports are proven to be eruptive rocks--granites,
dlabeses and
scapolite rocks princlpally--and
not interstratified
beds or members
with the limestones.
The metamorphic condition of the limestones in
the vicinity of these eruptive rocks is noteworthy, and
the cause of the altered condition of the former class.

suggestive
Inasmuch

of
as

the apparent interbedding of the "gneisses"
and the white limestones
was the ground for the contemporaneous age of these rocks, this determination of the true nature of these crystalline rocks associated
with the limestones, upsets that hypothesis and eliminates the latter
from the Archean series.
The several sections made across the
Vernon valley, between Franklin
Furnace and McAfee, illustrate
these statements, as also the fall detailed notes of Mr. _Nason's report.
A small geological map shows their location and the areas of the
several rocks described in his report.
A large number of specimens have been collected from the valley
for exhibition and for future studies in the laboratory.
Additional detailed surveys of the other limestone areas ou the
western border of the Highlands, and in fact of all of the country of
the crystalline rocks, are necessary to an accurate knowledge of the
relative p'osition and true nature of these formations, hitherto grouped
under the generic title of Archean, and for their correct representation on the new geological map of the State. The valuable zinc-ore
deposits, and magnetic and hematite iron ores on this side of the
Highlands, in and near these crystalline limestone outcrops, show the
importance of more information and of an accurate survey of these
outcrops and of the adjacent territory, in order to a thorough acquaintance with the modes of occurrence and other data, which may become
available in the exploration

and searching

for other deposits of extent
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and value. And it is hoped that further geological investigations
may have a practical bearing upon the modes of searching for ore
deposits in all of the Highlands.
In obedience to my instructions, given on assuming direction of the
Survey, Mr. N_son began in October the work of visiting the iron mines
and collecting notes upon their extent of opening, geological structure,
statistics of working and output, markets and use of ore, ownership
and leaseholds and other data of general interest, preparatory to a
report on the iron mines of the State. The last report on them was
in 1886. It was incomplete and wanting in detail. The demand for
information about the iron ores and their location, and the condition
of the iron-mining industry, led to the preparation of the report.
The instructions were to make the inquiries as full as possible, and to
collect as much material as the length of time left for field-work would
permit to be done. The activity in the iron trade during the year,
and the demand for ores, although at low rates, suggest the present
as opportune for the presentation of this report. The possibilities of
an enlarged output next year and the uncertainties of the more distaut future put upon mine-owners and lessees the necessity of an
increased production during this time of steady demand, and upon
the Survey the desirability of publishing available data which can be
of service to the mine manager and to the prospector and help in guiding him to new fields of enterprise. Such a report is of value to the
capitalist outside cf the State who may be seeking information conceroing locations, leases, quality of ore, date of working, &c.
The need of representative specimens for exhibition in the rooms
of the museum in the State House has made it desirable to use this
opportune time to select the same when the mines were active. The
making of such a collection of the ores, as well as the associated
rocks which may accompany and mark the occurrence of these ores,
has been an important part of Mr. Nason's work. And he has
already collected 161 specimens of ores, of cabinet size, and 287
specimens of rocks illustrative of their occurrence. This collection
will make an interesting part of the economics in a State museum.
It may be added that the work has been he]pod by lists furnished
from the office of the Slreeial department of the United States Census
charged with the statistics of iron ore, under the direction of John
Birkinbioe, of Philadelphia, and David T. Day, Chief of the Departmerit of Mining Statistics in the United States Geological Survey.
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The results of the census inquiry will be awaited with interest, in the
comparative showing for the decennial period 1880-1890.
The report on the iron mines contains a list of all of the openings
and mines of magnetic iron ore which have produced ore to a commerclal extent, and with references to all of the published notes
thereon in the "Geology of _Tew Jersey," 1868, and in the annual
reports issued since that time.
These references will enable tho_e
in search of information
about any particular
locality or mine to
learn all that has appeared in print in the Survey reports.
Although
scanty in detail in the case of many of the mines, the notes taken
together throw considerable light upon the history, time of working,
extent of ore-body_ quality of ore and advantages of location and enable
one to form a more nearly correct and safe judgment as to the value
of a mine, or of a mining district.
The uninterrupted
working and
constant production of some of the best and most noted mines, the
iucreasing development of others, and on the other side the chequered
history with its brilliant prospects and sad disappointments,
and the
failures and long periods of inactivity which have marked certain
others--these
facts can all be read in these notes. That in all cases
the history is in aecord with the true value or capacity of a mine
cannot be safely affirmed.
There are no doubt idle mines which
were abandoned, or dosed for working, on account of disadvantages
of location--thin
beds of ore, pinching out so as not to be worked
economically, or ores unsuitable on account of leanness, or because
of the presence of foreign minerals, making the smelting difficult
and costly.
It is also highly probable that some of these abandoned
mineg await the coming of capital to open them and develop their
deposits of ore_ or of more persevering and intelligent management.
To assume that in all of these apparent failures the cause is in the
nature of the deposit, would be to accept the dogma of infallibility in
man's direction.
Hence, the suggestion is made here that this list
may be studied with profit by those seeking investment in iron ores,
or the direction of mining operations in new fields. Particular
attention is called to the notes on the rocks found with the ores in
the mines---mine rock--and
on the country rock, in which ores are
found to occur generally in this Highlands" region, as uecfifl hints to
prospectors, both in the further development of old mine localities
and in the discovery of new disposits of extent.
The use of the
miner's compass is also referred to, with some praetical rules for the
correct interpretation
of its readings in the presence of ores.
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In the southern part of the State preparation has been made for a
detailed geological map, showing the limits and areas of the various
superficial formations of sands, gravels, clays, peats, tidal marshes
and other recent deposits.
For this exhibition, the topographical
maps of the Geological Survey are to he the basis on which these more
recent geological terranes are to be laid down.
C.W. Coman, who
was hired in September as Assistant Geologist, began work in Monmouth and Middlesex counties and in the survey of the terraces along
the coast and the lower stream valleys of the coast belt.
These terraces were described briefly and their further extension indicated in
part in the Annual Reports of the Survey for the years 1880 and
1885, and their heights and probable extent were shown on the topographic maps, but no systematic study of them had ever been made
by the Survey.
The results of M_r. Coman's observations on the
terrace formations point to the occurrence of three well-marked terraces, one at the height of ten feet, a second about forty feet and a
third sixty feet above the line of mean tide. They are evidently the
old lines and marks of former water levels on this part of our coast,
and mark some of the stages in the upraising of the land.
The land
is now relatively higher than it was in the terrace epoch.
The broadbottomed or U-shaped valleys in which the streams of the coast belt
now flow are also marks of changes here and indicate the greater
volume and size of the rivers which flowed therein during a subsequent period.
The survey is, however, too incomplete to discuss the
question of geological age and desoribe the succession of changes
which all of these phenomena appear to indicate.
The subject belongs
to the geological history of the continent and is related to pure science,
rather than to economic geology, although, inasmuch as these terraces
are generally sandy or gravelly, they differ materially from the adjacent outcropping beds of clays, marls and sands of the underlying
cretaceous formation and are distinctive features of the surface viewed
from the standpoint of agriculture.
Some attention was given in this work along the coast to the beds
lying upon the greensand marls, but the observations arc over so limited a district a_ to forbid generalization.
I
In December Mr. Coman was transferred to the Delaware valley
and he began the study of the gravels about Trenton.
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been done so recently that it would be premature
to announce
results. It is safe to say that the area of the formation which may be
termed the "Trenton Gravel," aud which represents the estuary into
which the old Delaware poured its flood of waters at the end of the
Glacial Period, has been ascertained and its limits determined.
The
work rests so largely upon the topographic map that it is a forceful
argument for accurate maps upon which to delineate the lines of geo]agical formations, and also of their invaluable assistance in tracing
such lines in the field. The relation of this Trenton gravel to the
yellow gravels of South Jersey is yet to be made out, as also that
of the brick clays to the latter gravel.
The geological history promises to be an interesting one when it shall have been deciphered in
these various gravels, sands, clays and other alluvial and diluvial deposits. So much stress has been put upon certain finds of rude implements in this Trenton gravel that it seems desirable for the Survey
to decide upon its age by a most careful study.

WATER-SUPPLY

AND

WATER-POWER.

In accordance with the plans of Dr. Cook for the publication of the
results of the work of the Geological Survey, the studies and field ob6ervations for the volume on Water-Supply and Water-Power have
been carried on throughout a part of the year under the immediate
direction of C. C. Vermeule,
late Topographer of the Survey.
The report is made on the observations of stream-flow and rainfall up
to date.
The census of the water-powers of the State is still in progress, and is, therefore, incomplete.
These lines of investigation arc
concurrent and related intimately;
the application of the facts obtained in these inquiries is quite diverse.
That of water-supply is of
the most vital importance to the city population. Comfort and health
are both ministered to by an abundant supply of wholesome water
for domestic and household use. And this statement applies to the
masses of the people, since comparatively
few are so situated as to
be independent of a public water-supply.
Good water is a powerful
factor in our environment_ and tends to our highest development.
The earliest reports of Dr. Cook indicating the existence of streams
of pure water and of natural reservoirs, and his later surveys, which
showed clearly their location and accessibility to our city populations,
are a part of the history of the Geological Survey.
The questions of
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water-supply for nearly all of the cities in the northe_tera
part of the
State are still unsettled.
New sources are wanted by some of them ;
others arc looking for an increased supply.
Although filll co-operation in a comprehensive
plan, which should include all of thee
cities, is, perhaps, barred
by their existing arrangements,
some
general control of the water rights by the State is far from being a
utopian scheme or undemocratic.
And the traditions of the Survey
are in the llne of indicating such a comprehensive system of supply
a_ will tend to the highest development of these towns and cities,
without prejudicing the rights of communities or existing companies,
and at the same time maintain for the State its proper jurisdiction in
its natural waters. Theseare as much a part of its economie resources
as the soil and the mineral wsalth beneath the surface.
In the southern and central parts of the State the supply of water
by means of artesian wells is in much favor, both for villages and
towns and for manufacturing
purposes.
They meet the wants of the
smaller towns_ and particularly at points on the Atlantic coast, where
many have been sunk and abundant flows of good water have been
secured.
The possible limit to the volume of water which is obtainable from water-bearlng
beds at any given point, is not shown by
any results thus far had_ but for larger centers of population the
recourse to streams will no doubt be necessary, even where artesian
wells exist.
And the growth of the cities in the southern part of the
State will call attention to a report on the available sources of supply
in the streams in that part of the State, or, possibly, to some general
State system, drawiug from the superabundance of good water flowing
out of the forested hills of the Highlands.
For many places in the
southern interior and on the Atlantic coast belt, the artesian well is
eminently satisfactory for a supply of water for domestic use. Their
success is suggestive for other than household supply, vlz., for flowing cranberry bogs and for the irrigation of crops on lamls not otherwise tillable or adapted to cultivation.
The other line of inquiry, that of water-power, is a new one in the
history of the Survey work.
The first question asked is, What are
the streams which may furnish power?
And the complete answer to
it gives the hydrography of the State.
The topographic maps show
the sources and courses of the streams_ and their relation to the cities
and towns and lines of transportation, or sites where their power can
be utilized.
Then follow the questions on the fall and volume of
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water at all seasons, and the sites, occupied or not, where this power
is to be had or where it call be improved.
Hence the great practical
importance of a census of these water-power sites and thelr availalde
horse-power_ as _.scertained by means of accurate gauging.
This
work of gauging is of neceesity slow, and requires time for periods of
observation long enough to eliminate exceptional features and to reach
a safe and fair average estimate for the use of the engineer.
The
field-work was begun in February, and a system of weir-gauging was
undertaken by reliable observers who were fi)uud willing and capable
for this work.
Several of these observers vohmteered to keep records
at their mill sites, thhs aiding materially and reducing the cost of this
part of the work. The Bcattie Manufacturiug Company, at Little Falls,
kindly furnished a record from June, 1888, a valuable contribution,
giving statistics of flow oil one of our most important strcams and at a
valuable site. This census will give data of power in use and its work,
notes of fresbe% amount of fall, ownership and some statements about
abandoned mill sites. It is believed that this report will be usefid in
attracting attention to the unused water-power of the State.
Our situatlon so near the great Eastern markets, the many railway and canal
lines_ following the courses ot' the streams, and the healthy and beautiful sites for manufacturing
towns, are all in favor of its developmont.
The need of closer attention to economy of production must
seek out such available sources of cheaper power. One disadvantage
noted and urged against the use of water-power of the smaller streams
is their varying stage of water and low condition in dry scasous. A
remedy is suggested in the construction of reservoirs on these streams,
for which there are in all cases natural advantages to aid in their con.
struction.
And these reservoirs on the tributaries
of the Passaic,
Raritau and Delaware are _pable of being made attractive features
in the landscape of the hills, thereby enhancing the value of the land
for residential purposes, and Ibr equalizing the flow for the lmrposes
of city water-supply.
In the thorough utilization of available natural
water-power the State is far behind Massachusetts and Connecticut ;
and there does not appear to be any good reason tbr this difference.
Attention is asked to this report of Mr. Vermeule, as a valuable statement of facts relating to water-power, with a full discussion of the
flow of streams and its relation to rainfall, and of statistics of waterpowers available and in use, aml of sites not now at work.
The full
report on Water-Sul)ply and Water-Power is to form the subject of the
2
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Rext volume in tim serics known as the Final Report, and it is expected
that it may be ready tbr publication
year.

some time (luring

tile comiog

ART_SlA_ WELLS.
In answer in my requ_t, _[r. Lewis Woolman has l)repared a
paper describing the recently-bored
wells in the southeastern,
coast,
belts of the State, and added notes on some of the older artesian
wells. He has colleeted valuable
data on the depth and thickheSS of the strata pa_sed through in these bo_'ings, and specimens
representative
of these
various beds, which make
interesting
suit_ for exhibition in a State collection.
His observations confirm
the existence of a southeastward
dip of the beds, as stated in the
Annual Reports of the State Geologist and in the Geology of New
Jersey, pu_,lished in 1868. This dip or descent in the upper and
newer beds is shown by his sections to be at a lesser rate than that of
the lower beds, and particularly less than in the greensand marl and
associated beds. In these latter the dip, as stated in the reports on
the marls, in 1868, is at lhc rate of 25 to 37 feet per mile;* the
sections from these wells on the coast indicate a dip at the rate of
24 to 26 feet per mile. The greater thickness of some of the beds
as they extend southeast, under the newer formations, is apparently
confirmed.'_" The evidence of this greater thickness is strengthened by
the configuration of the bottom of the ocean off the coast of the southeastern part of the State.
As was pointed out in the report for
1884j the descent of the bottom for the first 100 miles is at the rate
of three feet to a mile, whereas
of descent
strata.

cbrresponds

ahnost

beyond

150 and 250 miles the rate

exactly to the dip of the cretaceous

The existence of the diatomaceous

earth in other

localities

and its

place in the series as a bed of considerable thickness and persistence,
are also pointed out in these notes of Mr. Woolman.
its correlation
with the green, miocene marls oi: Shiloh, in Cumberland
county,
referred to in last year's report, is again noted with further evidence.
The study of the surface in detail will, doubtless, result in the dis* (_oIogy

of New Jersey,

1868, p. 245.

tAnnual
Reiulrt Stat_ Geuloglst_ for 1883, pp. 14-20;
gist, for 1884, p. 127.

Annual
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covcry of other outcrops, and of its relations to the associated beds,
as met with in well-borings and on the surface.
The important practical generalization of the paper is in the existence of three well-marked, water-bearing beds of sand at the depths of
554, 700 and 1,100 feet in the Atlantic City well, and at lesser deptbs
in the country to the northwest, corresponding to the distance therefrom. Having this standard of reference at the east or southeast, and
the well-known structure of the greensand marl formation at the
west, and knowing the rate at wbich the beds descend in a general
southeast direction, it is possible to indicate the probable depth below
the surf:ace at any given point, at which the water-bearing beds can
be reached.
Tile abundant supply of good water which is practically
within reach at almost every locality in the southeastern part of the
State, with the high degree of probability of obtaining a flowing stream
of water, are advantages which invite anti attract l)eople to it. Thus
the study of geological structure and the scientific examination of
specimens from these well-borings are proving to be rich in practical
benefits.
DRAINAGE.

TlJc report on the drainage-work
inaugurated
by the Survey anti
carried on with so much success and such beneficial results, thereby
adding to our available resources, is written by George W. Howell: of
Morristown, and one of the Commissioners of the Drainage of the
Passaic Wet Meadows.
On the Passaic the work of removing

the obstructions

in the river

at Little Falls has progressed slowly, but steadily.
The large area of
country and the value of the hmds affected, as well as the sanitary
improvement which this drainage appears to promise to the resident
population of the Upper Passaic valley, combine to urge the necessity of its speedy completion.
The long history and varied results
which attended the earlier efforts to drain these lands, and the promise
of sut, zess of the latest plan, elaborated and begun by the late Dr.
Cook, a native of the valley and attached so ardently to this work of
improving the country of his early home, seem to call upon us to do
all that can be done to nmke this dralnage-work
a substantial monument to his untiring perseyg_'aoee_ and add to the wealth of acreage in
the State.
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Tile publication of the serie_ of volumes eoustituting
the final
report ha_ progressed as thr as Volume 1.[., wbich was issued in two
parts.
Part i. pp. x.
appeared in 1889.
It contains a Catalogue of the Minerals found in the State, by Frederick A. Canfield,
A.M., E.M., of Dover, Morris county; a Catalogue of Plants found
in New .ler_ey, by N. L. Britton, Ph.D., of Columbia College, New
York.
Part 1I. pp. x. -_ 824, contains a Catalogue of Insects found in
New Jersey, hy John B. Smith, Entomologist of the New Jersey State
Agri_.ultural Experiment
Station, and a Catalogue of Vertebrates of
New Jersey (a revision of I)r. C. C. Abbott's catalogue of 1868), tu'epared by l'roK Julius Nelson, Ph.D., of l_utgers College.
These two
parts of Volume II. have been distributed to about 2,500 individuals,
public offices and libraries in the State and scientists in other States,
tbllowiug the list as used for the distribution of the first volume of
the series.
The interest shown by the people in the requests for these
eatalogue_ of natural history is gratifying and evidence of a growing
desire on their part to learn more of the State and its minerals, its
vogetation and ita animal life.
DISTRIBUTION

OF

PUBLICAT[OS;S.

The distribution of the publications of the Geological Survey, hleluding the volumes of the final report, the annual reports and the
map_ of the topographic atlas, is tlme-consuming and expeusive, and.
it has been nece,,_u'y to retain the help employed at New Brunswick
in continuing it on the increasing scale which the constant call for
reports demands.
This work has been in charge of Mr. Upson, who
remains as Assistant-in-charge
of the office. The continuauco of the
office at New Brunswick is rendered a necessity on account of want of
room at the State House.
The transfhr of the colleetions, as well
as the stock of report_ and maps, to the State House, is to be made
as soon a_ the rooms for the new omce and
for ocoupaney.

the /uuseum

are ready

MUSEUM,

A museum, t,_ be known as "The Museum of the Geological Survey," wal eetablish_
by law passed at the last session of the Legis-
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lature, and the rooms for it were ordered to be provided for by the
proper authorities. The collections belonging to the State are those
which formed a part of the old State Museom_ and which were sent
to the exposition at New Orleans, and the materials collected during
the progress of tile Survey since that time and stored at New Brunswick. They are mostly good representative specimens of ores, rocks,
minerals, clays, marls and woods of the State, and are nearly all
suitable for a new museum. In view of tile establishment of a
museum, I have had eollestions of our iron ores made which are fldl
and typical of their occurrence. This will make an important and
large addition to the material now stored in the State House. A
State Museum which may contain representatives of tile economic
wealth of the State, is much wantt_t for their proper exhibition and
for distributing information to the people. These collections, aided
by maps and, particularly, by models (or relief maps), will be valuable object lessons, and illustrate the reports and catalogues of tha
natural histolT of the State.
The work for the coming year is to be directed mainly to the preparation of a detailed geological map of the State_ on a scale of one mile
to an inch, and on the topographical sheets of the Atlas of New Jersey as a base. It will be divided into two parts and appear in two series
of maps. One of them will give the study of the structural geology
and the maps will be on the plan and according to the usual style of
"geological maps. The underlying rock formations, irrespective of the
snrface, will be shown thereon. For this series a large part of tile
data of the Survey will be available and of the greatest service in
completing the work. The study of the surface or superficial deposits
or formations will be tile other line of inquiry, and tbe maps will
exhibit the nature of the surface and the actual outcrops. It will be
more properly an agricultural map and show the distribution of the
soils. For it very little useful material is on hand and the whole
State must be traversed. The work is a great one, although not as
laborious as that of the topographical survey. The proper discrimination between the varieties of surface deposits will demand much care
and conscientious and faithfnl observation.
In order to accomplish this result, the assistance of the United
States Geological Survey has been songht and aid has been promised
the State.' According to the ldan proposed aud aecepted by the
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Board, its help will be in the study of the crystalline rocks of the
northern part of the State and the associated Paleozoie rocks and file
adjacent red-sandstone
belt. A detailed geological map of these
formations, embracing about three-sevenths of the State, is thus to be
done by the National Survey, leaving the rest of the State to our
Survey.
With this substantial assistance it is believed that the map,
as proposed, can be completed within the current five-year period.
The United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, through its Superlntendent, promises the continuance of the appropriation
asked for by
Prof. E. A. Bowscr, in charge of the triangulation
work, aml is desirous of' aiding more particularly in surveys and leve]ings to ascertain what are the changes now in progress on our Atlantic coast, and
the amount of subsidence, as well as the wear of the coast.
The
question is one of importance to property-owners and others interested
in lands on our sea-shore.
The alterations in the shore line, as ret_*rted from time to time, and the subsidence of the land or rise of the
water on the
drawn from
datum lines.
detic Survey
ments and a

land, are questions which need to be answered by figures
surveys and levelings, referable to accurately-located
The co-operation of the United States Coast and Geowill be given toward the establishment
of a few monnsurvey of the shore with reference to them.
Professor

Bowser is to act with the State Geologist in the locating of thesc
bench-marius and monuments, and in making the needfnl surveys. Of
course the re_nlts from work of' ttfis kind are not to be expected at
once. They must await the action of great forces which operate"
slowly, but surely and irresistihly.
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UNITEDSTATESCOASTAND GEODETIC
SURVI :YOF NEW IERSEY.
HY EDWARD

A. BOWSER.

Dnring tile present season no work has been done on the United
States Geodetic Survey of New Jersey. The next stations to be
occupied are Colson and Taylor. These two stations will determine
tile old coast survey station, Lippiucott_ the monument at which is, I
believe_ lost.
An observlng-tower, sixty-four feet higl b should be built at Colson during the present fiscal year, and a reconnoissance should he
made in April, before the leaves are on the trees, for opening vistas
through the tree-tops from Colsoa to Taylor, Bridgeton, Burden
and Lippinoott, so that we may begin the measurements of the horlzouta] angles at Colsou immediately after July 1st, 1891. As there
is much tall timber on these lines, towers at least sixty-four feet high
will be necessary also at both Taylor and Bridgeton. These tower_
will cost nearly $300 apiece, without the reconnoissancc.
If New Jersey receives an allotment of about $400 for the present
tiscal year, the observing tower at Colson can be built and the reconnoissance, or a part of it, can be made before June 30tlb 1891. Then
July 1st, 1891, we nan begin the measurements of the horizontal angles
at Colson and complete the above reconnoissanee, and after those
angles have been measured, if we receive a fair allotmen_ (say 81,600),
the tower at Taylor ean be built and the measurement of the angle_
at that station can be begun and perhaps completed. It is very desirable that the old coast survey stations, Lil)plncott , Burden and Pine
Mount, be recovered and re-marked.

(o_Z)
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THE POST-ARCHEANAGE OF THE WHITE
LIMESTONESOF SUSSEXCOUNTY,N. J.
FRANK

GEOGRAPHY

L. NASON,

AND

TOPOGRAPHY.

Tile white limestone belt of the northwest begins at Mounts Adam
and Eve, in Orange county, N. Y., about four miles northwest of
Warwick.
A narrow tongue lies along the southeast flank of Mount
Eve, and another tongue lies between the two hills.
From this point south the belt widens_ till at Amlty_ 57. Y., it
attains a width of two miles. From Amity the belt again narrows as
it approaches the New Jersey "iine. Near the New York State line
the limestone lies against the eastern foot of Poehuek Mountain, and
continues to a point about one mile and a half below the village of
Mchfee.
At MeAfee the white limestone seems to fill the entire
valley between Pochuck and Hamburg Mountains, crossing the valley
at nearly right angles.
From here it follows the foot of Hamburg
Mountain to Franklin Furnace.
At Franklin Furnace the belt again
crosses the valley and thence follo_'s the eastern foot of the Piml)|e
Hills to a little below the zinc mines at Sterling Hill.
Between the two points, Mounts Adam and Eve and the termim|s
below Sterling Hill, a distance of thirty-one miles, the belt of limestone appears to be continuous, but from this point to the Delaware
river the line'is indicated by isolated patches of limited area.
Between the terminus of the line at Sterling Hill and the Sus.uex
railroadj still further south, there are between eighteen and twentyfive outcropsj varying in extent from one-fourth of an acre up to two
or ten acres in extent.
The next largest outcrop lies along the eastern foot of Jenny Jura l)
•Mountain, in Warren county. The line here is not continuous, but is
broken up into seven or more patches withlu a distance of five miles,
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the largest of which is near Southtown, at the extreme northeast
point of Jenny Jump Mountain.
It is to be noted that here, as usual, the white limestone is flanked
by tile blue and is intimately associated with it.
A very limited outcrop is exposed in the Delaware, Lackawanna
and Western railroad cut at Pequest Furnace.
Tile last exposure lles in a narrow valley about two miles in length,
and running nearly exit and west, between the Belvldcre mines, northwest of Oxford, and Hazen Post Office.
Beginning at Mounts Adam and Eve, it will be noticed that the
white limestone is flanked on either side by the blue or magnesian
limestone.
On the northwest border the blue lhnestone is cut out
near the New Jersey line by the Pochuck
the white limestone on the other.

Mountain

on one side and

()u the southeast side the blue limestone follows along the border
.f the white, till it is cut out by the white limestone on the eastern
slope of a small, precipitous hill one-fi)urth of a mile directly east of
the hotel at McAfee.
Between Mounts Adam and Eve and MeAfee
there are several places that will be mentioned more particularly later
on, where the unchanged blue and the full crystalline, white limestone
lie close together or grade into each other.
From McAfee to Franklin Furnace the blue limestone lies on the
northwest flank of the white till it ends at Franklin Furnace, on the
northeast point of the Pimple Hills.*
In order to get an exact idea of the boundary line between the
white and blue limestone at McAfce, please have in mind the
[etter" M;" the two angles at the top of the letter pointing north will
then represent two tongues of the unchanged blue limestone, while the
angular depre_ion in rite middle of the
of highly-crystalline
white limestone
lminting _uth.
The right-hand side of
by the white limestone which lles along
Mountain.
East of Furnace
shaped.

Either

pond, Franklin

letter will represent a tongue
lying between the blue and
the letter will then be flanked
the western foot of Hamburg

Furnace,

the blue limestone is A-

flank of the A (the apex lying to the north)

It _h(mhl be noticed

that thl_ blue limestones

do not really

end here,

is white

hut that they

pt_._ around tt* the lef_ and then continue along the northwest border of the gnelsses in
the Delaware riw'r,
te sevt.ral places along Ihis border, white limestone in small
kn_)l_ appear_

hetwvt.n 1he blue l im()at,)ne and the gneiss.
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From here the blue limestone runs due southwest

and cuts

out the continuous belt of white limestone at a point on the Pimple
Hills, about one-elghth of a mile north of New York, Susquehanna
and Western railroad.
The blue limestone continues in a narrow
tongue to a point a little more than five miles southwest of Sparia
village.
On the northwest border of this belt there are four isolated
patches of the white limestone lying close to the gneieses of the
Pimple Hills.
At the southwestern terminus of this belt of blue limestone there is
a low water-shed
where
river.

which turns the course of the water to the southwest,

it finds its way to the Delaware

In this water-shed

there

through

the Musconeteong

are two small streams,

one known

as

Lubbers run.
In the narrow valleys occupied by these streams there
are several patches of blue limestone, underlain by sandstone, as well
as several patches or knobs of white limestone.
The blue or magnesian limestone, with the exception of some slaty rock, fills the cutlre
Museoneteong valley from Waterloo to Phillipsborg.
In the Pequest valley_ hounded on tbe northwest by Jenny Jump
Mountain, the blue and the white limestones bear about the _me
relations to each other as the ones already described.
The points to be borne in mind from this description are : First,
the intimate association of the white and the blue limestones ; second,
that this same intimate relationship probably existed between the
now-isolated patches of blue and white limestone in the water-shed
just mentioned, before erosion or solution swept away the bulk of the
tbrmation.
The probability that this relatlonsbip existed is reduced
to almost a certainty by finding patches of limestone where the limestone, eandstone and wbite Hmestone grade into each other.

TOPOGRAPHY.

In tbe study of the topography of these limestone belts (the white
and the intbnately-associated
blue) in their relation to the gueiesic
mountains on either side of them, three very striking features m_
observed which serve to point to their being a geological unit on the mm
hand_ and to their being distinctly separated fi'om the gneisses on tbe
other Imnd. These features are as follows :
First. The strike of the axial

ridges of the

flanking
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Pochuck, Hamburg, Pimple Hills, Wawayanda and Sparta, is very
nearly due northeast. TILestrike of the white limestone ridges and of
the blue as well, when these ridges are both flanks white limestone, or
one flank white and the other blue, is north, 5° to 15° east.
The exception to this rule is betwesn MeAfee and Hamburg, aml
on the north side of the I_ehigh and Hudson River railroad. Here
ttle ridges of white limestone and of blue and white mixed, have their
axes nearly parallel to the axes of the gneisses.
,','eoond.The highest point of the limestones in this valley is at the
lower point of the flanking gneisses. That is, from Franklin Furnaee to MeAfee, the average altitude of the limestones is a little over
700 feet. This altitude declines to tlle northeast to an average of less
than 500 feet. To the southwest the average is less than 600 feet.
From ttamburg the Pochuck I_Iountain (gneiss) rises to the m)rtheast t'rom an altitude of 600 feet to 1,100 feet. From Franklin Furnaee the Pimple Hills rise from an altitude of about 600 feet to 1,000
feet at the southwest. The same is tiue, though in a less marked
degree, of the Wawayanda and Sparta 5fountains.
The relations may be briefly expressed by comparing the slopes of
these two formations to two wide angles. The sides of the angle
representing the limestone, slope downward to the northeast and to the
southwest. The sides of the angle, representing the gneisees, slope up
in the same directions along the strike.
Third. The gneisses, almost without exception, are monoelinal, or
overthrown anticlines with an almost universal dip to the southeast.
The limestones are for the greater part marked anticlines, or if monoclinal the dips are about equally divided between the northwest aud
the southesst quadrants.
AXES

OF DISTURBANCE,

To one who is at all familiar with the geography aml geology of
New Jersey_ it will at once becmne apparent that tim white limestone
is distributed along axes of great disturbance.
This disturbance is
indicated--First_ by violent and sudden changes in the dip and strike ;
second, by the presence, in great abundanee_ of eruptive rocks of varions
kinds; third, by the shattered condition of the rocks. In the white
llmeston_ this disturbance is marked, in addition to the shatteriug, by
what in other rocks would be called sliekensldes. The limestones_ in
a(hlition to the pulished surfaces, have numermls bands of grapillte
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from one-eighth of an inch to an inch in width, and occasionally two
feet in length.
This banding is not confined to the polished surfaces,
but extends sometimes to the distance of a foot or more within the
rock, where the bands disappear and the brilliant scales of graphite
and the crystalline
faces of the limestone take their places. The
banding in every case is parallel to the sinuosities of the surface, and
the bands show a distinct parallelism to each other.
The graphite of
the bands has not the brilliant natural surface of the graphite scales
• in tile rock proper, but even when flaky has a dull appearance, as if
having been rubbed.
These markings are present in every quarry of
the white limestones, and they have been found in many other places.
As would naturally be exlrected , the blue limestones have not this
shattering in the same marked degree.
Yet, when in close connection with the white limestone, it is observed, but with the absence of
the bands of graphite.
Graphite in this case, however, !s invariably present, but usually
in fine dull scales, and only abundant in proportion as the change
from blue to white has taken place.
The sandstone which accompanies the blue and white limestone in such eases, when exposed,
is broken
bright.
ROCKS

but not

polished,

ASSOCIATED

WITH

and the sales

THE

WHITE

of graphite

LIMF,

are then

STONES.

i

Tbe rocks associated .with the limestones are as follows : Granites,
i_apolite rock ("geflecter gabbro"), boulder-llke masses of various
kinds, gneiss (?), pyroxene mica rock, sandstones and quartzites
(fossiliferous), and mica diabase.
The granites are by far the most abundant of the foreign rocks of
• the limestone series. They occur in great dykes and bosses, and they
are also iuterlaminated
with the white limestones.
At Franklin
Furnace there is a great dyke running nearly clue northeast across
the limestones, which here strike about north, 5 ° east. The dyke
shows itself in the quarry just across the railroad from the furnace,
and it has been beautlfnlly exposed by quarrying the limestone from
either side of it. This dyke again appears on Mine Hill_ and can be
traced almost continuously for the whole distance.
In the Trotter zinc mine, on Mine Hill, great horses of granite
are often encountered.
In the public road along the north side of
Furnace pund_ a great exposure of granite appears, flanked on either
I
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side by white iimest.ne.
It is also the foot-wall rock of' tile front
vein of zinc ore from the southwest opening to the northeast opening
near Greeospot. The hills hetween Hamburg Mountain and the white
limestone due east of Furnace pond, are also granite. In fact, these
foot-hills of granite, with apophyses reaching into the limestone, occur
along the Hamburg Mountain to a point nearly due east of McAfee.
At this point the blue limestone begins, and the granite ends.
A great medial line of granite, mentioned as occurring in the.
road north of Furnace pond, runs parallel to the strike of
tile white limestone and terminates in two precipitous hills,
one north and one south of the road leading east from McAfee, and
distant one-ti,urth of a mile from that place.* Another line of
granite in the nordmest border of the limestones first appears in the
New York, Susquehanna and Western railroad cut, one-half of'a
mile northwest .f Hamburg. The granite in this cut is in contact
with tile sandstone, and appears to be fnsed to it. At least the union
between the two rocks i_ so close that a specimen may be broken off',
part of granite, part of sandstone.
This line (_f granite runs nearly dnc northeast, and again appears
in contact with the sandstone just south of the Pochuck mine road,
one mile northeast of Hamburg. The same phenomenon is here
repeated, and the sandstone is here overlaid by a slightly-changed
blue limestone.
From this point towards McAfee, the dyke, or series of bosses, (s
enormously developed, and the greater part of the two hills lying to
the east of Pochuek mine is composed of it. The hill just back of the
school-house at MeAfee is especially to be noticed as consisting of
granite. Between the White Rock Lime Company's quarries at
McAi_ and the high hill east of them, this same dyke is again .
enormously developed. Without specifying further, the foot-hills at
the southea._t flank of Pochuck Mountain are largely made up of
granite, and in one or two places quarries have been opened.
My special stiMies have not included the belt north of Sand Hills,
but from a drive over the country, after a long study of the belt I)etween Sterling Hill and Sand Hills, I observed tim same snccession of
granite to a point a littie above Amity, N.Y.
I have by no means
' This _4nmite dyke/toe_ ntd hegin at l,'rauklin Furnace quarry.
,,f the gre:d dykes and 13osse_ _hieh (If'cur in tile "Wild
Cat"

It is an extension
southw_t
of the

quarry,

and even farther.

and which

extend almost

tile whole length

of Pimple
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exhaaste_l the localities at which granite occurs, but have simply indieated the lines along which are the greatest outcrops. So far as I
know, there is not a siugle outcrop of white limestone which is not
intimately associated with granite.
Lithologieally, the granite is extremely simple. The two principal
minerals are quartz and orthoclase feldspar. The other minerals in
the granite appear to be accessory rather than essential constituents.
In a personal letter from Dr. Geo. I_I.Williams, in which he describes
a section of tbis granite from McAfec, he says: "Granite, with
quartz in rotmded grains, feldspar (orthoclase), with fine rnicropcrthitic struet.ltre, and a very little brown mica." Tbis particular
specimen (No. 1767), is from the limestone quarry by the roadside at
McAfec, but microscopically it is not to be distinguished from the
other outcrops save as tbey vary in coarseness.
In many places this granite has distinct traces of foliation, and may
on this account have been mistaken for a gneiss. The proofs of its
eruptive origin are abundant. Aside from its general appearance,
which indicates its igneous origin, its relationship to its associated
rocks is such as to settle the question beyond dispute.
First. It cuts obliquely across the line of the strike of the white
limestone at l?ranklin Furnace.
See.and. It has been proved by means of a diamond drill core at
Franklin Furnace to be interlaminated irregularly with the limestones.
Third. At its contact with the sandstone near Hamburg the grauite
is not only knit closely to the sandstone, but at the Pochuck mine
road it has fragments of sandstone and other rock imbedded in it.
Fourth. When sandstone and limestone of the blue limestone tbrnmtion lie near the granite, graphite is more or less abundantly developed
in both, and, in the sandstone, feldspar and mica crystals are numerous.
At Hardistonville, Dr. Charles E. Beecher* found recognizable
species of trilobites in sandstone charged with graphite, and there
were also fossils found in the limestone overlying the sandstone.
Near Franklin Furnace, I was so fortunate as to find a fragment of a
trilobite in a sandstone containing graphite.
Another locality is the goseville mines, near Rosevillc pond (form*In this paper_ when mention is made of fossils being found in the_e rocks, the
statement is made on the authority of Dr. Clmrles E. Beecher, who made the necessary field examinations at the instance of the writer.
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erly Lion pond), which is mentioned by Professor Rogers. In this
locality both the sandstone amI the overlying limestone, in addition to
being changed, lmvc ranch gmphito present in them.
F0"th. The c_mtact phenomena arc unmistakable. In the dyke at
Franklin Furnace, there is a great abundance of flnoritc, of a beantiful purple e_)lor,in the limestone, in contact with the granite, aml
near by, or within a few feet of it, it contains irregular blotohes of
chondrodite and crystals of green and brown tourmaline.
Sixth. There. has already been a partial reference to the changes
which are indm't_t upon rocks of proved Devonian age, or older, hy
the presence ,)f granite in dykes or bosses.* The fact is, in this field,
when a blue limestone lies near a granite dyke, it becom_ materially
changed, and passes, by a steady but rapid gradation, into a white
crystalline limestone at the dyke. The localities at which this may
be observed are Franklin Furnace, in the woods.one-eighth of a mile
southwest of hill 737 ; at Hardlstonville, on the banks of a brook in
front of Carpenter's hotel. There is also a locality near Sand Hills,
east of McAtb(., and near Wright's or Lion pond, at Roseville.
In the_e places the evidence that the granite has changed the blue
limestone to a graphitic white limestone, is most convincing. The
question naturally arises, then, as to whether a hidden dyke of granite
may not have occasioned the change from blue to white where there
is no granite visible on the surface. Favorable evidence in support
of this is found in the Pochuck mine tunnel, near McAfee, N. J.
tIere a tunnel i_ driven 250 feet, as an adit to the Pochuck hematite
mine. In this tunnel granite is fmmd abundantly in the white limestone, but it doe_ not appear on the surface. It thus appears that
whatever may be the age of the white limestone, the granite is
younger than the limestone.
Scapolite r,,ck or "gcfleetcr gabbro," next to the granite, is the
most abundant rock of igneous origin in the white limestone. In
Norway, where first noted and described, it is known as an "apatite
bringer." In Canada, where it was recently found, it has heen
de._eribed hy Lawson and Adams.
In this region apatite, though present, is not abundant.
See Dr. (h.,,r_:c i1. Williams:

"Ctmt_ct

metamorphism

produced

in the adjoining

mie'a sch[.l_ _tt,I lltnest_me_ by the ma_-ive rc_'ks of the Cortland series near Peekskill."
Am..h,,,r.
Sci., Ill. series, vol. 3t;, p. 254. Prof. B. K. Emerson:
"D_criplion of the _'rie_ td" Itmt:tmnrphh.
Nov, 1890.

['pper

[)eVOlliRn

rocks."
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To show that this is undoubtedly the same as the Norwegian rock,
I will again quote from a personal letter from Dr. Williams, ":Nc..
1791, York State Quarry, Rudeville : ' Beautiful and typical scapolite rock ; white scapolite; green pleoehroic hornblende ; green nonpleoehroic pyroxene ; red sphene.'"
":No. 1792, same locality, same as No. 1791, but contains, in addition, a little plagioclase (anorthite?)."
"Also Nos. 1772 and 1773."
These last two numbers are from a quarry at McAfee.
In the "York State Quarry," at Rudeville, these scapolite dykes
are most perfectly exposed. The scapolite rock in this quarry, in the
south end, lies in three distinct dykes, and is almost perfectly conformable to the dip and strike of the limestone. The dykes are rather
narrow, not exceeding four to six feet in width. If nothing else suggested their igneous origin, the fact that these three dykes unite into
one great dyke, in the north end of the quarry, would suggest this
idea most forcibly. In appearance the scapolite rock looks much like
a hornblende feldspar rock, which is very common in the gneissie
rocks of the Highlands. This resemblance is heightened by the perfeet foliation of the dykes and their apparent conformability to their
host. This foliation is strikingly characteristic of these rocks, even
when they occur as boulder-like masses included in the limestone.
These facts are probably responsible for the frequently-repeated statemeat, "The white limestones are everywhere interstratified with the
gneieses and are conformable to them."
There seems to be little doubt of the eruptive origin of these roekE¢_
in part at least, and facts tending to prove this are easy to find. These
roeks_ though apparently conformable to their host, are not always so.
As has already been stated, dykes of this rock coalesce in the "York
State Quarry."
The contact phenomena, while not as well marked as
in the case of the granites, are yet very prominent. The dykes, and
especially the isolated boulder-like masses, are accompanied by a great
quantity of fluorite.
On the underside of the dykes at Rudeville large cavities are
frequently filled with scapolite crystals of various sizes. These crystals
appear to have been formed originally in the limestone which has subsequently been removed by solution.
These same scapolite rocks
occur in boulder-like masses as well as in dykes, a fact which has
already been alluded to. If one were not acquainted with their nature
they would unhesitatingly be called water-worn boulders. The only
3
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thing which first suggests their having originated in ,_t_ is the distinct reaction rim which surrounds them. This rim or shell is made
np largely of scales of dark mica (species not determined), hornblende
and pyroxene.
The rim is often marked by a segregation of graphite, which
extends to a considerable depth in the mass. The masses are perfectly rounded in form ; their mineral composition is identical with
that of the dykes. They usually have, when coarse-textured, a distinct foliation, and they invariably occur in the neighborhood of the
dykes or of some other igneous rocks.
The localities where fluorite is most intimately associated with the
boulders and dykes, is at the "York State" quarries, at Rudeville,
and the limestone quarries at McAfee.
There are other boulder-like masses which occur in the limestone,
more often of the nature of granite, and they consist largely of quartz
and feldspar. These, however, are comparatively rare.
There are numerous bunches in the limestone which are made up
of an ill-defined variety of minerals, usually of a pale-green color_
containing much calcite, and having no sharp, well-defined boundaries. These are probably, as suggested to me by Dr. Williams,
aggregations or segregations from impurities originally contained
in the limestones themselves. These latter are very abundant. They
can be very easily accounted for by supposing that the numerous
cherty nodules in the blue limestones have, during the process of
metamorphism, taken lime and magnesia from the body of the rock,
and the lime-magnesia silicates are the results.
That there is a difference in origin of these boulder-like masses,
there can be no doubt. The scapolite masses with, their fluorine
minerals, suggest fumarole action, just as the others suggest a
metamorphic product from mixtures originally present in the limestone.
There is yet another rock occurring, which is, no doubt, of
igneous origin. It has not, that I know, any specific name. The
rock consists almost wholly of pyroxene (diopside probably), and a
dark mica which may be phlogopite.
In three localities, widely separated, one on Mine Mountain near
Mendham, one on Jenny Jump Mountain, and one on Scott's Mountain, the crystals of mica have been large enough to suggest a possible economic value, while the crystals of pyroxene have been found
eight inches long. In the localities at MeAfee, one east and one
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west of the railroad, the mica consists in the main of fine scales
¢loesly bunched, while the pyroxeue or diopside is in crystalline
masses, having a perfect resemblance to "shot ore," savh, of course,
as to color and specific gravity. The proofs of the eruptive origin
of these rocks is about the same as those of the other rocks, with
this difference. The contact mineral in the limestones near this rock
is almost wholly chondrodite.*
The most striking illustration of this is found one mile from
McAfee, towards Hamburg, and on the west side of the road. The
other locality is one mile due northeast of Franklin Furnace, in some
old openings made in search of zinc. In this latter place, the brightreddish ehondrodlte was mistaken for zincite. The chondrodite
occurs here in large masses, while at McAfee it is in the limestone in
globular masses the size of a pea.
_ICA

DIABASE.

This rock, so common in the white limestones, was _lescribed by
Prof. B. :K. Emerson under the name of kersantite.
The dyke
described by Prof. Emerson was the large one in the zinc mine at
Franklin Furnace. This dyke cuts across the zinc and limestone at
right angles to the strike. Its westward extension is found in the
blue limestones and sandstones west of the mines ; the eastward, is
found about a mile eastward, near the foot of Hamburg Mountain.
Another dyke of this same rock, and at least equal in size, is found
in the quarries at Rudeville. It is thirteen feet wide, has been
exposed for one hundred and seventy-five feet in length and fifty to
seventy-five feet in height. It appears to have many branching
dykes, though these may be independent ones. Bcautiful, thin, ribbonlike tongues are forced through the limestone in every direction in the
vicinity of the dyke.
Dr. Williams' note on this is as follows: "No. 1795, great dyke
at :Rudeville; mica diabase; beautiful rock, but no longer quite
fresh ; idiomorphic ; yellow and reddish pyroxene ; biotite ; abundant
sphene; apatite; magnetite ; plagioelasc considerably altered and filled
with secondary chloritic matters."
This rock is found in considerable abundance in the lime quarries
* This mineral was examined and pronounced chondrodite by Prof. S. L. Penfield,
of the Sheffield Scientific School, Yale University.
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at McAfce.
A great mass of the same coarse rook occurs about nne
mile south of McAfee, toward Hamburg.
It is now more like granite
in its nature and is probably a great dyke.
The contact phenomena in the ease of these rocks are not so prominent as in the case of the granites, gabbros and mica-pyroxene rook.
Yet, at Rudevi]le, the course of the dyke is marked by an abundance
of ehondrodite, brown, black and green tourmaline.
Fluorite, though
present, is not as abundant as near the seapolite rocks. Where it,
breaks through the sandstones at :Franklin Furnace, and east and
west of McAfec, the sandstones are graphitic.
In the two prominent
localities at McAfee the blue limestones are breeciated ; the interstices
are filled with crystalline limestone, which is graphitic, and graphite
is occasionally tbund in the blue limestone forming the breccia.
It is
thus seen that the various igneous rooks have a decided influence on
the sandstone and limestone, and, in the matter of mineral alteration_
on the white limestones.
O_EIBSES.

As has already been intimated, goeieses are not certainly known in
connection with white limestones.
The gneisses reported to have been
interstratified with the limestones have proved to be, so far as I have
been able to identify localities cited, either "geflecter
gabbro" or
fnliated granite.
SAI_DSTONE8

AND

QUARTZITR9.

Both of these rocks are found intimately associated with the white
limestones, and in a few places in actual contact with them. In every
instance the white limestone covers the sandstone. The harder quartz°
ires are usually either under the sandstones or are near the granite or
other dykes, and they are certainly one and the same bed.
In texture and mineral composition the sandstone of the white
limestone is exactly the same as that found under the blue limestone.
They are grapbltic invariably when in contact with the white llmestone, and often when under the blue. They have crystals of freshlooking feldspar, probably ortheclase, and scales of white mica.
They are often quite hard to distinguish from the granite.
They
are highly charged with pyrites.
They are sometimes conglomeratic, with large, irregular-shaped, but rounded pebbles of milky
quartz.
Hematite and limonits are found intimately associated with
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the sandstones and the limestones in places. The most noteworthy place
"is in front of the hotel at MeAfee.
The place is an exceedingly interesting one from a geological standpoint, and will be referred to again.
Near by_ but east from McAfce, is the Simpson mine, also inti_nately connected with the sandstone and limestone.
THE BLUE AND WHITE LIMF_TONES OF THIS BELT.
Only a few words will be needed to point out the salient features of
these rocks with reference to each other. The white limestones are not
_verywhere white, highly crystalline or "sparry," and_ on the other
hand, the blue limestones are not everywhere non-crystalline and blue.
The white limestones are not exclusively graphltie, for the blue
limestones carry graphite as well, and, in addition, fossils.
The white limestones range from a highly-crystalline
form to a reck
which is nothing more than a fine-grained, clouded blue marble, while
"the blue limestones range from an earthy non-crystalline to white or
cream-colored
marble, carrying graphite.
White, sllghtly-changed
limestones have bleached nodules of a flinty nature, nearly or quite
changed to crystalline quartz.
In the undoubted blue limestones there are characteristically
large
nodules of flint, and often these flint nodules, apparently not changed,
have scales of graphite enclosed in them.
The white limestones have fine-gralned, banded, boulder-like masses
of limestone included in masses of coarsely-crystalline
rock.
The
blue limestones are often brecelated, the breccia of all shades, according to location ; and the interstices are filled with crystalline limestone,
and both breccia and interstitial matter carry graphite.
The degree of crystallization in the white limestones depends upon
proximity to an igneous rock, and this is carried to such an extent
that a highly-crystalline
white limestone changes to an undoubted
blue at a distance from the igneous rock.
The presence of graphite
in fossiliferous sandstones and in the blue limestones likewise depends
upon proximity to an igneous rock.
From this brief but by no means exhaustive statement of facts, it
will be seen that there is but one positively distinguishing
fact that
separates the white from the blue limestone, and that is the presence
of eruptive rocks. That is, as the blue limestones approach the line
,of igneous activity, they drop their distinguishing
characteristics and
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assume by degrees those of the whlte_and vies versa. It follows, then,
that a comprehensive description of the white limestones will not and
cannot exclude the blue or magnesian rock.
ARRANGEMENT
A_D

OF

THE

WHITE

ACCOMPANYING
DIPS

AND

OF

S&NDSTONF.S
AND

THE
WITH

BLUE
REGARD

LIMESTONES.
TO

STRIKES.

In order to bring the relations to these rocks to a point of more
easy comprehension, fifteen sections have been prqmred from the
more critical places where there is slight possibility of mistaking
facts. These sections have not been drawn to scale vertically. The
horizontal distance is six inches equal one mile.
Section L is drawn due southeast through hill 750, one-half of a
mile south of Pochuek mine, and one-third of a mile south of Simpson's mine, on hill 722.*
The extreme northwest end of this section "_is made up of a series of
slaty limestones, gritty limestones, moderately thick beds of limestone, and all underlaid by sandstone. This sandstone appears to be
continuous to a point where it becomes more or less graphitic, when it
is found in the form of angular blocks and mingled with blocks of
white limestone, also graphitie. Farther to the east the white limestones are seen dipping to the southeast. The rocks are here so
shattered and punctured by granite that it is difficult to make out the
dip definitely, but it is southeast. Crossing the Lehigh and Hudson
railroad and the swamps, we come to the northwest slope of hill 722.
Here the series of blue limestones and grits is repeated and beautifully exposed, dipping in the same direetion--northwest.
The white
limestone lies to the cast at a considerable distance from the sandstone, which here is a hard quartzite. The white limestone comes
next towards the east, and dips southeast.
It will here be seen that two hills with nearly parallel axes, and
with their extreme flanks only one mile apart, are anticlinal in form
and with the northwest flank of each of blue limestone, the southeast
flank of white firestone and the axial ridges of graphitic sandstone.
Section II. is taken one-half of a mile northeast of Section I., and
These figures are the altitudes of hills as given oa the topographical
maps of the
Survey.
They constitute the readiest and most accurate points of reference_ and they"
can easily be fi*und in the field with a map even without a barometer.
•; See plate cff sel_ions and map facing page 50 of this report.
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is parallel to it. Hill 750 is the same as in Section I. Especial
attention is directed to hill 722. It will be seen by referring to
Section I., that the northwest slope of this hill in that section was of
blue limestone.
In Section II. it is white.
If the sandstones in
Section I. are continuous to this point, then the limestones are also
continuous, and the blue limestone has gone over to a white, unquestionably.
Section IIL is taken about one-eighth of a mile northeast of Section II.
'The shape of this hill is continuous on the northwest, but the blue
limestone which is noticed on this slope in Sections I. and II. is in
this section replaced by white limestone, in which granite and "geflecter
gabbro" are very prominent.
It is hardly possible to determine the dip with any degree of satisfaction at this place, as the dips, owing to the extremely-disturbed
nature of the rock, are nowhere constant.
The prevailing dip is northwest, and about one-half of a mile to the northeast of this place there
is an old mine-hole in which the dip is unmistakably to the northwest.
Here, again, the outcrop is not continuous from the blue to the
white.
This much, however, is to be noticed : the usual dip of the
blue limestone in Sections I. and II. is 30 to 45 °, strike northeast.
The last outcrop before the white is reached is turned on its strike
and the dip is nearly 80 °. The rock is also much shattered.
I will
leave these facts without comment, as their obvious tendency is quite
plain.
On the axial crest the sandstone

is not present

in beds, but is in

angular blocks and is graphitic.
On the southeast slope of this hill blue limestone is found for the
first time on the southeast slope of a hill in this locality.
It is not in
regularly-formed
beds, but lies in irregular blocks on the slope of the
hill.
It is underlaid by the sandstone before mentioned.
The limestone is in places breceiated with white interstitial matter.
The pebbles are somewhat rounded and look as if molecular rearrangement had been checked before a complete change from blue to
white had been effected.
The comparatively slight depression between hill 750 and the hill
east of it, is filled with granite and white limestone.
The hill to the
east consists very largel_t of granite, with an appai'ent axial crest of
sandstone.
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Section IV. The principal point to be noticed in this section is
that the fact is here demonstrated that the sandstone underlies the
limestone. It will be recalled that mention has been made of numerous
angular blocks of sandstone on the crests of the limestone ridges, and
that they were suggestive of a bed of broken sandstone rather than
of transported blocks. At the summit of the hill, just west of the
valley, a large open cut has been made in the east side of the hill in
the search for iron ore. The opening is about fifty fcet in depth and
has been carried into the side of the hill for about the same distance.
The cut on the east face of the hill is first in white limestone dipping southeast. Dipping under this conformably is a coarse pyritiferous conglomerate with beds of a fiuesgrained sandstone. The whole
exposure is exceedingly hard and flinty.
Along the crest of this hill, towards the south, there are scattered
blocks of graphitic sandstone, and there is one locality where there is
a huge mass of fresh-looking quartzite. It may be only a boulder,
though. However that may be, there /8 sandstone underlying the
white limestone on the steep eastern face of the hill.
This hill is less than one-fourth of a mile south of the old ore dock
of the Poehuck mine road, and less than one-half of a mile south of
the cut just described.
One-fourth of a mile east of this place is a precipitous hill, alluded
to before as lying east of the hotel at 5IcAfee. This hill is very
precipitous on its western face, but slopes more gently to the east.
On the north side of the road is another hill of a less altitude by two
hundred feet. Its general characteristics are the same as those of the
hill in Section IV.
The western slope of the hill east of MoAfee consists principally
of a fine-grained granite. Angular blocks of this, mingled with
blocks of white limestone, lie at the foot of the hill. The limestone
is generally very coarsely crystalline, graphitie, and, in places, chondrodite is abundantly present. Near the north end of the hill, however, in the face of the cliff, and wholly surrounded by coarselycrystalline and graphitic limestone, are masses of brecciated limestone,
which, although not blue in color, are yet but slightly changed as to
texture and color. • It is a true breccia, however, and their angular
boundaries are readily distinguished.
It contains only scattering
flakes of graphite.
Going to a point immediately above the cliff (about seventy-five
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feet vertically), and a little below the crest of the hill, on the eastern
slope, there is found a very striking exposure of rocks. At the
northern point of the hill the ground is well covered with large,
angular fragments of a rather fine-grained, rotten sandstone.
The
blocks, if of moderate size, arc stained to the depth of three inches
by decomposing pyrites.
Graphite is present in the sandstone.
No
fossils were found here. In fact, but little time was spent searching
for them, but there is little doubt but that they may be found here
by an expert paleontologist.
Lying on top of this sandstone is a graphitic, gritty limestone.
It is brecciated, and the interstices are filled with crystalline
limestone, as is usual. Among these blocks are larger blocks of
almost pure limestone, save for the presence of large nodules of
chert or flint. Some of the flint and the enclosing limestone is
graphitic.
Some of the flint seems to be slightly bleached by the
driving off of organic matter, but the change has not gone far
enough to crystallize it to any extent.
Tracing this breccia along the line of strike, it invaria_y fades into
a white limestone and with granite not far from the line of change.
The line cannot be traced continuously, on account of a thick underb_'ush. West of this line of breccia is white limestone and granite, to
the east is blue limestone slightly changed, and a gritty limestone and
sandstone beneath all. On the eastern face of this hill, the place, in
fact, that I have been describing, is the point where the blue limestones are cut out by the white, and the white limestone south of this
fills the entire valley between Pochuck and Hamburg Mountains.
In writingof this brecciated limestone, and of this most interesting locality, I find great difficulty in describing facts, that they may
appeal to the ear in a measure as strongly as they do to the eye. On
this account I have collected a suite of these transition rocks, as I
have called them, from this locality, as well as from several others,
so that my observations may be verified without the trouble and
expense of seeking them in the field.*
But, however strongly these
facts, thus stated, appeal to one, when seen in the field they appeal with
double force. And it seems to me that no one visiting this place
with an unprejudiced
mind, could go away doubting but that the
sandstone which underlies the blue limestone, underlies the white
also, and that here we see the Paheozoie blue limestone actually pass_These specimensare now in the laboratoryof the Survey.
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ing into the so-called Archean white limestones.
When we reflect:
that this locality can be duplicated a dozen times, the probability
seems to grade into absolute certainty. This hill 622 seems to be
anticlinal in structure.
In this light let us examine more minutely
hill 750, noted in Sections I., II., III.
Section V. shows the southern point of this hill as a section
through its summit.
The middle elevation of this section is a part
of a ridge of sandstone which rises to the south to a _onsiderable
height.
To the west of it is a hollow and still farther west is a
gritty limestone with a layer of sandstone, and the crest of the hill
is a slaty limestone with a bed of pure limestone.
The dip of these
rocks is unmistakably northwest.
The sandstone also has a northwest dip.
No more than fifty feet to the east of this sandstone is a large outcrop of white limestone and granite, which enlarges to the north.
The limestone on either slope of this hill is traced to corresponding
points in Section V. Here a sandstone dipping northwest is near by.
Towards the summit of the hill the bedded sandstone is replaced by
angular blocks, and on the crest of the hill is a small exposure of a
flat-lying limestone.
To the west of this are angular blocks of
graphitic sandstone.
Passing still farther down the eastern slope of
the hill, the bedded sandstone is found, still graphitic, but the dip
cannot be determined.
A little below this the brecclated blue limestone appears in great blocks, covering a greater part of the eastern
slope, and then, farther down, these rocks are replaced by white limestone and granite.
Section VI. is through a hill just south of the
Pochuek mine road. It is made to show the relations of the limestone, sandstone and the underlying granite. The facts arc unmistakable, and they are duplicated in the railroad cat north of Hamburg.
It is one- half of a mile south of the point where Section V. is
taken and is evidently closely related to it.
Sections VII. and VIII. represent either slope of hill 698, one and
one-iburth miles north-northeast
of Hardistonville.
It is really the
south end of hill 722, shown in Sections I. and II., the north end of
which is white liraestoue.
On the northwest slope of this hill is a
series of limestones and grits exactly similar to those noted in Section
V. and just as beautifully exposed as are those in hill 750 in Sections
I.j II., III., IV. and V.
Pas_ing to the eastward, towards the crest of this hill, the same
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angular blocks of graphitic sandstone, mingled with blocks of white
limestone, arc again found.
Farther yet down the slope the white
limestone is found in solid masses cut up by great dykes and bosses of
granite and "geflecter gabbro."
The granite has much fluorite in
places, especially when in contact with the white limestone.*
Section IX. shows the relation of this hill (698) to the hill just
east of it (722), in the east side of which are the Rudeville quarries.
Leaving now the white limestones, which lie at the east foot of
Pochuek Mountain, the next section, X., is taken at Hardistonville
acmes the brook in front of Carpenter's hotel.
The white limestones
now lie along the west foot of Hamburg
Mountain.
It will be
noticed that in this section, on the northwest end, Dr. Beccher found
fossils in the unchanged blue limestone.
Under this limestone is a.
fine-grained sandstone, which is filled with the remains of trilobites.
There is also a noticeable amount of graphite present.
In several
specimens graphite is found near the head of a trilobite, within oneeighth of an inch.
In the same specimen there are two places that
look very much as if graphite had partially replaced'the
shell of a
trilobite.
A large granite dyke is near this sandstone, though no
line of contact was found.
There is present, however, a seam of
almost pure graphite one to two inches thick.
Dykes of mica-diabase
as well as "geflecter gabbro" are also present.
There arc also present confused masses of brecciated sandstone_
blue limestone with white interstitial matter, and all very highly
graphitlc.
The blue breccia is observed very abundantly
side of the brook.

on the north

If it is borne in mind that this brook is here the dividing line
between the white and blue limestone, the significance of the breccia
will become apparent.
The blue limestone breccia has thus far been
characteristic
of the boundary between the two white limestones,
though there are exceptions to the rule.
On the north side of the brook white limestone comes out again in
close proximity to the blue,
and gabbro.
In places near
which are filled with grains
This is also north of the

and it is, as usual, mingled with granite
by, also, are limestones slightly changed,
of sand, and with more or less graphite.
brook, toward Rudeville.
Tile line of

_If this ridge is followed north to the " York State Quarry,"
a brecclated blue
limestone is found, lying on the crest of the hill and on the west edge of the quarry.
Blocks of graphitie

sandstone

are traced almost

continuously

between
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contact in this section, north and south, between the blue limestones
and the white, or when they come close together, reaches from Franklin Furnace to MeAfee, a distance of six miles.* Again referring to
the section, we observe that the sandstone appears in unmistakable
heds, dipping under the white limestone.
Omitting for the present Section XI., attention is asked to Section
XII.
This section is taken three-fourths of a mile south of Carpsnter's hotel, at Hardistonville, and it passes through hill 720 near
its southern point. It will be noticed that at the extreme northwest
there is blue limestone underlaid by sandstone. This is the same outcrop noticed in Section X., and it can be traced almost continuously
from that point to this. It is on the west side of the road, and is in
line with the outcrops of sandstone and blue limestone at Franklin
:Furnace, so often referred to in New Jersey geological reports.
Just across the road to the east there is a cultivated field. In this
field there arc numerous exposures of granite and white limestone.
Leaving this field and entering the underbrush which covers the west
slope of the hill, the same rocks crop out continuously. Near thesummit of the hill the graphitie sandstone so often referred to crops out
and dips unmistakably under the white limestone. This sandstone is
exposed for a distance of twenty-five to fifty feet to the north, and
then disappears under the limestone. As it also appears under the
same white limestone at the summit of the hill, fifty feet above, it
would seem as if the sandstone was bent into an anticlinal fold. Certainly it pitches under the limestone and dips to the southeast. Following this outcrop into the cleared field at the south end of the hill, the
whole of the southeast point of the hill is seen to consist largely of a
bard, flinty quartzite. A few rods to the north of this section line
nearly the whole hill is made up of granite. This granite is in places
well foliatcd, so well foliated that it resembles a gneiss, but on account
of its mineral composition and field relations I cannot but believe it
to be a true foliated granite. "Gefleetorgabbro"andmica-pyroxene
rock are also abundantly found.
Hill 724 has but few exposures, and these are of the usual kind.
In the bed of the brook at the foot of hill 720 there is an outcrop
of unchanged blue limestone. A few rods south of this there is white
The same breccia is observed in several places in the road, going from this brook
to Hamburg .Mountain. One place is at the corner of the roads at Hardlstonville,
the other is ahout one-half

a mile east, in front of a small houso.
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limestone, and yet a little farther, by the roadside, a boss of granite.
Following the outcrop of sandstone and blue limestone along the west
side of the road to Franklin Furnace, Section XIII.
is taken across a
triangular lot between two roads one mile north of Franklin Furnace
station.
There are two very strong points to be noticed in this section. First, there is the blue limestone on the northwest, underlaid by
a fossiliferous and graphitlc sandstone,
k short distance to the east is
granlte and white limestone. This is suecesded by low, swampy ground,
when no rocks are visible.
Then comes the south end of hill 737.
Here is the second point to which attention is directed.
The western
face is principally granite.
In contact with this granite on the eastern .
face is a graphitic, highly-crystalline
white limestQne. Passing still
to the east, within a distance of seventy-five feet, this white limestone
has changed to an unmistakable blue, also dipping southeast.
The
change is gradual but rapid.
This is the northern point of the "2d' (of blue limestone) before
referred to, and it can be followed in an almost unbroken line to the
fossil locality, north of Furnace pond.*
On the same section line and still farther east, is the southern spur
of hill 724.
This consists of white limestone intermingled with
granite and "geflecter gabbro."
Yet farther east are the gneisses of
Hamburg Mountain.
Section XIV. is an especially important one. On the northwest
are the usual limestones and sandstones, here resting on the upturned
edges of the Franklin gneiss.
Across this gneiss to the east is white
limestone, and a thin bed of magnetite, which rests on granite and
not on gneiss. This is shown in openings in the magnetite veins and
in the tunnel which leads into the zinc mine.
White limestone succecds this, and then the well-known zinc-bed, here thirty-five feet
thick.
On top of this is a heavy bed of white limestone dipping
southeast.
A little east of this, and by the roadside, is a large outcrop of
sandstone having
large flakes of mica and crystals
of feldspar
developed in it near the point of contact with a trap-dyke.
There is
also much fluorite present.
Through
the kindness of Mr. W. W.
Pierce, superintendent
of the works at Franklin
Furnace, this sand* See accompanyingGeologicalmap facingpage 50. Though the boundary line is
sharply drawn on the map, from this point to Furnace pondthe blue and the white
limestone grade into each other.
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stone was uncovered, thus showing its relations to the limestone.
This excavating showed the sandstone going under the limestone with
a northwest dip. This shows conclusively that the limestone is here
bent into a synclinal fold, and is probably independent of the fold in
the zinc mine.
Passing up the slope of this hill and to the east, white limestone
lind granite are found either on the section line or at no great distance
from it. In the road across the north end of Furnace pond the white
limestone dips southeast.
The next slope to the east of this is in the old furnace quarry, and
is in the blue limestone. In this quarry fossils belonging to the
Obolella fauna are found in a limestone which also carries graphite.*
This limestone dips northwest, and a little farther to the east dips
southeast, thus showing an undoubted anticlinal fold. Following
east across the strike of this outcrop, white limestone with granite
and "geflecter gabbro" lies in a foot-hill next to Hamburg Mountain.
Returning to the furnace quarry, where the fossils were found, and
following along the line of strike for one-fourth of a mile in the
back road (so-called) to Ogdensburg, is a point where within thirty
to fifty feet the extreme phases of the two limestones are found ; the
crystalline white on the one side and the unchanged blue on the other.
Between the two extremes is a perfect series of grading.J"
This line followed along leads to a similar gradation series mentioned in Section XIII.
Section XIV. proves beyond all reasonable doubt three strong
points : First, the sandstone here is associated with the limestone and
probably underlies it. It is, no doubt, the same as the sandstone in
hill 720 (Section XII.), but in Section XII. the dip is southeast, while
in this section it is northwest. Second_there is a gradual passage From
the hlghly-crystalline white to the uncrystalline fossiliferous blue.
Third, the white limestones are proved to lie in anticlinals and the
blue limestones, bounded on either flank by white, lie also in an
anticlinal fold, the northwest dip passing along its line of strike from
blue into a white limestone.
As to the dip of these blue limes_ues, hardly any of the older
_ Gmphlte isneither abundant in this formation nor is it easily seen. The strong point
is made, however, that the graphite proves the limestone to be highly metamorphic,
and the presence of fossils proves its paheozole age. The probability of a greater
metamorphic action is thus greatly strengthened.
+This point convinced Dr. Beecher that the two limestones are the same.

i
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geologists agree, judging by their sections. The reason is assumed to
be that the jointing, which is here perfectly developed, makes it
exceedingly difficult to get the true dip without great care.
Section XV. is drawn one mile south of the last, and passes through
hill 689, just east of the Wallkill river.
The whole of the eastern slope of hill 743, along the foot of which
runs the New York, Susquehanna and Western railroad, consists of
white limestone, granite, "geflceter gabbro" in dykes and in boulderlike masses in the limestone.
The white limestone ceases suddenly at the Wallkill river, where
there is a great outcrop of granite. On the east side of the river, and
near its bank, is a slaty blue limestone dipping steeply northwest. In
Munson's grove, a little east of this, and on the eastern slope of the
hill, the blue limestone dips southeast against the foot of Hamburg
Mountain.
It will thus be seen that the anticlinal of blue limestone in hill 689,
though not continuous with the one in Section XIV., is probably the
same, and that on the northwest slope the blue limestone in Section
XIV. is replaced by white.
This makes the fifth locality where this fact is plainly observed,
and it seems unreasonable to assume any other explanation than that
the white limestone is the metamorphosed blue. This is the last section that I have studied in the Franklin belt. The reason is lack of
time during this season and the fact that the exposures in other localities were more meager and not so striking as in the belt between Sand
Hills and Sterling Hill. To the westward of hill 743, Section IV.,
lie the Pimple Hills, upon the west flank of which lie the blue limestones, with underlying sandstone occasionally exposed. Along this
flank are several isolated patches of white limestone, in one of which
are the well-known Andover mines of magnetite and hematite mixed
with ores of lead and zinc. In the vaUeys or gorges of these hills are
isolated patches of white limestone, always accompanied by great outpours of granite and other eruptive rocks. The same is true of the
white limestone on the bordering blue limestone. There are also great
and violent disturbances in the gneieses, and scattered about in places
are abundance of angular blocks of sandstone, in every instance highly
graphitie.
There is one more section (XI.) about one mile north of _IeAfee to
which I wish to direct attention.
In this section the gneieses of Poehuek Mountain lie to the extreme
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northwest. Resting against the eastern flank is bill 748. It consists_
as usual, of granite, "geflecter gabbro" and trap. White limestone is
also present, but not abundantly.
The dip of the white limestone is
here west, 30° north. Going eastward_ after crossing the road to
MeAfee, there is a remarkable hill of granite with very little white
limestone. Following the brook which crosses the road at this point
toward Black creek, we note that it passes the greater part of the
distance over white limestone and granite. One-fourth of a mile
from Black creek it cuts across the strike of the steep hills north and
south of it and falls over a ledge of white limestone to the level of
the swamp. South of the brook is a hill which consists largely of
white limestone. It may be said here that this is close to the boundary line between the white and the blue limestone, as indicated on the
geological map.
The hill north of the brook is far different. Beginning at the level
of the brook is a ledge of highly-crystaUine white limestone charged
with graphite. Going up to the hill to the northeast we note the following changes :--First, thb white limestone ; second, a white limeatone not so highly crystalline and with the graphite in oecaaional
scales, but generally in blackish or dark-gray clots ; third, a marble-like
rock with no graphite scales, but dark-clouded, irregular bands ; fourth_
a limestone with slight traces of alteration ; fifth, a wholly-unchanged,
blue, slaty limestone. These changes take place within a distance
measured on the slope of less than one hundred feet. On the summit
and on the eastern slope of the hill to the marsh level is the unchanged,
blue, slaty limestone dipping north, 30° east.
This remarkable series of gradations can be traced for a long dlstance at the foot of the western slope of the hill.
About five hundred feet to the west of the foot of the hill are
numerous angular blocks of gcaphitic sandstone. No dip or strike
can be made out.
The dip of the white limestone is the same as that of the overlying
blue limestone. In short_ the white limestone, while grading into the
blue limestone above, passes conformably under it. The probability
is that the sandstone before referred to is the broken edges of a bed
that passes under the limestones. Across Black creek the blue limestones underlaid by sandstone dip in the northwest quadrant.
This finishes the belt to which special study has been directed the
past summer, but I wish to call attention briefly to two other localities of white limestone---one at Cranberry reservoir, on the Sussex
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railroad, and the other near Oxford Furnace.
The white limestones
near Cranberry reservoir are accompanied, as usual, by granite and
"geflecter gabbro."
The gabbro here has been mistaken for gneiss.
There is so much of this rock injected into the limestone that the Furnace company at Stauhope gave up working it for flux at their furnace. No sandstone is seen here ia connection with the limestone.
The locality at Oxford Furnace is especially interesting for several
reasons.
At the iron mines to the east are numerous dykes of granite and
miea-pyroxene rock.
Here the limestone is highly crystallized ; contains manganese, graphite and aeales of mica. This passes to the west
into a less crystalline limestone, gray in color, and jointed like a blue
limestone.
No eruptive rocks, save trap, are visible, and there is a
small bed of zinc sulphide in the limestone.
This sulphide has, however, numerous small scales of mica and a green mineral resembling
willemite.
This comes in such small and poorly-formed crystals that
they cannot with certainty be determined.
The whole aspect of the
place points to the supposition that here we have the beginning of the
metamorphism of a zinc sulphide and that Franklin Furnace is the
final stage of metamorphic action.*
CONCLUSIONS.

The conclusions at which I have arrived from the study of the
localities which I have described, and from other localities as well,
are as follows: First, the white limestones of Sussex and Warren
counties are of Post-Archean
age. Second, the white and the blue
limestones belong to a synchronous horizon.
Third, that this horizon
is the horizon of the Ohnellus fauna.
This last conclusion is based
on the authority of Dr. Charles E. Beecher.
Though I was convinced
that the limestones and sandstones of this group would prove to be
foesiliferous, I supposed that, should fossils be found, they would confirm the opinion of other geologists that these rocks were of Potsdam
and Lower Silurian age respectively.
The extent of these conclusions is more far-reachlng than is at first
sight apparent.
First, it demands that a careful search be made for
fossils in the whole belt, or rather belts of lirhestones, sandstones,
_The

presence

of manganese

was proved

by a chemical

test.
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slates and shales hitherto called and regarded as Potsdam, Trenton
and Hudson river. The result may prove the existence of a great
horizon of rooks in New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania hitherto
unsuspected and may also throw much light on the question as to the
position of the Green Pond Mountain rocks. Second, and this point
possesses for me a far greater interest than the first, in this belt are
rocks, limestones, sandstones, slates and iron and zinc ores in every
degree of metamorphism. The belt is penetrated by various kinds
of igneous rocks, and the petrography and chemistry of rocks and
minerals in every stage of metamorphism, induced by pressure and
heat, can be traced out and its history deciphered to its minutest
details. It is rare to find rocks of known geological age in which
such favorable conditions exist. The histories thus elaborated can be
used most advantageously in deciphering other localities whose history
is written in less legible characters.
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L. NASON.

No special work on the iron mines has been done since 1886. In
view of the fact that the iron industry seemed to be looking up, it
was thought that a survey of the mining resources of the State
would prove useful. Accordingly the work was begun in October.
The objects of the survey were as follows :
First. Collecting mining statistics relative to the status of the
mining industry.
Second. Collecting suites of specimens of ores and rocks i and-Third. The study of the mine rooks, the country rooks and the
relations of these to each other, and to the iron ore proper.
To the first two no special attention need be directed, as a study of
the appended notes will amply explain them.
With regard to the third, special attention is directed, since it is
believed that on the careful study of this topic hangs the future
of suecessfnl iren-minlng in this State.
The important facts to be noted in this connection in the appended
report are, first, the fact that the mine rockj so.called,is actually distinct
and easily distinguishable from the country rock.
This point being carefully borne in mind, it may be well to ask if
it is not possible that some of the mines in the State considered
"exhausted" may not be capableof further development. Especially
should this question be considered when the ore has pinched out,
whether by rolls in foot or hanging-walls, or by the earning down of
the cap rock.
Second. It has become firmly established in my mind that the
country rook of the great iron mines of our State is constant, and
can be properly classified as the iron-ore carrier. It is also firmly
(51)
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believed that this country rock is sharply divided from the "vein"
matter of mines, the term" vein" including the ore and associated mine
rock.
This statement was made in the Annual Report for 1889_ and
it has been confirmed by closer study during the current year.
The extent of the country rock proper is described in that report,
p. 30, under the head "Type I., Mount Hope."
:For a descrlptiou
of the geograpieaI position and extent of these rocks, see "Annual
Report State Geologist, for 1889, p. 35, et se(1.
It is believed that a careful study and comparison of these mine
rocks with
Another
of mines.
tion, which

the country rock, will result in much practical good.
thing of great importance is careful surveys and records
These, if preserved, often give much valuable informathe abandoning of a mine cuts off.

I have here to tender my cordial thanks to mine-owners and superintendents, for information and for personal courtesies in being allowed to
inspect the practical working of their respective mines.
Without
this kind assistance, much of the data herein given would have been
impossible to obtain.

SHOEMAKER

_II1WII_/G "A:ND
Office

MANUFACTURING

: Belviderc,

COMPAIWY.

N. 3.

The mlne is two miles south of Belvidere, on Buckhorn creek. This
mine is owned by Edward Shoemaker, and is leased .of him by the
above company.
The ore produced is known to the trade as brown hematite.
It is
non-bessemer and runs about 45 per cent. metallic iron.
In mining, very_.little powder is used, the ore being soft enough to
be removed by pick and slmvel.
Occasionally large lumps of ore
have to be broken by powder.
As the ore occurs in such a soft form
it has to be mined ,in galleries that are closed on the sides, top and
bottom.
It is drained by a tunnel three hundred and fifty feet long
to its present depth of sixty feet. The dip of the ore-body is southeast,
with a strike to the northeast.
The width of the vein varies from four
to twelve feet.
The ore is washed by a log washer, as it is taken from the mines, to
free it from the clay, sand and other dirt which occur with it.
Some very interesting
geological features are disclosed by the
tunnel.
Unfortunately
it was not possible to enter the tunnel i_
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October (1890)_'and the following notes were gained from Mr. James
Arthur and from the debris thrown from the tunnel.
As was before
stated, the tunnel is three hundred and fifty feet long.
The first
thirty-five feet consist of a dark-green talcose slate_ three hundred
feet of a light, buff-colored clay slate ; a flinty mass, probably quartzite,
three to twelve feet ; then the ore-body proper.
A body of very white
clay forms the hanging-wall.
The mine was opened in 1888.

FRITTS

MINE.

Owned by George Frltts.
This mine adjoins the Shoemaker mine on the northeast.
There
was very little being done at the mine (October_ 1890).
There is no
apparent reason why it shmdd not be as profitable as the Shoemaker.

ROSEBERRY

MINE

]:s about one mile northcast of the two mine3, and is on the same
line of strike.
It is not worked at the. present time, though much
money has been spent in exploration.

LI,_COLN

BESSESIER

.Mr. Kaiser,

Hazen

ORE

COMPANY.

P. 0.,

Owner.

T. P. Marshall, Secretary and Treasurer, Trenton.
This mine is not in operation at the present time (October, 1890),
but it is intended to start in about three weeks from the given date.
The body of ore in the mine is eleven feet thick from foot to hanging-wall.
About five feet of this is pure ore. The remainder of
the vein being too lean to work profitably, a separating plant is to
be put up for the purpose of concentrating
the ores. For this purpose they will use a Carter ore separator and concentrator.
This
machine uses horse-shoe magnets instead of the more common electromagnets.
It is proposed to concentrate to a 65 per cent. ore.
They expect to employ about forty men. With this force it is
calculated that they will be able to put out three hundred and fifty
tons the first month, and to gradually increase the output.
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COMPANY.

P. C. Queen, Owner.

This is one of threemines locatedon thesame deposit)
and one
and one-halfmilesnorthwestof Oxford Furnace.
The Queen mine is operatedby the Sharon Ore Company. A
one hundred and ten home-power boilerfnrnlshes
steam for tw@
hoistingengines,
pumps and two largelogwashers. The ore averages 57.65 per cent. metallic iron. It, is non-bessemer, and is used at
the Durham Furnaces, Rieglesville, Pa.
The ore is a strong mixture of hematite, red and brown, and
magnetite (?).
The mine was re-opened July 17th, 1889.

FELLOWS
R. C. Fellows,

This mine adjoins
deposit of ore.
A sixty horse-power
and pumps.

boiler

MINE.

Owner

the Queen

of

and Operator.

mine and is a part

furnishes

of the same

steam for a hoisting

engine

The ore is shipped to Pequest Furnace, and is said to run as high
as 60 per cent. metallic iron.
This mine was also re-opened in 1889.

CHAMPION

STEEL
G. Riddle,

ORE

COMPANY.

Owner.

This mine is situated on the same outerop as above, probably, and
is located just east of the Queen and Fellows mines.
The company is at present engaged in sinking a shah.
Work was
begun in October, 1890.
RAUB
American

MINE.

Zinc and Iron Conlpal_y, Operators.

No orehas yet been raised.The company isnow sinkinga shaft
near the old mine. There areonly threemen atwork at present.
The oreisto be concentrated.It is expectedto geta bessemerore.
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CO_LPANY.
Oxford

which

]_Iines.

are now active, tile

Washington
mine and Slope :No. 3. The greater part of the ore
mined is used at the company's furnaces.
Some of the Washington
ore, though, is sold to the Thomas Iron Company.
The ores of both
mines are non-bessemer.
The ore from the Washington
mine has
sulphur in addition, and has to be roasted.
This roasting is done in
a Taylor gas roaster, une set near the mines and another near the
furnace.
A Blake crusher is used to break the ore for the roasters.
Both of these mines have been worked

almost continuously

for one

hundred years. Slope :No. 3 is five hundred and sixty-five feet deep ;
Washington rain% four hundred and ninety.
The Washington
mine and Slopes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are all parallel to
each other,, and lie nearly east and west. The dip is towards the
south, about 45 °, with a pitch to the east.
In this respect the_e
mines are almost unique, for the general direction of the dip and pitch
of the magnetite ore deposits is southwest and northeast respectively.
The foot and hanging-walls of the Washington
mine seem to consist mainly of a coarse feldspar and quartz rock, which has crystals of
allanite enclosed. Hornblende or pyroxene is also present in small
masses, and scales of biotite.
The rock is very coarse.
In places,
magnetite is so much mingled with the rock, with quartz especially,
that there has been some talk of concentrating by a magnetic separator.
The "spar"
rock, as it is called, also comes into the ore-body
proper.
At times these horses completely fill the vein. At the
extreme east end of the mine there is so much of the rock present
that the vein is no more than three feet in width, although
not one
hundred feet to the west, the vein is twenty-seven feet wide from foot
to hanglng-wall.
The rock is very treacherous, as it seems to decompose readily.
Slope :No. 3 has comparatively little of this rock and its'ores are
far less sulphuroue.
:From the nature of the rock itself, as well as from its occurrence,
there is little doubt but that it is an injected mass, and really has
nothing to do with the country rock in general.
The country rock of
this mine is the Mount Hope type of rock, described in the Geological
Report for 1889.

The Mount Hope rock is found in the other mines,
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and from the close relationship of these mines (Washington and Slope
No. 3) it is safe to assume that their general characteristics
are the
same.
KLSHPAUGHMINE,
Ario Pardee, Owner and Operator.
After lying idle for a number of years, this mine is to be re-opened.
Work was begun in January, 1890.
The plan is to sink a vertical
_baft uhout four hundred feet, and then drive to the vein. The shaft
in October, 1890, was down two hundred and forty feet.
There are employed twenty-five men. They have one hoisting and
one pumping engine.
One Rand air-drill and compressor is used.
HUDE bIINE.
l}ickcrs¢m and Stlecasunna Mining Co, Owners.
Leased by A. Pardee.
Started in April, 1890, after being idle since 1883.
The ore, magnetite_ is low in pht)sphorns and sulphur.
It is used at the Stanhope
Furnace.
The metaIlic iron runs from 45 per cent. up; this is about the
average, however.
There ix an eighty horse-power engine for the pu]'pose of supplying c_ndensed air for the drills.
The mine is very dry, as it is wholly
above water level. An adlt is driven in about two hundred feet,
and has intersected three shoots of ore thus far.
The mine is known
a_ a saddle-back among miners.
In reality it is an anticline.
The
strike is nearly north and south ; the dips lle in the northeast and
the northwe_,_t quadrants.
The ore comes in short, irregular shoots or
bunebe_, and is often faulted in a succession of short steps downward.
The conntry rock of the mine is Mount Hope rock, or magnetite
gneiss, lSt there are other rocks in the mine.
One rock is of a
coarse, syenitic naturc, and is probably eruptive.
:Near this rock, in
one of the ore shoots, is a great qnantity of mo]ybdenite.
This mineral is usually confined to the hornhleudic rock, hut it sometimes
impregnate_ the ore. The ore in one shoot carries as high as 1 per
cent. of molybdenlte.
Molybdle acid is also present.
The mineral is
found chiefly in one shoot and close to the syenltic rock.
Iron pyrites
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occur with the molybdenlte, aud also with the ores.
ores_ sulphur varies from 1.5 to 2.5 per cent.

HURDTOWN
Hurd

OR
Heirs,

HURD

In the workable

MINES.

Owners.

Glendon Iron Company, Operators.
This mine was idle for about six weeks during

the present summer

_1890), on account of the expiration of the old lease. The mine is
at present down 3,625 feet on the slope. At this depth it had reached
the old line of the Hurd estate, and it is now being worked under a
new lease on an adjoining property.
Work was resumed November
4th, 1890.
The ore is shipped to the Ghndon Iron Company's furnaces, near
Easton, Pa.
Rand drills are used. Two compressors furnish air for
the drills and for the mine pumps.
Two boilers, a one hundred and
twenty and a sixty horse-power_ furnish steam.
The mine is 3_625 feet, on the northeast slope; and a pitch of about
,30 °. The vein stands nearly vertical, but has a slight underlay
to the southeast.
The country
rock of this mine is Mount
Hope.
The walls are very hard and solid usually t and so need very
little timbering, in spite of the size of the vein. There are very few
offsets, and these are of slight extent save where the mine was flint
broken in two'by the vertical fault noticed in the "Geology of New
Jersey_" 1868.
The long, straight pitch of this ore shoot could almost have been
predicted from the contour of the country, and if the vein does not
become exhausted_ it will probably run at least half as far again before
it will be seriously disturbed by a fault.
The average width of the
mine is twenty feet from foot to hanging-wall_ and it is thirty-six
feet from cap to bottom rock.
The ores of this mine are of rare purity and beauty.
They have
very little sulphur, hut unfortunately they run _)o high in phosphorus
for a bessemer ore. They are very free from rock.
In foct_ there is
,comparatively little mine rock.
The mine has been worked more or
less for eighty years.
The lease which just expired began in I875,
since which time the mine has been worked continuously.
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LOWER WELDOIq 3lINE.
Weldon Mining Company, Owners.
Coplay Iron Company, Operators.
The ore is magnetic, non-beesemer and carries about I per cent. of"
sulphur.
It is used entirely by the Coplay furnaces, at Coplay, Pa.
The mine is at present 360 feet deep.
The shoot is very regular
pitches to the northeast, and dips southeast at an angle of 50 °.
The ore is beautifully interbanded with a rock. This rock is different from the country rock, and is foliated with thin mlcacenus partings. The bed proper is about six or eight feet thick, and carries
about three feet of clean ore. The ore is generally shotty, but isoccasionally compact.
Much of the ore is too lean to work, but on
account of its friable nature it could be very easily concentrated.
Two
hoisting engines and one Rand compressor (for the Rand drills) are
used. A three-inch pipe is sufficient to drain the mine. Even this
is not run all of the time, as the mine is very dry. The country
rock, which is of the Mount Hope type, has a little more biotite and
hornblende than is usual, and it seems to be very firm, so that the
mines are safe.
UPPER WELDON _IINE.
Leonard Elliott, Owner.
Richard Heckscher & Sons, Operators.
The ore, which

is magnetite

and non-bessemer,

is consumed at the

Swede Furnace, near Philadelphia,
Pennsylvaqia.
The mlne, after
being closed for some time, was re-opened in .Tanuary, 1888.
The ore
shoots, as usual, pitch to the northeast and dip to the southeast 50 ° .
The average width from foot to hanging-wall is about five feet of solid
ore. The ore is banded and occurs in the same manner as in the
Lower Weldon.
The country rock and the mine rock are also the
same as at the Lower Weldon.
There are at the mi£e three sixty horse-power boilers, which drive
Ingersoll drills and compressor ; one Welling pumping engine, one.
pumping engine and hoisting machine.
The company'is at present
engaged in putting up concentrating works.
The object is to remove
the phosphorus from the rich ores and to concentrate the lean ores.
The object is to make the whole output a bessemer ore. For this
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purpose they will employ Lovett, Tinny & Company's electro-magnetic
separators.
They use the wet process.
The capacity is estimated at
one hundred tons per day concentrates.

DICKERSON

MINE,

FERRO

MONTE.

Dickerson and Sueeasunna Mining Company, Owners.
A. Pardee, Operator.
The ores are magnetic and non-bessemer.
A great deal of the ore
from this mine is highly magnetipolar.
The ores which possess this
property are very fine-grained and compact, and are usually very pure.
The ores are used at the Musconeteong Iron Works, 75 per cent.; the
balance goes to Pennsylvania
furnaces.
They run from 56 to 61 per
cent. metallic iron. This percentage is based on ores from the main
shoot of the mine.
In what is known as the "Cow-belly"
vein,
which lies in the foot-wall, the ores are much leaner on the one hand
and much higher in phosphorus on the other, the phosphorus here
running as high as 2 per cent.
The width of the shoot of ore in this mine varies from ten to
eighteen feet, with an average of sixteen.
The distance from cap to
bottom ranges from one hundred to three hundred feet. The strike of
the vein is due northeast ; dips southeast at an angle of 55 ° and upwards ; pitches to the northeast at an angle of 63 °. The mine is now
one thousand two hundred feet deep, or three hundred and forty feet
below sea level, reckoning by the contours on the topographical sheets.
At this depth the body of ore does not seem to be as large as at first
the ores contain more rock and are more difficult to cob. The mine
rock

is a banded,

foliated

rock. consisting

principally

of feldspar,

mica (biotite) and hornblende.
It is usually fine-grained.
It is very
free from quartz.
In the foot-wall, rock and ore are interbanded.
In the hanging-wall
the ore clings tightly to the wall rock, and the
blasts tear out rock and ore, leaving a rough wall.
The 'country rock, both foot and hanging, is very firm, and so timbering is not so great a task as it would otherwise be. The great
width and depth of the vein, however, make the use of large-sized
timbers necessary, and it requires no little skill in placing them to the.
best advantage.
The adit to the mine at the present time is through a large vertical
shaft eight hundred

feet deep.

This shaft is divided into two compart-
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ments. In one is a cage, with safety gripe, capable of lowering ten
men at a time. In this compartment, also, is the pump-rod. The
adjoining compartment is used exclusively for the hoisting of ores
and the lowering of timber and other materials. There are numerous
offsets in the mine which throw the body of ore into the hangingwall. There are also numerous rolls and pinches where the ore-body
is much reduced.
HURD,

HARVEY

AND

NEW

STERLING.

.N'cwJersey Irnu _lining Company, Ownersand Operators.
The Hurd and Harvey mines are at opposite ends of the same
ore shoot. The strike is northeast-southwest. The two mines open
into each other. The ores are magnetic and non-bessemer, but they
are aImost wholly free from sulphur.
The slope of the mines is 42° to 450 to the southeast. From cap
tn bottom rock the distance varies from one hundred to one hundred
and thirty feet. The width from foot to hanging-wall is eighteen
to twenty-five feet. This is the width of the shoot, but it is not all
ore; there is considerable of a banded foliated rock, which occurs
interbam]ed with the ore. This rock is wholly different from the
c.untry rock, which is of the Mount Hope type. The pitch of the
rcJck is to the northeast. There are offsets noticed in these mines
also,,as well as in the Diekerson, Baker, New Sterling, &e., and the
ore is thrown in the hanglng-wall• The New Sterling is supposed
t_ he opened on the old Irondale shoot, where the Old Sterlivg
mine was located. The New Sterling was opened in February,
1SI_0. It is six hundred feet on the slope. The Hurd and Harvey
are about five hundred• The ores are shipped to Pennsylvania
furnaee_.
ORCHARD

MINE.

J. C_uperLard Estate, Ownersand Operators.
This mine has been worked continuously for forty years. It prodnees a magnetic, non-bessemer ore, and gives about 58.70
metallic iron. The ores are sold to various Pennsylvania furnaces.
Boilers nf two hundred and fifty horse-power furnish steam for the
pumps and hoisting engines, and for the compressors for the powerdrills (Ingersoll). The mine is at present seven hundred feet deep
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on the slope, and is about one thousand feet long. The dip is southeast, and pitch northeast, as usual. The mine rock is the same asother veins. The country rock is Mount Hope also.
MOUNT
J. Couper
Operated

PLEASANT

MINE.

Lord

Owners.

Estate,

by tile Mount

Pleasant_

Mining

Co.

This is a magnetic, non-bessemer ore, though the percentage oF
phosphorus is very low. The shipments of ores average 64 per ce_lt.
metallic iron. The ores are shipped largely to Pennsylvania furnaces.
This mine has been worked almost continuously for nearly one hundred years. It is now seven hundred feet deep, and is three thousand
feet in length. It pitches to the northeast, with a southeast dip. The
ore-body is much disturbed by offsets, which are not at all regular.
These offsets show a disturbance of the country rock as well. The_
mine rock is as usual, and the country, rock is Mount Hope.
BAKER
Joseph

Wharton,

MINE.

Owner

and Operator.

The ore is magnetic and non-bessemer. It gives, on an averag%
60 per cent. metallic iron.
Its markets are Pennsylvania furnaces.
The mine is at present (1890) four hundred and ten feet deep au_
six hundred feet long. The pitch of the ore shoot is northeast, hut at a much lower angle than at the Diekerson mine. It has a southeast dip.
The mine was re-opened in 1884, and has been worked continuously"
since.
The country rock and the mine rock are the same as those at the
Diekerson.
RICHARD

MIN _2.

Thomas Iron Company,Ownersand Operators.
The horse-power of the boilers which supply steam for the pumps,
compressors and hoisting engines is 760. Rand drills are assd.
The Thomas Iron Company consumes the entire output of om
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from these mines. The ores are magnetic and non-beEsemer. They
average, as shipped, 65 per cent. metallic iron.
The pitch of the ore-body is northeast, and it dips to the southeast.
There :ire several minor offsets in the mines, but the largest is between
Shafts No. 1 and Xo. 2. The slope in :No. 1 is at present about five
hundred and fifty feet deep. The width of the vein from foot to
hanging-wail ranges from ten to twenty feet. The mine rock is here,
as usual, banded, but the lean ores are mixed with hornblende and
mica.

The country rock is Mount Hope.
TEABO _IINF_.
GIendon
Henry

Iron Company, Owners.
Richards, Contractor.

The ore is magnetic and non-bessemer, with a little sulphur. The
Glendon Iron Company use the greater part of the ore, though some
is sold to other furnaces. The dip of the ore is southeast, with a
northeast pitch. There arc no offsets in the mine. The mine is at
present eight hundred feet deep on the slope. The ore comes in two
shoots_ one above the other. The thickness of the shoot varies from
six to fifteen feet, and is about sixty feet from cap to bottom rock.
The rock between the two shoots varies between forty and sixty feet.
The mine rock and country rock of this mine are as usual.
MOUNT HOPE MIbTF_.
Mount

Hope Mining

Company,Owners

and Operators.

The ore is magnetic and non-bessemer, and contains no sulphur.
The entire output of the mines is used at the Thomas Iron Company's
thrnaces, in the Lehigh valley.
This mine has been continuously operated since it was opened.
In the old report.q, the Mount Hope mines included the old Hickory
Hill workings, as well as the Mount Hope mines proper. The
Hickory Hill mines have long since been abandoned. Of the Mount
Hope mines proper, the Jugular vein is the only one now working.
While some of the old shoots have been abandoned, new ones have
been opened. The mines now in operation are the Jugular, Side Hill
vein and the Elizabeth drift. The Elizabeth drift is the last one
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,opened, and a standard-gauge
railroad track has been laid from it to
the Mount Hope Mine railroad.
It is suppqsed that this mine is on
,the Tsabo vein. It is within fifty, feet of the Teabo and Mount Hope
line.
The pitch of the ore shoots is about 65 ° to 70 ° to the northeast, with
a dip to the southeast.
The height of shoot between cap and bottom
is one hundred to one hundred and forty feet, with a width of ore
from foot to hanglng-wall of three to twenty-five feet.
The boilers are rated at six hundred horse-power, and supply steam
for the hoisting, pumping and compressing engines.
Sargent drilts
are used.
HIBERNIA

_[INES.

Under this head are the Lower Wood, Glendon, Scott, De Camp,
Upper Wood and Willis (now Wharton) mines.
All of these mines are located on the same outcrop, and so are the
_ame great ore-body.
The length of this ore-body, which is now in
_tctive operation, and has been for a hundred years, is over one mile.
Its greatest depth yet reached is 800 feet. The width of the deposit
from foot to hanging-wall is from three to twelve feet solid ore. The
total output per month for this deposit, leaving out the De Camp
mine, which is now idle, is 10,043 tons, or at the rate 120,516 tons
_for the year, This is by far the largest and most wonderful deposit
in New Jersey, and, in fact, of this entire iron-producing
belt in
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York.
It is only exceeded by
the Essex county mines in New York, and in the Lake Superior
region.
From the Willis (or Wharton) mine to the Lower Wood,
the mine is remarkably free from offsets or faults.
There seems to
'be a tendency among miners to regard this deposit as a true fissure
vein--that
is, a deep rent in the earth's crust of indefinite depth,
which has subsequently been filled with the iron ore. There are
many facts which can be observed which would nullify this hypothesis. The country rock of this mine is the same as that of all the
great mines of this State, as well as in New York State west of the
Hudson river. The mines of Essex county, New York, are no exception to this rule.
The mine rock is the same as that of the other
mines.
The accompanying
minerals are the same.
The strike
and dip, or underlay of the ore-body, are the same. It has been
urged against the theory of aqueous deposit, that this mine has
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no cap rock; but it is true that at the Willis (or Wharton) mine
the ore is pitching to,the northeast. In other words, a cap rock
is coming in over the ore, and this cap is going underground to
the northeast, at about the usual angle. No bottom rock has thus
far been struck. It will thus be seen that there is really no difference between this deposit and others of the State, except its great
extent, and whatever is true of other deposits must be true of this
one also.
The companies operating the mines of this tract are as follows .*
Glendon Iron Company operate and lease the Upper Wood mine;
Scott mine, owned by the North Reformed Church of Newark ; and
own and operate the Glendon mine, formerly known as the Crane
property. The ore is a magnetic,'non-beesemer one, and the Glendon
Iron Company use the entire output of the mines.
The mining plant consists of two one hundred horse-power boilers
and four sixty horse-power boilers; these drive hoisting engines_
pumps and compressors. Morris County Machine Company's compressors are used to supply air to the Rand drills.
The d(.pth of the mines are as follows : Upper Wood, 750 feet 7.
Scott, 750 feet ; Crane, or Glendon, 700 feet. Width of vein, three
and one-half to twelve feet in very solid ore.
No cap or bottom rock has been found. The ore is raised to the
level of the Hibernia Underground railroad, four hundred and fifty t(_
five hundred feet above bottom of mine, and run out to the stock
piles, where the ore is cobbed and loaded on trains for shipment.
The De Camp mine is now idle on account of some disagreement or
misunderstanding.
It would, no doubt, prove as productive as ever,
if worked.
W_ARTON
Owned

and Operated

(WILLIS)

MINE.

by Joseph

Wharton.

The mine produces a magnetic, non-bessemer ore. The ore goes in
part to the Wharton Furnace, at Port Oram, and in part to Reading,
Pennsylvania. They have a nest of boilers generating two hundred
and twenty-five horse-power. This supplies steam for hoisting, pumping and compressing. Rand drills and'Morris County emupressors
are

used.

The mine is worked continuously. It has reached a depth of seven
hundred ieet. The ore dips 60 ° to 75° southeast. There is little or
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no rock in the ore, which is here about five feet from foot to hanging.
In squeezes, hornblende and micaceous rock ere thrown out. This mine
is especially interesting from the fact that it is the only one on this
property which ever gave any signs of a cap rock.
Here, however,
the cap is closing over the ore, sending it underground
at an angle
of 45 ° or more.
Mr. Cook, the superintendent,
tells me, however, that in the cap
the two walls arereally
parted by a Ihin vein of ore. The workable
deposit, though, seems to be following the general rule thus far manit."estedin the mines of the State.
It will be interesting

to watch further
LOWER

New

Jersey
Andovcr

WOOD

developments.
MINE.

Iron Mining Company,
Owners.
Iron Company,
Operators.

The ore averages 58 per cent. metallic iron. The ore is magnetic,
non-bessemer and is used at the Andover Iron Company's furnaees_
at Phillipsburg_ and by the Reading Iron Company, Allentown Iron
Company, and by the Lehigh Iron Company.
The depth of the
mine is at present five hundred and fifty-four feet, and it is one thousand nine hundred feet long
The width of the vein proper is
about nine feet_ though much of it is rock.
It probably runs
the same as the other mines of the Hibernia tract.
This mine is reported ss being worked prior to the Revolutionary
war, and has been worked rather steadily since.

Near Chester many of the mines have been abandoned.
There is
some prospecting for new locations.
The Blauvelt, Dickerson and
Hacklebarney
mines have been workdd a part of the year.

DICKERSON

MINE,

Col. Dickerson,
Seals & Thomas,

CHESTER.
Owner.
Operators.

Messrs. Seals & Thomas are opening a new mine on Col. Dickerson's farm. A line of attraction three hundred feet long runs norih5
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ea_t-,c_uthwe_ at'ross the lot. The deepest working is twenty-five
feet. The vein is about four feet from foot to hanging-wall.
They
empt_y _bur meu, including their own work, and ship about two
huodr_,(] and fifty tons per month to the Crane iron Company.
The
ore is magneti(, and ann*bessemer.
Like most of the ores in this
rt.gi[*n, they" are very red and ochreous for magnetite ores. This is
c_wing to the ungla_.iated surface of the country.
The rocks have not
been sc_red as deeply as those farther north, and organic agencies
hay, had time to operate on the ores. The same or a similar effect
_ nt_th.ed on the ro(.ks, which are rotted to a greater depth.

BLAL'VELT

MINE,

Wiggins & ttenderson,

Operators.

This i.- a new opening on an old prospect vein.
Six men, includi_< the operator_ put out two hundred tons a month.
The ore is bought by Sampson George, who sells to Pennsylvania
furnaces.
The ore is magnetic and non-bessemer.
Both thi_ mine and the Dickerson employ no steam pumping or
hoisting.
So far, the mines are perfectly dry, and the hoisting is done
by means of a home whim.
HACKLEBAR_
('hester

Iron

Company,

ES," M INF_S.
Owners

and Operators.

These min_ are now in active operation.
At present a waterwheel is being put in at the mines, whiuh will work the mine pumps.
The company is now working sixty men on the vein above the roaster.
This needs no pumping.
The ore runs high in sulphur, and on this
account it has to be roasted.
A Taylor roaster is used. In this
roaster the coal does not come in contact with the ore, but is used to
generate gas, _vh_ch is led into the roaster and burned.
The ore is
fed in frum the top, aml is drawn from the bottom, so no stop is made
except tor repairs.
The ore is magnetic, and some of it is bessemer, while other parts
of the same shoot run too high in phosphorus.
The top of the shoot
is the usual place to look for the bessemer ore, while the bottom runs
too high in phosphorus.
Furnacee in Pennsylvania use the entire output.
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The deposits of ore here are rather peculiar.
Instead of coming
in one large body, the ore seems to come in numerous and irregular
shoots.
The deepest mine is one hundred feet. The shoots vary in
deptll from fifteen to two hundred feet. The width of the veins from
foot to hanging-wall
is one to twelve feet. From twelve to fifteen
bunches or shoots of ore are worked.
The ores from this mine are peculiar in being very compact, almost
flinty in texture, and in their banding.
The bands, which are plainly
discernible when broken right, are parted by thin layers made up of
mica scales. Hornblende and mica rock, containing small grains and
bunches of ore, are common in these mines, as well as in other mines.
Owing to the unglaeiated country, the country rock, save that which
is in immediate contact with the ore, is not to be seen without much
search.
It is probably Mount Hope type.
The mine has been idle for a'year and a half, but it started again
in August, 1890.

AUBLE MINE, NEAR PEAPACK.
John Auble, Owner.
W. Slop, Operator.
This mine has been re-opened during the present summer.
It has
:never produced any ore to speak of, being nothing but a prospect
hole.
The present operator now has a shaft on the slope fifty feet deep,
and the length of the mine is about one hundred feet.
The ore seems to be of good quality, but is non-bessemer.
It is
two miles from the railroad.
RI_GWOOD MINES.
Cooper & Hewitt, Owners am| Operators.
Dr. Cook, in his "Geology of New Jersey," 1868, mentions twelve
mines at Ringwood, and they are as follows: Blue, Hard, Mule,
Little Blue, Bush, Cannon, St. George, Miller, Keeler, Cooper, Peters
and Hope.
These were probably not all in operation at a time, but
they were known.
For that matter, they are all mentioned by Prof.
Rogers in his report, which was published in 1836.
At Ringwood
and Hibernia there were, according to him, magnetic separators era-
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ployed fur drss_ing ore for forges. They were called magnetic sepas
rator_. (See Pro£ Rogers' Report on the Gcology of New Jersey, 1836,
p. 143.) These mines were all mentioned by Rogers as being well
known, and most of them were opened.
It is supposed that they
were worked by u London company as early as 1760.
At least this
date is cut on a foundation stone of their furnace.
Of the twelve mines mentioned,
the Peter_ and the Cannon mines.

PETER_

The ore i_ magnetic
Hewltt's furnaces.

and

only two are now in operation--

MINE.

non-bessemer,

and is used by Cooper &

The mine lies in three shoots, known as No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3.
Nos. 2 and 3 lle directly over each bther ; No. I lies in the bangingwall apparently, but is probably a shoot belonging to the same deposit, but bent out of its course.
Tbe ore pitches away to the northeast, and dips to the southeast.
The end of the Peters mine has been
reached a little more than six hundred feet down the slope.
The ore
has not pinched out ; it has simply been broken off, and probably by
a fault.
This fault has probably thrown the ore up, and it is quite
possible that the Hope series of mines may be the broken outcrop of
the Peters mine.
However that may be, the Peters mine is worked
nut, and the mine will be abandoned as soon as the pillars can be
wholly or partially recovered.
To recover these pillars the mine is
being uncovered.
The depth to which the cap rock is now removed,
November 28th, 1890, is about ninety feet. The underlay to the
scmtheast makes it necessary to remove only the hanging-wall.
The
country rock of the Peters mine is of the Mount Hope type, and it
_hows very plainly to within a few feet of the ore vein proper.
The
rock in immediate contact with the ore is quite different.
It consists
_,f a white, gi_sy feldspar, and pyroxeue aud bornblende.
It is very
well foliatcd and splits easily.
Near the surface this rook goes completely to pieces, and appears as a brick-red sand. Even where not so
far gonep it is a very treacherous rock to mine through, as it has to be
very carefully timbered.
This decomposition is caused by the rapid
rotting of the feldspar, while the hornblende and pyroxene decomposing
more slowly, only change the color of the material to red. A coarse
pegmatitic rock, which seems to be eruptive, is also common
mine.
This rock comes in the ore-body proper.
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O_'ners

and Operators.

This mine was opened at the same time as the Peters and by the
same company.
The dip and strike of the mine are as usual.
In the vicinity of this mine are numerous other shoots of ore, side
by side and parallel.
They do not seem to be of great depth and are
very much disturbed.
They are in general line with mines which
extend to the Peters mine, more than a mile distant.
The llne is
broken, though, at several points and shoved to the northwest.
The rocks in the immediate vicinity of the mine are much the
same as those at the Peters mine.
In this mine, as well as in the
numerous mine openings near by', there is a great amount of eruptive
granite of a very coarse naiure.
It consists of large crystals of
bright-red feldspar, quartz and pyroxene or hornblende.
This granite
`occurs in the country rock and in the ore-body, often enclosing masses
of ore of various sizes. The quartz contains large crystalline nodules
and sometimes crystals of rutile.
Zeo]ites of different kinds also
occur.
"Berg kork" is also common in the seams formed by the
sllp of the rocks.
These mines are the only ones worked north of the Pequanuoek
river and across the entire belt of the Highlands.
In the early
spring of 1888, a sbaft was sunk on the Rutherford
estate, near
Buckabear pond.
Tile shaft was sunk one hundred feet, but failed
to strike any great body of ore. In the spring of 1890, Ihe Kanouse
mine was pumped out and re-examined, but it did not appear to
promise enough to warrant its being worked for ore.
Although not yet in active operation, mention should be made of
an extensive plant which is being erected at the old Ogden mines
by Thomas A. Edison.
It is proposed to mine the lean ore of this
extensive deposit and to concentrate it to a 66 per cent. bessemer ore.
The capacity of the mill (l,000 horse-power) is 2,000 tons in 24
hours.
The Edison separator is to be used.
The above is a complete list of the mines now working in the State,
as well as of the ones of which there is a prospect of re-opening.
The
number of men employed, the total output per month_ and the number
,of mines are given below :
Number of mines working or preparing to work, 30. Number of
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Total number of ton s of ore raised

per month, 46,08S.
On this basis the total yearly output for 1890'
was 552,996 tons.
As tlfi_ estimate is based on an average of nine
m_mth._, it is probably nearly correct.
The avt.rage yearly output of the mines for the last nineteen years,
aecordh_ to the aYlnual reports, has been 533,083 tons.
Although this is a good showing for the capacity of tlle New Jersey
mines, it must be remembered that almost the entire output is from
mine_ that have been known and worked for the last hundred years.
Two rather prominent exceptions to this statement are the Kishpaugh,
opened in 1871, amt the Belvidere mines, opened about 1873.
It i_, as yet, an open question as to whether the Belvldere mines
belong prnperly to the Archean division of rocks and ores. From
certain facts obtained from a study of the mines, it seems to be advisable to cla._s them with such mines as the Andover, Tar Hill, Roseville,
Pochnck and other mlne_ which belong to the Cambrian or Taconic
system of rocks.*
The fact that the Belvidere and other mines are
magnetic may be explained by metamorphism.
In fact, in many
rocks of an age as late as the Devonian small beds of magnetite oct,air.
If the surmise is correct, a new and comparatively unexplored field
awaits the prospeetor_ for search for iron ores, and especially for magnetic iron ores, have been confined ahnost exclusively to the Archeau
rocks.

L,ioklng at the,e facts in one way, the capacity of the mines
appears to be equal to any demand that may be made upon them.
At the same time it must be remembered that the mines are continually growing deeper, and that at a rapid rate.
The Hurd mine, at Hurdtown, is now down 3,625 feet, on a slope
of 30 ° average.
This gives the mine a depth of 1,850 feet, or a
depth nf 850 feet (about) below the level of th,_ sea. Tile Diekerson
mine, the next deepest mine, is now down 1,200 feet, a depth of about
400 t:eet below sea level. The Mount Pleasant mines are next_ with
a depth of 900 feet, and they reach between 200 and 300 feet below
_ea level. The Hibernia mines are 800 feet i0 depth, but on account
of their elevated position they are not at sea level.
Other mines
range in depth from 200 to 700 feet.
The lerm "Cambrian
or Taconic"
is here used, since the priority of use has not
yet been settled acceptably by geologists.
As used here it refers to a system of rocks
younger than the Arehean and older than the Silurian.
(See in this report "The
l'ost-Archean

Age of the White

Limestones

of Sussex and Warren
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In 1873 the Diekersou mine was 600 feet deep; ten years latex it
reached a depth of 700 feet, and in the last seven years it has deepened 500 feet. This later rapid increase in depth is owing to the
fact that only the main shoot of ore is worked.
The Hurdtown mine, in 1883, was 2,000 feet on the slope, and, as
stated above, is, in 1890, 3,625 feet, an increase in vertical depth of
over 100 feet per year.
In 1883 the depth of the Mount Pleasant mine was 500 feet. In
1890 the depth is 900 feet. Other mines have increased in depth at
about the same rate. The Byram mine, for instance, was 735 feet
deep, measured on the slope, in 1873; in 1882 it had reached a depth
of 1_100 feet, and was abandoned. The mine was not worked out_
• " but the vein was narrow and the shoots short and irregular." The
report (1873, p. 99) does not state whether the slope referred to the
dip or to the pitch.
In the accompanying list of mines, which is taken from the
Annual Report of the State Geologist, for 1888_* it will be seen that
the boom in the iron market stlmu]ated Wospecting for iron ore to a
great degree. "In this list are enumerated three hundred and twentyfive openings. The mines which are starred (*) have never been
worked, and thus cannot properly be classed as mlnes_ or at most,
have produced only a few hundred, or thousand, tons of ore. Of all
the mines in the list the Kishpaugh, opened in 1871, and the Queen
(one of the Belvidere mines), opened in 1882, are in operation to-day.
The prospecting of twenty years has thus failed to discover, with two
possible exceptions, a single mine of importance.
Tbe tboronghness with which this prospecting seems to have been
done, becomes apparent when we consider that the iron-ore belt
proper consists of really less than 700 square miles, and that on an
average two openings in search of ore have been made on every square
mile in the belt. This certainly does not represent all that has been
done, for there is hardly a farm that has not "attraction," and upon
which diggings of greater or less extent have been made.
Another rather remarkable fact is, according to report, and the
report appears to be capable of verification, all of the great mines of
the State were exposed to the air, .or at least covered with only a few
feet of soil. This was certainly the case with the Hurdtown, Ring_This listIresbeen,as stated,copiedfromthe AnnualRelwrtof 1883_
and b_ been
correctedto date.
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and

with many other of

The prospecting noted above seems thoroughly to have demonstrated
the fact that there are no more great mines occurring under the conditions stated above, namely, exposed to the air or covered slightly by
the soil. Another fact which has been demonstrated is that, so far at
le_t, the great mines of the State lie in well-defined belts_ and that
outside of these belts no great
developed.

mines, with one sxceptlon_ have been

Tn'o very vital questions thus present themselves to those interested
in mining in the State.
First. Are there probably any other great
deposits of iron in the State?
Second. Is there any way of determining the positions of' such deposits?
The_e questions will be discussed in the following pages.

ROCKS

ASSOCIATF'_D

The rocks associated

WITH

THE

IRON.

ORES.

with .the iron ores of this belt of New Jersey

rosy I_. rtmghly divided into two classes. These two classes are, first,
_.ountry rock_ or rook forming the adjacent walls of the iron-ore
deposits ; second, mine rock, or rock which is confined between walls
_,f the i_re-hody proper, and is intimately associated with the ore.
This division excludes eruptive rocks of various kinds, as well as the
particular varieties of rock which may be found either in'the country
rock or in the ore-body itself.
For in spite of the fact that there is
a great similarity in these rocks, comparing country with country, or
mlue with. mine, there is a wide variation in mineral composition and
in mineral proportion among the rocks.
The country rock of the mines of the great magnetite belt of New
J_'rsey was described in the A_nnual Report of the. State Geologist,
fi_r 1889, page 30_ _ Mount Hope type.
A_ wa._ there stated, the rock is well foliated.*
This rock was so
"1"he wr m ,, (ollatbm,, among geologists is used to denote a strt_cture in crystalline
l_'k,, in vlrtlle of which the rock will split'more readily in one direction than in any
_tl_er.
Tl_e _rd i_ derived from a L_tia word laeaning a leaf.
Quzrrvmen
oftcn _peak q,f this _tructure under the name of "the grain of a rock,"
an, l a ,killful qtlarryman _i11 tell by observation }low the grain runs.
If !}is nt[m, rb,ck or wall rock fi'om any of our mines be closely observed it will be
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of the

Mount Hope mines.
Its mineral composition is quartz, feldspar (two
kinds), and magnetite.
At the Mount Hope mines a tunnel has been
4riven into the side of a hill s which has intersected five shoots
_)f ore. Between each of these shoots of ore this peculiar rock is
found.
It will thus be seen that, for this parlieular
mine at least,
the rock is well named.
In tim other great mines of the State, by
actual trial_ it is found that this same rock makes up the "country"
.of the mines.
As the belt of rocks passes from New Jersey into
New York, the same holds true for the magnetic iron mines of southeastern New York, west of the Hudson river.
East of the Hudson
other conditions seem to prevail•
An extended study of the great iron-ore bearing rooks of the
Adirondack
Mountains showed that there also this peculiar rock
_euclosed the iron ore. In fact, on every side of the mountains, this
rock lies in the form of an irregular circle around the core of eruptive
rocks, which form the bulk of the higher peaks.
This is especially
true of the great ore deposits near Port Henry_ Chatcaugay and
• Crown Point.
In New Jersey and in snutheastern New York this rock extends
to a very great distant% even where no iron mines have yet boca discovered. Its extent and position have been described in the report for
1889, already referred to.
As was then stated, the rock is found in the cut above Easton, Pa.,
on the Belvidere railroad.
It forms the greater part of the rock of
Scott's l_*[ountain, and follows along northeast to Franklin
:Furnace.
There it disappears under the limestone, but re-appears on the axial
crests of Pochuck Mountain.
Beginning again on the Delaware at
Durham Furnace, Pa., this rock again reaches northeast through
Sehooley's
Mountain,
Mount
Olive, Hurdtown,
Ogden mines,
Wawayanda and ends near Warwick, at the Parrot and Warwick
seen that the minerals are arranged in parallel lines, and by trial it will be found that
the rock will split along these lines very regularly, but will not split in any other
direction.
Crystalline
rocks possessing this structure
are called " foliated"
rocks,
and are said to po_e_ a "gneissic"
structure_ and are called gaeisses.
Rocks which do nol possess this structure are called, in general, granites•
Sehls_ are rocks composed

wholly of mica, sometimes,

or have so much of mica or

graphite in parallel arrangement
that they split very easily in this direction.
In this
casefoliallon
is carrled to a very }figh degree•
In a slaly structure foliation is carried
to such a degree of perl_ction that a rock will split nearly as perfectly as a roofing
slate.
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mines. The next belt begins near High Bridge, runs through Chester, Mine Hill, Port Oram, Mount Hope, Hibernia and Ringwood,
includes the great mining belt in _ew York, ineludlng the Forest of
Dean mines, and ends on the Hudson river at :Fort Montgomery and
]ona Island. ]'t has not been noticed east of the Hudson.
It i_ also found on the crests of the Ramapo Mountains, and near
Pompton, Boonton, Morristown and Mendham.
It thus appears that the great iron-ore deposits are connected wltb
rocks of Mount H_ppetype, and that prospecting for iron must be
confined to this rock. This statement is strengthened by the filet
that outside of this rock no iron mine of importance has beeu
opened in the Archean formation. So well recognized is this among
miners, that a certain other rock, which is very abundant (see Oxfi_rd
type, 1889, Rep. p. 80), is known among them as "hungry rock."
The mine rock, or rock which is mixed or interstratified with the
iron ore, sometimes known among miners as "horses" of rock, is, like
the country rock, well foliated, and it is often banded with hornblende and pyroxene, and sometimes mica. The hornblende and
pyroxene often tbrra bands in the ore-body proper, to the exclusion of
other minerals, with stone scattering grains and bunches of magnetite
and sometimes sulphide of iron. A black mica often forms bands and
bunches in the ore, and often thin bands of ore, from one-halfof an
inch to two or more inches in thickness, alternate with this. In fact,
where beds or " ,hoots" of iron ore give out, this is the manner of
giving out. The ore divides into strings, the mica and hornblende
bet_oming more and more almndant, till it is no longer profitable to.
work the deposit. This is not true, of course, where the ore-body
ends by being cut out by a fault.
One thing i_ very noticeable in mine rock ; that is, its freedom from
quartz or silicic acid. This is rarely or never pre_ent except as infiltrating veins of secondary origin. It is thus evident tha_ the minerock is basic, in contradistinction to the country rock, which is for the
most part acid.
The fact that the mine rock is basic, or at least quartz-free, is really
the only thing which serves sharply to separate the two rocks. The
mine rock is, as has already been mentioned, foliated or banded, and
this banding is parallel to the course of the bed or vein of ore, and
this, in turn, as has often been pointed out, is parallel to the foliation
in the country rock. It is thus evident that the same cause which
produced the banding in one rock also produced it in the other.
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There is another rock, which was briefly hinted at ander the term
eruptive, that is a kind of granite or pegmatite, which is of frequent
occurrence in the mine as well as in the country.
This rock can be
readily determined in the mine by its quartz, which is absent in the
mine rock proper.
In the country, it can usually be distinguished on
account of its coarseness and the absence of a distinct foliation.
This
rock is, in addition, characterized by the titanic acid which it ueuslly
carries.
In some instances zircon is also present in considerable
abundance.
As near as can be found out from personal observation and from
inquiry, the "rolls" and "pinches" so often met with in mines are not
due to the rolling in of the foot or the hanging-wall or to their approach to caeh other, hut are in reality due to the thinning out of the
ore-body proper.
That is, if in a mine a body of mine rock consisting largely of pyroxene or hornblende
or mica and feldspar rock
should appear either on the foot or hanging-wall, anti should develop
to such an extent as to reduce the ore-body to a tl_icknese no longer
profitable to work, the country rock would be said eitlmr to" roll in"
or to " pinch out the vein," as the case might he. A careful examination of this rock shows it to be, instead of the true country rockr
the regular mine rock.
In many eases where a mine has been abandoned on account of the ores pinching out, examination shows that
the mine rock, for some reason or other, has developed in the place or"
the ore.
A beautiful example of this is seen at the Lower Weldon mine, on
the Ogden Mine railroad.
Here, at the south end of the mine, long,
narrow strings or ribbons of ore can be seen interbamled with broader
sl:rlogs of mine rock. One specimen which was nollented at this
mine and which is in the laboratory at Trenton,
is six inches
in thickness and has two bands of pure magnetite three-fourths of an
inch thick.
Two inches of mine rock consisting of feldspar_ with
occasional grains of magnetite, separate them.
Had these bands of"
ore been three or four feet in thickness and the rock in proportion,
they would have been spoken of as two parallel shoots of ore and
worked as such. As it is, the ore is said to pinch out.
Mr. Joseph Cook, superintendent of the Wharton mine, at Hibernia,
tells me that the cap rock of hie mine consists largely of hornblende
and biotite, and other mine superintendents
and foremen are authority
for the statement that the rolls in the mines are micaceous or hornblcndie.
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an ofl_et or fault oosurs in a mine there is a different

matter

entirely.
The miner goes through the rock in spite of pinches, and
the thor-wall or the hanging-wall
of the vein is then sharply distinguishable from the mine rock. Thus the mine rock at the ]_urd
mlua, at ].Sort ()ram, is the same as that already dcserlhed_ aud from
an examination of the waste dump one would never suspect that the
country rock is the same as that at the Dickerson mines.
At my
r_'_laest, Mr. E. Mill, superintendent
of the mine, kindly sent me a
piece of the rock taken from an offset in the foot-wall.
This specimen
i_ _f the Mount Hope type.
The parting between the velo_ including
the mine rock, ix very sharp, and on one side of the parting is the acid
Mount Hope rock, and on tile other the mine rock and iron ore. The
point of this aml one or two of the preceding paragraphs is this : Iron
ores are not cut out or pinched out by the country rock as often as
th_.y are reported ; but the ore is cut out by a development of mine
rock within well-defined walls of well-defined country rock of the
Mi)unt Hope type.
In this l,laee it may be well to call attention to certain rock-heals,
or _trata, referred to by Dr. Britton in his reports for 1885 and 1886
as diorite.
The same rock is also referred to in the report for 1889,
aml under the same name. This diorite rock consists of hornblende
and feh|spar, with no quartz, and with occasional grains of magnetite.
It is sharply separated from the adjoining Mount Hope rock, although
ch_,eIy welded to it. These bands arc more highly impregnated with
iron in some places than in others_ and shafts have been sunk on
tht.m in hopes [Jf findiug workable deposits of iron ore. A shah
sunk on the Rutherford
tract in the spring of 1888 by Colonel W.
H. Scranton, is aa example in hand.
Inasmuch as there is this similarity, it may be well to study these rocks with the idea that these
batlds of diorite rock are but the remains, or signs, of a deposit of
iron.
Whether such signs are capable of closer interpretation,
forther study may reveal.
In the ore shoot, or bed., the wall rock is
well defined.
There is no gradual thinning out of the ore till it
bec_*mes too lean tu work, but there is an abrupt transition from the
veie-matter to the country rock.
This must not be taken as implying
theft the ore is rich enough to work the full width of the vein, for
ofi(ntimes this is not so, as has been explained under "rolls"
and
" pinches. '_ It simply means that a bed of ore, whether rich or lean_
"s a well-defined body, and is sharply separated from the country
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rock.
If the ore grows lean as it approaches either the foot or hangtug-wall, the rock which takes tbe place of the ore is still mine rock,
and as such is easily distinguishable from the country rock. In many
mines a smooth, greasy surface separates the vein-matter
from the
country rock.
For mines of this kind the HuM, Harvey and :New
Sterling, at Port Oram, are good examples.
In other mines, as, for
example, the Dickerson, the ore clings to the wall so firmly that a
blast tears off portions of the country rock with the ore. There is,
however, no thinning of the ore in this case. The principal points
to be carried from this paragraph are, first, that the vein, or bed, is a
well-defined body; second, that the country rock proper is never
mingled with the ore-body.
So far as 1 have been able to note from personal examination oF
the mines of New Jersey, the "horses"
or "horsers"
of rock in
mines are either large masses of the mlne rock, usually biotite feldspar or hornblende feldspar rocks (quartz being absent in both cases)_
or of a granitic or pegmatitic nature.
In this latter case the rock is
very coarse, is easily distiuguishable on account of the abundance oF
quartz, which in this case is clearly seen to be an origipal constituent
of the rock.
The other and rarer minerals are allanite, sphene_
futile, and usually more or less zircon.
Mines in which rocks of this
nature occur are Washington mine, Oxford Furnace;
Hibernia mine_
and at Ringwood.
At this latter place, at t he Peters mine, an irregularshaped dyke of pegmatite may be seen in the ore-body.
At the Cannon mine the rock is much coarser aml the feldspar is of a bright
flesh-red color. There are many zeolite minerals found with it. It
is to be noted that when rocks of this nature occur (granites and
pegmatites), the country shows much disturbance amt the ore-bodles
are more or less irregular.
At the Cannon mine the eruptive granite
appears to have divided the ore-body into several short, irregular
"shoots."
Titanic acid in the form of rutile is found in this rock_
while analyses of the ore show it to be comparatively free from it.
From what has been said in the foregoing paragraphs, it may be
inferred, first, that _lo. foliated, quartz-bearing
rock occurs in the
mines ; second, that there are no "rolls" in the walls of country rock,
or that the ore is never " pinched" out. _elther of these statements
is true absolutely ; but they are meant to express a general rule.
One of these general rules is that the absence of granular quartz is
characteristic of the mine rock, just as its presence is characteristic o_
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the country rock.
Another of these rules is that by far the greater
number of rull.,, pinches and squeezes are due to the replacement of
the .re b? the mine rock, and not by the intrusion of the country

POSITION

OF

ORE-BODIES

IN

THE

ROCK.

In the tbrmcr reports of the Survey much has been said regarding
the pitch and the dip of ore-bodies proper.
It has been pointed
out that these coincide with the position of the enclosing rocks,
as indicated by the foliation of the rocks.
It has been assumed that
this foliation was produced by bedding or sedimentation in the same
way in which beds or layers of sand and clay are produced by water
to.day.
"['his is supposed to be proved, since the deposits of iron ore,
which are regaMed as of aqueous origin, are so conformable to the
pn,ition _*fthe rocks. On the assumption, however, that the foliation
in the gneissic rocks is evidence of sedimentary origin, there are severaI very stubborn facts to be explained.
In the first place the pitch
of the ore shoots, while generally in a northeast direction, vary greatly
as to the amount.
For instance, the pitch of the Dickerson mine is
about 60 _ to the northeast, with a dip of 55 ° to the southeast.
The
('orwin and Sterling mines, a little more than a mile to the northeast,
have a pitch of only 5° to 6 °, and a southeast dip of from 30 ° to 45%
The Hurd, Harvey and North River mines, at Port Oram_ agree closely
w;tb the la._t two mines.
The Hurd mine, at Hurdtown, has a pitch
of ;]0 ° to 45 °, while the dip is nearly 90 °. In short, by comparing
the pitch of rock given in Annual Report State Geologist, for 1886,
page 96 (a few mines are ineludod), with the pitch of the iron-ors deposits given ia the Report for 1883, page 55, this discrepancy will be
observed.
The pitch of the rocks varies from 5° to 40 °, with an
average of about 22 °, while the iron ores vary from 15 ° to 60 °, with
an averge of 38 °. It will thus be seen that the iron ores, on an
average, have a steeper pitch by 16 ° than do.the enclosing rocks.
If now the dip or underlay of the mines be compared with tile
dip of the rocks, some very suggestive figures appear.
The average
dip or underlay of one hundred and forty-eight mines or mine openings is 60 ° ; the average dip of the same number of observations on
rocks gives an averageof 58 °. It will thus be seen that in tile matter
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.of dip the rocks and the enclosed mines are far more intimately
related than in the matter of pitch.
This similarity is more striking
when it is considered that the dip of the rocks is taken, for the most
|)art, at a distance from mines.
It is probable, however, that observations of a sufficient number
have not yet been made to warrant the assumption that the pitch of
the ore-beds differs essentially from that of the enclosing rock.
The
.bottom or the cap rock of a mine from which the degree of the pitch
is obtained is never a certain factor, and the swelling downward or
the pinching upward of the ore-body would give an apparently flatter
or a steeper pitch, as the case might be, to the ore-body than to the
enclosing rock ; while, as a matter of fact, the pitch might be the same
in both.
In order to establish a point of this kind the most careful
observations
should be made, and the utmost'caution
should be observed lest the mine rock be mistaken for the country rock.
In studying out the formation of the Archean rocks, it should be
.borne in mind that dip and pitch are caused by forces acting at right
angles to each other, and that the force which produces the dip of the
strata tends to form long ranges or rolls in the rocks; the force which
_causes the pitch breaks these long rolls up into longer or shorter hills,
and so brings to light strata which would otherwise have been deeply
buried.
Thus, in New Jersey, the Archean Highlands have probably
been formed by a force acting from the southeast and thus the successive ranges of this belt have been formed.
At the same time another
force, acting at right angles to this, has produced the succession of
hills with their gentler slopes falling away to the northeast.
It is
thus that we can account for the fact that one end of an iron-orc bed
.or shoot appears at or near the surface of the eartlb while the other is
deeply buried ; and in the same way we account for a long succession
of outcrops along the same line, each shoot "heading out" agtlinst a
rock and another shoot taking its place at a distance farther on. At
the same time each successive shoot may appear farther and farther to
the east, or, in the miners' language, "thrown into the hanging-wall."
This may not at first sight appear plain, but if two blocks be placed
end to end and then given an inclination or "dip,"
the raisiug of one
block vertloally, or depressing in the same line, the blocks will apparently be moved apart sideways.
If the blocks are placed vertically
no side displacement will be made. Of course both side and vertical
movements may combine to thrust the ore-body to one side. It must
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be remembered that with a southeast dip, such as is generally characteristic of the New Jersey ore-beds, an upward movement wou]¢_
thrf*w the ore into the hanging-wall, while a downward movement
would throw the ore into the fool-wall.
This is supposing, of course,
that we are going to the northeast on a given ore-body.
If we were
going to the southwest, the throw would apparently be just the
reverse.
As wa'_before remarked, however, the probability is that both vertical llft and side thrust have been active in forming the ofl_ets in our
mines. It is evident, then, that if' the struetm'al geology of the mining
belt be accurately worked out, the direction of the movement of any
given ore-body could be determined, and thus it could be found.
That is, the direction of the movement of the country rock, whether
up or down, to the right or to the left, can be determined
in most
cases by a skillful geologist.
It would follow, then, that the orebody, being enclosed in the rock, must take the same direction.
I_
regard to the presence of other great ore-bodies, which are bnried so.
deeply tha_they have not appeared on the surface, other factors suggest themselves.
Regarding the Archean rocks as sedimentary, let u_
see what would follow.
Let the order of deposition be represented by a series of blocks,
Ietting gray blocks represent beds of rock and black ones beds of iron
ore. Let the order of deposition be as follows: ' First a gray block,
then black : two.gr_,ya, one black ; four grays, one black ; two grays,
and then deposition ceases.
If now the blocks were to remain horizontal, the iron (or black
blocks) would never appear on the surface.
Let them be tilted, or
given an "underlay,"
and the tendency would be to expose a layer of"
the black ; but if, in addition to the " underlay," the blocks be tilted
cndvfays, or given a "pitch," one end of a black block would appear
on the surface, while the other would plunge deeper.
Further, only one black block might be exposed by the tilting, and
we might desire to know if there were others.
If the blocks were
horizuntal, as in the beginning, the obvious plan would be to sink a,
p, rpendlcular shaft and this would reveal the nature of the underlying blocks, with the least expenditure of"work.
If now we remember that whatever the angle may be at which the blocks be tilted, they"
always maintain the same relative positions, it will be seen that, iw
order to discover the nature of the underlying
blocks, the directio_
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What is true of our imaginary blocks is true of the rocks which
they represent.
And if one is puzzled to know in which way to go
to get _nder a given shoot of ore, a recourse to a device of this kind
,nay give very graphic assistance.
After all, it must be said that the study of rocks and their positions
or structure is one of exceeding difficult)., and it is a fair question as
to whether, in case it is contemplated to spend thousands of dollars
in the search for ore deposits, it would not be wise to call in the
assistance of one who is familiar with such studies.
The business of the miner is with the pursuit of certain substances,
their economical extraction, and with the devices of securing his mine ;
and it is only incidentally that a knowledge of geology and mineralogy becomes of importance to him.
The business of the geologist,
on the other hand, has wholly to do with the rocks, their origin, position and movements, and the mine has no interest to him save for
the light that it will incidentally throw on his subject.
The mine is
in the rock, and must of necessity partake of the motion of the rock.
It must be remembered, however, that the miner's knowledge is particular, and that of the geologist is general.
The knowledge of the
two is thus supplemental.
Referring to the appended list of mines, a verification of the above
statements will be found.
There are more than one hundred "prospect" holes that have been opened at a cost of from one hundred
dollars or less up to a thousand or more dollars.
It is probably the fact that if the prospectors who have (tone the
exploring had called in the aid of men versed in rock s*..ructure to
supplement, not in any sense of the word to replace, their knowledge,
a great saving of time, labor and money would have been effceted.
The conclusion of the whole matter is this : ![here are no new mines
in the State, and in the old ones exhaustion is only a matter of time.
Previous efforts have failed to locate new deposits.
Will it not be
wise, then, to try one more method--that
is, of combining the sound,
practical knowledge of the miner with the knowledge of the geologists, as published in the Survey Reports?
So far as can be seen at
present this is a last resort.
6
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The miner's compass is now so familiar an instrument that it needs
no description. This caution, however, may be added, that in selecting an instrument the best is always the cheapest in the end. The
liability to error, even in the best of compasses, is so great that this
error ought to be eliminated, so far as is possible, by securing the
best make.
Freedom of motion, and freedom from any causes that would tend to
impede the action of the needle, must be looked after carefully, for even
the slightest friction will cause a great error in pointing out the degree
of attraction. This error is liable to still graver results if it is intermit.
tent in its action, so as tt_ impede the needle at one point and leave it
free at another. It would follow, as a matter of coarse, that such an
instrument must be haadled with great care, or its more delicate parts
would become injured and the instrument unreliable.
Even the best instrument, with the best of care, especially if it be
new, needs t._ be constantly tried on neutral ground, or where no
attraction exists. This is rendered necessary from the fact that the
needle is usually so constructed as to rest at zero on neutral ground.
These zero points are usually fixed on an immovable arc. It is a
well-known fact that a needle parts with its magnetism to a certain
degl_,e. As it loses its magnetism its equilibrium is disturbed, and
it is constantly retarding a certain degree of negative attraction when
no attraction exists.
Suppose, for example, in using a needle the following notes of
attraction should be made in going over a given line :
I. --20 °, --15 °, --5 °, 0°, -}-}-5
°, -}-20°, +30 o, -}-60¢.
II. 0°, +5 °, +15 °, -}-}-20
°, -}-40°, -}-50o, -}-80o.
Line I. shows the notes entered. If now the behavior of the
instrument arouses suspicion, let it be taken where no attraction exists
(this point must be selected with great care), and it may be found that
the needle comes to rest indicating --20 ° attraction.
Let the needle
be tested in other localities, and if all agree on --20 ° this error must
be eliminated from the notes in order to get at the correct indications.
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compass has an error of --20 °, and indicates this in the field, there
is no attraction.
If there is au indicated attraction of --15 ° there
must be an attraction
Where a compass
be balanced.
This
covers and placing
of shoemaker's wax

of +5 °, and so on.
is thus discovered to be in error the needle should
balancing is done by removing one of the glass
a weight on the lighter end of the needle.
A bit
is a very convenient material_ as it can be readily

applied and easily removed.
This balancing should be done where
no attraction exists, and when balanced so as to swing at zero, it
should be tested at various points, to be certain of a correct reading.
An instrument should be tested every day at least, when in use.
In making a survey with a needle its behavior is sometimes very
strange and hard to interpret.
Suppose that the notes along a certain line were as follows, and taken twenty feet apart : 40 °, --30 °,
+25 ° , --50 °, --25 ° , --5 ° , +60 ° .
If the behavior of a needle in the presence of a magnet be recalled,
the interpretation is comparatively easy, and one or both of two conditions of an ore-bedy is indicated.
First, +40 ° and _30 ° indicate a break in the ore-body, and that it is acting as an independent
magnet; and the subsequent indications point to the conclusion that
an ore-body one hundred and twenty feet long has at least two breaks
or faults in it. Seceud, it is indicated by change from positive to
negative, and vice versa, that the ore, instead of lying in a continuous
bedy, lies in the form of large lenses, with rock between.
It will be
readily understood that bath of these conditions may be present.
To deiermine whether the ore is lentieular and in isolated bodies,
or whether a continuous body which has been broken, resort must
be had to the geological features of the country.
If the hills and
the outcropping rocks are long and regular in shape, the ore is probably in lenses.
If the contrary be true, and the hills are short and
irregular and the rocks are much tumbled about, the probabilities are
in favor of a broken ore-body.
It has already been remarked that
the great mines of New Jersey were found exposed on the surface, or
at most covered by but a few feet of soil. If these outcropping orebodies had been passed over with a dipping-needle,
their presence
would have been revealed by a strong attraction, probably as high as
90 °. As the line was followed northeast the attraction would grow
fainter and fainter, and finally disappear.
It would be noted, howover, that the line of attraction was a long and steady one.
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Suppose now if instead of five to ten feet of covering there had
been fifty to one hundred feet_ or even more.
In this case the needle
wou|d not be so strongly attractsd_ even when standing over the main
outcrop, and along the northeast line the corresponding attraction would
be t_ainter, and would come to an end sooner.
As a matter of fact, the
entire surface of the mining belt of New Jersey, northeast of a line
passing through or near Buttzville, Budd's Lake, Dover, Denville and
Morristown, is glaciated, and in many places glacial drift covers the
surface to the depth of several hundred feet. The summits of many
of the hills are bare rock, but the valleys or depressions between the
hills are deeply buried by drift and oftentimes these depressions have
been the bottom of lakes or ponds which have become filled with peat
or " black mml" mingled with soil washed in from the hills. This
state of ait_airs reaches out of _'ew Jersey and into ;New York.
A little thought will show that were a greater deposit of iron ore
than has yet been found buried beneath this drift, it would give but
feeble s_gns of its existence to a needle, if, indeed, it gave any at all.
Whatever signs of attraction were observed over a drift-covered area,
though, would be strongly indicative of a large ore-body, especially
if the attraction extended for a moderately long distance.
Whether or not such bodies of ore exist remains yet to be demonstrated.
It is to be observed, however, that below the glacial line the
great ore deposits are more frequently found at or near the foot of"
hills, or in depreesions, rather than on tile smnmit of the highest hills.
It is also to be observed that there are more productive mines in this
area than in the glaciated area.
And, finally: it is to be observed that
all mines in the glaciated and drift-covered
areas have been opened
through but a few feet, if any, of drift;.
This brings u_ back to the original question: May there not be
large deposits of iron ore deeply buried by drift ?
In prospecting on a property it is common for the prospector to go
_*ver the property according to no definite rule, and consequently,
when the survey is finished, there is no clear idea of the relation of
the different areas where attraction has been observed.
There is an
impression that it will, or will not_ be wise to open up the property,
and this decision is usually reached more by finding several imints of
strong attraction rather than by finding a line of steady attraction.
There is only one way to eliminate such an element of uncertainty,
and that is by making a map as one goes along.
Take a piece of
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diagram paper, draw an outline of the property to be surveyed, and
then fix a northeast-southwest line. Start on this line, note the
attraction, mark it on the diagram paper, go ten feet or twenty feet
northwest, again note and mark down the attraction on the paper.
Continue in a northwest line till attraction ceases, then go ten, twenty
or more feet northeast, and then note attraction going southeast.
Cross the fixed line, observing every ten or twenty feet till attraction
ceases in that direction. When the whole property has thus been
traversed there is no trusging to the memory necessary; the exact
results of the survey are under the eye. This mapping can be done
as elaborately as the individual chooses. The property can be accurately surveyed, but all that is necessary is the fixing of a single line.
The distances can be paced off accurately enough for practical purposes, if the results are favorable enough to warrant the sinking of
a shaft, the exact point can be determined by accurate measurements.
Three very good maps plotted in this way are to be seen in the
Annual Report of the State Geologist for the year 1873, page 94.
Another great advantage of this method of map-making, however
rudimentary it may be, is that it shows conclusively whether the ore
deposit is a regular bed or is only an intruded or segregated mass of
limited extent. It also shows the direction of the line of attraction.
When the direction of the line is other than northeast-southweet it is
well to examine the property very carefully, since experience has
shown that in New Jersey the best mines lie in this direction. If,
therefore, there seems to be a deviation from this line the position of
tlle neighboring rocks ought to be very carefully studied. If the
rocks "strike" or run in the same direction as the line of attraction
the result is favorable; if not, the line of attraetion is either an
eruptive mass or a segregation. In either case, no thought of further
development ought to be entertained.
There are many other points which could be suggested, but which
practice in the field will more readily and forcibly suggest. It will
hardly be necessary to point out that acute observation is necessary at
all times, and that the nature and position of the rocks, as well as the
topography of the country, must be taken into account, and that all
of these contribute quite as much to the success of the prospector as
the needle itself.
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HST OF IRON MINES,
WITH REFERENCES

TO NOTES IN REPORTS OF THE GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY.

NoTE.--The order of arrangement in this list is nearly the same as that of.tile
Annual Report for 1883. The four belts are retained as convenient for reference.
They have no geological existence, but are geographical divisions. Small opening_
which haye not been developed into producing mines, are marked with a star_thus, _.

RAMAPO
*BERNARDSVILLE

OPENING_

BELT.

Bernards township, Somerset county.

Idle.
Annual

*JANES

Report, 1873, p. 24.
1874, p. 41.
1884, p. 73.

MI_;E, Bernards

township,

Somerset

county.

Never

worked.

township,

_(orris

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 544.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 24.
1884, p. 73.
CONNET,

or WATER

county.
Annual

STREET MINE,

Opened in 1869.

Mendham

Idle now.

Report, 1873, pp. 24, 25.
1879, p. 41.
1884, p. 73.

*BEE]iS OPENINOS, Hanover
worked. Idle.
Annual

township, Morris county.

Report, 1878, p. 9_3.
"
1879, p. 41.
"
1884, p. 73.

TAYLOROPE:SII_GS,Montville township, Morris county.
about 1858. Idle now.
Annual

Never

Report,
"

Opened

1873, p. 25.
1884, p. 73.
(87)
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ANNUAL

*COLE

FARM, Montville
worked.
AnnuaI

KAI*IART

Rep.rt,

MI-_F,
previous

REPORT

township,

OF

Morris

county.

Idle.

Never

1",74, p. 21.
1879. p. 41.
1",-t, p. 73.

Pequannoek

township,

to 1868.

Morris

county.

Opened

Idle.

Geology of New ger, t.y, 1'-6g, p. 544.
Annual Report, 1,_73, pp. '25, 26.
"
ls._tl, p. I01.
1._84, p. 73.
*D'_

BOW

Pr, AC_, Pequannoc'k
worked.
Abandoned.

Annual

IJAI_'A(;AN

Report,

1873,
I_79.
lq_O,
i<"L

p.
p.
p.
p.

township,

Report,

county.

Never

26.
42.
101.
77,.

MINE, Pequanuock
ahataduned.

AnnuaI

Morris

township,

Morris

county.

Mine

township,

Morris

county.

1S73, p. 21;.
1879, p. 42.
lb,q4, p. 73.

*,]ACKSO.'¢, or POMPTON ML'_E, Pequaunock
Mine abandoned.
Geology of Ncw Jersey, 1S68, p. 544.
Annual Report, 1573, pp. 26, 27.
1979, p. 42.
"
l_'q. p. 73.

DF. Bow

M[_E,

Annlwl

*gEhsi

Pequanno(.ktownship,

Repnrt.
"

LoT, Pomptun
A_lnu:_l Rep-rL
"

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

I_73, p. 27.
1 ",79, p. 42.
IS-4, p. 7:1.
tuwnskip,
Morris
I_7.q, p. 42.
1_,_4, 1). 73.

county.
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Abandoned.

THE
KA_OUSE

STATE

aud BROW_
Abandoned.

GEOLOGIST.

MINF_,

Pompton

89

township,

Passaic

county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 545 (Kanouse mine).
Annual Report, 1873, p. 28 (Kanouse mine).
1874, pp. 21, 22 (Brown mine).
1880, p. 10-°.
1664_ p. 74.
*SLOAT

:FARM, near
Abandoned.
Annual

*BUTLER

Midvale,

Report,

_,[INE,

Pompton

township,

Passaic

county.

1884, p. 74.

township,

Hohokus

Bergen

county.

Abandoned.

Geology of .New Jersey, 1868, p. 544.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 4_'2.
"
1884, p. 74.

PASSAIC
*LAROE

OPENINGS,
done&
Annual

Clinton

Report,

township,

Report,

MINE,

Report,

Aban-

High Bridge township,

Hunterdon

High Bridge_ Hunterdon county.

Jersey, 1868, pp. 017, 618.
1873, p. 29.
1879, pp. 43, 44.
1880, p. 102.
1884, p. 74.
1860, p. 143.

*SILVERTHORN_ or KEAN _[INE,
county.
Abandoned.
Annual

county.

1880, p. 10'2.
1884, p. 74.

HIGH BRIDGE, or TAYLOR
Abandoned.
• Geology of New
Annual Report,
"
"

Hunterdon

1873, pp. 28, 29.
1879, p. 43.
1884, p. 74.

ANNANDALE, or SIIARP SHAFT,
county.
Abandoned.
Annual

BELT.

1879,
1880,
1881,
1884,

High

Bridge

township,

pp. 44, 45.
p. 102.
p. 37.
p. 74.
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ANNUAL

*E_oRY

FAB_, High
doned.

Bridge

Annual Report,

*SsA_P

CR_v_.osr_

Annual

OLD

Bridge

Report,
"

PLACS,
Abandoned.

High

Report,

Report,
"
"

*BURRILL

Report,

FARE,
doned.
Annual

*FISH,a,

township,

Bridge

High

1873,
1879,
1_80,
1 s_-,

p.
p.
p.
p.

Bridge

Tewksbury

or Fox

Honterdon

county.

Aban-

township,

Hunterdon

county.

township,

Hunterdon

county.

township,

Hunterdon

county.

1,_73, pp. 29, 30.
1884, p. 75.
Hunterdon

county.

Opened

1880, p. 102.
1S_4, p. 75.

Tewksbury

Report,

Aban-

29.
45.
102.
75.

lCARM, Tewksbury
township,
in 1878.
Abandoned.

Annual

*Sv'rlON

Report,

county.

1880, p. 102.
1,_, p. 75.

COX_SsUEO]t
MINE,
Abandoned.
Annual

Hunterdon

1879, p. 45.
lS84, p. 75.

FURNACE MINv.,
Abandoned.
Annum

township,

OF

1879, p. 45.
1'_'_4,p. 75.

FARM, High
doned.
Annual

REPORT

township,

Hunterdon

county.

Aban-

lS73, p. 30.
1_79, p. 46.
18S_, p. 75.

HmL

M[*NE, Tcwksbury

township,

county.
Abandoned.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 80.
1874, p. 22.
1877, pp. 49, 50.
1879, p. 49.
1884, p. 75.
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Huuterdo_

THE
*WELCH

FAE_,
doned.
Annual

Tewksbury

Report,

*POTTERSVILLE_
don

STATE

township,

or UPDIKE

Report,
S_tA_r,

Annual

in 1872

township,

and 1873.

Hunter-

Abandoned.

Annual

township,

Opened

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

township,

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

& Son were the lessees.

1879, p.
1880, p.
18_A, p.
1885,p.
1886, p.

Chester

46.
103.
75.
97.
146.

township,

Morris

county.

Abandoned

in

Morris

county.

IYever worked.

Report, 1884, p. 75.

FARM, Chester

Annual

county.

1884, p. 75.

Chester

Report,
"
"
"
"

MINE,
188I.

township,
Hunterdou
Abandoned.

Chester

Report,

MINE,

Annual

*RARICK

Aima-

1884, p. 75.

L. W. Langdon

PITNEY

county.

Report, 1884, p. 75.

Annual

LASODO_

Hunterdou

FARM# Tewksbury

Opened

*BARTLE SHAFT, Tewksbury
in 1872 and 1873.

*WoI_TZ*A_

91

1884, p. 75.

county.

Annual

GEOLOGIST.

Report,
"
-"

HACKLEBA.BNEY

township,

1873, p. 31.
1879, p. 46.
1884, p. 76.

MINES, Chester

township,

Morris

county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 557.
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 35, 36.
1879, pp. 47-49.
"
1880, p. 104.
"
1884, p. 75.
"
1885, p. 95.
1886, p. 142.
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Gut_IcK

ANNUAL

REPORT

FAR_, Chester township,
Annual Rvport, 1873, p. 36.
1879, p. 49.
"
1884, p. 76.
lSUS, p. 98.
18Y5, p. 142.

CREaOER,

or P_AC_E OaCUAaD

OF

_forrie

MtN_,

county.

Chester

Abandoued.

township,

Morris

county.
Abandoned
in 1873.
_.nmml Rep_wt, 1_73, pp. 36, 37.
188_, p. 77.
HEDO_

MINE, Chester
Abaodoned.
Annua_ Rep_rt,

•

township,

Morris

county.

Idle

in 1890.

187;_, p. 37.
1874, p. 28.
1879, p. 49.
1884, p. 77.

DICKEUSO._

FAR._,

Chester

township,

Morris

county.

This

prop-

erty adjoins the Hedges
on the northeast.
The openings
are on the northwest
range, and are reported
as being 80
feet deep.
The
shoots are said to be short.
has heeu done _ince the panic of 1873.
The
pumps have not been removed.
Resumed
in 1890.
Annual

TOPPIN_

Rep_rt,

on a small

scale.

le,73, p. 37.
18'_J., p. 75.

FArAd! 8_IAFT, Chester
doned.

Annual

SA_t_'s')S

Rvport,
"

Worked

No work
engine and

1873,
1879,
lS80,
188_,

MLUE, Chester

township,

Morris

county.

Aban-

pp. 32, 33.
p. 46.
p. 103.
p. 75.
town_hip,

Geology of New Jersey,
Annual Report., l_,73, p.
lS'_0, p.
ls'._, p.
1_5, p.

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

186S, pp. 537, 538 (Skellenger).
33 (Skel]enger).
103.
77.
9s.
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CROMWELL MINE, Chester
township,
as the CHESTER HIGHLAND

Morris
MINE.

93
count)', known
Abandoned.

since-

Annual Report, 1886, p. 189.
(See references under Samps(_n mine.)
HEDaES

FARM,

Annual

Chester,

Report,

Morris

*CRF.4LMER FARM, Chester,
Annual

HOTEL

Report,
"

PROPERTY,
Annual

SWAYZE

Chester,

Chester,

Report,

Annual

Annual

Morris

Morris

Never

couoty.

worked.

Abandoned.

Chester

Report,
"

Abandoned.

Morris

county.

Abandoned

pp. 33-35.
p. 47.
p. 78.
p. 98.
p. ]51.

township,

1879,
IS80,
1884,
1885,
1886,

Chester
Report,

county.

township,

1873,
1879,
1884,
1885,
]886,

"

MINE,

county.

1873, pt). 31, 33.
1884, p. 78.

Report,

COOPER MINE,

*KEAN

Morris

1873, pp. 31, 33.
1884, p. 78.

MINE,
Chester
about 1886.

Annual

Abandoned.

Report, 1873, p. 33.
1879, p. 46.
1884, p. 78.

COLLIS SHAFTS,
Annual

county.

1884, p. 78.

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

p. 47.
pp. 103, 1'23.
p. 78.
p. 99.
p. 140.

township,

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

1884, p. 79.

*SQUIER'S MIrCE, Chester
township,
Annual Report, 1880, p. 103.
"
1884, p. 79.

Morris

county.
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REPORT

ANNUAL

LEAKE

MINE,

Chester

township,

OF

Morris

county.

This

old

mine

was re-opened and worked in 1882 by the late A. Beemer_
of Dover.
It reached
a depth of 80 feet and the vein
was reported
most

to be five to eight

openings

are

feet wide.

now known

Mt.WE, Chester

Annual
GZOI_GE

Report,

S_A_rs,

Annual

township,

*HARDEN

Report,

FARN,

Annual

township,

township,

county.

Abandoned.

mine).

l_[orris

county.

Abandoned.

188_,, p. 89.

Chester

township,

Report,

1873, p. 32.
1884, p. SO.

MINE,

Chester,

*WooD_rLL

county.

Morris

1881, p. 36 (Chester
1884, p. 80.

CHILD SHAFT, Chester
Annual

Morris

MINE.

Abandoned.

18,q6, p. 188.

Chester

Report,

northern-

as SKELLENGER'S

They were going in 1881 and 1882.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 558.
Annual Report, 1_84, p. 79.
BEENEa

The

Morris

Morris

county.

county.

Abandoned.

Abandoned

about

1883.

*BvDI)

Annual

Report,

MI_'E,

Chester,

1884, p. 80.
lS85, p. 99.
1BSB, p. 153.
Morris

county.

Abandoned

about

1883.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 558.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 32.
la79, p. 46.
1884, p. 80.
*QurMBY'S

MINE,

Annual
*TIGER'S

*DE

Report,

MINE,

Annual

Chester

county.

Abandoned.

township,

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

1884, p. 80.

CAMP SHAVT, Chester
Annual

Morris

1884, p. 80.

Chester

Report,

township_

township,

Morris

Report, 1884, p. 80.
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DANIEL HORTON MINE, Chester township,
doned.

95

Morris county.

Aban-

Annual Report, 1884, p. 89.
BARNES MXNE, Chester township, Morris county.
No work has
been done at any of these localities since 1883.
Abandoned.
For previous notes, see Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 558, for
BARNES;also,
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 38, 39.
"
1879, p. 49.
"
1884, p. 80.
*LEwis,

or HEaRICK MINE, Randolph
Abandoned.

township,

Morris

county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 42.
"
1879, p. 50.
1884, p. 80.
COMBS MINE, Randolph township, Morris county.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 550.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 50.
1880, p. 104.
1884, p. 75.

Abandoned.

THORP MrNE, Randolph township, Morris
Annual Report, 1884, p. 80.

Abandoned.

*HENDERSON MINE, Randolph
doned.

county.

township,

_Iorris

county.

Aban-

township,

Morris

county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 558.
Annual Report, 1884, p. 80.
C_EOROE, or LOGAn* MINE,
Abandoned.

Randolph

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 558, 559.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 49.
1884, p. 81.
DAVID HORTON
doned.

MINE,

Randolph

township,

Morris oounty:

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 559.
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 89, 40.
"
1879, p. 49.
1884,p. 81.
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ANNUAL

*DE HART

REPORT

_4"L'_E, Randolph

OF

township,

Morris

county.

Abandone<L

Annual Report, 1886, p. 140.
Game as Lawrence mine.)
*I,AWRE_;CE
MtXE,
doned.

Randolph

township,

Jersey,
1873, p.
1879, p.
1S_0, p.
1884, p.
mille.)

1868, p. 559.
40.
49.
104.
81.

Geolo_- of New
Annual Report,
"
"
(See De ttart
DALRY_IPLE,

or CARBOX MtNE,

Abandoned.
188'2.

Work

county.

township,

at this locality

It was worked

up to that

Randolph

Morris

Morris

was suspended

by the Lehigh

Crane

Aban-

Iron

county.
in June,

Company

date.

t;eolo,-',y of New Jersey, 1868, p. 559.
Annmfl Report. 1873, pp. 40, 41.
1879, pp. 49, 50.
1880, p. 104.
l&Cd, p. 81.
TROWBRIgO_
Mr.wE,
doned.

Randolph

township,

Morris

county.

Aban-

Geology of .N'ewJersey, 1868, p. 5.59.
Am_ual Report, 1870, p. 50.
1884, p. 81.
SOLOMON DALRYXIPLE
A1Yandoned.
Annual

Report,

COOPER PLACE,
Annual
MI:NSON's

Pt,ACE, Randolph

Morris

county.

1884, p. S1.

:Randolph

Report,

township,

township,

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

ISSi, p. SI.

ML_;E, Randolph

township,

Geolc,_y c,f New Jersey, l:qgS, p. 551 _Mt',nson's mine).
Atmu;d Report, 1579, p. 50.
188_., p. 8 °.
VA_

DORELq OPI_IItCGS_ Randolph
doned.
Annual

Report,
"

township,

Morris

1879, p. 50.
1,_84, p. 82.
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BRYAI_T MINE, Randolph township, Morris county.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868. p. 566.
Annual Report, 1880, p. 104.
1884, p. 82.
1886, p. 138.
CONNOR FOWLAND MINE, Randolph
Abandoned.

township,

Abandoned.

Morris

county.

township, Morris county.

Aban-

Annual Report, 1884, p. 82.
CHARLES KING MI_E, Randolph
doned.
Annual Report, 1884, p. 82.
KINo

MI_E, Randolph township, Morris county.
Abandoned.
This mine was worked by John M. D. Barnes, under lease
of A. Pardee, up to January, 1879. It has been idle since
that date.
Annual Report. 1884, p. 82.

McFARLAND MINE_ Randolph township, Morris county.
doned.
This mine has been idle for years past.
Annual Report, 1884, p. 82.

Aban-

EVENS MINE, Randolph
township, Morris county.
Abandoned.
This mine stopped April, 1883.
The last work done there
was by the Saucon Iron Company.
For notes of these five mines_ see references as follows :
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 566, 567.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 43.
1879, p. 50.
1880, p. 105.
1884, p. 82.
:BRoTI_ERTON MISE, Randolph township, Morris county.
Abaodoued.
The lease of the Brotherton mine was abandoned
by the lessees, Messrs. Pullman & George, in 1882.
ore was mined or shipped during the year 1883.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 567.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 50.
1880, p. 105.
"
1884, p. 82.
7
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ANNUAL

B_'RAM

MISs,
vious

Randolph
to 1854.

REPORT

township,
Abandoned

OF

Morris county.
in 1882.

Opened

pre-

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 567-569.
Annual Report, 1_73, pp. 43, 44.
lS79, p. 51.
1,',82, p. 70.
ls84, p. 82.

BAKER

MINE (SOUTHEAST),

Mine

Hill,

Morris

county.

Active.

Geol_ogy of New Jersey, 1858, pp. 559, 570.
Annual Report, 1_79, p. 52.
"
lV.84, p. 8,'3.
1886, p. 136.
MILLEN

MINE,

Mine

Hill,

Morris

• Geology of New Jersey,
Annual Report, 1879, p.
1_'_0, p.
18_4, p.
RANDALL

HILL
1881.

county.

Abandoned.

1868, pp. 564, 565 (Millen
51.
105.
83.

MI2ffE, Mine

Hill,

Morris

county.

mine).

Abandoned

in

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 570.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 51.
1880, p. 105.
1_82, p. 70.
1884, p. &%
JACKSO._I

HtLI.

Mt._IE,

Mentioned

Irondale,

by Kitchell

Morris

county.

Abandoned•

in 1854.

Geology of New Jersey, p. 570.
Annual Report, 1',79, p. 5l.
"
1884, p. 8B.
BLACK

HILLS
MltCE, Ferromoot,
Morris
county.
The Black
tIills
mine was worked
under
Pardee

until June,

Suckasunny
Annual

Miniug

1883.

It

is owned

Company.

Report, 1_,79, p. 51.
18,_0, p. 105.
1884, p. 8B.
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Ferromont,

Morris
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county.

Active.

Geology of _N_ewJersey, 1868, pp. 570-574.
Annual Report, 1879, pp. 51, 52.
1880, pp. 105, 106.
"
1884, p. 83.
1885, p. 99.
18S6, p. 140.
_I'CANFIELD

PHOSPHATIC

county.
Annual

CANFIELD

ORE

MINE,
doned.

near

Report,

MINE

Vannatta

Station,

Morris

county.

Aban-

(ON HILL),

MINES,

Annual

MINE,

Mine

Jersey,
1879, p.
1880, p.
1884, p.

Irondalc,

Report,

Station,

Morris county.

Aban-"

1880, p. 106.
1884, p. 84.

Geology of New
Annual Report,
"
"

ORCHARD

Morris

Report, 1873, pp. 42, 43.
"
1879, p. 52.
"
188_, p. 84.

Annual

IRONDALE

Ferromont,

1871, pp. 34-38.
1879, p. 51.
1884, p. 84.

BAKER MINE (IN SWAMP), Vannatta
doned.

BAKER

DEPOSIT,

Idle.

Report,
"

Annual

IRON

Hill,

Morris

county.

1868, p. 575.
52.
106.
84.
Morris

county.

Abandoned.

county.

Active.

1884, p. 85.
1885, p. 100.
1886, p. 145.

Port

Cram,

Abandoned.

Morris

Geology of Now Jersey, 1868, p. 578.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 54.
1880, p. 106.
1884, p. 86.
1885, p. 100.
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REPORT

west of Mine

Annual

Report,

SCRUB OAK,

MINE,

Owned

by

up a magnetic

MItrE,

Annual

JOHNSON

Edison

separating

near

Report.

H_LL
doned.

MINE,

Port

plant

Oram,

near

Port

abandoned
July,

Hill,

Morris

Company.

county.

They

will

pu_

here.

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

1873, p. 43.
188_, p. 84.

MINE_

near

Abandoned.

]868, p. 596.
43.
5L
106.
84.

Port

Geology of New Jersey, 18_,
Annual Report, 1873, p. 46.
1879, p. 54.
1884, p. 84.
HOFF

county.

west of Mine

the

Geology of New Jersey,
Annual Report, 1873, p.
"
1879, p.
1880, p.
1884, p.
*J. D. KINO

Morris

18S4, p. 84.

or DELL

Idle.

Hill,

OF

Oram,

by the

Oram,

Morris

county.

Aban-

p. 595.

Morris

lessees,

county.

the Andover

This
Iron

mine

Company,

was
in

1883.

Geology of New Jersey, 1858, p. 597.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 46.
1879, pp. 54, 55.
IBS0, p. 106.
1884, p. 84.
1885, p. 99.
1886, p. 144.
DOLA_T MINE,
Annual

Mount
Report,

WASHINO'rON FOa(}E
doned.
Annual

Pleasant,
1873,
1879,
1884,
1885,
1886,

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

MIN_,

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

45.
55.
85.
100.
141.
Port

Or'am,

Morris

Report,

1884. p. 86.
1885, p. I00.
"
1886, p. 147.
(See Meadow mine.)
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county.

Aban-

THE
ORCHARD

MINE,

Annual

STATE

Port

Report,

MOUNT PLEASA_Vr

Oram,

GEOLOGIST.
Morris
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County.

1886, p. 148.
MI_'E,

Mount

Pleasant,

Morris

county.

Active.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 578-582.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 44.
1879, p. 55.
"
1884, p. 86.
"
1885, p. 100.
"
1886, p. 148.
BAKER

MINE,

near

Mount

Pleasant,

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 582, 583.
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 44, 45.
1879, p. 55.
1884, p. 87.

"_

_':_URDMINE, Port Oram, Morris county.
Annual Report,1886,p.145.
(Alsoseeunder Irondalemines.)
:RICHARD

ML_Z,

Mount

Pleasant,

Morris

county.

Active.

working
three slopes.
Geology of New Jersey, 1878, p. 583.
Annual Report, 1878, p. 45.
1879, p. 55.
1884, p. 87.
"
1885, p. 101.
1886, p. 149.
ALImN

MINE,

Roekaway

township,

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 583-587.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 45.
" •
1879, pp. 55, 56.
1884, p. 87.
"
1885, p. 101.
"
1886, p. 136.
'TEAB0

MINE,

Rockaway

township,

Morris

county.

Active.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 587,588.
Annual Report, 187_, p. 45.
1879, p. 56.
1884, p. 88.
"
1885, p. 101.
1886, p. 151.
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MOUNT HOPE MINES, Mount
Hope, Morris
Geology of .New Jersey, 1868, pp. 588-505.
Annual Report, 1873. pp. 45, 46.
1879, p. 56.
"
1880, p. 107.
1884, p. 88.
1885, p. 102.
1886, p. 147.
*I)ENMARK

MINE, near Denmark,
Morris
operated
to any great extent.

county.

Active.

county.

Idle.

Never

Geology of :New Jersey, 1868, p. 597.
Annual Report, 1884, p. 88.
_(]REENVILLE
_.[INE,
Greenville,
Rockaway
county.
Abandoned.
Never operated.
Annual

CHESTER

Report,

township,

Morris

1873, p. 48.
1t,79, p. 58.
1884, p. 88.

IRON COMPANY'S

_IINE$_ near Denmark,

Morris

county.

Six openings have been made on lands of thiscompany at
the footof theCopperas Mountain range and north of Denmark. The explorationshave not led to activeworklng_.
in consequenceof the necessityof cartageto railwaypoints.
Idle.
Annual Reptwt,1873,p.48.
"
1879, p. 58.
lS_t, p. 89.
MtN'E, Rockaway

PAaDEE

township, Morris county.

Abandoned.

Annual Report,1873,p.48 (Pardee& Canfield's
mine).
1884, p. 89.
1880, p. 149.
W_NTER

SHAFt,

Annual

Rockaway

Report,

DAVENPORT
MINE,
doned.
Annual

Report,

township,

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

1884, p. 89.
1885, p. 102.
1886, p. 153.
Rockaway

township,

1880, pp. 122, 123.
1884, p. 89.
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county.

Aban-

THE
GREEN

POND

MINES,

Probably

Rockaway

1873,
1874,
1879,
1880,
1884,
1886,

"
"
"

Report,
"
• "
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Morris

mines

have

county.

Idle.

been idle during

pp. 48, 49.
pp. 23-25.
pp. 58-60.
p. 108.
p. 89.
p. 141.
Rockaway

township,

Morris

County.

1884, p. 89.
1885, p. 103.
1886, p. 144.

TRACT OPENINGS,
Abandoned.

Annual

township,
These

TRACT OPENINGS,
Abandoned.

Annual

KITCHELL

GEOLOGIST.

abandoned.

the year.
Annual Report,

HOWELL

STATE

Report,
"
"
"
"

1879,
1860,
1884,
1885,
1886,

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

Rockaway

township,

Morris

county.

60.
108.
89.
103.
146.

CHARLOTrEBURGH
MISS, Charlotteburgh,
Morris county.
down in 1888.
Has not been operated since.
Geology of :New
Annual Report,
"
"
"
"
SWSDES

Shut

Jersey, 1868, p. 596.
1878, p. 49.
1879, p. 60.
1880, p. 108.
1884, p. 90.
1886, p. 169.

MINE, Rockaway

township,

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

county.

Abandoned.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 551-554.
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 46, 47.
1879, p. 56.
1884, p. 90.
SIGHER
WHITE

G]BB

MINE,

Rockaway

MEADOW
Abandoned.
MINE,

township,

MINE,

Rockaway

Morris

Rockaway

township,

Morris

township,

county.
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]:_EACH MINE, Roekaway
township,
Morris
notes of these four mines, see

county.

Idle.

For

Geology of New Jersey, 1868,.pp. 559, 560.
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 46, 47.
L_79, p. 56.
1884, p. 90.
18S5, p. 103.
1886. p. 136.
[tlBERNIA

MINE._,

Hibernia,

Morris

county.

Active,

except

the

De Camp mine.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 561-564.
Annual Report, 1373, p. 47.
1879, pp. 56, 57.
1880, p. 108.
1884, p. 90.
"
1885, p. 103.
1886, p. 143.
BEACH

GJ_E_" MXNES, Rockaway
township,
Morris
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 554-556.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 57.
1884, p. 91.
1885, p. 104.
1886, p. 136.

MERIDEN
'_RIoHTER

MINE, Meriden,
MINE,

Morris

near Meriden,

county.

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

county.

Abandoned.

COBB M/_EI end of Splitroek
pond, Morris ,county.
These mines have been idle for several years.
Geology of New Jersey,
AnDual Report, 1873, p.
1879, p.
1880, p.
1884, p.

Idle.

1868, p. 556 (Meriden
47.
57.
108.
91.

Abandoned.

mine).

SPIdTROCK POND MINE, at head of Splitrockpond, Morris county.
Abandoned.
Annual

Report,

"

1_73, pp. 47, 48.
1874, p. 23.
1_,79, pp. 57, 58.
1880, p. 108.
1884, p. 91.
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pond,
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Roekaway

township,

Morris

county.
Abandoned.
Annum Report, 1883, p. 118..
1884, p. 91.
_Borrs

M_SE,

Rockaway

Annual
_AWAY

Report,

VALLEY
Abandoned.
Annual

DECKER

township,

MINE,

Report,

mines,

MINE,

Rockaway

Annual Report,
PIKE'S

PEAK
Annual

*RIGHTER

Report,

Annual

Report,
"

Morris

county.

Rockaway
township,
Morris
county.
Eotes of Botts, Rockaway
Valley
and

township,

(Stony

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

Brook

mine),

Rockaway

township,

Abandoned.

1884, p. 92.

LOT OPENING,
Abandoned.
For
see

MRS,,
doned.

township,

pp. 49--51.
p. 69.
p. 109.
p. 119.
p. 91.

county.

Geology of New
Annual Report,
"
"
"
"
*Va_SL_.ND

Rockaway

18S4, p. 92.

MINE

Morris

Abandoned.

see

.Ammal B.eport, 1873,
1879,
"
1880,
1883,
1884,
'*GOULD

county.

1884, p. 91.

FAR_
OPEN[NO,
Abandoned.
For
Decker

5[orris

1884, p. 91.

Rockaway
township,
Morris
Gould, Pike's Peak and Righter

county.
mines,

Jersey, lS68, p. 556 (Stony Brook mine).
1873, p. 5l.
1876, pp. 54, 55 (Stony Brook mine).
1879, pp. 60, 61.
1880, p. 109.
1884, p. 92.

near

Charlottebargh,

Passaic

county.

1879, p. 61.
1884_ p. 92.
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WANA(_rrv.
Mu'_Es,
Pompto_
re-opened
in 1886.

REPORT

OF

township,
Idle since.

Passaic

county.

Wa_

Geology of `New Jemoy, 1868, pp. 545, 546 (Wynokio).
Annual Report, 1873, p. 52 (Wynokio).
1884, p. 92.
1886, p. 152.
*TELLIIeGTON
MINE_
doned.
Annual

Report,

*MO_S

Report,

Pompton

Passaic

county.

Aban-

township,

Passaic

county.

Aban-

1884, p. 92.

MI_E, Pompton
township,
Passaic county.
Abandoned.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 52 (Monks mine).
1874, pp. ",25,26 (Telllngton mine, Rh elnsmith farm).
lS79, p. 61.
1884, p. 92.

*WRIoHT_EOCa
MINE,
Abandoned.
Annual

BOARD

township,

1884, p. 92.

*RHEISsMrrH
MI_Ep
doned.
Annual

Pompton

Report,

MISE,

near

county.
Annual

RINOWOOD

of

Monks

Station,

Passaic

county.

18s1, p. 36.
18_4, p. 9 °.
Monks

Station,

Pompton

township,

Abandoned.

Report,

MINES,

west

1873, p. 52.
1879, p. 61.
1_84, p. 92.

Ringwood,

Passaic

county.

Geology of .New Jersey, 1868, pp. 546-550.
Annual Report, 1_73, pp. 5°-54.
1880, p. 109.
"
1_8_, p. 92.
ls56, p. 150.
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MUSCONETCONG
HaOER MI_]_, Holland

BELT.

township, Hunterdon

*DucKwORTH OPENINGS,
Abandoned.

Holland

107"

township,

county.

Abandoned.

Hunterdon

*BLooM FARM, Holland township, Huuterdon county.

county.

Abandoned.

*,_,IaRTIN FXEM, Alexandria township, Huuterdou county.
doned. For notices of the above mines, see
Annual Report, 1875, p.
1879, p.
"
1880, p.
1884, p.
*PET'ry

FARM, Bethlehem
doned.

*WEIGHT FARM, Bethlehem
doned.

Aban-

35 (Bloom).
6'2, 63.
109.
93.
township,

Hunterdon

county.

Aban-

towns'plp, Hunterdou

county.

Aban-

*CASE FARM, Bethlehem township, Hunterdon county.
For notices of the above three mines, see
Annual Report, 18S0, p. 123.
"
1884, p. 93.
CHURCH, or VAN SYCKLE MINE, Bethlehem
cmmty.
Abandoned.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 616.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 55.
"
1879, p. 65.
"
1884, p. 94.

township,

TUREEY HILL, or WEST END _[INF_, Bethlehem
terdon county.
Abandoned.
Annual Report, 1884, p. 94.
"
1885, p. 104.
"
1886, p. 152.

Abandoned.

Hunterdon.

township,
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Hun-

lO8

ANNUAL

Sw._vz_

.-'¢Iit¢}:, near Valley
doned in 1889.
Annual

FAma,
doned.

_WILDCAT

_INE_
doned.

Bethlehem

Bethlehem

*RoDENnAUaH
MINE,
Abandoned.

A_BUaY

Station,

OF
Hunterdon

Report, 1874, p. 27 (Broderiek
1879, pp. 63, 64.
1880, pp. 109, 110.
1884, p. 94.

_ALPA'COU

Annual

REPORT

Report,

MINRj
doned.

county.

and Harris

Aban-

mines).

township,

Hunterdon

county.

Aban-

township,

Hunterdon

county.

Aban-

township,
Honterdon
for these three localities

county.
in

Bethlehem
References
1879, p. 65.
1880, p. 110.
1884, p. 94.

Bethlehem

township,

Hunterdon

county.

Aban-

Hunterdon

county.

Aban-

Geology of New Jeraey, 1868, p. 617.
Annual Repor{, 1879, pp. 65, 66.
1880, p. 110.
"
1884, p. 95.
*MILLER

FAR%
doned.
Annual

_[ABERRY

Bethlehem

Report,

township,

1879. p. 66,
lS8_, p. 95.

PLACE) Bethlehem
Abandoned.

Annual

Report,
"

_'B_.NGHART'S MINE,
Abandoned.

1873,
1879,
1880,
1684,

township,

county.

Hunterdon

e:)unty.

p. 56,
p. 66.
pp. 110, 1')4.
p. 95.

Lebanon

township,

Geology of New Jersey, 186S, p. 617.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 66.
"
1884, p. 95.

I
I

Hunterdon
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*EvEL_._D

MINE_ Glen

Annual

Report,
"

*TERRABERRY

Report,
"

GRAY,
county.
Annual

*WHITE

GEOLOGIST.

Gardner,

Hunterdon

Report,

FAa_,
doned.

Abandoned.

Hall,

Hunterdon

county.

Abandoned.

MINE,

FLATS

White

Hall,

Hunterdon

Abandoned.
1873,
1879,
1880,
1884,

HALL (FRITT_
Abandoned.

*CASTNER

county.

1879, p. 66.
1884, p. 95.

or SAND

Report,
"

Annual

109"

1880, pp. 110, 124.
1884, p. 95.

M:INE, White

Annual

_LVAH

STATE

p.
p.
p.
p.

56 (Frittz
66.
124.
95.

FARM),

Farm).

White

Hall, Hunterdon county..

1873, p. 56.
1884, p. 95.

Lebanon

township,

Hunterdon

county.

Aban-

Hunterdon

county.

Aban-

Annual Report, 1873, p. 56.
1879, p. 66.
"
1884, p. 95.

OPENINO,Andersontown,

*MAvrmo_

doned.
Annual

Hu,,vr,

Report,
"

1880, p. 124.
1884, p. 95.

or PIDCOCK MINE,
Abandoned.
Annual

Report,
"

*SHAaP'S

MINE,
county.

Annual

1873,
1879,
1880,
1884,

Lebanon
p.
p.
p.
p.

Pleasaut

township,

Hunter(Ion

58.
66.
III.
95.
Grove,

Schooley's

Mountain_

Abandoned.

Report,
"

county.

1879, p. 66.
1884, p. 95.
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HANN MINE, Pleasant Grove, Schooley's
Abandoned.

OF
Mountain,

Morris county.

Annual Report, 1_,73,pp. 56, 57.
1979, pp. 66, 67.
19slO,p. 111.
1884, p. 95.
*DERRENBEEGER FAE_[,
Abandoned.

Sehooley's

Mountain,

Morris

county.

Mountain,

Morris

county.

Annual Report. 1884, p. 96.
STOIrrESRUROH MINE,
Abandoned.

Schooley's

Annual Report, 1873, pp. 57, 58.
1879, pp. 67, 68.
"
1880, p. 111.
1884, p. 96.
FISHER, or BEATZYESTOWS MINE, Schooley's
county.
Abandoned.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 618.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 68.
1884, p. 96.

Mountain,

MXP.SH'S MINE, Sehooley's Mountain, Morris county.
Geology of .New Jersey, 1868, pp. 618, 619.
Annual Report, 1879, pp. 68, 69.
1884, p. 96.
*DIcKL'_SON

MINE,

Sehooley's

Mountain,

Morris

Morris

Abandoned.

county.

Aban-

doned.
Annual Repor L 1884, p. 96.
*Hgt_r

FARM, Schooley's Mountain_
Annual Report, 1879, p. 69.
1884, p. 96.

Morris

county.

*LAKE

FAR_, Schooley's Mountain, Morris county.
Abandoned.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 619, 620 (Dickinson mine).
Annual Report, 1879, p. 69.
1884, p. 96.
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_AUOHRIGHTMINE, near Naughrightville, Morris county.
doned.
Annual

*SHARP

Report,
"
"

1873,
1878,
1879,
1880,
1884,

Aban-

pp. 56, 59.
pp. 99, 100.
p. 69.
p. 111.
p. 96.

Schooley's Mountain, Washington township, Morris
county. Abandoned.

FARM,

*RARICK FAR_, Schooley's Mountain, Washington township_ Morris
county. Abandoned.
_HoPLER FARM,Schooley's Mountain, Washington township, Morris
county. Abandoned. For notes of Sharp's_ Rarick and
Hopler, see
Annual

*POOLE

Report,
"

1873, p. 59.
1879, p. 69.
1884, p. 96.

PLACE_ near Draketown, Schooley's Mountain_ Morris
county. Abandoned.
Annual

Report,
"

1880, p. 112.
1884, p. 96.

*SHousE TUNNEL, east of Hackettstown, Morris county.
doned.
Annual Report,

Aban-

1884, p. 97.

CRAMERMINE, east of Haekettstown, Morris county.
Annum Report, 1877,p. 49.
"
1879,p. 70.
1884,p. 97.

Abandoned.

*APPLEOST FAR_, Mount Olive township, Morris county.
doned.

Aban-

AnnualReport, 1880,p. 125.
1884,p. 97.
8MrrH's MINE, Mount Olive township, Morris county. Abandoned.
Geologyof New Jersey, 1868,pp. 620,621.
Annual Report, 1879,p. 70.
"
1884,p. 97.
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LAWRENCB MINE, Mount Olivetownship,Morriscounty. Abandoned.
_See Mount Olive mine.)
MO_T

OLIVE MIN,_, Mount Olive,

Morris county.

Abandoned.

Geology of New 5ersey, 1868, p. 601.
Annual Report, 1873, p..59.
1879, pp. 70, 71.
lggO, p. 112.
1884, p. 97.
1886, p. 148.
SOLO_AN MINE.

See above.

Abandoned.

Annual Report, 1886,p. 151.
DRAKE'S MINE, Mount Olive, Morris county.
(See Church mine.)

Abandoned.

OSBORN'S MINE, Mount Olive, Morris county.
(See Church mine.)

Abandoned.

HmT'S

Mr_CE, Mount Olive, Morris county.
(See Church mine.)

Abandoned.

CrrUaCH MIN% Mount Olive, Morris county.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 599-601.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 59.
"
1879, p. 71.
1884, p. 97.

Abandoned.

KI._o

MINE, near Drakeville,
(See High Ledge mine.)

Abandoned.

HmH

LEDOE MINE_ near Drakeville, Morris county.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 71.
1880, pp. 124, 125.
"
1884, p. 97.

Morris

*MAmo'r's M_E, near Shippenport,
Annual Report, 1884, p. 98.
GOeS MINE, near Drakeville,
Annual Report, 1879, p.
"
1880, p.
1883, p.
"
1884, p.

county.

Morris

Morris county.
71.
112.
128.
98.
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Abandoned.

Annual Report, 1883, p. 128.
1884, p. 98.
*SILVER SPRrSG MI_E,

Morris county.

Abandoned.

Annual Report, 1883, p. 128.
1884, p. 98.
*DAvESPORT MINE, near Berkshire
doned.

valley,

Morris county.

Aban-

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 602.
Annual Report, 1884, p. 98.
*LAKE VIEW MXNE, Morris courtly.

Abandoned.

Annual Report, 1883, p. 129.
"
1884, p. 98.
I_OLAND'S

MINE_

Lake Hopatcong,

Morris county.

Abandoned.

Geology of Now Jersey, 1868, p. 603.
Annual Report, 1884, p. 98.
HURD I_{INE, Iturdtowo,

Morris county.

Active.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 606-610.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 65.
"
1879, p. 72.
"
1884, p. 98.
"
1885, p. 105,
"
1886, p. 144.
LOWER WrnLDOI_ MINE, Jefferson township, Morris county.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 65.
"
1879, p. 72.
"
1884, p. 98.
WSLDOS MINE, Jefferson township,
Geology of New Jersey,
Annual Report, 1873, p.
"
1879, p.
1880, p.
1884, p.
1886, p.

Morris county.

1868, pp. 6104312.
65.
72.
112.
98.
152.
8
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I)ODGE ML'_E, Jefferson township,

OF

Morris count)'.

Abandoned.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 614.
Annual Report, 1879, p. 72.
"
1880, p. 112.
1884, p. 99.
FaRD M:tNE, Jsfferson township,

Morris county.

Abandoned.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 614.616.
Annual Report, ]873, p. 66.
1879, p. 72.
1880, p. 113.
1884, p. 99.
1885, p. 105.
1886, p. 141.
SCOFIELD MrNE_ Jefferson township, Morris county.
Abandoned.
This mine continues to be worked by the Lehigh Crane
Iron Company, David Jenkins, superintendent.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 615.
Annual Report, 1879, pp. 72, 73.
"
1880, p. 113.
"
1884, p. 99.
1885, p. 105.
1886, p. 151,
*Go]aLE MI_E, Jefferson township,

Morris county.

*Boss MrNr:, Jefferson township_ Morris county.
*Fa/_s'_a

3fINE, Jefferson

township,

Abandoned,
Abandoned.

Morris county.

"_DvFFE_ MINE, Jefferson township,

Abandoned.

Morris county.

Abandoned.

*SIiOXOVM Mr._E, Jeitbrson township, .Morris county.
Abandoned.
For notes on the Boss, Goble, Fraser and 8hongum, see
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 61:2-614.
Anntml Report, 1873, p. 62,
1,_S4,p. 1O0.
",_IINE

TEAR

WOODPORT,

Morris

county.

Abandoned.

Annual Report, 1_84, p. 100.
:_CLI._E OPENINGS,
county.

Pohatcong Mountain, Franklin
Abandoned.
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Mountain, Franklin

township, Warren

Abandoned.

*DEA:¢ OPEtCI_OS, Pohatcong Mountain, Frankllu township, Warren
county.
Abandoned.
For above three mines, see
Annual Report, 1879, p. 73.
1884, p. 101.
*CAP.TEll MINE, near Stewartsville,
Greenwich towns]hlp, Warren
county.
Abandoned.
Annual Report, 1880, p. l°_ (" Willever & Godfrey mine ").
1884, p. 101.
*CHAPIN

IA)MMASSOH
TUNNEL, near Oxford
county.
Abandoned.
Ammal Report, 1873, p. 60.
"
1884, p. 101.
AND

*LANHL_O

MItCE, near Oxford
doned.

Furnace,

Warren

Furnace, Warren

county.

Aban-

Warren

county.

Annual Report, 1873, p. 60.
1884, p. 101.
OxFoav

FU_SACE MIHm,
Oxford Furnace,
Washington and Slope To. 3 active.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 637-640.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 61.
"
1879, pp. 74, 96.
"
1880, p. 113.
"
1884, p. 101.
"
1885, p. 105.
1886, p. 149.

*CRSAOER MItrE, near Port

Murray,

Warren

county.

Abandoned.

*MITCHELL MIHE_ near Port Murray,

Warren

county.

Abandoned.

*JOH_rSO:¢SHAFTS, near Port Murray,

Warren

county.

Abandoned.

*STEPHESSOH I_IIHE, near Port _l"urray, Warren county.
doned.
Totes of Port Murray mines in
Annual Report_ 1873, pp. 61, 62.
"
1879, p. 75.
"
1880, p. 118.
"
1881, p. 102.
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*BALD PATE MINE, north of Port Murray, Mansfield township,
Warren county.
Abandoned.
See Egbert Church mine.
*SHAFER_ or WELCH PLACE, north
township,
Warren county.
Church mine.

of Port Murray, Mansfield
Abandoned.
See Egbert

EOEERT CHCECH M_._E, north of Port Murray, Mansfield
ship, Warren county.
Abandoned.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 624 (" Bald Pate mine").
Annual Report, 1878, p. 62.
1879, pp. 75, 76.
1880, p. 113.
1884, p. 102.
*SEARLE MINE,
doned.

Independence

township,

town-

Warren

county.

Aban-

l_[IlqE_ near Vienna_ Warren

county.

Aban-

Warren

county.

Geology of New Jersey, 1868, p. 624.
Annual Report, 1884, p. 102.
:'BARKER_

or BULGIN

doned.
Annual Report, 1882, p. 72.
1884, p. 102.
*BucK's

HILL OPENINGS, near Haekettstown,
Abandoned.

*DAY MINE, near Hackettstown,
'FRAcE

*YouNo

FAR_, north
doned.

Warren

Abandoned.

of

Haekettstown,

Warren

county.

Aban-

FARM, north of
doned.

Haekettstown,

Warren

county.

Aban-

*PYLE FAR_, north of Haekettstown,
*AxFoBD

county.

Warren county.

FARM, north of Hackettstown,
doned.

*BEYAI'rr Mn_s,

near Warrenville,

*ExcELSmE MI_E,
doned.

Allamnchy

Warren

township,

Warren

county.
Warren
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*EUREKA

MINE, Allamuchy

*TUNmOS

PLACE,
doned.

GEOLOGIST.

township,

Allamuehy

township,

*WINTERMUTE FARM_ Allamuehy
doned.
HAGG_'_aTY'S MINE,
doned.
For

the above
Annual

Allamuchy

twelve

Report,

Warren

Abandoned.
county.

Aban-

township,

Warren

county.

Aban-

township,

Warren

county.

Aban-

mines_ see

or WATERLOO

county.

county.

1873, pp. 63, 64.
1876, p. 52 (Haggerty's mine).
1879, p. 76 (Haggerty's mine}.
1880, p. 127 {Wintermute's
farm),
1884, p. 103.

"

BROOKFIELD,

Warren
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I_INR_

near

Waterloo,

in

Warren

Abandoned.

Geology of New Jersey, 1808, pp. 626-628.
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 04, 65.
"
1879, p. 76.
1884, p. 103.
*FRENCHE'S
Annual

PLACE,

Byram

Report,

township,

SMITH, or CASCADE MINE,
doned.

*ALLIS

Report,

OPENINOS,
Annual

county.

Abandoned.

1873, pp. 66, 67.
1879, p. 77.
1884, p. 103.

"

Annual

Susse

Byram

township,

Sussex

county.

Aban-

1873, p. 66.
1879, p. 77.
1884, p. 103.

Byram

Report,
"
"

township,

Sussex

county.

Abandoned.

1873, p. 66.
1879, p. 77.
1884, p. 103.

]_ODE, or STANItOPE

MINE,

Geology of New
Annual Report,
"
"
"

Stanhope,

Sussex

county.

Jersey, 1868, pp. 622, 623.
1873, p. 67.
1879, pp. 77, 78.
1880, p. 114.
1884, p. 103.
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or ]_UDD

MINE,

REPORT

OF

north of Stauhopo, Sussex county.

Aban-

dosed.
Annual Report, I_79. pp. 7S, 79.
1_80, p. 114.
1s84, p. I03.
_IINE, near
Abandoned.

*SILVER

Stanhope,

Byram

township,

Sussex county.

*HAOGEaTY _II.'_E_ near Stanhopc,
Abandoned.

Byram township,

Sussex county.

L,_WRE_CE M_._E_ near Stanhope,
Abandoned.
Notes of these mines in

Byram

Sussex county.

township;

Geology of Xew Jersey, 1868, pp. 621,622.
Annual R_,port, 1_73, p. 67.
18_4, p. I03.
*LAws0-'¢ O_'E._INa, near Byram cove, Byram
county.
Abandoned.
Annual Report, 1880, p. 1_ [Lawless}.
1_84, p. 104.
GAFF.'_EY MINE, Byrara township,

Sussex county.

township,

Sussex

Abandoned.

Annual Report, 1879, p. 79.
"
1K_4,p. 104.
SIC_LICS _II.'_, Byram township,
Annual Report, 1873, p. 67.
1879, p. 79.
18_0, p. 115.
18_4, p. 104.

Sussex county.

Abandoned.

*St_ERMA_ FXR_ OPE._rlsQS, east of Sparta, Sussex county.
doned.

Aban-

Annual Report, 1879, p. 79.
18_4, p. 104.
*B_KER

FAR_ OPE_I_GS_ east of Sparta, Sussex county.
doned.

Annual Report, 1579, pp. 79, SO_Sherman and Bunker}.
18_4, p. 104.
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OGDEN MINES, Sparta township, Sussex county.
Not active at
present.
Bought by the FAison Magnetic Separating Company.
A large and expensive plant is erected here for
concentrating and mining iron ore.
Geology of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 631, 632.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 68.
1879, p. 80.
1880, p. 115.
"
1884, p. 104.
*GREER FARM OPENINGS,
Abandoned.

Hardyston

township,

Sussex

county.

Annual Report, 1879, p. 80.
"
1884, p. 104.
*_-IoPEWELL :FORGE TRACT,
Abandoned.
Annual Report, 1_73, p.
1879, p.
1881,p.
1884,p.
CANISTSAR MINE, Vernon

Hardystou

township,

68 (Greer and Hopewell).
80.
38. "
104.
township,

Sussex county.

*TRACV AND CRANE :FARMS, Vernon
Abandoned.
*HENDERSON :FARM, Vernon

Sussex county.

township,

township,

Idle.
Sussex county.

Sussex county.

Abandoned.

:For notes of these three localities, see
Annual Report,
"
"
"

1873, p. 70.
1879, p..80.
1880, p. 115.
1884, p. 104.

WILLIAMS MISS, Williamsville,
Abandoned.

Vernon

township,

Sussex county.

Annual Report, 1878, p. 70.
"
1879, p. 80.
1884, p. 105.
*RuTHeRFORD TRACT OPENINGS, Vernon
Abandoned.
See Rutherford
Milford.

township, Sussex county.
Tract Openings, West
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ANNUAL

*Ht;NT TaACT OPENINGS,
doned.

REPORT

Vernon township,

OF
Sussex county.

Aban-

Annual Report, 1873, pp, 70, 71 (Rutherford and Hunt).
1S79, p. 80 (Rutherford and Hunt).
1884, p. 105.
WAWAYANDA MINE, Vernon
doned,

township,

Sussex county.

Aban-

GI_EE.X MINE, Vernon township, Sussex county.
Abandoned in
1888. These mines of the Thomas Iron Company have
been described in .
Ge-logy of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 632-637,
Annual Report, lS73. p. 71.
1880, p. 115.
1584, p. 105.
LAVTOX Mt._E, near New Milford,
county.

in Vernon

*KI._tBLE FARg SHAFTS, near Stockholm,
Pas._aie county.
Abandoned.

West Milford

*BUDD & HUNT TRACT OPENINGS, West Milford
county.

CmNTON TRACT Mr_E, near Clinton,
saic county.
Abandoned.
MI/_E,

county.

Sussex

township,

township,

Passaic

township,

Passaic

Abandoned.

*RUTHERFORD TRACT OPENINGS, West Milford
county.
Abandoned.

* _ALLACE

township,

Abandoned.

West Milford township,

north of Clinton, West Milford

Pas-

township, Passaic

Al_udoned.

*UTTER MINE, Uttertown, West Milford township, Passaic county.
Abandoned.
No reports of the working of any of these
localities during the year have been received.
They are
in the nature of explorations rather than productive mines.
For notices in previous annual reports, see following :
Annual Report, 1873, pp. 68, 69.
"
1879, pp. 81, $2.
"
1884, p. 105.
NEW JERSEY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

THE
VVVELLING MISS,
county.
Annual

1876,
1879,
1880,
1884,

MINE,

Passaic

Report,

"

West

MINE,

Annual

1876,
1879,
1860,
I884,

ROSEBmRRY MINE,
Annual

Report,
"
"

BARTO_

MINE,

Annual

_0E_KER

Report,
"

REDELL

MINS,

Annual

Warren

pp. 72, 73.
p. 32.
p. 116.
p. 106.

Oxford

township,

1873, p.
1879, p.
1880, p.
1884,p.

line,

West

Milford

county.

Warren

Abandoned.

county.

Abandoned.

73.
82.
116.
106.

township,

Warren

county.

Abandoned.

1873, p. 73.
1879, pp. 82, 83.
1884, p. ]06.
township,

Warren

county.

Active.

1873, p. 74.
1879, p. 83.
1884, p. 106.

Oxford

Report,
"
"
"

State

BELT.

township,

FARM, Oxford

Annual

Passaic

Abandoned.

1873,
1879,
1880,
1884,

Oxford

Report,
"

township,

pp. 53, 54.
p. 82.
p. 116.
p. 105.

Oxford

Report,
"

Milford

near

county.

PEQUEST
_CHULER
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pp. 52, 53.
p. 81.
p. 116.
p. 105.

or SQUIER'S

township,
Annual

GEOLOGIST.

near Greenwood,
Abandoned.

Report,
"
"
"

CENTENNIAL,

STATE

township,

1873,
1879,
1880,
1884,

p.
p.
p.
p.

Warren

county.

74.
83.
116.
106 (Riddle).
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ANNUAL

LrrrLl_

MINE,

now

county.
Annual

QVEF_X

REPORT

OF

FELIZZl',VS MINE,

Oxford

township,

Warrex_

Active.

Report, 1678, pp. 74, 75.
"
lS70, p. 8B.
"
188-1, p. 106.

_IL_E, Oxford township,Warren

county.

Active.

Annual Report,1882(Queen mine).
"
1864, p. 106.
*Os_uN

PLA_E,
Annual

RAUB

FAR_,

Oxford

Annual

Report,
"
"

PEQCEST

*Holt

*8M_Tg

Oxford

township,

Warren

county.

Abandoned.

Report, 1882, p. 73.
"
lSq4, p. 106.
"
1885, p. 106.

MINZ,

township,

Warren

Is being

opened.

1873, pp. 75, 76.
1879, p. 83.
1884, p. 106.

Oxford

township,

Annual

Report,
"
"

F_:_,

Oxford

township,

Annual

Report,
"
"

1873, pp. 79-61.
1879, p. 83.
lSSd, p. 106.

FAR_,

county.

Warren

county.

Abandoned.

1878, pp. 76-78.
1879, p. 83.
18_0, p. 116.
1884, p. 106.

Hope

townships

Warren

Warren

county.

Abandoned.

county.

Abandoned.

Annual Report,1873, p. St.
"
1882, p. 76.
"
1_84, p. 106.
*DEA'rS

PLACE,

Hope

township,

Warren

county.

Abandoned.

Annual Report,1873,p.81,$2.
"
1882, p. 78.
18B_i,p. 106.
*HgNDERSHOT,

or

HOAGLAND

county.

Abandoned.

PLACe,

Hope

Annual Report,1879,p.83.
"
1880, p. lff/.
"
188-1, p. 107.
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township,

Warrer,

THE
COOK :FARM, Hope
Annual

](ISHPAUGH

GEOLOGIST.

township,

Warren

Report,

1881, p. 37.
1882, pp. 78, 74.
1884, p. 107.

MINE,

west

re-opened.
Annual Report,
"

"
"
*CoRL_S

STATE

of

county.

Danville,

LOT, Hope
Annual

*STIFF

Report,

:FARM, Hope
Annual

*PorTER

Report,

*STI_SOI_

Report,
"
"

township,

township,

county.

Warren

Abandoned.

county.

Abandoned.

Warren

county.

Abandoned.

1873, pp. 84, 85.
1884, p. 107.
township,

Warren

county.

Aban-

Warren

county.

Aban-

county.

Aban-

1873, p. 85.
1879, p. 84.
1884, p. 107.

1879,
1881,
1882,
1884,

township,

pp. 84, 85.
p. 37.
p. 74.
p. 107.

:FARM, Independence
doned.

Annual

Is being

1873, p. 8_.
1879, p. 84.
1884, p. 107.

:FARM, Independence
doned.

Annual

*GAaRISOS

Report,
"

county.

1873, pp. 82-84.
1879, pp. 83, 84.
1880, p. 117.
1884, p. 106.
1885, p. 106.
1886, p. 145.

:FARM, Independence
doned.
Annual

Abandoned.

Warren

:FARMj Hope township,
Warren
Annual Report, 1882, p. 74.
"
1884, p. 107.

*I_scBow
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township,

Warren

:Report, 1873, p. 85.
"
1881, pp. 37, 38.
"
1884, p. 107.
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DAVm

ANNUAL
ML'_E, Independence
Annual

Report,
"

*ALBEETSON PLACE,
dontxt.
Annual

*SHAw's

Report,
"

ML'_E,
doned.

REPORT
township,

OF

Warren

county.

Abandoned.

1873, p. 85.
1881, p. 31.
1884, p. 107,

Independence

township,

Warren

county.

Aban-

county.

Aban-

Warren

county.

Aban-

Warren

county.'

Aban-

Warren

county.

Aban-

township,

Warren

county.

Aban-

township,

Warren

county.

Aban-

1873, p. 85.
lq_t, p. lOS.

Independence

township,

Warren

GeoIogy of New Jersey, 1868, pp. 659, 660.
Annual Report, 1872, p. 18.
188,4, p. 10S.
ttOWELL

FAR3f,
doned.

Annual

*CARROLL

Independence

Report,

township,

1873, pp. 8,5, 87.
1878, p. 101.
1884, p. 108.

PLACE, Independence
doned.

township,

Annua_ Repot L 1873, p. 87.
1884, p. 108.
*GREE_

PLACE,
doned.
Annual

*£'t'_rxS

*AYRES

Report,

MI.xE,
doned.
Annual

Independence

1882, p. 74.
188_, p. 108.

Independence

Report,

PLACE,
doned.

township,

1881, p. 38.
1884, p. 108.

Independence

Annual Report,

1881, p. 38.
1884, p. 108.
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THE
*SCnAEFFERFARM,
doned.
Annual

*MAmso

*HIBLER,

Allamuchy

Report,

Repor_

1873,
1879,
1880,
1884,

McKEA_,

Green

Report,
"

Report,
"
"

*BYERLY

OPENING8,

Annual

Warren

county.

Aban-

Report,
".

township,

Warren

county.

Warren

county.

Warren

county.

p. 87.
pp. 85, 86.
p. 117.
p. 108.
Allamuehy

Allamuchy

township,

township,

pp. 87, 88.
p. 52.
p. 86.
p. 108.

township,

Sussex

county.

Abandoned.

1873, p. 88.
1884, p. 108.

or BIRD MINE,
doned.

Annual

Aban-

1880, p. 127.
1884, p. 108.

Report, 1873,
1876,
"
1879,
"
1884,

*GLENDOI_ MINE,
Annual

township,

SHAFT, Allamuchy

*HAGGERTY'S
DIOOLSOS,
Abandoned.
Annual

Warrencounty.

Report, 1884, p. 108.

*WINTERMUTE'S
OPESING,
Abandoned.
Annual

125.

1873, p. 87.
1880, p. 127.
1884, p. 10S.

or LIVESEY'S
Abandoned.

Annual

GEOLOGIST.

Independencetownship,

Report,
"

:PLACE,
doned.
Annual

STATE

1874,
1879,
1880,
1884,
Byram

Byram

township,

Sussex

county.

Aban-

pp. 28, 29.
p. 86.
p. 118.
p. 108.
township,

Sussex

county.

1879, p. 86.
1884, p. 108.
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ANNUAL

R0SEV/LLE

_-[INE,

REPORT

Byram

township,

Geolo_" of .New Jersey,
Annua_ Report, 1678, p.
1880, p.
1884, p.
ANDOVER

ML_ZE, Andover,

OF

Sussex

county.

Abandoned.

1868, pp. 628-631.
$8.
118.
109.
Sussex

county.

Abandoned.

Geology of New Jersey, 1866, pp. 640-657.
Annual Report, 1873, p. 88,
1884, p. 109.
SULPHUR

HILL

Annual

TAR

HILL

_][[,N'I_ Andover,

Report,

MINE,

1873,
1879,
1880,
1884,
Andover

township,

Geology of .New Jersey,
Annuai,,Keport,

*Lo,_oCORE'S
MINE,
doned.

Sussex

county.

Abandoned.

p. 88.
pp. 86, 87.
p. 118.
p. 109.
Sussex

county.

Abandoned.

1868, p. 657.

18_,0, p. 118.
1_q4, p. 1(]9.
Andover

township,

Sussex

county.

Aban-

county.

Aban-
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GEOLOGICAL
WORKIN THE SOUTHERN
PART OF THE STATE.
TERRACE FORMATIONSOF THE ATLANTIC COAST AND ALONG THE
DELAWARE RIVER.

BY C. W. COMAN.

The following notes on the field-work of the fall of 1890 are
submitted.
Attention was chiefly directed to the study of (1) the
sediments overlying the upper marl bed in eastern Monmouth county ;
(2) evidences of former shore lines above the present sea-level ; (3)
the gravel of the Trenton terrace.
STRATA OVERLYING THE UPPER MARL BED.
The most complete series is that shown in the beach bluff at Long
Branch_ south of the pier, in which the following beds appear, in a
descending order from top of bluff.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Reddlsh-yellow, loamy sand ............................
Yellow gravel, intermixed with loam ................
Clean, white gravel and sand ...........................
Thin band of red clay .....................................
Banded yellow and gray clay...........................
Dark-blue clay ..............................................
Dark-brown, shaly clay, not plastic ..................

2 feet.
6 feet.
6 feet.
3 to 5 inches.
3 to 3_ feet.
2 feet.
1 foot.

The marl is not seen in the bluff, but is exposed at extreme low
tide over an area of thirty or forty feet.
None of these strata are uniform for any considerable distance,
except the lowest, designated as brown shaly clay, which is found
wherever the upper marl is exposed, immediately overlying the latter,
except at the Farmingdale
pit, where a bed of pebbly clay, about
eighteen inches in thickness, is interposed.
9
(129)
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In the Long Branch section the thickness of the gravel stratum
varies from twelve feet to a discontinuous film. The yellow banded
and black clays are seen to merge into each other laterally in several
places, and both are replaced for a distance of about forty yards by a
very sandy, gray clay.
The marl exposed on the beach at low tide must belong to the
middle marl bed, as the single marl fossil found here on the beach
(which must have been washed from this outcrop), Terebratula Harlani, is not found in the upper marl. Moreover, the observed dip of
the upper marl bed would not bring it down to sea-level at this point,
while that of the middle bed would.
The complete stratigraphy of the formations overlying the upper
marl cannot here be given, but as their lowest member, the brown
clay shale (" Brown Astringent Clay" of the "Report on Marls "),
is seen to rest directly upon both the middle and the upper marl beds,
they overlap the latter, and are presumably unconformable to it.
Fos_ls.--The black clay exposed at Long Branch is literally filled,
in many places, with plant impressions. From two localities on the
beach were secured a number of impressions of shells of lamellibranehs, representing four species.
The brown clay shale at Long Branch yielded to search, only some
bits of Hgnite ; but from the same stratum near Farmingdale, where
the Freehold and Jamesburg railroad crosses a little branch of Mingmahone brook, were secured a number of casts of gasteropods and
lamellibraneh_, representing probably four or five species. These have
mlt yet been determined.
EVIDENCES

OF

FORMER

SHORE

LIMES

ABOVE

THE

PRESENT

SEA-LEVEL,

These are, in general, wave-cut and wave-built terraces, lines of
dunes, linear areas of cleanly-washed sand, representing old beaches,
and _]cvated shell beds, or other remains of marine llfe.
As a terrace is a level-topped step, or shelf, cut into or built upon
the face of a slope, it follows that it becomes a distinguishable feature
of the topography of a shore only where the latter is bounded by
cl[lt:_,or at ies.st presents a tolerably abrupt face on which the waves
_nnv

act.

The Atlantic coast region of this State is generally level and low.
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The surface materials are, moreover, for the most part incoherent sand
and gravel, or soft clays, e_ily yielding to suba_rlal erosion. Hence,
although isolated terraces have been noted at different levels along the
portion of the coast studied, no continuous shore line, or series of
terraces which could be properly correlated as such, has yet been
traced. The shore-levels most distinctly indicated are three in number ; the first at about ten feet, another between thirty and forty feet,
and the third at about sixty feet above the present mean tide-level.
There are other faint anddoubtful indications of terraces at levels intermediate between those named, showing that while the elevation of the
land was intermittent, halting a little at cash of the main terracehvels, it was but slightly so, the whole uplift being gradual and slow
enough to allow a continuous wave record.
The ten-foot shore line is best displayed near Keyport, on the road
between Leokport and Union. Here a beach, marked by low dunes,
_he outline of which is approximately indicated by the ten-foot contour
line, is evident to the most casual glance for u distance of about half a
mile and may be traced southward into the village.
Shells of 3[odiola plieatula, _y_ilu8 edulis, Maelra solidisslma,
Venus mereennria, Mya arenaria and others, all recent species, are
abundant on the surface. From one-half to three-quarters of a mile
vf salt marsh and low-lying upland separates this beach from the
present shore. At Old Bridge, on South river, the same level is
marked by a sand flat and slight terrace on both sides of the river
near the railroad and wagon bridges. The low sand flats on the north
and east sides of the Navesink Highlands appear to have been formed
at this stage, as were also a number of short terraces at the foot of the
low bluffs bordering the i'qaveeink river, between Oceanic and Red
Bank. South of the Naveslnk river no distinct indications of a shore
at this level were noted, except on the Manasquan river. On the
south side of the river, near the railroad bridge, is a plainly-marked
bench on about the line of the ten-foot contour, which may be traced
at intervals up the river until it merges into the present flood plain of
the stream.
The thirty to forty-foot levels are marked by a numerous series of
terraces, extending from the Raritan river southward, many of which
arc clearly cut and easily recognizable, but their festimony is some- I
what invalidated by their general lack of true beach deposits, the
materials of which they are composed differing in no way from that
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of the adjacent terranea. The only stretch resembling a beach at this
level is along the northern side of Rumson's Neck, between Red Bank
and Fair Haven, where the red sand has been washed free from the
stain of iron oxide and left of a white or light-yellow color. This
strip of llght-colored sand, which has an average breadth of about
one hundred yards, seems pretty clearly to mark a former beach, but
it is not at this point associated with any distinct terracing.
The terraces at about this level are many. On the southeastern
extremity of the point between Lawrence brook and the Raritaa river
is a clearly-marked thirty-foot bench. About a mile northwest from.
the village of Washington, near the road leading to New Brunswick,
the cretaceous clays have been cut into a very uneven terrace which.
appears to have been formed at several successive levels.
The whole valley of the South river, nearly up to Helmetta, is
marked by indistinct terraces up to about the forty-foot contot_r.
Above this line rise irregularly-contoured, gravel-capped hills; below
it smooth terraces, and bottom lands are chiefly composed of fine
sandy loam, probably washed down from the gravel beds of the
higher ground and deposited in the water which then filled the valley'
up to the height of the upper terraces.
The eastern face of the Navesink Highlands i_ very steep, and muss
have been, before the formation of the Naveslnk beach, or when the
latter was submerged, exposed to the full force of the Atlantic, and
accordingly we find its profile notched by wave-cut terraces at both
the thirty to forty-foot, and a little above the sixty-foot level.
Near the southern extremity of the Highlands the lower terrace only
is visible. This can be traced around to She Navesink river, alongwhich benches occur as far as Red Bank, which is built on a terrace flat at this level. A terrace at the same level across the river
from Red :Bank may be seen from the Long Branch railroad at this
point. Along the south side of Rnmson's Neck, a possible indication
of a shore line is the sudden crowding of the contours above the
thirty-foot line, but no terracing could be made out here.
Between Deal Bcach*and the lV[ana_quanriver the sea-shore is bordared by a nearly level plain, from one and a half to two miles
broad, which terminates abruptly against the highlands to the westward. The base of the high ground lies pretty tmiformly between
thirty and forty feet above the sea, bus not invariably so, for the
gently-sloping plain rises in places to about seventy feet.
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The surface of the plain is in part a sandy loam and in part gravel,
the distribution of the two having no apparent reference to the relative elevations of the tracts on which they occur. The bills are
capped by a thick stratum of yellow gravel, beneath which are fine
sand and sandy clay ; but the soil of the uplands also is in places a
_ine loam, free from gravel.
If the upward limit of the coast plain was determined by a sealevel, we should find a line of beach sand and gravel and shells at
that height. These do not occur. The base of the hills and the
4mmedinte plain are variously sandy, gravelly and loamy, like the
rest of the plain ; the only shells seen arc occasional oyster and clam
shells dropped upon the surface by man and fish-eating birds.
Nevertheless, it is not easy to explain the peculiar topography without appealing to sea-shore action as a cause.
The higher shore line, that lying at about the sixty-foot level, or
between sixty and seventy feet, left its mo_t distinct record on the
promontory of the Highlands of Navesink, which is terraced on the
cast side near the l_'avesink lights, and on the north side from l_avesink Park pier eastward about a mile. Along this northern face,
however, there has been a land slip, to which the terraced appearance
is in part due. On the western side of the Highlands, this level is
traceable on both sides of Claypit creek, for a short distance southeast of the village of Atlantic Highlands, and on the north side of
the Navesink river, near the Atlantic Highlands branch of the New
Jersey Southern railroad. ° The Manasquan river is terraced, not
very distinctly, from Brielle, near the inlet, up as far as Fairfield,
and the major part of the benchings fall at about the sixty to seventyfoot level, although the thirty to forty-foot shore line is also representsd, and the present flood plain of the river forms a still lower
series.
The flat-topped pTateau south of Shark river, near New Bedford,
may owe its form to this stage. In addition to those mentioned there
are stream-formed terraces on most of the brooks and rivers of this
region--one on Swimming river, south of Leedsville, the upper
margin of which is thirty feet above the sea ; on Hop brook, near the
mouth of Willow brook, about fifty feet high ; .on Nut Swamp brook,
about two miles from Red Bank, and on Lawrence brook, between
the New Brunswick water-works pumping station and Milltowu,
several ranging from thirty to forty feet above sea-level.
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It may be objected that the most o£ these terraces are along strea_
valleys, or at least re-entrants, and not on salients where wave.cutting
is likely to have been most active, and that moreover they do net
show characteristic beach deposits, such as lines of cleanly-washed
sand and gravel_ and shells, and that therefore they may all have been
formed by the progressive cutting down of the stream-beds, while the
land and sea maintained the same relative attitude as at present.
Such an objection would be a valid one as urged against the testimony
of most of the examples given, but the beach near Keyport and the
terme_ scored on the face of the l_avesink Highlands have no connectlon whh stream valleys_ and are incontestable evidence that thesea has stood, relatively to the land, ten, thirty to forty, and sixty to.
seventy feet, respectively, higher than at present, within a period sorecent as to allow the preservation of the features peculiarly liable to.
rapid destruction under ordinary suba_rial erosion.

THE

TRENTON

GRAVEL.

The city of Trenton is built partly upon a terrace of river gravel
Th[._ is the most recent of the grave] deposits of the Delaware valley.
Its limits on the New Jersey side of the river_ in the vicinity of Trenton, have been traced out, and found to agree almost exactly with the
course of the slxty-foot contour llne except where that turns back
along the various affluents of Aseanpink creek. It forms an embayment_ three miles wide at the river, exte_dlng nearly to Port Mercer r
and bounded everywhere by higher ground, composed of older and
different gravels.
The Delaware and Rarltan canal runs close along
the western margin of the terrace, nearly to Baker's :Basin.
The section at the gravel-pit o£ the Pennsylvania
railroad a_
Trenton shows the terrace to be composed of coarse sand and wellrounded pebbles of sandstone, quartz, granite and gneiss, syenite,
limestone, chert, &c _ the most abundant being dark-gray sandstone.
The gravel is coars% the pebbles averaging larger than an egg, and
boulders of two and three feet in diameter are not uncommon.
The
largest noticed was a nearly rectangular block, measuring eleven feet
in length by about four feet square at the larger end.
Some o£ the
boulders reta'm faint traces of grooves and scratches, such as are commonly found on glaciated rocks.
There is very little of the clap
element present.
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Within the areas of the Trenton terrace are several small elevations rising above the sixty-foot line. The gravel of these is of a
different character from that of the terrace, being chiefly quartz and
qnartzite, stained exteriorly by oxide of iron to an orange-yellow hue.
As the terrace gravel overlies this yellow gravel, the latter must be
the older. These enclosed areas of yellow gravel, then, were islands
in the waters in which the terrace was formed.
On the east side of the Delaware the Trenton gravel does not
extend south of the Trenton embayment--that is, about three miles
south of the State House---but on the Pennsylvania side it covers the
wide area'ineluded within the great bend in the river at Bordentown,
and extends in a narrower strip to below Philadelphia.
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WATER-SUPPLYAND WATER-POWER.
BY

C. C. VERMEULE.

Since its inception the Survey has included the valuable hydraulic
resources of the State among the natural sources of wealth which
it was designed to aid in the development of. In the Geology of
:New Jersey, 1868, a short chapter was devoted to the subject, and
several analyses of river and well-waters published. In every annual
report since 1874, it has received some attention; more and more as
the growth of our city population has continued at a rapid rate, and
the demand for a larger and better supply of water consequently
increased. Then, too_ our State and local Boards of Health have
become vigilant and critical, and a more general observance of eani_xy laws has caused the rejection of sources once considered
adequate. The completion of the Topographic Survey having furnished the fundamental data--a full knowledge of the character and
size of the water-sheds of our streams--it is now possible for us to
pursue the study of these resources more intelligently, and consequently to a better purpose than heretofore.
The remarkable increase of our urban population was suffleiently
shown in the chapter on Population, of the Physieal Description of
1888. The Annual Report for 1889 called attention to the widespread inquiry, on the part of our cities, for better and more abundant sources of water-supply.
These facts, the increasing demand and the facilities now afforded
for a more thorough study of the subject, have pointed out that the
time is ripe to take up a tidier investigation than the Survey has
heretofore found'it practicable to make.
In undertaking this task we have fully appreciated its magnitude,
and the impossibility of collecting the large amount of precise data
which a typical scientific investigation and discussion would demand.
To illustrate, one eminent hydraulic engineer, whose advice was
(187_
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sought_ remarked that what was really needed for a study of streamflows_ was a continuous gauging of the streams by self-recordlng
gauges, and synchronous rainfall observations, also continuous, by
self-recordlng gauges. This work of itself was not so far beyond
our reach, and such gauglngs of a number of typical streams would
be of inestimable value to science, if continued for a period of ten or
fifteen years. In fact, there are few more attractive fields for scientific investigation, and few which would yield greater returns for the
outlay, than this of stream-flow, evaporation and rainfall. The
far-reachlng importance of such a study may be suggested in the
course of this report.
But, however desirable it may be, refinement like this would call
for corresponding breadth and accuracy of research in other directions, and would carry us far beyond the scope of this investigation
and the means for carrying it forward.
The policy of accepting and making the utmost of the means at
hand_ which has always been pursued in the work of the Survey,
while it may not always have rendered the attainments of an ideal
possible, has frequently led to results which have_ for many purposes,
been quite as valuable. In the absence of time and means to make
our investigation a typical one, therefore, we have proceeded with a
view to producing such practical, economic results as we believe to be
most needed for present use.
In the first place, steps were taken to avail ourselves of all that
bad been done elsewhere in this line, which would apply to our conditions. The collection of all possible data as to the peculiarities of
our own strcams_ by such methods as were within our reach, was next
begun. Ganges were set up on several streams, and readings taken
daily, or oftener when practicable; and a caretul examination and
inquiry in the field begun, so as to avail ourselves of the experience
of local observers whose familiarity with the phenomena of flow for
long periods often enabled them to furnish much information which.
could be collected in no other way.
By such means as these a mass of valuable data as to the volume,
rate and duration of fiood-flows, and the least flow during protracied
droughts, has been collected during the year. Continuous series of
gaugings have been secured for the Pauliuskill, Musconetcong_
Ramapo, Passaic, Rahway, Raritan and Great Egg Harbor rivers for
nearly a year, and on the Pequest for eight months, or enough to show
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its marked similarity to the Paulinskill. A three-months' series on
the Upper Rockaway, with occasional gaugings for the rest of the
year; a four-months' series on the Wanaqoe; six months on the
Pequannock ; several gangiogs of the Rockaway, at Boonton, of the
Aesanpink and the Rancocas have also been obtained. On the Passaic
it was found that the Messrs. Beattie, at Little Falls, had kept a
record of the height of water on their stone dam from June, 1888_
up to date. They kindly fornished us this valuable record and volunteered to keep it up, with such modifications as we suggested. This
record on our most important stream has been utilized by measuring
up the dam carefully and computing the discharge for each day.
These gaugings are all necessarily approximate. So far as the application of proper formula and computation of discharge is concerned_
the error is believed to be confined to within ten per cent. in all cases_
and within five per cent. in cases of important _eries.
The aim has been, in cases where there was any uncertainty, to
keep within the truth ; and it is not at all probable that any excess is
shown in any result, excepting the separate computations of floodflows, where, in order to obtain the full maximum, the largest result
was always taken ; since the movement of flood-masses is such that
discharges are usually in excess of the results of ordinary formulae.
The water-sheds and points of ganging are shown on the accompanying map. A full canvass of the water-powers of the State has been
undertaken and completed for the State, as far south as the southern
limits of the Raritan water-shed. The Manrice river and Great Egg
Harbor water-sheds, and most of the Rancocas, in Southern :New
Jersey, have also been canvassed. This work has been done in conjunction with the above-mentioned studies and inquiries as to flood,
dry-season and ordinary flows_and other phenomena of the streams.
The primary object of this work is the investigation of. the watersupply resources of the State ; but the subject of water-power is so
closely allied that the two are advantageously coupled, and the availability of the streams for water-power, and the extent to which they
are used for this purpose, will be made an important part of the
inquiry.
The recent improvement, of water-powers, and installation of
several admirable p]ants, show that attention has once more been
called to the value of this kind of power. The abandonment of
water-powers once us_l for driving the many iron forges of Morris
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county, and the saw-mills all over the _tste, leads some to believe
that the use of water-power has proven unprofitable. A moment's
thought will show that water-power was not at fault in the matter.
Blast furnaces had made forges unprofitable with any kind of power ;
the destruction of the forests had made saw-mills unnecessary, or else
had made it necessary to go to points remote from the streams and set
up steam mills where the timber was. There is a change going on in
the basiuess of making feed and flour also. Like everything else, it
is being concentrated in large establishments, and small, poorlyequipped grist-mills are beiDg driven out of business. :From these
causes a large number of small water-powers are being abandoned.
Being _cattsred widely over the country they attract attention, and the
natural inference is that water-power is falling into disuse, whereas,
the fact is, there is a larger amount of such power now in use in the
State than ever before. It is concentrated, and larger and more efficieut powers are being constructed to take the place of the small,
abandoned ones. A single water-power plant such as that of the
Dundee Water-Power and Land Company, at Passuic, is equal to all
of the abandoned forge-powers in the State. The two efficient plants
recently erected on the Musconeteong by the Warren Paper Company,
with 700 net horee*power, are equal in power to thirty of the abandoned saw-mill powers. Water-power is not falling into disuse ia
_NewJersey; on the contrary, it is being used more efficiently than
ever before. The cordial sympathy and interest which the owners
and users
ofwater-power
haveshowninourwork,andthesubstantial
aidwhichtheyhavegiven,
show thattheyfeeltheneedof suchan
investigation
ashasbeenundertaken.
The above-mentioned considerations, and the fact that the increasing use of electricity and possibilities of electric transmission of
power are opening up new fields for its use, make the time peculiarly
auspicious for laying before the public a statement of our waterpower resources, and calling special attention to our large, undeveloped
powers.
The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Mr. William
E. Worthen, Past President of the American Society of Civil Engineers; Mr. Samuel MeElroy, C.E.; and Mr. Lebbeus Ward, C.E.,
of the Board of Managers of the Geological Survey. These wellknown hydraulic engineers have given cordial support to the work,
by furnishing valuable data and advice. I also wish to acknowledge
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the service rendered by the various mill-owners, where gangings have
been made, and to the gauge recorders, whose interest and co-operation
have rendered it possible to do much which would otherwise have }lad
to remain undone. These gentlemen are mentioned ]ater on, wherethe results of g_ugings are taken up and discussed.
It must be remembered that at the date of preparation of this_
report of progress, much of the data is still incomplete. All of it is
very recently in hand, too recently for any full discussion of it,
consequently the present paper must be taken shnply as preliminary.
The studies are unfinished, but they are far enough advanced to make.
their publication desirable. Criticism which has for its object the
improvement of the final results, and which keeps in view the limited.
means for the accumulation of data, will be cordially welcomed.

SYNOPSIS

OF

PROPOSED

INVF._TIOATION.

Aftersome preliminary
studyand consultation
thefollowing
was.
agreeduponasanoutline
of thescopeoftheinvestigation
:
I.A studyof stream-flows,
including
an investigation
ofa system
by whichthelow-season
andordinary
flowofa streammay be safely
deducedfromtherecords
of monthlyrainfall,
withthecollection
and,
discussion of gaugings of typical stream s, and of flood and minimnn_
flows.
2. Description of the various water-sheds, and computations of their.
ordinary and dry-season flows, in order to determine their adaptation
to use for power and the supply of towns.
3. Deep and shallow well-supplies; their proper utilization and
development. A review of the existing wells and of the results of
well-driving in the State.
4. Quality of waters: A collection of chemical analyses and
microscopic examinations of the surface and well-waters, in order to
determine their fitness for domestic or manufacturing uses.
5. A review of existing systems of water-supply, considering
sources, methods of utilizing and consumption.
6. The water-powers of the State. (a) A list of powers in use,
with a classification by purposes to which they are applied. (b) A
list of important undeveloped powers, with computations of tho
amount of power which may be successfully utilized.
7. In order to enable us to direct our researches intelligently, and
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confine investigation to places where its utilization will be sanetioned
by law, a compilation of decisions of the courts of the State affecting
the ownership and use of rights in water is under preparation. As it
will undoubtedly be acceptable to users of water in this connection, it
will be incorporated with the report.
THE

FLOW

OF

STREAMS.

The work of the year has been mainly directed to the study of
stream-flows. This subject is a most important one, and is beset with
many difficulties. Data are scarce and difficult to obtain. We cannot
hope to get anything like an adequate series of gauglngs of our own
streams in time to make it the basis of these researches; consequently
it has been necessary to gather everything that has been done in
gauging streams in this latitude, resembling our own more or less
closely, and base our studies upon these, endeavoring to get gaugings
of our own streams long enough to establish their resemblance or diffi.renee to those streams of which we have gaugings.
The waters of the earth are taken up by the process which we call
evaporation and formed into clouds, to be again precipitated to earth
in the form of rain or snow. Thus our streams are supplied from
month to month. Of the water which falls upon the basin of a
stream, a portion is evaporated directly by the sun; another large
portion is taken up by plant growth and mostly transpired in vapor ;
_tiIl another portion, large in winter but very small in summer, finds
it_ way over the surface directly into the stream forming surface or
r!o,_d-flows; finally another part sinks into the ground to replenish
the greet reservoir from which plants are fed and stream-flows maintained during the periods of slight rainfall, for the rainfall is fre,lucntly, for months together, much less than the combined demands
,_f evaporation, plant-growth and stream-flow. These demands are
ine._'orable, anti it is the ground storage which is called upon to
_upply them when rain fails to do so.
It is very difficult to obtain accurate or even approximate measuretarots of the amount of these several demands. We have measurem¢.uts of evaporation from water-surfaces_ but there is very little
waWr-surface exposed on our water-sheds, so we have measurements
of the amount taken up by various kinds of vegetation, but our areas
are of' a mixed character and it is not always possible to apportion
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lhem properly among the various crops. The measurements of evaporation from the ground come the nearest to what we need, but few of
these have bean made with neceesary precautions to secure exactly the
came conditions which exist in nature.
Nevertheless, these observations are very suggestive, and some of the results are here reproduced.
The following is Risler's table of daily consumption of water for
<]ifferent crops, quoted in an article on irrigation by W. Tweed<]ale, C.E. (Kansas State Board of Agriculture
Report, December
31st_ 1889) :

Iache_.

Lucern grass ...................................
:......
Meadow grass.........................................
Oats.......................................................
Indian corn............................................
Clover....................................................
Vineyard .............................................
Wheat ...................................................
Rye .......................................................
Potatoes .................................................
Oak trees ................................................
Fir trees ................................................

from 0.134 to 0,267
from 0.122 to 0.287
from 0.140 to 0.193
from 0.110 to 1.570
from 0.140 to .......
from 0.035 to 0.031
from 0.106 to 0.110
from 0.091 to .......
from 0.038 to 0.055
from 0.038 to 0.030
from 0.020 to 0.043

From these and other observations, Mr. Tweeddale concludes that
from seed-time to harvest cereals will take u_ fifteen inches of water
and grasses thlrty-seven
inches. These conclusions agree with practice in irrigation, and show plainly that the demands of plant-growth
cannot be ignored in tracing the disappearance of rain. The figures
also explain the low summer flow of streams flowing from a highlycultivated
water-shed.
They do not necessarily explain the effect of
forests in regulating flow, since many water-sheds, although cleared of
trees, arc not put under cultivation but still show some change in
flow. The action of' forests is probably largely to retard surfaea-flow
by means of irregular surfaces, caused by roots_ fallen timber, absorbent mosses and leaf accumulation, thus holding the water until it ca_
be taken into the ground.
This is not mere theory ; it is based on
observations
made during many days spent in the forestj and is
believed to almost if not fully account for the better-sustained
flow of
forest streams and their lighter flood-flows.
Evidently, if" all of our water-shed should be covered with grain
and heavy grasses, there would be very little water left for the sustenance of stream-flow during the summer.
Fortunately,
a much
smaller

proportion

is so covered

than

is usually

supposed,
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agricultural sections.
Somerset county is a highly-cultivated
section
of the red sandstone plain.
I have made an estimate of the proportion of the total area given to various erops_ based on census
figures, and the proportion of wooded area has been measured.
Of
the total area, 13 per cent. is wooded in large tracts, and 7 per cent.
has been added for scattering timber, the remainder being devoted to
general farming.
PERCENTAGE

[}F

COUIgTY,

WITH

AREAS

DEVOTED

QUANTITY

OF

TO

VARIOUS

WATER

CROPS

REQUIRED

IN
FOR

SOMERSET
EACH.

ONF," GROWING'MONTH*

CROP.

0

d

WATER

C
REQUIRED

.= _r.
Forest (oak and chestnut) .......................
Wheat, D'e, oats, &c.................................
]ndian corn .............................................
Potatoes and other root crops....................
Long grasses .........................................
Short grasses ...........................................

20
20
lt
05 I
17 J
15 I

Fallow lands and miscellaneous .................
Orchards.&e ...........................................
Total ..........................................

07

1.2
3.5
4.5
1.2
6.0
5.0

05 I
_

This gives a fair idea of the allowance

3.0

'4.0
...... ..-_--...

which

IN

._._

0.24
0.7(}
0.49
0.(}6
1.02
0.75
0.08
0.15
3.69

most be made for

vegetation, although
it is only a rough approximation.
To this.
most he added something for extra evaporation
from crop areas.
This demand for 3.7 inches of water per month may be considered
practically a constant one for the growing-months.
It is to a large
degree independent of the rainfall, and in fact a large part of theevaporation is also independent of rainfall.
Somerset county has been selected as a type of the larger part of
our red sandstone plain, vlz., that part lying southwest of the glacial
moraine which passes through Morristown,
Plainfield
and Perth•
Amboy.
As a type of our Highland
and Kittatinny
county may be taken in the same way.
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CROPS

REQUIRED

FOR

IN

SUSSEX

EACH.

1VATER REQUIRED IN
,o_

IONE GROWING-MONTH,

CROP.

Forest
(oak and chestnut}
........................
Water ...................................................
Indian
corn ............................................
OLher cereals .........................................
Long grasses ...........................................
Short grasses ...........................................
Potatoes
and other root crops ...................
Fallow
land ............................................
Total

...............................

._ o

.__

I
1
I
]
]
]

1.2
5.0
4.5
3.5
6.0
5.0
1.2
4.0

0.60
0.10
0.22
0.32
0.18
1.20
0.01
0.24

I_

]...............

2.87

The Southern New Jersey agricultural counties will not differ very
materially from Somerset county, while the piny region will only call
for about one inch of water per month for p]ant growth. The evaporation there is large, however; much greater than in Northern New
Jersey, as we shall see when the study of the streams is taken up.
It would be dii_cult to determine just how much evaporation will
take place in addition to the water demanded by plant growth. It is
hardly probable that it is nearly so large as the evaporation from
hare ground, and, for the heavier absorbents and closer-growing crops,
such as long grasses and clover, there is probably no additional evaporation. Far more reliable data as to the loss of rain on water-sheds
of a given type could be gathered by systematic gauging and rainfall
observation.
The following tables of evaporation are copied from Mr. Fannlng's
valuable treatise on Water-Supply Engineering :
10
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EVAPORATION

FROM

Latitude,

N.;

55 ° 4l'

'

REPORT

WATER
Longitude,

AT

OF

EMDRUP_

DENMARK.

12 ° 34' E. from Greenwich.

_

lh49 ..........
1850 ...........
1851 ...........
1852 .........
1853 ...........
1654 ..........

in. ,_
l.I r
1.1
0.5'
_ 0.7
0.5
0.5

1855 ..........
1856 ...........
1857 ..........
1858 ...........

1.0
0.5
0.7
0.4

in. ' _tl, ] ill.
0.8 1.8! 2.5
0.3 1.2, 1.7
0.4 0.71 1.7
0.5 0.8, 2.4
0.1 0.7 I 1.0
0.9 0.9 3.2

•
ln.
4.1
4.5
4.2
8.8
4.1
3.3

in.
5.8
5.6
4.8
4.8
8.2
4.5

1.1
0.5
0.8
0.7

2.6
2.8
41
5.1

4.1
4.6
6.6
6.1

0.51
1.2
0.6[
1.2

1.2
2.1
1.4
3.1

in.
4.7
4.8
5.7
6.4
5.1
5.2
47
4.3
5.6
4.9

in.
ill.
[ 4.0 i 2.5
_ 4.8 I 2.4
[ 5.1
2.7
4.5
2.7
2.8
4.2
4,3
2.6
_ 4.1
2.8
4.0
2.0
4.3
3.2
5.6
2.8

in.
1.1
1.8
1.5
1.7
1.1
1.21
1.41
1.91
1.41
1.61

in.
0.91
0.9
0.8
0.8
O.TP
0.7

0.8
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.8

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.7

0.7
0.5
0.4
0.4

in.
29.5
29.1
28.4
29.4
28.9
27.9
25.1
24.0
29.9
30.6

,,io,,n
.........
--_--I
-_:°7'°5
.......
08
"_037
54 2.237
52
44,
28
0.3, .215:
0.5 ..387!
0.7 •86C
1.9 1.592
4.3 2.323
5.8
5.8 II1.89,
8.8 1.118
1.8 771_
1.01 _0.7 ._05
0.3 26.4
I .301,
.559[
.....

1859 ...........
.........
Ratio
.........

ME_kNEVAPORATION FR01t[ SHORT GRASSy 185_ TO 1859, I_OLUSIV]_.
Mean .......

' 0.7

0.8,

1.2 I 2.6 t 4.1 [ 5.5 { 5.2 I 4.7 I 2.8 I LUl 0.71 0'5130'1

ME.A_ EVAPORATION FROM LO2CGORAS.% 1849 TO 18591 INOLUSIVE.
5Iean

.......

! 0.9

0.6 I 1.4 I 2.6 I 4.7 I 8.7 I 9.8 I 7.9 ] 5.2 ] 2.81 1.8 [ 0"514¢0

MEAb¢ RAINFALL AT SAME STATIOI% 1848 TO 1859_ ISrOLUSIVE.
Mean .........

17 1011.51
151 22[ 241 2412012811.8[
15J21.9

11.5,

BVAPORATION

FROM

EARTH.

MEAN EVAPORATION FROM EARTIII AT BOLTON LE _I[00RSI_" LA.'_OASHIRE9
E_OLAND, 1844 TO 1853, L'COL_S_VE.
Latitude,

53 _ 30 r N. ; Height above sea_ 320 feet.

r

_I_ !-_ 0.9,'1.5 2._ 4.883.844.0__.06J_ 1.2_k-__ 25.5_
,,.,....
....
].N 1._12!
a_tio
.......1.299.4,
2.046
1.78_
_ I._ .-_ .5691
._ ._ "-* Beardmore's

Hydrology,

page 325.
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MEAN

_tea,

MEAN

RAINFALL

STATE
AT

SAME

GEOLOGIST.

STATION_

....... 14.6314.031 2.25[ 2.221 2.23[

EVAPORATION

FROM

EARTII_

4.07[

AT

1844

4.32[
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1853,

TO

INCLUSIVE,

4.771 3.79 5.0714.641 3.94' L45.76

WHITEIIAVEN

t CUMRERLAND

I ENOLA_D

1

1844 TO 1853 INCLUSlVE.
Latitude,

54 ° 30 t N.;

Height

2.71 i 4.11

4.25

_Iean ......

O.9fi 1.01 1.77

Ratio

.39¢ .4151 .727 I.II3

MEAN

RAINFALL

5'113'412'51

above sea_ 90 feet.

4.13

3.29

1.68ro 1.746 1.697 _2'

AT

_ME

STATIO_

_['_
.

1844

1.9t3.114.31

1.25 1.02 29.2:
.

TO

,.513

.419 .......

1853.

3.11
5.314. 18.81
4 .5

The small range of the evaporation from water in the first table is
suggestive.
It seems to approximate
to a constant in each month.
Of the tables of evaporation from earth, that at Whltehaven seems
to be the better adapted to our climate.
It is more valuable for the
" dry months than for wlnter.
In many cases when evaporation is spoken of later on in this report,
plant absorption is included, as it is not deemed practicable to separate
them. The above tables_ estimates and remarks are intended to be
confirmative of later conclusions respecting loss of rain, rather than
exactly indicative of the amount of such lo_.

GROUND-WATER.

At the close of the winter and spring rains, the ground is saturated
with water to a great depth. A large amount of _vater is held in
storage, and all of that which lies above the level of the bed of a
stream_ within the boundaries of the water-shed, becomes available
either to feed the stream at that point or else to satisfy the demands
of plants and evaporation.
This great reservoir will feed a certain
amount of water to the stream irrespective of the rainfall.
If the
rainfall is sumcisnt to supply the evaporation and plant gcowth_ the
t]ow from ground-water will remain constant, because the head which
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forces it through the rocks and gravels is constant.
When the rain
is insufficient, the head will be drawn down and the flow will decrease
at a certain fixed rate. The draught upou ground storage in this
vicinity usually sets in between May 1st and June 1st, not often before
the middle of May and rarely later than June 1st. Once the draught
is fairly established and the water drawn down, unless the rainfall is
greater than it usually is from June to August, it is all absorbed by
the dried earth and does not reach down far enough to increase the
head and consequent flow of ground-water.
What may be called the
under-run of a stream--the part which depeuds upon ground storage-may be easily determined by inspection of a Continuous diagram of"
flow. In inspecting such diagrams as those of the rivers of New
Jersey accompanying this report, it may be seen that rainfalls which,
if occurring in May, or in the autumn after the ground-water
has
been replenished, would cause violent floods, have no effect at all upon
the stream-flow when they occur during the dry months.
This difference in effect cannot be ascribed to direct evaporation, for in the case
of concentrated rainfall, evaporation has little time to act. It is due
to the drawing down of ground-water,
which leaves a great capacity
for absorption of rain by the earth.
In the discussion of the flow of the Croton and Sndbury rivers r
following, it is found that in extreme eases, like the drought of 1876on the Croton, the depletion of the ground storage may amount to
nine inches on the water.shed, and six inches by the end of August is
not uncommon.
It is also clearly shown that all of this mu_t be
made up before any of the rainfall, excepting the small amount which
runs off the surface in very heavy storms, is available to increase the
strcam-flow.
By a depletion of six inches it is meant that six inches
in depth of rain on the water-shed will be required to again saturate
the ground and restore the ground-water.
The actual distance to
which the water desrends is not everywhere the same, nor is it intended
to convey that an equal amount of water is drawn from all parts of
the shed.
A coarse gravel will yield up its ground-water much more
freely than compact earths or rock.
for the whole shed.
The capacity for ground storage
sheds.
On steep, rocky surfaces the
it is true, holds a large amount of
and discharged at a low rate. This

The amount given is the aversge
varies widely on different waterrain largely runs off. The rock,
water, but it is held tenaciously,
fact is partially compensated for
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by the greater differences of level on such a water-shed, which cause
greater heads to force out the water.
A rocky water.shed, as level as
the sandy basins of Southern _ew Jersey, which discharge large volumes of ground-water, would probably yield a very trifling amount.
Fanning gives the following data as to perosity of soils:
"Gravel, consisting of small water-worn stones or pebbles, intermixed with grains of sand has ordinarily 20 to 25 per cent. of
voids; marl, consisting of limestone grains, clays and si icious sands,
has from l0 to 20 per cont. of voids; pure clays have innumerable
interstices, not easily measured, but capable of absorbing, after thorough drying, from 8 to 15 per cent. of an equal volume of water.
"Water flows with some degree of freedom through sandstones,
limestones and chalks, according to their textures, and they are
capable of absorbing from 10 to 20 per cent. of their equal volumes
of water.
"The primary and secondary formations, according to geolo.gical
classification, as for instance granites, serpentines, t.r:appean.s, gneleses,
mica slates and argillaceous schists, are classed as lmpervtous rocks,
' as are usually the several strata of pure clays that have been subjected to great superincumbent
weight.
"The crevices in the impervious rocks, resulting from rupture,
may however, gather and lead away, as natural drains, large volumes
of the water of percolation.' *
It must be remembered, however, that nearly all water-sheds on
rock formation have a covering of disintegrated
rock and drift
gravels and sands, _vhich furnishes a large part of the ground storage.
A rock valley with a considerable descent, filled with drift sands and
gravels, is admirably adapted to supply large quantities of groundwater.
From the above percentages we find that a depletion of 9 inches
of ground-water, will draw down the water-table an average distanco
of from 35 to 45 inches in gravels, from 45 to 90 inches in marls,
about 90 inches in clays, and from 45 to 90 inches in sandstones,
limestones and chalks.
The streams of Long Island draw a very large amount of water
from the masses of drift gravel and sand which compose their
water.sheds.
The following
is an extract
from Mr. Samuel
McElroy's

paper on the Hempstead Storage Reservoir : "This

Fanning'sWater-SupplyEngineering,page 102.
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law of filtration in this formation, is illustrated very completely, and
with wonderful annual uniformity in the daily discharge of the
accumulating rainfall from the permanent saturated bed of the slope
towards tide.
"A

moderate

the percentage
daily surplus
towards tide;
would not be
wells."

estimate

of this

reaching thls
for discharge
otherwise the
maintained as

annual

fall is

42 inches,

and

bed is not less than 60. This gives
of 1,200,000 gallons per square mile
remarkably-uniform
levels of the bed
they are, as shown by the numerous

These streams and their strikingly-large
flows, are of peculiar
interest to us, for the facts observed here have a direct bearing on
the flow of our Southern New Jersey streams, which also have
sandy water-sheds
mer flows.

and remarkably

SURFACE

uniform

and well-sustained

sum-

STORAGE.

Another agent which tends to equalizeflow to some extent,by
carryingoversome of thewaterof thewet seasonto the earlydry
months,therebyshorteningtheperiodsof verysmallflow,issurface
storage.Water is held in naturallakesand swamps and fed out
graduallyto the stream. Some of the naturallakesin Northern
New Jerseyvary two feetin heightof surface.The Paulinskill
hasabout threesquaremilesareaof such lakeson 175 squaremiles
of water-shed,
and a storage
of two feetwould add an averageof 3.75
cubicfeetpersecondto theflowof thestreamforone month. The
flowwould be much greaterthanthisat first,
and would gradually
decrease
to nothing. Artificial
storageis much more efficient,
as a
greater
depth of watercan be controlled
and thedischarge
regulated
tomeet thedemand. Natural storageis an importantfactorin the
flowofsome streams,
such as thoseof our northerncounties,
however,
and must be takenintoaccount.

SURFACE

OR FLOOD-FLOWS.

We have seen that a portion of our rain finds its way over the surface to the stream.
How much, depends on the condition of the
ground-water and the steepness of the slopes.
On the Sudbury it is
observed that any rainfall exceeding four inches per month is accom-
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partied by surface-flows.
There is some limit to the rapidity with
which water can be absorbed by the earth, even when dry, and, although the ground-water is low, sometimes rain falls in such enormous volume that disastrous floods are caused.
In the report on Climatology of New Jersey (1888) it is stated
that single storms "rarely exceed four inches in depth, and three
inches is a heavy rain. In the Newark record the number of rains
over three inches in thirty-seven years and eight months was thirtysix.
Eight of them occurred in July ; eight in August ; five in October ; three in November ; two each in December and May, and one
in each of the other months."
The late Ashbel Welch stated,* during a discussion on the flow of
streams, that in August_ 1843, "twelve inches of rein fell in about as
many hours in one night" near Bound Brook, but this extremely
heavy rainfall was confined to a very narrow district.
He also says
that "the most destructive rainstorms I have seen have been in
August, and next to that, July."
The following severe storms are mentioned in the Climatology of
New Jersey :
Paterson, March 19th and 20th, 1_881, 5.44 inches in 11 hours;
Parsippany, March, 1875, 7 inches in a single storm.
In the month of August, 1848, 22.48 inches of rain fell at Newark,
a fall without an equal in the records of the vicinity.
In the month of September, 1882, great floods occurred all over
the State. They were caused by a very heavy storm which came
after three months of deficient rainfall. By the method employed in
estimating flows on the Croton, I find that by September 19th the
deficiency of rain amounted to 4 inches on the Raritan water-shed.
From the 20th to the 24th the records at New Brunswick show a
fall of 11.84

inches of rain ; those on the Croton

water-shed

show-

ing about the same amount.
It will be seen that there was a surplus
of at least 7 inches after replenishing ground-water.
As will be seen
later, I have estimated that from the 22d to the 25th, during 64
hours, a total of 3.3 inches ou the water-shed flowed over the dam
above New Brunswick.
On the Croton from 40 to 80 per cent. of
the surplus rain goes off in floods in summer.
On the Sudbury, a
smaller water-shed, from 5 to 10 per cent. of the total monthly'rain
has to be allowed when such rain exceeds 4 inches.
Transactionsof the_American-Society
of Civil Engineers,July, 1881.
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example of the effect of the manner in which

the rain

falls, whether highly concentrated or evenly distributed
through the
months and year, is shown in the yearn 1889 and 1890. On the
Rarltan, in 1889, there occurred six floods high enough to destroy
the fencing on the meadows along the stream.
In 1890 there was
but one flood over the river banks, and that a very light one. Our
records of flow on the Passaic show five floods of from 6,300 to
I0,900 cubic feet per second; in 1890 the discharge did not once
reach 6,000 cubic feet per second, and 5,000 was exceeded only once.
Both were years of heavy rainfall, 1889 having 68 inches against 51
inches in 1890.
ANALYSES OF EXISTING SERIES OF GAUGINGS.
Since we have not, and cannot hope to }lave in time for our present
purposes, long series of observations of flow of our New Jersey
streams, we shall he obliged to base our estimates largely upon existing series of gaugings on similar streams.
With this in view I have
been at much pains to analyze such records as we have, keeping in
view the observations which have already been made as to the various
ways in which rain is dissipated.
Unfortunately,
good observations
of flow are extremely scarce, but we have some which are valuable.
The longest of these are the records of flow of the Croton, published
by the Department
of Public Works of New York City, in the
Commissioner's
report on the new aqueduct, in February,
1882.
The flow over Croton dam is given from 1865 to 1881, but lacking
the flow through the aqueduct, I have only been able to obtain the
total flow from 1868, or for fourteen years.
The method of gauging
was crude, the height being measured once a day at Croton dam, and
then the heads on the overfall averaged, in order to get the average
daily discharge for each month.
Only a good approximation
was
desired, however, and it appears to have been obtained.
The method
of averaging the heads themselves, instead of the cubes of their
square roots, would not cause a serious error when the flow is pretty
evenly distributed through the month, as it is most likely to be during the dry months.
When a single flood of short duration occurred_
this method would not give the proper weight to such a flow. Nevertheless, a careful analysis of these records does not show anything in
the ordinary flow which is inconsistent with the rainfall, as a rule,
although occasional m9nths do show palpable errors.
The average
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daily flows were reduced to total monthly flows, and these were reduced to inches on the water-shed for facility of comparison with the
rainfall. The years embraced in this record were not seriously
affected by artificial storage, and in this respect are more valuable
than those since 1881.
On the west branch of the Croton, Mr. J. J. R. Croee, C.E., has
made careful gaagings, covering three years, which are most valuable
as representing a small water-shed (twenty square miles) on the Archcan Highlands.
I have not yet been able to fully discuss them.
Ou the Sudbury, in Massachusetts, Mr. Alphonse Fteley made a
very valuable five-year series of gaugings with carefully-taken rainfalls. This stream has a wader-shedof 77.8 square miles, resembling
our northern water-sheds. This series is discussed later.
On the Connecticut, with a drainage area of 10,234 square miles
above Hartford, we have an eight-year series, made by the United
States Army Engineer Corps. The discussion of this series has been
under way, but adequate rainfall records have not yet been obtained
aud it is incomplete.
It will be seen that we have a series here which fully represents our
_Iorthern New Jersey streams_ and on this series we can base our computations of flow as soon as our gauglags are sufficient to demonstrate
the peculiarities of each of the streams which have been selected as
types of a certain class.
Unfortunately we have no series resembling our Southern _ew
Jersey water-sheds_ but it is believed that we can secure data enough
there to base accurate estimates upon_ From our own observations.
Those streams are much more equable in flow. They deserve a full
investigation because of their peculiar value.for water-power.
Our aim_ in the following discussion of flow, has been to deduce a
safe rule which could be used for estimating stream-flow From monthly
rainfall records.
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RAINFALL

AND

FLOW

Area,

18,s. --I _'
I
)

353.1

1069.

1.95' 67 I 0.70
0.79 57 I ?,.CA
0.g$ 150 I 5.48

2.17 [ 50
0._ I 11
4.71 86

*M_.7 ...' I
Juno,,,
July... I
A_....
_ept ..[
Oct.....
NOV..,*'
Apr....'_
DeC.....I

_..44 70
_2
2.17
0.98 45
1.70
4.60 51
2.84
3.gO 326
82
4.601192_
0.97 41

230
01
143 I 40
0.54 I 24
(].33 17
0.23

4.52,
I 0.59
I 2.26
1.92
[ 2.20,
I 0.46
24.8
'I. 2.11'
6.961

CROTON

Square

WATEB-SHED.

Miles.

1s,o.

Jan.... I 2.90
Feb.....i
1._
_Iar,,..
2.55
_.70
4.b_'
2.I3
6.98
9._
0.87
4,60
0.57
2,35

OF

OF

4.01
6A_
0,80

:5.76
_.61
3.24

lS,1.

,s,,.

84
b7
86

2._
74
2.06
0.70 34
5.48
0.40 18
5.10
0.48
8
2.85
0.52 11
4.73
040
0,50 228
0.1011502.618"4514"000.50.52
7t00
1 49 _

1

.l_m...,.' 51_
leb.....
2.00
5lay..... _ 0J]8
Apr.....
8.77
M_y....
June .. 2.91
8.71
Ju y
' 2.2l
Aug....I
5.7_
Sept... I _70
Oct.....
510
NOV...
_.72 I
Dee,..,.
1 4.1_

0.7_1 _1'
1.70 65_
8.29 I(7/'i
6,44 171 11
7.40
0.50:70255 _
0.48
22
0.53
9 I'
0.47
10
1.69 26 I
1._) I 41 _
0.13 76

1115"/I _1
2._ol 84
2.t_
80
4.83 I 100
l.t_ I 1b,5
u._41
18
O.b4 I 17
'_-_ I 48
0.82[ 89
0._31 15
1._ I 4_
II17

....
i

.....

1878.

1.42
4.01

1,42 I_
3.28 67
5.75 117
5.21
01

2.es
0._
7.66
2.85

_.7_
1._7
6.85
280

6.83
4.43
8.99
2.52
0.42
1.20
5.21
1.50
3.40
2.35

1.89
0.62
0.82
0.40
O.36
007
0.60
_,_2

0.85
4.95
4.65
2.54
1.49
8.88
8.10
1.52

0.8_
97
0._5
11
0.50
11
0.48 19
0.32
21
0.71
9
0.70
40
0,90 ?.56

47
41
15
41
60
'25
18
26

_._5o _o.-_'_L-_;'__-_ _.o2-'_

I'

1879.

1881.

8.65
0.1o
2.85
4.9_

5.52 91
2,8._
0.6t_117, I
101
57
1,40 30 II

2.21 I
ll._l
470!
1.86 [

4.931
2.08

0.621
0._2

0.6_1 10
1.01 [ 18

0.501 9
0,50 [ 14

5.28
2.951 50
5.14
5,42 88
1.67 1,69 IG0
8.74
1.2G $1
1.16
21_
2.45
0.58 22
1.71
5._0 29

4_
4._
8.74(

11,70
$_ -_-_
b'J '1
6.40 I 74 '_

9.7_
0.701} $0
18
1.g_l 44

0.491) 16
0.49
33
0,511 20

4,50
527
0._7

141

_.OlI _.o21_il

28
171
88
119

78
79
92
75

o._I _

1,17

2.751 94
2.0ol 54
1.9_I 49
0.85 [ 72

o.,,_,lis

0.70 0.40
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FLOWS.

that the table of rainfall and flow by
whatever between the amount of rain

falling and the amount of water flowing in any given month.
This
is in accord with what has already been pointed out. The Croton
water-shed has a very considerable amount of natural storage.
The
Boyd's Corner reservoir was completed
in 1873, and the one at
Brewster's came into use in 1878.
I have corrected the flows for
amounts

drawn

from artificial storage and amounts stored, so far as

my data would permit, in the second table.
Too much must not be
expected from these observations, and in making deductions from
them my constant effort has been to keep within the truth.
It must
be evident to any observer that this cannot be done by any, system of
computation based on percentages of rainfall of the months from
June to November, without adopting an absurdly low percentage.
The second table (that of flow by natural periods) shows much morethan that by months.
TABLE OF FLOW BY NATURAL PERIODS.
In this table we have endeavored

to group the months by natural

periods of flow an d evaporation.
The first or storage period is found
by an inspection of the table of monthly flow, and of records of rainfall, snow and temperature, to extend from December 1st to _Iay
30th, usually.
The years 1880 and 1881 are exceptions, however.
Warm springs and light rains in April and May caused the storage
period to end earlier than usual_ and in these years the month of"
May has been set over to the second period, the allowance for evaporation for the period being increased accordingly.
It is not probable that
the period ever ends exactly at the end of May, but with only momhly
records this is the nearest approximation which can be made.
The
reason for changing the end of this period from May 30th to April
30th will appear more folly when we come to consider the table of
droughts on the Croton later on. The flows of the storage period_
and in fact of each period, have been corrected by allowiDg for
heavy rains falling in one month close to the end, so that they"
caused heavy flows in the following month.
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In the storage period in this table we find a variation in the percentage of rain flowing which cannot be traced either to the amount
of rain or the temperature. From what has been observed elsewhere
it is attributed to the distribution of the rainfall, an evenly-distributed
rainfall giving less flow than when concentrated. A certain amount
of this variation is unquestionably due to inaccurate gauging. The
range in the percentage of rain flowing is from 56 in 1871 to 95 in
1873. The method of averaging the heads on the weir, instead of
averaging the cubes of their square roots, would cause a considerable
error when the range of head is great, as it is during this period.
There is no tendency of the percentage to decreasewith the amount
of rainfall. The range may safely be taken from 60 to 80 per cent.
for this period, with the assurance that 60 per cent. will be within
the truth. We have not attempted to subdivide this period. Fuller
records may enable us to do so.
Probably the only safe way to utilize the whole flow of this shed is
to provide storage for 60 per cent. of the rainfall, as above, less the
consumption (which will approximate half the yearly flow) for the
same period.
G ROWIIqO

PERIOD.

Taking up next the growing period--June, July and Augusg--we
find that, unlike the first period, there is absolutely no agreement
between rainfall and flow, and to figure percentages is worse than
useless--it is misleading. One fact stands out strongly in this table,
the tendency to a constant flow for all rainfalls up to 12 inches. The
explanation of this is found in the tables of evaporation already given.
At Bolton Le Moors we have an evaporation of 10.92 inches, and at
Whitehaven, 11.67 inches for these three months. This table shows
that for all rainfalls from 7 to 12 inches we have 1.50 inches of flow.
This fact is brought out more strongly by the corrected flow in the
third column. A careful inspection of the flow by months shows that
June frequently has much more flow than what is due to the rainfall
in the month. In such cases an inspect'ton of daily rainfall records
has shown a heavy storm close to the end of May. A correction being
made for these cases, we have the flows in the third column.
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From the fact that this flow of 1.50 inches is constant for even
ver_ light rains, we conclude that it is drawn entirely from groundwater, and that ordinarily this represents the amount of depletion
from flow. We also infer, from the fact that 12 inches of rain causes
no additional flow, but as soon as we exceed this much the flow in_reases, that 12 inches represents the evaporation during the period.
Consequently, if the rainfall is just equal to the evaporation, it will
require 1.50 inches of rain to replace the ground-water, or, if the rain
during the period has reached 13.5 inches, there is no depletion of
ground-water.
A careful comparison of the flow during the next
period carries us one step further. If the rain during the growing
period has been less than 13.5 inches, the deficiency has to be made
up from the rain during the replenishing period, before .that rain
begins to increase the flow. The natural flow only draws 1.5 inches
of rain from the ground, but evaporation will draw much more if the
rain is deficient. The amount of this deficiency is shown in the
fourth column (D). If instead of a deficiency we have an excess of
rain over 13.5 inches during the period of growth, this excess will
show in the flow of the stream. A deficiency is indicated by a minus
•sign, and an excess by a plus sign, in the column D. This record
shows that from 40 per cent. to 80 per cent. of the excess will thus
appear. When the rainfall is evenly distributed through the three
months, only 40 per cent. will flow. If the excess of rain is all in
one month, then 80 per cont. may be taken. Sometimes, doubtless,
the entire excess flows off, but we have nothing to do with accidental
flows in a conservative estimate. The column of computed flows is
made up by the following rule, based on the above observations :

RULE

FOR

COMPUTING

SUMMER

FLOW.

When rainfall is 13.5 inches or less, 1.50 inches will flow ; and of
the excess of rain over 13.5 inches, 0.4 is to be added to this flow if
each month shows an excess over 4.5 inches, or 0.8 if only one month
shows

an excess.

As to the distribution of this flow of 1.5 inches through the months,
there are many cases when the flow is almost uniform, 0.5 inch flowing each month. The table of droughts is most instructive in this
connection. An inspection of it will show that, beginning with the
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first month which shows a depletion of ground-water, either May or
June, as the case may be, the first dry month gives from 0.6 to 0.8
inch of flow, the second from 0.37 to 0.5_, usually 0.47, and the
third 0.33 to 0.43 inch. The drought of 1880 runs close to the mean
of the table, and is continued long enough to give us a good measure
of the extreme capacity of ground and surface storage to supply the
flow. From May to October, inclusive, the rain was remarkably
deficient, while the flow amounted to a total of 2.18 inches. All of
this must have been from natural storage, and as the flow fell o_*
steadily from 0.85 inch in May_ to 0.12 inch in October, this must be
about the limit of the available natural storage of the Croton. The
draught from evaporation must have been just about equal to the
total rainfall for this period.
REPLENISHII_G

PERIOD.

The last period is, as we have already noted, much affected by tlle
rainfall during the second period. A careful analysis of the rainfall
and flow in this period has convinced me that the evaporation amounts
to just about six inches. This seems to agree quite well with the.
Whitehaven observations of evaporation already given. It is also
found, as we should expect, that a deficiency of rain below what is
required to supply evaporation and restore the ground-water in the
second period, will have to be made up in this period, for the evaporation will make heavy draughts on the ground-water, which must be
replenished. It is not to be supposed that evaporation from low
ground-water will be as rapid as from saturated ground or surfacewater, cons_quently I have allowed a difference of 25 per cent. between
the deficiency of rain in the second period and the amount of water
needed to make up for it in the third period. From this we get six
inches for evaporation from September to November, plus 75 per cent.
of the deficiency of rain in the growing period to represent the demand which must be first supplied from the rainfall of the replenishing
period, the balance of rain being available for increasing the streamflow. The column E is made up from this basis.
The minus quantities under D, in the second period_ are the deficiencies of rain. When a plus sign c,curs there is no deficiency to
be made up, consequently we do not use the plus values of D, having
already allowed for them in the flow of the second period.
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It is further found that there is a nearly constant flow in this period
for those years in which the rainfall is only equal to or less than
6.0 + .75 D ; or, in other words, when there is no surplus of rain available to increase the flow of the stream, that flow will be drawn from
ground-water
and will usually amount to 0.90 inch. The flow of this
period, then, will be found approximately by the following rule :

RULE

FOR

COMPUTING

AUTUMN

FLOW.

When E is zero or negative, the flow will amount to 0.90 inch, and
when E has a positive value the flow will amount to 0.90-}- from .50
to .75 E, .50 E being used when the rainfall is evenly distributed
through the three months, or when excess occurs in September, and
.75 E when there is an excess in October or November.
The reason for the variation in the amount of excess of rain which
will flow lies in the fact that evaporation is not uniform but is much
greater in September, and also in the greater evaporation if evenly
distributed than if concentrated rainfalls.
The distribution of this autumn flow is quite regular where the
rainfall is less than evaporation plus deficiency of summer rain.
For
heavy flows it is, of course, regulated by the distribution of the rain.
The table of droughts is instructive in this connection also. In
1876, 1880 aml 1881, we find from the column E in the table by
periods a deficiency of rain.
Turning to the column of droughts_
we find that in those years September gave an average flow of 0.17
inch_ October 0.53 inch and November, in 1876 and 1880, 0.56 inch,
September being the fourth month in the drought of 1876 and the
fifth in 1880 and 1881.
:From this we infer that the distribution will
approximate
the following:
September_
November, 0.35, for very dry years.

VALUE

OF THE

COMPUTED

0.20 ; October,

0.35, and

FLOWS,

The computations of flow in this table will be found to be very
close in the second and third periods.
It is not believed that any
absolutely rigid mathematical
rule will ever be discovered to fit so
uncertain a matter as the flow of a stream, consequently the application of the proper

co-efficient

of D and E is left to good common
11
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sense, with the feeling that, so far as this record shows, no great error
can possibly come from thin source, even when that choice is based on
a record of rainfall by months only.
The disagreement in the storage period is more striking, and it will be found that nearly the whole
error for the year is here.
I have found no rule which will apply
more closely than a percentage low enough to be within the truth, nor
is it expected that any will be found.
The flow in this period is more
distinctly accidental; there are too many uncertain factors entering
into the problem to make it safe to compute too closely, nor is it
necessary.
The wide divergence is where it will do the least harm
throughout the computation, and it is claimed that this is aceomplished
without the enormous sacrifices of flow during intermediate stages
which must follow from any system of monthly percentages.
While it is not supposed that these rules will absolutely fit any
other water-shed, it is hoped that a method has been found which,
with slight modifications of co-efficients, will be adapted to all similar
sheds.
By the courtesy of Mr. William E. Worthen, Past President
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, I have obtained records
of flow over Croton dam, and of draught
from storage from 1881 to
date, and as soon as the necessary additional data can be secured the
study of this water-shed will be continued, and it will be determined
whether these rules hold good for the entire period of twenty-two
years.
If so, we have found a valuable basis for the computation of
such of our Northern Hew dersey streams as our short records of
gaugings

indicate to be governed
TABLE

by the same laws as the Croton.
OF

DROUGHTS.

We have frequently had to refer to this valuable exhibit and have
left little to be said of it. These remarkable
droughts are mentioned
by Professor Smock in his Climatology of New Jersey, and some of
their peculiar features pointed out. In 1880 wells and springs were
said to be lower than they had been in thirty-eight years.
The table
speaks for itself as to rainfall and flow. It forms a good basis for
estimate of the ultimate amount of storage called for to bridge over
such periods, and it is seen that they occur, sometimes, with alarming
frequency.
In making up the table I have selected, by inspection,
the month which marks the close of the period of full ground and
surface storage, and have taken

the month which first shows marked
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depletion of ground-water as the first dry month. This is June in
three cases and May in twa. The months are then set down consecutively to the end of the drought. It will be noted that once the
drought is fairly inaugurated, a rainfall of over five inches in a single
month has no effect in checking the subsidence af the stream.
'_
This table furnishes a striking proof of the lack of connection between the rain falling in a month, in the dry period, and the water
flowing in the stream during the same time.
The drought of 1869 was not very remarkable, lasting only from
June to September, 10.97 inches of rain falling in the four months.
In 1870 the drought lasted from June to January, 1871, or entirely
through the growing and replenishing periods. The rainfall in June,
July and August was 10.59 inches--much greater than for the same
period in 1869 ; and the flow reached the ordinary 1.5 inches for that
period. Had the ground-water been replenished in September, as
usual, there would have been nothing unusual about the summer
flow, but rain continued deficient, and. during September, October
and November we had only 10.09 inches, which was not enough to
make up the deficiency until November, when the flow reached 0.62
inches. This gives us apparently a test by which we can determine
when the storage has been replenished from the monthly rainfalls.
Our total evaporation for autumn months agrees closely with the
Whltehaven observations, hence we conclude that the evaporation
has about the same distributian through the months, viz., September,
3.00 inches; October, 1.75 inches, and November, 1.25 inches.
December and January evaporation may be taken at 1 inch per
month.
The flow during the growing period we have seen to be a constant
amount in dry years, consequently we begin with September first,
to determine when the ground storage is replenished. Charging the
storage with the rainfall, and crediting it with the evaporation, plus
the flow of the stream, and the deficiency carried over from August,
which is given in the table of flow for the growing period, we find
that when the total supply exceeds the total draught the replenishment has been effeeted. For this purpose we may assume the constant flow to be as follows : September, 0.40 ; October, 0.30 ; November, 0.20 inch.
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1870.

Sup ly-In_cs.

Deficiency at end of August,
September ......... Rainfall...
October ................
November ............
Totals .....................

l)raught-inches.

.....................................
2.91
2.85 Evaporation_U flow... 3.40
4.73
... 2.05
2.51
... 1.45
10.09

...............................

9.$1

Thus we find the replenishment just barely effected as the flow
indicates, although rains continued so light in December as to givo
only the storage-flow.
DROUGHT
OF 1876.
Supply-Inches.

Draught-Inches.

Deficiency from August ..........................................
September ........ Rainfall... 5.2l
Evaporation_
October ...........
"
... 1.50
November ............
3.40
"
December .............
2.35
"
January ...............
4.19
"
Totals ....................

16.65

flow.,.
" ...
...
" ...
" ...

..............................

6.36
3.40
2.05
1.45
].20
].20
15.66

This, too, agrees with the observed flow. February
flows are
heavy.
It must be remembered that when the replenishment has not
beeu effccted before the end of November,.the
freezing of the ground
may prevent the necessary percolation.
This has no very important
bearing upon the flow, however, for it will ultimately be accomplished
during the heavy flows of the early spring months.
DROUGHT OF 18_0.
Supply-Inches.

Draught-Inches.

Deficiem.y from August ..........................................
,_eptember ......... RainfalL.. 2.69 Evaporation-b
Octc)ber ................
3.25
November ............
2.97
December ..........
"
... 2.49
January ...............
4.19
"
Totals .....................

15.59

flow...
...
...
" ...
...

...............................

6.32
3.40
2.05
1.45
1.o0
1.20
15.62

N_T_.--Ulllmately we shall probably find it advantageous to employ in the computaticn of Croton flowsthe more exact method by months,as has been done with
the Sudbury, bLztfor the present this is deemed unnecessary.
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DROUGHT OF 1881.
Supply-Inches.
Deficiency

from

August

September
.........
October ...............
.........

December

.............

Totals

.........................................

Rainfall...

November

Draught-Inches.

"

0.75
3.65
...

4.83

Evaporation-_

4.50

"

flow...
" ...
"

6.37

.....................

15.27

...............................

3.40
2.05

...

1.45

...

1.20
12.93

There is a slight error in charging up the full deficiency of previous months, as there is no doubt some retardation of evaporation
when ground-water
becomes very low, but this does not affect the
object aimed at.
I have dwelt at some length on this matter of extreme dry-season
flows, for it is most important, both for the determination
of the
value of a stream for water-power and of its capacity for supplying
water to cities for domestic consumption.
It is a very hopeful iudi_sation of the value of the method of computing flows which has been
here adopted
periods,
ation.
of little
tremely

that

it gives reliable

results,

in the table of flow by

for such extreme seasons of drought as these under considerThe deficiency of computed flows for seasons of heavy flow is
economic importance, but to be within the truth in these exdry seasons is of the utmost value.
SUDBURY

RIVER

GAUGINGS.

The Sudbury river is at the extreme eastern end of Massachusetts,
about fifteen miles west of Boston, and is one of the sources of watersupply for that city. In the Transactions of the American Society of
Civil Engineers for July, 188 !, we have given the results of gaugings
by Mr. Alphonse Fteley, extending from January 1st, 1875, to February 29th, 1880, in a continuous series.
These gaugings were made
with scientific accuracy, and consequently the series, although short,
is most valuable.
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FLOW

OF

WATER-SHED.

Area, 77.8 Square Miles.

d

1375.

Janu:try ............
February .........
_Iarch ..............
April ..............
May .................
June ...............
July .................
Au_-ust ....
September .........
()ctober ..........
November ........

' 2.42
0.18
3.15
2.41
, 3.74
2.86
3.23 i 5.26
3.56
2.12
o
t,.,4 , 1.50
3.57
0.57
f_.53
0.71
:1.43
0.36
d.S5
1.15
.t.83
2.25

Deceml_er ........
Year .............

0.94
1.04
45.49 . 20.41

,r

8
77 ,
77
163
60
24
16
13
10
24 P
47 fin

1876.

1.83
1.15
4.21
2.28
7.43
7.91
4,20
5.68
2.76
2.03
2.04
0.38
9.13
0.33
1.72
0.72
4.61
0.32
224 I 042
5.76 I 1.88

111 p 3.62
45 ' _

1878,

_

0.81

5.63
6.97
i 4.69
5.79
0.95
, 3.88
2.97

3.23
57
2.43
1.25
3.97 4
66
3.56 i 2.70
6.26
133
5.14
4.16
43
2.81
4.72
5.38
2.49 , 260
1.58
1.99
0.87d
22 ,, 3.79
0.71
023 i
8 . 393
0.28

August .............
September .........
()etot_er ..........
November ........

6.94
1.29
' 6.42
7.02

0.85 I
0.28
0.92
2.92 '
5.67 '

.........

Yc_r ..........

6.37
57.92

, 30.60

63
54
108
135
73
19
4
42
7
19
33

3.22
0.74
8.39
3.43
3.70
2.42
2.95
3.68
0.32
8.51
5.80

22
48

0.87
L4.00

1879.

J_nuarv ....
February ........
5I:Lrch .............
April ...............
]_Iay ................
June ..............
July .................

Dccembcr

1877.

]

12
21
14
42

II
I,
IP
I*

1.17
1.53
8.59
4.13
2.42
1.03
0.36
0.22
0.10
1.13
2.45 I

36
207
103
120
67
43
12
6
32
13
42

2.30
5.49

204
53

1880.

50
77
81
114
126
19
7

3.57
3.98
.........

2.00
2.08
n._ .......

56
75
n,.,*,,,H

............................
...........................
.............................
.............................

6.51
1.88
0.81
2.68
89 II 4.34

0.70
0 24
0.13
0.35
0.82

11
13
16
13
19

.............................
............................
,.............................
.............................
.............................

53 1141.42

18.77

45

.............................

Here, too, although the water-shed is much smaller and should
respond quicker
than the Croton to the rainfall, we find no
agreement between monthly rain and monthly flow.
lV[r. Fteley
says of this water-shed:
"The river, above the point where its
waters are diverted, is formed by two principal affluents i the larger,
draining about two-thirds of the gathering-grounds,
rises in a hilly
district and flows afterwards through an open valley with extensive
swampy are_ ; the other flows through a hilly district, and although
draining a territory only one-half as extensiv% it has sometimes,
after heavy rains, a volume as great as the larger stream.
The whole
water-shed controlled by the works covers seventy-eight square miles ;
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a portion of it (from one-sixth to one-eighth) is covered with woods;
the remainder, with the exception of areas occupied by several villages, has a general agricultural character."
It will be seen that this
water-shed corresponds fairly well with those of" our own norther.
streams and with the Croton. The winters set in somewhat earlier
here than in our State. An examination of"the table shows that the
storage period us,ally extends from November to May. The dlagrams of flow accompanying Mr. Ftehy's paper also point out this
fact, and further show that after May the flow steadily declines.
Only in one year does it appear that the ground-water is not replenished in August, this being 1877, when there was continued low
ground-water from June until October. In 1876, which was a year
of great dryness on the Croton shed, heavy rains at the end of July
broke the drought on the Sudbury. A careful study of this series of
flows indicates that on a water-shed as small as this we must not disregard the fact that while a deficiency of rain in one month will
cause a depletion of the ground reserve which must be made up in
the following months, a surplus of rain will all run off and cannot be
relied upon to have any effect on subsequent flow. Consequently we
cannot deal with these flows in the broad way which we adopted
with the Croton. We must take up the flow month by month during
the dry months, beginning with June, for although May often shows
less rain than evaporation, there is so much water carried over into
that month from April that it cannot be treated separately, but must
be included in the storage period. The actual drawing down of the
ground-water does not begin until June, when vegetation has assumed
a vigorous growth and the surface of the earth has dried.
SUDBURY
TABLE

OF DRY')IO_TH

RIVER

FLOW.

_'I_OWSj SI_pIkR]xTING

LAST MONTH OF FULL
8TORAGF,.

FiP_ T DRy .XIO_TII,

GROUlqD

SECOND DRy
MONTH.

•
o

_
o

1877,...,
t,7_.....
1878,,...
1875....,
1879.,,..
1879.....

Jun0 .......
2.42
_far ........
Jun0
...... 3.88
2.70
Augtlst..,.
6.94
June ......
8,79
August..,,
6.5l

0.81
,2--0_
0.77
0.85
0.71
0.70

0.l
oO:_
O.
0,
O,

2.95
2.04
2.07
1.29
3,93
1.88

0.36
_
0.23
0.28
0,28
0.2i

A_'qD SURFACE-FLOWS.

.
o

_

F_IIRDDRY MONTH

.
o

I .---o
o

_

,-

_

_ I _ ,_

_._,

o.2_

oAo

s.r2 I 0.72 I.........

0,
0 ......................................................
o.
8._,
o.=
0.
,, o.o_ [ O.lO
0.
0..........
, ..................
,, ......... ,..................
O,
,
....... ,, ....... ,................
0,
0.81 0.13
0.
2.68
0,35
0.

* Largely influenced
by stora etn April.
t Rain of 3.50 inche_ at end
to nex& mouth•
Surface-flows dg_termined from diagrams of daily flow_,

Of month
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COMPUTED FLOW OF SUDBURY.

DRY I_[ONTHS.

_

Y_

o_

_o._T. =

1875 ........
. -

= • +_

_y...............
3.57 [ 4.45
Jgust
no ..............
...........
6.24
5.53
4.80
4.26
, chef
,tember
..........

CO._P_rrED FLOW.

_

, 4.35
3.43

3.35
2.10

--0.88
+1.44
+0.62

0.35
0.75
0.35

0.00
0.62
0.27

0.35
1.37
0.62

0.57
1.50
0.71

+0.08
+2.75

0.35
0,75

0.00
0.,_8

0.35
1.23

0.36
1.15

3.92

4.29

0.00 ] .35
0.45
*.30
0.00
*.25
0.23
.45
0.00
.35

.33
*.33
_.72
.32
.42

2.20

2.17

0.90
0.25
0.22
0.I0
1.20

1.0_
0.3_
0.22
0.1_
1.1_

2.76

2.74

Total ........................................................
I

l
1570 .........

_
]

ne ............
ly ...............
lgu.q ............
,_ember .....
'tober ...........

2.04
9.13
1.72
4.61
2.24

4.80
4.45
4.25
3.35
2.10

--2.76
+2.61
--'_.53
--0.64
--0.02

0.35
0.35
0.0,.5
0.22
0.35

Total .........................................................
.,_ .............
ilv ............
Igu_t ............
_tt.mber .....
•ttlber ........

1877 .........

2.42
2.95
3.68
0.32
_ 8.51

4.30
4.45
4.25
3.35
2.10

--2.38
--3.29
--3.04
--5.31
+2.42

0.75
0.25
0.22
0.t0
0.35

0.24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.85

Total .......................................................

1878 .........

me ..............
Lly .............
]gust ........
tember .....

I
'
:
_

3.83
2.07
6.94
1.29

4.30
4.45
4.25
3,35

"-'0.92
--2.17
+1.06
--2.06

0.75
0.00
0.25 ' 0 00
0.35
0.35
0.25
0.00

0.75
0.25
0.70
0.25

0.87
0.2_
0.S_
0.2_

:toher ..........

il 6.42

2,10

+2.77

0.35 i 0.64

0.09

0.9_

2,94

3.1_

Total .......
r
I

me .............
tly ............
agust ............
1879......... ?iember .....

!

I........................
3.79
3.93
6.5!.
' 1.88

4,80
4.45
4.%5
3.35

,

t_w,mber .......
2.63 _ 1.50
'toher ...........
2.10
ecemT}er
....... P
' 0.81
4.34]
1.35
p

Total ......

'

'................

i .........

--L01
--1.28
+1,30
--1.47

0.75
0.25
035
0,25

0.00
0.00
0 32
0.00

0.75
0.25
0.57
0.25

0.7]
0.2_
0.7(
0.2_

--0.61
--2.39
+2.53

0.10
0.22
0.35

0.00
0.00
0.43

0.10
0.22
0.78

0._
0.k"
0.3'

3.02

3.2_

• I....................................

f[eavy rain occurred at end of July, and theso flows must c0nsequeatly be taken together.
Xo_v.-*Flood-2ows arc computed for every month showing over 4 Inches of rainfall, and
for e_'vtS"mouth _ho_lu_ _ excess of iv.in t_ column of Exe_, and Deficiency,
FlOOd-flOw
taken at 10 per cent. of r,dnfMl |In June, October and November, and 5per cent. In July, August
and Scptt'mber. Con_tar_Lsof flow: rinse or second month of excess, 0.75 andthe first month
thereafter In whith there s an excess of raitt, 0.35 Inch ; lirst deflc tilt month, 0.25 inch ;
_CO_(L6gi_"i£_%
_51
¢%t
h,(L2Iinch ; third,
fl.1O
inch.
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8TORAGE PERIOD.
Second Excess ]_ionth
to .May.

Jan. to Oct., 1875............
Nov., 1875, to Oct., 1876..
Nov., 1876, to Oct., 1877...
NOV., 1877, to Oct., 1878...
NOV., 1878, to Dec., 1879...

10.10
21.97
23.07
23.91
23.Si

12.83
20.09
15.71
21.06
91.21

1_.88
17.10
1846
19.19
19.07
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,
]
i
I
_

23.62
19.74
17.88
21.50
23._1

4.29
2.17
2.74
9A5
9.22

9.92
2.20
2.76
2.94
S.02

YEAR.

39.72
41.11
40.95
45.41
47.78

17.12
16.8_
22.26
19.3{
21.48
21.2_
24.21 : '22.0'
24.43 i 22.(_

Beginning with June, we find that the supply to our shed is confined to the rainfall ; the draught is the evaporation, plus the flow
from storage, plus a certain amount of surface-flow, or waste, part of
which is extra evaporation from shallow pools of water lying on the
surface. The greater part of this draught is caused by the inexorable demands of vegetation, which must be met either by rain or
ground-water. For convenience, we assume that this draught is constant for a given mouth, and it really is nearly so. Evaporation,
plus waste, has been found to be about as follows : June, 4.80 ; July,
4.45; August, 4.25; September, 3.35; October, 2.10; November,
1.50; December, 1.35 inches. [ have arranged the dry-month flows
in a table, in the order of their occurrence from full storage, and from
this it is found that the constants of flow, i. e. the flow from groundwater, closely approximate the following: A month beginning with
full ground-water will yield 0.75 inch flow ; a month daring which
the ground-water has been replenished will yield in proportion to the
earliness of the day on which the replenishment took place. For
safety, 0.35 inch has been assumed for ground-water flow in such a
month. The first'month thereafter showing a deficiency of rain will
yield 0.25 inch ; the second, 0.22 inch ; the third, 0.10 inch.
Our first problem, therefore, is to find which are full and which
are deficient months. We saw, in considering the Croton shed, that
when there is a marked deficiency of rain, evaporation from deep
ground-water is somewhat retarded. We estimated that 25 per cent.
of the deficiency might represent this retardation. These considerations are the basis for our table of computed flows for dry months.
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To find the excess or deficiency for a given month we take rainfall,
less draught, less 0.75 of previous month's deficiency.
An excess in
previous month will have no effect on the flow, unless a heavy rain
occurred close to the end of the month.
In June, or any second consecutive month _howlng an appreciable excess, the flow will amount
to 0.75, plus a flood-flow, which will be 10 per cent. of rainfall in
June, October and November, and 5 per cent. in July, August and
September.
The constants of flow for other months will be for first
deficient month, 0.25 ; second, 0.22 ; third, 0.10 inch; for first month
in which we have an excess of rain, 0.35 inch.
To these constants
a flood-llow must be added for all rainfalls exceeding 4 inches in
deficlent months, and for all rainfalls in months showing an excess,
using the percentages of rainfall above given for flood-flows.
In these computations, as on the Croton, the aim has not been so
much to deduce a rule which would adhere closely to the observed
flows as to secure one, based on correct principles, which wouh[
always be safe in low-cycle years, when applied to a record giving
only monthly rainfall.
It is but fair to point out that any such
rule will not give the flow for exactly the same month in which the
rain fell, but for a month, a few days later, giving the water enough
time to reach the point or ganging.
It is not to be expected that
our flow_ will exactly correspond month by month with the observed
flows, therefore, but rather that they should exhibit about the same
range of extremes and the same length of dry periods.
This they
seem to do.
FLOW

DURING

STORAGE

PERIOD.

This i_ shown in the table of yearly flows. So far as these records
show, 80 per cent. of the rain during this period may be collected.
If we compare with the Croton, however, it does not seem probable
that this estimate is entirely safe. ]No conservative engineer would
estimate higher than 70 per cent. for this period, lacking more lengthy
observations.
CONNECTICUT

RIVER

FLOW,

The "Connecticut river was carefully gauged at Hartford
by
Thco. G. Ellis, C.E., U. S. Army Engineer Corps.
This valuable
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series extends from 1871 to 1878, inclusive. The daily flows have
been partly reduced and charted for use in the office, since this
example of a larger water-shed is most desirable, many of our
stream basins being considerably larger than the Croton, and this,
moreover, has enough points of similarity to the Delaware shed to
make it most valuable as a standard by which to compute the flow of
that stream.
The Connecticut shed has an area of 10,234 square miles above
Hartford. The monthly flow fails as low as 0.7 inch in summer.
As soon as proper contemporaneous rainfall statistics can be secured,
these flows will be discussed and utilized. A comparison with
Croton flows shows that the main differences are a minimum monthly
flow of 0.70 against 0.32 inch on the Croton, a lighter early winter
flow, and heavier and longer-sustained spring storage-flow, lasting
usually into June.
OBSERVED

FLOW

OF

NEW

JERSEY

STREA_IS.

The following observations of flow are necessarily approximations,
but they arc believed to be quite close ones, and until it is possible to
secure more accurate data they will be a safe indication, so far as they
go, as especial care has been taken not to overrate the flow. Most of
them were taken at dams, and the flow was computed by such weir"
formula as careful observation of the form of contraction and other
conditions showed to be best adapted to the case. It is intended to
thoroughly check them by channel-ganging, but this work is still incomplete. The several diagrams of flo_v accompanying have been
selected to show typical streams. The Panliuskill is a type of Kittatinny valley streams ; the Musconetcong of streams of the southwestern Highlands, although this diagram shows the effect of the
storage afforded by Lake Hopateong; the Pompton is a type of
northeastern Highland streams ; the Passaic, above Little Falls, is a
large Highland stream and one of the most important of the State ;
the Rarimn represents a mixed type, with its headwaters on one side
in the Highlands and on the other in the clay and marl districts, with
the larger part of its shed on the red sandstone plain, devoid of forests
and under a high state of cultivation ; while the Great Egg Harbor
river is typical of the pine-forest streams of Southern New Jersey.
The State is well represented in these diagrams. All have been reduced to inches on the water-shed, i. e. the flow for 24 hours is given
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in thousandths of an inch on the drainage area.
By the side of the
figures giving these inches the equivalent flow in cubic feet per second
is given.
By this method of charting the greatly-varying
volume of
flow due to difference of area is eliminated, and we can compare flow
and rainfall, and the flow of one stream with that of another, more
readily.
The rainfall is given daily in inches, and where two or
more stations are mentioned, the average rainfall is shown. It will be
seen at once that the Raritan is the most fluctuating stream, for its
area of water-shed, in this group.
This is due not merely to the fact
that it is deforested and its soll largely underdrained, but to the shape
of its water-shed, which is such that all of the flood-flows from various branehss are likely to meet between South Branch and Bound
Brook, a few mile_ above the point of gauging, and the entire floodflow must be discharged within a few hours, there being little low
ground in the valley over which the waters can spread themselves ;
but more will be said of this when this river comes up for consideration in its regular order.
RAINFALL

OBSERVATIONS.

I am indebted to Mr. E. W. McGann, of the State Weather Service, for my daily observations of rainfall.
He has been at much
pains to furnish me the necessary data when my wants extended
beyond the limits of his printed tables of rainfall, which he has published only since June, 1890. The value of this work cannot be
over-estimated,
and when it is put upon a permanent basis much
will have been done toward securing the data for more complete
studies of phenomena of stream-flow, evaporation and percolation in
the State.
We have good records of
years at Philadelphia,
92 years
at Lambertville,
37 years at
and 55 years at New York,

monthly rainfall extending
back 65
at Trenton and Morrisville, 47 years
New Brunswick, 48 years at Newark
in continuous series, with a series 24

years in length at Lake Hopatcong, representing our Highland
rainfall, and several shorter ones scattered over the State.
These will give
us about as great extremes of rainfall as are ever likely to occur, and
will form the basis of our computations when our gaugings have
progressed far enough to give us the necessary factors of flow.
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For a topographical description of these stream basins the reader
must be referred to the Physical Description of :New Jersey and the
Topographic Maps. Only a few of the important peculiarities can
be touched upon here. We will first take up the streams which have
been gauged, and afterward give what data we can a_ to the others.
PAULINSKILL.

This stream lies in the main axis of the Kittatlnny valley, which
it drains for 25 miles, from Augusta southwestward to the Delaware.
The lower 18 miles of the water-shed is quite uniform in width,
averaging 7 miles, with its western border on Kittatinny Mountain
from 1,000 to 1,200 feet above the stream, and its eastern border on
a slate ridge about 400 feet above. The upper part widens out to 12
miles and has some swampy areas, which have been partially drained.
The fall for the first 10 miles from the mouth averages 7 feet per
mile, with little variation ; for 20 miles above this it is 8.5 feet per
mile, also very uniform. The distance by the stream from the
remotest source to the month is about 36 miles. The bottom of the
valley is blue limestone; the higher portions of the shed mainly
slate. About 25 per cent. of the area is in forest. Much of the
lower portion is in permanent pasture, while the ridges are devoted
to general farming.
A gauge was set up at the mill of Messrs. G. C. Adams & Co., at
Hainesbnrgh, about 25 miles above the mouth of the stream_ and
read by Mr. A. D. Cornell. There is a small amount of leakage
through the dam, but not enough to cause any serious error. There
are several mills above, but none of them have very large ponds, and
while they hold back some water, it is not probable that the minimum flow for any week is very much reduced thereby_ although the
observed minimum for a single day probably is.
The following table gives the flow by months, in inches, on the
water-shed, and also the maximum, minimum and average flow in
cubic feet per second. The rainfalls given are means of observations
at Newton and Junction. Iffewton is on the water-shed, while Junetion is not, but it is believed that the mean of the two better represents the actual rainfall than :Newton alone would do :
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PAULINSKlrLL

9 1890.

174.8 Square l_Iiles.
FLOW IN CUBIC FEET
PER SECOND.

February 12Lh to 28til,
March .......................................
rii ........................
June ..........................................
July ..........................................
August ......................................
September .................................
Ortoh('r .....
.November .......
December ...................................

7

l

1.

I.
996

229
597
1.
1.

Total

(

317
272
229
146
43
29
111
165
95
63

437
672
451
470
857
108
112
249
352
188
99

Flow _ 52
cent. of
rainfall,
per

For years of similarly large rainfall the Croton flow varies from 47
to 49 per cent. of the rainfall.
The 8ndbury flow is from 45 to 58
per cent. In this respect, therefore, there is no marked difference in
the Panlinskill
flows.
The year has not been favorable for the
determination
of minimum flowsj as the rainfall has been in excess.
The least average flow for any week was from August 10th to 16th,
42 cubic feet per second ; the next low week being the previous one
which shows 45 cubicfeetper second. A peculiarity
of theyearwas
the verysmall November rainfall_
which causeda low run of the
stream up to the storm of December 17th. From October 24th to
December 17th,the totalrainfall
was 0.92 inchfor55 days. This
was thedriestperiodof theyear. Afterthesubsidence
of thefloodflowfrom thestorm of October23d,which took placeaboutNovember3d,theflow for the first
30 days was 1.08inches. For December,exclusive
of a slightsurface-flow
afterthe 17th,the flow was
0.57 inch.
These flows were practically all from storage.
In Jun% although there was no surface-flow carried over from May_
the underrun of the stream_ excluding surface-flow, was 1.73 inches.
The rainfall was deficient for the month, or less than evaporation, and
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all of this flow must have been from storage---ground and surface.
Swartswood and Culver's lake have both been utilized as reservoirs
for mills, and are controlled for a depth of four to five feet, with extreme variations in height of 5.5 feet at Swartswood and 6.5 feet at
Culver's.
These and other lakes on the water-shed represent a total
storage of 0.7 inch on the entire water-shed, which storage is allowed
to flow pretty freely to feed the respective mills.
This and the additional storage afforded by the meadows near Newton account for a
very large first-month
storage-flow.
In July, the second month of
deficient rain, as determined by the method pursued with the Sudbury
river, the flow was 0.71 inch. In August, when the ground-water
_eems to have been replenished near the close of the month, there was
a flow for the first 20 days at the rate of 0.30 inch per month.
The
flow due to ground-water on the Sudbury and Croton was about 0.75
inch the first month, 0.25 the second and 0.22 the third.
Excluding
the effect of surface-storage, it does not appear from the data in hand
that the constants of flow for this stream will differ very much from
this.
The surface or flood-flow percentages are evidently higher than for
the Sudbury, and flood-flows occur with less monthly rain than on
that water-shed.
June, with 3.42 inches rain, gives a flood-flow of
4).56, or about 17 per cent., against 10 on the Sudbury.
:From flood-marks at Hainesburgh the flood-discharge seems to be
limited to 4)126 cubic feet per second, or 23 cubic feet per second per
square mile of water-shed.
The long, narrow shed below, and flatness of the upper, broad portion, favor a gradual discharge of surfacewater.
In cases of single heavy showers the time from the height of
the shower to the height of the flood at Hainesburgh, does not exceed
24 hours.
The duration of flood-flows is from 4 to 8 days, although
the water is not over the river banks much more than one-quarter of
this time. The discharge reaches 1,800 cubic feet per second before
the banks are overtopped, or about 10 cubic feet per second per
square mile.
The following notes were made at various places on the
stream :
Itainesburgh.--Water

lowest

this year (1890)

of the past three

years.
:Flood of September 18th, 1888, 4,126 cubic feet per second,
or 23 cubic feet per second per square mile.
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mill is on a small

branch

of Paulluskill;

drainage area, 1.7 square miles. Flood over in one day after heavy
rain.
Enough water to run 25 horse-power for three months of year ;
six months, 12 to 14 horse-power, and three mouths in summer,
about 6 horse-pewer.
It is estimated from this that this small
stream has a summer
per square mile.

flow of about 2.4 cubic feet per second, or 1.4

Jacksonburgh.--In
drought of 1881 5Ir. Samuel MeConachy ran
four hours by storing up the water.
His mill is on a small branch
of Paulinskill,
having a drainage area of 7.8 square miles. His
statements indicate a minimum flow of 1.9 cubic feet per second, or
about 0.25 per square mile. Storm felt for only one day in stream.
Paulina.--Mr.

A. U. Snover's

mill,

on

the

main

stream,

had

enough water ibr one stone in the great drought of 1881, indicating a
minimum flow of 17 cubic feet per second, or 0.13 per square mile,
the water-shed being about 126 square miles. Rises within a day
and stays up three or four days after a heavy rain.
Slilb,'ater.--Mr.
H. Hopler gives an extreme dry-weather
run of
mill, which indicates a flow of 16.5 cubic feet per second ; agreeing
closely with the figures at Paulina.
:Kill gets high in five hours and
stays up one to two days_ then recedes.
Does not get very muddy.
Baleswlle.--From

Mr. A. J. Bale's statements

feet per second represents

the minimum.

a flow of 6.3 cubic

The water-shed

is about 50

square miles, indicating a flow of 0.126 cubic feet per second per
square mile. The flow is steady.
After a heavy rain the kill rises
in a day and stays up two or three days.
This is the highest mill on
the main stream.
Above this there are two branches.
Lafayette.--O.
P. Armstrong's
mill. Stream very steady.
Does
not rise rapidly unless the meadows are full of water ; then it will be
high in a day after a storm and take eight or ten days to run down.
This is the eastern fork, and just above is the outlet of the Paulinskill
meadows.
The western branch has a rapid fall and steep water-shed.
It rises suddenly and floods are of short duration.
Swart_wood Zake.--This
lake is utilized for storage for the mill of
John W. Kean, ESq., un the outlet.
The extreme variation between
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low and high-water
levels is 5.5 feet, representing
a storage of
121,000,000 cubic ieet. Even with the large storage the flood.flow
at the outlet has reached 1,070 cubic feet per second, or 65.8 cubic
feet per second per square mile of water-shed.
With this great
storage the power at the outlet is a very good, reliable one, always
sufficient for three run of stone on 17 feet head.
The water-shed is
about 16 square miles and this is a good example of successful utilization of a small water-shed for power by means of storage.
C_lver's .Lake, at Branchville, is also utilized for storage for mills.
It has a storage capacity between extreme levels of 137,000,000 cubic
feet.
PEQUEST

RIVER.

This streamliesat the eastern
sideof theKittatlnayvalley. In
themidstof itswater-shed,
Jenny Jump Mountain,a ridgeof gneiss,
rises
and coverssome 17 squaremiles,thetotal
areaof thewater-shed
being158.2 squaremiles. The southernand easternborderof the
areaisalsoon thegneiss,
but most of itliesupon thebluelimestone,
and 30 squaremilesof thisisvery level,
theremainderof thewatershod beingof about the same slopeas the Paulinskill.The length
of the main stream is 32 miles from itsremotestsource,near
Pinkneyville,
to itsjunctionwith the Delaware riverat Belvldere.
Itsprincipal
affluent
isBeaver brook,which comes in from thenorth
two milesfrom the mouth and drains37 squaremiles. The fallof
themain streamforthe lower i0 milesis27 feetpermile; forfour
milesabove thisitis2.5feetpermile; and thisbringsus to theoutletof the greatPequest meadows which were drainedsome years
since. These meadows have an areaof abouteightsquaremiles,and
beforebeing drainedtheywere extremelywet,under water much of
thetime,but theyarenow beingbroughtunder cultivation.
In 1885
theywere nearlyhalfin timber,but thisis now beingcutoff. The
fall
of thestreamforfiveand one-halfmiles throughthesemeadows
isfourfeetpermile; thenextsixmileshave a fallat therateof 4.5
feet,
and thevalleycontinues
nearlyleveltothesourceofthestream
which flowsthrougha chainof smalllakes. There ismuch drifton
thebasin_as itiscrossed
by theterminalmoraine. :Forest
covers18
per cent.of the shed. A gauge was setup at Belvidereand read
12
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from February 12th to July 24fll by Mr. Clinton Cole. Unfortunately he left Belvidere, and there is a gap in the record until October
1st, when it was resumed by Mr. I. B. Keener.

FLOW
Drainage

OF

P_QUF_T

RIVER.

Area, 158.0 Square

l_Iiles.

+ _
FLOW

IN
P_

._
a

MONTII.

February
I2th t,i 28th ..................
March
..................................
April .........................................
May .........................................
June ................

I
,
1
'

July

{

Ist to 24th

_¢'pt cn I )or

........................

.........................

. ...........

CUBIC

r

1.96
6.15
2.81
6.58
3 42 I

1.62
3.97
3.34
3.07
2 43

2.02 I

0.76

, ...............

288
290
264
209
100

405
544
459
425
344

319

58

127

.,.,°

561 +
1,016
796 '
584
505

....

August .......................................
Oct ul,,.r ...................................
-N+,,vembcr ...............................
Dt,t_,ml_ r ...................................

I............
I..............................................
5.17 I
2.17
......
0.70
1.47
312
132
I
3.07
1.08 I
327
95

--

I---I-------

Tt.lal ................................

428

31.88

FEET

SECOND.

19.91

i_5 ......

_6_"
208
149

I

The same rainfall observations are used as for the Paulinskill.
This record seems to show a better-sustained flow than that of the
PauIinskil], but there are some points af marked similarity in the
diagrams of daily flow. The lowest weekly average flov_ in this
record was, July 13th to 19th, 105 cubic feet per second ; the same
week on the Paulinskill giving 78 cubic feet per second. We have
al_o the following gaugings, which were furnished me by Mr. A. B.
Searles, having been taken by Mr. O. P. Lewis, during a time of low
water :
Nov. 16th,1374,3:30to 4:00P.M.,66.45cubic feet,per second.
.N,w.17th, 1_,74,1:30to 2:30v. tJ., 58.26 "
"
"
Nov. lsth, 1874,10:45to 11:30A.M.,57.38 "
These agree closely with the lowest observed flow in July of this
year. During the dry period last _November, noted in discussing the
Paulinskill flows, the Pequest discharged in the first 30 days 1.40
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inches, and during the second month 1.08 inches. In June, the flow
was 2.43 inches against 2.29 inches on the Paulinskill.
In July, the
flow for 24 days was at the rate of 0.93 inch for the month. These
facts all point to higher constants of flow than any of the streams
which we have considered.
This comes from the great storage
afforded by the drift gravels and the flat meadows above.
The surface-flows show much less fluctuation than on the Paulinskill. The floods do not reach a great height and require more time
to discharge. The waters from the lower part of the main stream,
where the slopes of stream and water-shod arc steep, discharge first
and are out of the way before the slow-moving floods from the flat
upper shed have come down. The height is reached at Belvidcre in
about 36 hours, but the waters are not discharged in less than from 7
to 10 days. The contr acted outlet and small preparation for heavy
flood-discharges are noticeable at Belvidcre. The highest flood-marks
• pointed out indicate a flow of 1,996 cubic feet per second, 12.5 per
square mile, and this must be the extreme limit. This is a light discharge for Northern New Jersey.
At Keteham's mills, one mile below Townsbury, the flood is said
to reach its height in from 12 to 24 hours, remain high for two days
and then recede slowly. Mr. Ketcham thinks the river is more fluctuating than it was before the drainage of the Pequest meadows, and gets
lower in summer. Mr. John Green, at the mill just ahoy% thinks
that the drainage has improved the summer flow of the stream, as
there is less loss from evaporation than from the great overflowed area
of former years. The majority of the mill-owners seem to hold the
latter opinion. The maximum discharge at Townsbury seems to be
about 800 cubic feet per second, on 83.4 square miles of water-shed ;
about 9.6 cubic feet per second per square mile. As this point is at
the outlet of the fiat upper shed and the steeper parts are not involved,
it appears to agree well with the observed discharge at Belvidere.
The dry-season flow here has been estimated from the run of mill
to be about 14 cubic feet per second. This was in the great drought
of 1881. The rate would be 0.17 cubic feet per second per square
mile.
At Tranquility the maximum flood-flow indicated is 650 cubic feet
per second, or 18.7 per square mile. At Huntsville, the greatestl
known discharge was 605 cubic feet per second, or 19.3 per square
mile. These last two places are both above the Great Meadows, and
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the increase of flood-flow over Townsbury is apparent, but the drainage area is still very fiat. The flood at Huntsville, referred to, remained very high for two days. The river does not get very muddy
in floods.
Green's pond has a capacity of 10,000_000 cubic feet between its
extreme levels.
This is all natural storage.
Hunt's pond is utilized
for storage for the mill of T. F. Hunt, Esq, with a capacity of
7,245,000 cubic feet. Allamuchy pond is also utilized, with 27,000,000
cubic feet capacity.
The flood-flow at its outlet is 40 cubic feet per
second for 1.7 square miles of stee l) water-shed on Arehean rock.
With the same area on slate rock, with gentler slopes, Hunt's pond
gives a maximum of 43 cubic feet per second.
This is another good
example of the utilization of a very small water-shed for power by
means of storage. Mr. Hunt has always enough power for one rum
of stone in the dryest weather ou 30 feet fall.
MUttON ETCONGRIVER.
This stream has a long, narrow water-shed in the Archean Highlands.
The higher ground is Archean rock, quite well covered with
soil; the valley bottom is limestone, with some slate in the foot-hills.
The width at the mouth is 2 miles_ very gradually increasing to 4
at Hackettstown, 26 miles up the valley, then narrowing to less than
3 to 6 miles fi_rther up, at Waterloo.
On the_e 32 miles of the course
the stream flows at the southeast side of a very straight valley, above
which the hills rise from 400 to 500 feet. Just above Waterloo the
main stream comes into the valley from the plateau southeast, while
the upper part of the straight valley is occupied by the principal
affluent, Lubber's run. The combined sheds of the two forks widen
out to 6 mileq, and extend 12 miles northeast from Waterloo.
This
upper area is quite largely covered with drift, and is more wooded
than the lower parts.
Lubber's run has 87 per cent., and Lake
ttopatcong 9t per cent. of its area in forest.
On both branches there
has been a considerable amount of storage utilized by the Morris
¢mnal, to feed that water-way.
Lake Hopatcong has a drainage area
of 25.4 square miles, and has been raised by a dam at the outlet so as
to give a storage of 1,100,000,000 cubic feet. This storage is used to
feed the canal ia both directions, so that some of the waters of the
l_,Iuseonetcong are diverted

to the eastern slope of the State.
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stated that the Stanhope mill has rights to the original power at the
outlet, and that an opening of 10 by 36 inches is kept for the purpose of supplying the mill."
(Newark Aqueduct Board, report on
Additional Water-Supply,
J. J. R. Croes and George W. Howell.)
Stanhope reservoir, two miles below, affords additional storage.
On Lubber's run, Cranberry reservoir and Bear ponds are utilized
for storage.
This complicates the flow of the stream somewhat.
There is naturally much disagreement
between the canal company
and the many mill-owners on the lower part of this valuable waterpower stream.
It is evident, from the diagram of this y_ar, that the
flow has been kept up during the dry months by allowing some water
to run from storage.
How it may be in very dry years is not evident, of course.
There is a marked difference of opinion among the
mill-owners themselves as to whether they are benefited or injured
by the storage.
The diagram
effect of storage, not only in the
down of flood-flow, as compared
The source of this stream is

which appears herewith shows the
dry-season flows, but in the cutting
with other streams.
in the Sparta Mountains, near the

Pine swamp, 52 miles from the mouth.
The fall for the lower 8
miles, is 16 feet per mile; the next 22 miles, from Hackettstown
to
Bloomsbury, have 12 feet per mile; from the mouth of Lubber's
run to Haeketlstown,
8.5 miles, the fall is 16 feet per mile; while
from Lake I.iopatcong down to the valley
stream falls 55 feet per mile, for 5 miles.

of Lubber's

run,

the

A gauge was set up at Finesville, at the mills of Messrs. Taylor,
Stiles & Company, and taken in charge and carefully read by these
gentlemen.
These gaugings are believed to be very close to the truth,
the overfall being favorable to good results.
Several gaugings of
the Morris canal flow were also made. The following table gives the
results :
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MUSCO/_ETCONG_

1890.

Area, 155.8 Square Miles.
FLOW IX CUBI
PER SECO_

MONTH.

"_

"_

1.97
6.15
2.81
6.58
3.42
5.30
5 21
4.00
5.17
0,70
3.07

1.41
3.22
2.59
2.76
1.32
0.83
0.72
0.83
1.20
0.80
0.97

44.38

16.65

,'T

i
Febr lnry 12th to 28 h ................
March .....................................
April ........................................
_lay .........................................
June ..........................................
July ............................
Aug _t.......................................
Sep
nber .................................
OctuLer ......................................
Nuveruber ...................................
aber ...................................
Total ...............................

I
r

512
1,019
632
801
334
265
166
357
334
188
384

227
148
206
166
72
61
61
61
89
72
72

348
436
360
377
]84
113
96
117
167
113
130

Gaugings of the Morris canal indicate au average summer flow of
I00 cubic feet per second_ which is drawn from this water-shed.
The winter flow may be taken at 80 cubic feet per second.
This is
equivalent to a draught of 0.72 inch per month, on the Museonctcung water-shed, for the eight months of navigation_ and 0.57 inch
per month for the winter months, making a total of 8 inches for the
year, or 7.25 inches for the above period of gauging.
Adding this_
we have a total flow for the period of 23.90 inches. The Paulinskill shows 22.29 inches for the same period.
The canal runs through
the river at Waterlo% Stanhope and Saxton's Fallsj complicating
matters so that no actual gauging of the amount of flow from storage
to the stream could be made. The above measurements indicate a
general rCsemblanca between this stream and the Paulinskill
and
Pequest.
At Finesville, it appears, from the statements of Messrs. Taylor,
Stiles & Co., that the river has not run much lower in the last
six years than the above record indicates.
It requires four hours for
the water to reach here from the mills just three miles above, which
would indicate a velocity of 0.75 mile an hour.
The maximum
flood-flow, indicated by high-water
marks here, is ]_960 cubic feet
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per second, about 12.8 per square mile, which seems very small, but
is apparently correct.
An ordinary flood discharges about 1,500
cubic feet per second.
It should be noted that the extremely narrow
lower shed and storage on the upper area both contribute to reduce
the rate of discharge.
At Bloomsbury, Mr. F. O. Hoffmau places his dry-season power
at a rate equal to about 70 cubic feet per second.
At Imlaydale
Mills, Mr. S. S. Cramer has a well-equipped
mill,
which indicates a low.season flow of a little less than 56 cubic feet
per second.
At Stepbensburg, the mill can run two run of stone about all the
time, indicating a flow of 35 cubic feet per second.
At Hackettstown,
Mr. Lewis J. ¥ouugblood
reports that he has
not stopped his mill more than 30 days since I863 for lack of water.
He runs three run of four-feet stones, on 9.5 feet fall, with a breastwheel. He uses about 70 cubic feet per second, and has a considerable pondage.
At the saw-mill above, 12 horse-power was obtained
all through the drought of 1881, on eight feet fall, indicating a flow
of 26 cubic feet per second. The stream here is said to reach its
height 24 hours after a heavy rain and requires two weeks to run
down to its ordinary stage.
At Saxtou Fails, where the Morris
canal and the river finally separate their flows, the flood-flow of the
river is 1,080 cubic feet per second, the water-shed being about 68
square miles. This is at the rate of 15.9 per square m!le, a low rate,
agreeing with that at Finesville.
Many notes have been made indicating the peculiarities of other
Kittatinny
valley streams which have not been gauged, but these
notes need not be given here, as they will be mostly valuable to indicate points of similarity or dissimilarity to the typical streams which
we make use of in determining
general laws, when we come to take
up the several streams in detail later on.
I

DELAWARE

RIVER.

This stream is a most interesting study in hydrology, and the results of a thorough investigation of it could not fail to be of great
economic and scientific value.
It has not been possible to do much
with the gauging of it as yet. The only data which we have been
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able to obtain were some relating to maximum and minimum flows.
At Centre Bridge a mark was made by Col. Simpson Torbett _nd
]_Iartln Coryell for the very low water of 1831, and since then, in
1879 and 1881, very low stages have been referred to the same mark.
The mark is on the New Jersey abutment of the bridge.
In 1831
the water was 12 feet below this mark; in 1879 12.5 feet, and in
1881 13.21 feet. (See Climatology, page 375.)
During the past
summer a section of the river was carefully measured and sounded a
few hundred feet below the bridge, and the velocity of tbe current
measured with mid-depth floats. Surface velocities were also measured in the same vertical.
The mid-depth velocities averaged 0.85
of the surface velocities and the variation was very slight.
The slope
of the river was determined
by leveling, and a computation of the
mean velocity by means of Ganguillet & Kntter's formula gave 2.66
feet per second against 2.85 feet per second observed with mid-depth
floats. This fair agreement was taken to establish the applicability
of this formula to this portion of the s_rcam. (N = .024 was selected
from examples of similar gaugings.)
The flood section was carefully measured at the point of gauging,
and the average slope of the stream bed for six miles above was found
to be 3.22 feet per mile, or 0.81 feet in one thousand.
Levels were
taken for the surface slope of a slight flood of November 1st and
found to show 0.42 feet in one thousand.
From these observations
it seemed conclusive that the slope of the flood of 1841 was 0.6 l per
thousand and this is borne out by comparison of known high-water
marks.
On this slope and the measured cross-section a computation
of the flood discharge was made by Oanguillet & Kutter's formula,
the results being given in the table below.
(R = 20.28, N =.024,

8-- .0006.)
For the minimum

flows the heights

of the different surfaces

were

platted on the measured cross-section and the respective cross-section
areas measured.
The river slope was supposed to remain constant at
what it was at the date of gauging, 0.24 in one thousand ; it could
not fall below this materially.
The only material error in these
assumptions arises from the lowering of the bed by erosion during
the 59 years intervening between the first and last gauging.
The
effect of this would be to overrate the discharge for 1831, but the
error is not believed to be serious.
In order to get the total flow from the water-shed,
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canal and the Pennsylvania

canal were both

gauged, the flow of the former being ascertained to be 515.5 cubic
feet, and the latter 59.4 cubic feet per second.
This total flow of 575
cubic feet was added to all gaugings save that of 1831, which antedates the construction of the canals.
The following are the measured
discharges, the first two being at the time of gauging with the river
at an ordinary autumn stage, having been receding since the flood on
the first instant, and at this time just beginning to swell again slightly :

COMPUTED

FLOWS

OF

THE

Drainage

DELAWARE

DATE.

_ 0

September,
November,

1881 ...........................
1879 ...........................

¢

18th 1890 ....................
19th, 1890 ....................

CENTRE

CUBIC FEET PER S]_CO_D.

_

2.85
2.93

3,276
...........

1.31
1.71

850
1,319

1.89
5.89
10.76

1,599
8,425
17,645

Ih

',35:
*,02

DROUGIITS*

1,113 ]
2,255

3,022
49,623
189,860

9,927
10,596

575
575

1,688
2,830

0
575
_1,000

3_022
50,198
190,860

a discussion of the flow of streams at a meeting of the
Society of Engineers, of which he was then Vice Presi-

dent, the late Ashbel Welch, C.E., gave the following
This was November 3d, 1879 :
•

--'_
575
I

Autumn, ]831 FLOODS.
.............................
_'ovember
1st, 1890 ......................
January 16th, 1841 .......................

During
American

BRIDGE.

Area, 6,790 Square Mil_.

"_

November
_ovember

AT

information.

"The river Delaware discharges, at the dryest seasons, a little less
than 2,000 cubic feet per second.
* * * When I first knew the
Delaware, nearly half a century ago, the minimum flow was probably
4,000 feet per second, twice as much as now.
"The 2,000 cubic feet per second was a measurement some years
ago ; the 4,000 cubic feet was a very rough measurement at the time
* The canal was discharging
bertville.

freely at this time, having

broken
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in various ways, none of them accurate, but still corroborating each
other, so that I probably got results within 10 per cent. of the truth."
These statements agree with the results of our gaugings. No such
figures can he taken as conclusive proof that there is a falling off in
the summer flow of the Delaware.
The rainfall records at Philadelphia certainly fail to show any comparison in dryness between
1831 and 1881. The latter drought was far more severe, and until
we have gauglngs for one or more equally dry years previous, we
shall have no evidence that the flow of 1881 was exceptionally low.
True, the opinion of so careful an observer as Mr. Welch is entitled
to the greatest re_pect, but no one can claim it to be proven that there
is a falling off in the flow. The weight of opinion and testimony is in favor of such an inference. It must be remembered, however, that great extremes of recent occurrence always overshadow
earlier ones, seen in the dim perspective of memory only, and the
most experienced mind cannot compare them with full justice to the
earlier phenomena.
This is mentioned because of the fact that much similar evidence
has been used to prove the effect of denuding water-sheds of their
timber in decrez._ing the flow of streams. I have found no evidence
of thls in New Jersey, nor do I expect to find it, although [ shall
look for it most carefully. The fact is, that New Jersey forests were
cut at a very early date, and have since grown again several times,
being now cut like other crops, a piece here and one there, the other
area_ meanwhile becoming reforested. Probably the greatest period of
deforesting was just at the close of the epoch of charcoal furnaces
and forges. The evidence is strong that the cutting off of heavy
virgin forests will cause more frequent floods, and that such has been
the cit_'ct on the Delaware; it is reasonable to suppose that the
summer flow will also be somewhat affected, but competent evidence
of this is very difficult to obtain.
As to the flood-discharge, Mr. Welch gave it as his opinion that it
reached 350,000 cubic feet per second. The above discharge of
190,860 cubic feet per second is believed to be the largest that ever
occurs, for the area of cross-section for highest flood at Centre :Bridge
is about uniform for some distance, and the river banks are steep, the
flood-width being only 140 feet wider than the width of the river at
ordinary stages. These banks are of gravel and sand. Any higher
velocity than that above given would cause much greater erosion than
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is apparent, and indeed it is difficult to see how even a mean velocity
of nearly 11 feet per second is withstood.
The area of the water-shed above Centre Bridge is about 6,790
square miles, so the above flood-discharge is at the rate of 28.1 cubic
feet per second per square mile. It is equal to a flow of 1.05 inch
on the shed in 24 hours.
The minimum flow in 1881 was at the rate
of 0.25 cubic feet per second per square mile.
The minimum flow of
the Connecticut is said to be from 0.25 to 0.30 cubic feet per second
per square mile, and the maximum, about 20. The Schuylkill dryseason flows, for several years, are given in the Census Report on
_Vater-Power, and are interesting in this connection :
DRY-SEASON FLOW OF THE SCHUYLKILL.
Drainage Area, 1,912 Square Miles.
1816............................................
1825..........................................
1867.............................................
1874.............................................
1876 ...........................................
The
mile.

771 cubic feet per second.
680
617
"
380
310

last is at the rate of 0.165 cubic feet per second

Of the Delawars

per square

floods, _,Ir. Welch says :

"The discharge in the highest flood ever known before 1841, that
of 1787, was not more than two-thirds as much as that in the great
flood of 1841."
.Z. ,:T..R. Oroes--" Has there been any great flood since 1841 ?"
Ashbel We&h--" There have been two, one of which was nearly if
not quite as high..Tile
flood of 1841 and two subsequent floods must
have discharged n"early twice as much water as any previous floods
since 1787, and 50 per cent. more than the flood of 1787.
I suppose
that there is not, at the lowest stages, more than half the water in the
Delaware that there was half a century ago, and that the highest
floods carry off 50 per cent. more per hour than any flood known
before 1841."
(Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., July_ 1881, page 243.)
In the Annual Report of the Chief Engineer,
for 1873, Appendix U 19, tbere.ls a full report
twecn Easton and Trenton, made by Assistant
Merriman.
The following notes of floods, known
have been abstracted :

United States Army,
on the Delaware beEngineer Mansfield
locally as "freshes,"
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"The time required to bring a raft from these points to Easton
varies with the height of water and direction and force of wind.
In
ordinary rafting freshets of five to ten feet (r/se), however, the time
appears to he, from Delhi to Easton, 165 miles, 40 to 48 hours ;
from Walcott to Easton, 165 miles, 40 to 48 hours; from Hancock
to Easton, 125 miles, 30 to 36 hours; from Callieoon to Easton, 100
miles, 21 to 30 hours; from Easton to Trenton the time is from 10
to 12 hours ; so that the entire trip from Walcott or Delhi to tidewater is performed in from 50 to 60 hours, showing the mean velocity
to be from 4.3 to 3.6 miles per hour.
" In general it may be said that the river is subject to three classes
of floods: the ice flood_, which happen at the breaking up of the
river ; the rafting flood% occurring later, from the spring rains, and
the fall flqods, caused by the storms of September and October, which,
however, are very irregnlar.
"The ice floods, at Easton, are usually from 10 to 20 feet in
height, but on many occasions have been known to rise much higher,
the _great flood' of 1841 having reached 35 feet. The great acceumulation of water here is owing to the influx of the Lehigh, a very
turbulent stream in time of freshets, and to the narrow, steep banks
between which the Delaware is confined, its width being less than 600
feet.
"The rafting freshets in the spring are of less rise, but of longer
duration than the ice floods ; at Easton, ranging from 3 to 10 feet; at
Lamhertville,
1 to 8 feet, and at Trenton, 1 to 6 feet. A very
remarkable rise, however, occurred on June 8th, 1862, which was 32
feet at Eastou, and next to that of 1841, the greatest flood on record.
"The following in a partial llst of the cgreat floods,' with the heights
to which they rose, as nearly as can nowbe ascertained :
i

I_A_IE

Pumpkin

01'

FLOOD,

fresh ...........

d DATE

0 F OCCUR REN CIr.

' October

HEIOHT

6tb, 1786 .......

Great

fresh ...........

fioo d ...............

June fresh ...............
October fr_h ............

: -, Ma_h
April
April
I
, January

-,
,
--,
--,
--,

1801 .......
1814 .......
1B_2 ......
1836 .......
1839 .....

8th, 1841..

r Octoberl3flL
March
15th,
June
8th,
, October --,

1843 .......
1846 ........
1862 .......
1669 ........

ROSE

ABOVE

amber

,1798 ......
Jeffemon

TO I_OW
WHICHWATER,
IT

as
14
12
14
14

high

as

last,

but

exact

feet
feet
feet
feet
feet

at Lambertvine.
at Lamhertville.
6 inches at Lambertville.
6 inches at Lambertville.
at Easton, 23 feet at Bull's
feet at Lambertville,
28 feet at Lamsln'a island.

17 feet 6 inches at Lambertville.
42 feet at ]_aston.
Exttet height not known.
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"The point which has been particularly forced upon my attention,
in connection with this subject, is the great frequency"with which
floods now occur, as compared with the time previous to 1835. While
the preceding table is supposed to contain the record of every 'greet
freshet' previous to 1841, it by no means shows those occurring since
that date. In fact, they have become too common to be a matter of
record. Previous to 1835, floods of 12 feet, at Lambertville, were
considered very high, while 14 feet had been attained only three times
within the memory of man--in 1.786, 180t and 1814. But since
that time, floods of 14 feet have become common, while three have
ocourred--184l, 1846, 1862--in which probably one-third to one-half
more water has been discharged than in any previously known. This
is undoubtedly to be attributed to the clearing away of the forests in
the river basin.
"To recapitulate, then, this branch of my subject, I may say that
the stage of the river throughout the year is ordinarily as follows :
January, frozen and medium height ; February and March, breaking
up and high; April, May and June, high ; July, subsiding; August
and September, low; October, low, but subject to high freshets ;
November, low, often very low; December, rising a little and
freezing."
These stages"agree well with those of the Connecticut, and the
further agreement in low seasons and flood-dischargesconfirms the
belief that the valuable record of flow of this stream may serve as a
good basis for computing the flow of the Delaware. The flood of
1869 rose 32 feet at Shapnaek island, below Dingmau's Ferry. At
Walker's Ferry it was 2 feet lower than in 184I ; it began to rise at
midnight of Sunday, reached its height Monday at 3 _. 5., and was
within its banks again Tuesday afternoon. There was a high freshet
on April 1st, 1854, on the upper Delaware. December 15tb, 1878,
there was a freshet which was nearly as high as that of 1869 at
Smith's Ferry, according to Mr. D. H. Smith. This freshet rose 20
feet at Carpenter's Point.
Mr. Smith says an ordinary freshet
requires a day to reach its height, stays at its maximum only an hour
or two, and recedes in another day.
The collection of fuller flood-notes of this stream is desirable, and
a careful study of its flow should be made. Almost everywhere the
flood plain of the river has been built up to the height of maximum
floods, for with its rapid current the stream tears away great volumes
of earth, and as soon as the water spreads over the flats, and the
current is checked, this detritus is deposited.
The Lehigh is a very violent stream, and carries much silt. The
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difference between it and the upper Delaware, which is clear, is very
noticeable at Easton, their point of confluence.
The drainage areas
of the Delaware above Callicoon and of the Lehigh are about equal_
and floods reach their height at Callicoon and on the Lehigh, at
Ea_ton, in about the same time after a storm. The flood-waters from
the Lehigh will have all been discharged, however, before those from
Callicoon reach Easton.
Thus it is that, as a rule, the maximum
discharge on the lower part of a stream of large water-shed is at a less
rate per _quare mile, but of longer duration, than on the smaller
tributary water-sheds.
The flood-flow of the Lehigh appears to be at
least 55 cubic feet per second per square mile.

RAMAPO

RIVER.

This is one of the many branches of the Passala.
It rises in
Orange county, New York, and is essentially a Highland
stream.
F_r a topographic description of the country which it drains, see the
Physlcal Description of :New Jemey, under "The Highlands."
Its
total drainage area is 160.7 square miles. Most of the course of the
stream is in a low valley, among or to the east of the Highland
rides, which rise from 700 to 1,000 feet above.
About 75 per cent.
of the area is in forest. Tuxedo, Sterling, Mount Bashan and several
smaller lakes afford a considerable natural storage.
At Pompton,
1.5 miles above its confluence with Pompton river, the stream has a
natural fall, over a reef of trap rock, of about 15 feet, this being increased to 20 feet by a dam.
From the head of the pond, two miles
farther up stream, the fails are as follows : From 8uffern, at the New
York line, 10.5 miles above, 5.7 feet per mile; from Augusta, nine
miles t:arther, it is 18 feet per mile; from Turner, seven miles above,
it is 7 feet per mile.
The total length of the stream, from its
remotest source, is 34 miles.
A gauge was set up at the works of the Pompton Steel aud Iron
Co., and read by Mr. Alfred Richards.
The diagram of daily flows
is published
herewith.
It shows a marked
resemblance to that
of the Paulinskill
if we make proper allowance for the heavier
rainfalls.
The following table gives the flow by months :
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FLOW OF RA_APO RIVER, 1890.
Drainage

Area_ 159.5 Square Miles.
FLO_"

_,IONTH.

IN CUBIC
PER
SECOND.

_

FEET

,

February
7th to 28th .....................
:March ...........

2,020

277
277

643
643

April.
May ........................
June ..........
July ..................
August ..............
September ...................
October .................
_'ovember ...
Dece_nber.: .....

1,032
162
334
338
601
948
839
320
1,583

231
170
55
40
41
55
91
80
80

429
377
176
125
108
209
301
155
238

Percentage

for year, 47.

Total

4.98
6.06
4.75

For 14 days in July the discharge did not vary appreciably from
43 cubic feet per second, the average for the period.
From August
3d to 9th, it was 41 cubic feet per second. These were the lowest
weeks of the year.
During the dry period--October
25th to December 17th--the rainfall here was 1.89 inches, more than double what
it was on the Paullnskill
water-shed.
The flow during November
was 1.10 inch, and for the first half of December at the rate of 0.67
inch per month.
Allowing for the greater rainfall this indicates a
similarity of dry-season flow for the two streams.
The underrun of
the stream in the summer mouths is quite well shown by the diagram
despite the heavy rains.
It appears to be about 0.90 for June, 0.32
for July, and 0.28 for August.
These facts indicate a flow for dry
months between that of the Sudbury and that of the Croton, but
more closely approximating
the latter.
Floods reach their height in from 24 to 36 hours after a heavy
rain, usually within 24 hours_ at Pomptou, and recede in from four
to six days. The highest water ever known was in September, 1882.
It discharged at its maximum 10,540 cubic feet per second ; 66.1
cubic feet per second per square mile.
Floods of 4,600 cubic feet
per second are said to be quite common.
It will be seen that this is
much heavier than on any stream heretofore considered.
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OF

RIVER.

This is another of the branches of the Passaic quite similar in
character to the Ramapo.
The Morris Canal Company utilized
Greenwood lake, on this water-shed, for storage ; the capacity being
1,340,000,000
cubic feet, according
to Messrs. Croee and Howell.
The water-shed of the lake has an area of 28 square miles. The
draught from this storage runs down the Wanaque to the canal feeder
below Pompton, increasing the flow of the stream in summer, while
the flood-flows are somewhat diminished.
A gauge was set up, on the first of October, at the newly.erected
dam of the H. J. Smith Electric Fuse Works and Pomptou Spun
Silk Manufacturing
Company, at Pompton.
It was read by Mr.
James Frazer.
FLOW

OF

WANAQUE

Drainage

Area,

RIVER,
101.0

Square

1890--91.
Miles.

FLO_,V :IN CUBIC

MONTH.

_

-_

' }etober...................................... "_6.-'_" "---'2.-_November...................................
0.77 I 0.93 I
December................................
I 4.02
1.59
January ....................................

7.83

9.21

rE:R

FEI_'r

SECOND.

594
126
799

91
44
44

217
84
138

4,943

91

814

The snows in December, which appear as rain in the record, melted
iu January and ieerea_I
the flow. Tkls is au illustt_tiou of the inaccuracies which arise from dividing the rainfall and flow years in
the midst of the storage period.
January 1st is one of the worst,
times to make such a d_visiou if we attach any value to yearly percne rages "m star i sties of flow.
The flow during the November dry period was, for the first month,
0.93 inch, and for the first half of December it was at the rate of
0.50 inch per month, showing
the Ramapo.

some resemblance
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There were quite heavy floods, January 23d, all over the State, and
on the Wanaque the flow reached 4,943 cubic feet per second, or about
49 cubic feet per second per square mile. The greatest floods are
considerably above this and probably approximate closely to those of
the Ramapo, 66 cubic feet per second per square mile.

PEQUANNOCK

This is another

branch

RIVER.

of the Passaic, and with the Ramapo and

Wanaque it forms the Pomptou river just below Pomptom
Its drainage area lies high on the Archean Highlands.
For nearly its whole
course it flows transversely to the ridge and valley structure of these
Highlands, thus differing from the Ramapo and Wanaque, which flow
through deep valleys.
The headwaters of the Pequannock are at an
elevation of nearly 1,500, while the mouth, at Pompton, is only 170;
consequently the stream has great fall. From Post's dam, at Riverdale,
two miles above the junction of the Ramape, to New Foundland,
12.5 miles above, the fall is 45 feet per mile; thenea to Wallaee's
Corners it is 9.2 feet per mile for 6.5 miles ; for two miles above this_
to Stockholm, it is 30 feet per mile. The water-shed is six or seven
miles wide by 16 miles long, aud the branches are quite uniformly
distributed along the course of the main stream, mostly coming in
from the northeast.
Forests cover 78 per cent. of the area.
A gauge was set up at Post's dam and taken in charge by John F.
Post, Esq., being read by his sou from February 8th to ]*,fay 5th and
by Mr. J. H. Furey from September 27th to January 31st, 1891.
Conditions here were not favorable to accuracy, and the flows given
must be used with some caution.
This is a matter of regret, as the
stream is an important one, but the errors are not so great as to fail
to point out any marked peculiarities of flow which might exist_
The record is a broken one.
13
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PEQUANNOCK,
Area, 84.7 Square

Miles.

FLOW

IN
PER

MONTH.

.v

33.63

FEET

a_

February ....................................
4.45
3.38
086
_Iarch .......................................
0.40
4.02
891
April .........................................
2.68
2.70
382
Iay 1st to 5th .............................
0.31
0.20
155
une ........................................
...................
.. ........ .........
_uly .........................................................................................................
_.ugubt ...............
. ........................................................................................
_eptember 27th to 30th ..................
0.58
0.08
90
_etober ......................................
6.95
3.61
959
_ovember ...................................
0.77
1.42
301
December ...................................
4.02
1.03
437
}anuary .....................................
8.06
5.17
2,352
Total .................................

CUBIC
SECOND.

125
155
75
74
...................

25
25
25
25
48

273
293
205
91

..

45
204
100
75
387

21.61

These observations are insufficient to base any conclusions upon as
to the flow of the stream, excepting that they are somewhat less than
the actual flow and indicate a general resemblance to the Croton and
Ramapo water-sheds. There are also indications that the rainfall
stations do not fairly represent the fall on the shed. During the
November dry period the rainfall for the first month was 1.42 inches,
and during the first half of December at the rate of 0.44 inch per
month. The large flow of the first month may he accounted for by
the large natural and artificial storage of the many ponds of the
,water-shed. These facts point to a ground-flow quite similar to the
Sudbury, and I have little doubt that this similarity will be verified
by further observation.
The greatest known flood-discharge,according to Mr. Post, has not
exceeded 4,460 cubic feet per second, or 52.6 per square mile of watershed. A discharge of 43.7 cubic feet per second per square mile is
.rarely exceeded.
On January 23d, 1891, the discharge reached 23.52 cubic feet per
second, about 27 cubic feet per second per square mile, as against 49
cubic feet for the same flood on the Wanaque.
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Little information could be obtained along the Pequanneek because
,of the fact that a water company is buying up the water rights, and
_everal were not yet closed out at the time of going over the ground.
At New Foundland Messrs. Bigelow Brothers claim to always have
.enough water for their saw-mill. They have little pondage, and their
wheel requires 48 cubic feet per second when running full. Probably
24 cubic feet per second would suffice to run in the alternating
_nanner which is usual with such a mill. At Mr. J..l. Laroe's gristmill it appears that the flow falls below 44 cubic feet occasionally ; to
what extent below could not be determined. The stream here is said
to rise quickly and run down in two or three days. It keeps quite
free from mud in floods. At Stockholm it is said that the stream
runs very low in summer with great regularity, at about the same
Lime, and that it now runs much lower than formerly.
ROCKAWAY

]RIVER,

Thisisthenextbranchof thePassaic
tothesouth,
and isa Highland streamwitha strongresemblance
to thePequannockin the
character
ofitswater-shed.
Italsoflowssoutheast,
across
theHighlandridges,
butitsfall
isless
uniformthanthatof thePequannock.
For sixmilesaboveits.]unction
withthePassaic
thefallof the
Rockawayis2.3feet
permile;thence
toOld Boonton,
twomilesup,
itis32 feetpermile.Thisisatthebaseof theHighlandsatthe
westsideoftheCentralPassaic
valley,
and theriverhasa rapid
descent
asitissues
fromtheplateau.:FromBoontontoOld Boonton,
1½ miles,
thetotalfallis240 feet,
affording
one of thefinewaterpowersof theState.For 11 milesabove,toDover,thefall
isbut
7.3feetpermile,
and thencetoWoodstock,
12 milesby thestream,
itis16 feetpermile. From sourceto mouth thestreamis40
milesinlength.The areaofthewater-shed
is157.2squaremiles,
and 80 percent.
isin forest.A gaugewassetup at Boonton,
and
readby Mr. MartinGinder.This isnota good locality
forthe
purpose,
but,nevertheless,
therecordisa valuable
one. Ithas not
yetbeenreduced.Anothergaugewassetup atDover,and readby
Messrs.
Smhb andJenkins.It wasimpossible
toobtain
theflowat
Chispointexcepting
on Sundays,
when themillswere shutdown.
The gaugings
aregivenastheyweretaken.
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Drainage

AT

OF

DOVER,

1890.

Areaj 52.2 Square _iiles.

I

i [

DAT .

h30th.. 253 .1SO
JlJu y Sh. SO .057O t. 5th..13e.09:
prll

ay
!'

me

6th..,:
13th...
20th...

182 ] .129 I]
20th.
132 _ .129 ]l
27th.
115
.082 _[ August 3d.,

27th...
4th..
llth...

115 i .082 II
175
.125
103 I .071 iI

18th ..
25th...
I_t...
8th ..
15th ..
22d ....
29th..!

]82
121
128
II0
115
115
41

I
,
t
I

.129
.086
.091
.078
.082
.082
.029

"
"
"

17th,
24th
31st.,

_, Sept.
,
L: "
"

7th.
14th
21st..
28th
30th.

39
272
318

.028
.194
.226

12th..
19th..
26th.

104
159
208

.07_
.11._
.14_

39
78
78

.028
.056
.056

Nov.
"

2d.,.
9th..
16th,.

116
88
88

.08_
.06_
.06,'-

50 , .036
105 _ .117
129 ! .092
89
.063
39
.028

"
Dec.
"
"

23d...
7th..
14th..
21st...

61
88
43
88

.04_
.06_
.031
.06_

"

,
::

The above gauglngs indicate a very large summer flow. The-"
water-shed above Dover includes that of the Longwood valley
above Port Oram, which is described under the gaugings at tha_
point; and also the water-shed of Green Pond brook, 16.4 square
miles in area.
This latter shed has poudage aggregating 728 acres
in area, and some swamps.
A draught of 16 inches on this pondage
would add an inch to the flow of the water-shed, and a draught of"
two feet would add half an inch to the flow of the entire shed above
Dover.
Comparing these gaugings with tbose at Porg Oram, just
above, they are found to imlicate a much larger proportional flow,
and I have not considered it safe to base any conclusions upon this
Dover series, as there is danger that the flow is increased by large
draughts upon artificial storage, which have been noted.
Another
provement
to January

gauge was set up at the new mill of the Luxembourg
Company, at Port Oram, and read from November
15th by Mr. N. J. Peltier, the superintendent.
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ORAM,

1890-91.

Miles.

FLOW IN CUBIC FEET
PER SECOND.
MONTH.

=

!
November
December
January

15th to 30th..,
...................................

>

30
24

lnt to 15th ......................

120

This record, if continued, will give a good indication of the flow
from the smaller Highland water-sheds of the class which have their
drainage
through deep, narrow valleys, of which we have many
examples.
The Roekawayabove
Port Oram runs through the Longwood valley, which has quite a moderate slope along its axis and
some marsh, with considerable beds of drift, all of which features
contribute to steady its flow. The hills rise about 600 feet above the
valley, and 90 per cent. of the water-shed is in forest. During the
:November dry period the flow seems to have been at the rate of 1.20
inches per month for the first month, and 0.95 inch for the second.
December shows a better-sustained
ground-flow
and less flood-flow
than any of the other Highland streams, a result to be expected from
the character of the water-shed.
Inquiry along the stream seems to
indicate that the flow rarely, if ever, falh below the above minimum
of 12 cubic feet per second. Springs are abundant all through the
valley, and the steady, well-sustained, dry-season flow is a matter of
common observation.
At Baker's Mills the stream is said not to
respond promptly to very heavy rains, requiring 24 hours to reach
its height, and freshets last from three to four days, remaining
stationary for some hours.
The stream carries little silt, remaining
free from mud in floods.
At Boonton Mr. Charles F. Swain, Civil Engineer, made gangings
during the past summer as follows: August 6th, 109 cubic feet per
second; August 15th, 136 cubic feet per second, and September 9th,
30 cubic feet per second.
The area of the water-shed
above this
l_oint is 148.9 square miles. The last was taken at night, and most
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clearly represents the ordinary run of the stream, rather underrating
than otherwise. The Ramapo at this time averaged 93 cubic feet,
per second from 159.5 square miles of water-shed.
Mr. Charles F. Swain kindly furnished me with a copy of his
report to the estate of J. Couper Lord on the water-power at Boonton, from which the following extracts are made:
"The average monthly flow for each month was ascertained by
using the ratio for each month as found by previous gaugings of the
Passaic at Paterson.
"The average flow of the smallest month of the dry year, which
occurs about once in seven or eight years, I have estimated to be 2(_
cubic feet per second. The average for the smallest month of the
average dry year, I have placed at 29 cubic feet per second."
The flood-flow indicated at Boonton, by known high-water marks,
is at the rate of 4,800 cubic feet per second, or 32.2 per square mile.
UPPER

PASSAIC.

Thisstreamllesmostlyon the redsandstone,
and has much
swamp on itswater-shed.
At Chatham itisreported
togetvery
muddy intimeofflood.Itslow-season
flowseems,from reported
runof mills,
tobeabout25cubicfeetpersecond,
rarely
lowerthan
this.The areaof thewater-shed
is99.8squaremilesabovethis
point.
PASSAIC

RIVER.

The Passaic is one of the most valuable of our northern streams_
It has been so fully described in these reports that little remains to
be added. Its various branches, with the area of their water-sheds
and percentage of forest, are given in the Physical Description of
New Jersey. The head of tide-water is at Passaic, 13.5 miles above
the mouth on Newark bay. At the foot of Dundee dam, four
miles above, the stream is six feet above mean tide. Just above the
head of tide, Saddle river comes in from the northern red sandstone
plain, rising in Rockland county, New York, and draining 60.'/
square miles, of which 28 per cent. is in forest. Dundee dam raises
the river to 27 feet elevation, and at the foot of Passaic falls, 7.25
miles above, it is 40 feet above mean tide. Excepting Saddle river,
only a few small branches are received below this point. At the
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falls the river leaps sheer 70 feet over a reef of trap rock, at a
depression in First Mountain. From the top of this fall to the foo_
of the series of falls and rapids known as Little Falls, the rise is
eight feet. Here there is a fall of 40 feet in three-quarters of a
mile over another trap reef. This is the outlet of the Passaic
valley proper, a flat-bottomed valley between the First and Second
Mountains and the southeastern foot of the Highlands, 8 to 12
miles wide and 32 miles long. This valley is covered with great
masses of glacial drift at various points, and has large areas of flat
meadow. Three miles above Little Falls, and at about the same
elevation with the head of the falls, the slope of the stream being
very gentle, the Pompton river comes in from the north, being
formed, as we have already seen in the study of those streams, by
the confluence of the Ramapo, Wanaque and Pequannock at Pompton, six miles above the confluence with the Passaic. In these six
miles the Pompton has a total fall of 10 feet. It is a violent stream
and its floods come into the Passaic with so high a velocity that driftwood is frequently carried far up the flat valley of the main stream, to
the southward. Just above, on the main stream, lies the Great Piece
meadows, through which the Passaic flows in a tortuous channel,
spreading its waters, in time of flood, wide over the area, to stand for
days and weeks until they can find an outlet at Little Falls, through
the restricted passageway which is now being deepened and improved for the better drainage of this valley. From the mouth of
the Pompton to where the Rockaway and Whippany are received
from the west, 12.5 miles above, the fall is only 3 feet. The
Whippany also has great meadows just above its mouth, over which
its waters spread in floods. For nine miles above the mouth of
the Roekaway the Passaic has a fall of 4 feet; 5½ miles
above Lower Chatham bridge has a fall of 36 feet ; about 6.5 feet
per mile. Above this the stream has a drainage area of 100 square
miles, most of which is very flat, although the headwaters are in the
Highlands at Mendham, 23.5 miles above Chatham, by the stream.
The total length of the stream which bears the name Passaic, from
Mendham to the mouth, is 83.5 miles, measured by the stream. From
source to mouth, in a direct line, is only 26 miles.
The area of the entire water-shed is 949.1 square miles ; of this,
510 square miles is on the Archean Highlands; the remaining 262
square miles above Little Falls is in the Central Paes_lie valley, on
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the red sandstone, and the rest of the water-shed on the trap ridges
andthelowereastern red sandstone
plain.
At Little
FallsitwasfoundthattheMessrs.
Beattie,
oftheBeattie
Manufacturing
Company,had kepta careful
record
of theheight
of
wateron thedam by meansof agauge,and theykindlygaveusthe
useofthis
andvolunteered
tokeepgaugereadings
forusinthefuture.
The dam was measured up, and appropriate weir formula applied to
reduce the record to flow in cubic feet per second, and to inches on the
water-shed. Some missing days have been carefully interpolated by
study of the daily rainfall records and the habits of the stream.
There are a few breaks in the record too long for such treatment,
however. Nevertheless, the series is a valuable one, and the computed flowsare believed to closely approximate accuracy, ratherunderrating the flow, if in error at all.
The gauge was oRen read several times in the day, and showed
very regular changes, so that there is probably very slight error in
assuming single readings to he the average for the day, as had to be
done usually.
FLOW

OF

THE

PASSAIC

AT

LITTLE

FALLS#

BY

MOIqTHS_

1888-1891.
Area ofWater-shed,772.9Square Miles.

FLOW PERIN SECOND.
CUBIC

I

MONTH.

_

_

FEET

,

•

o

1888.
Jane 16thto30th........................
1.
July ..........................................
1.
August .......................................
7.
September .................................
7.
October .....................................
November ..................................
December ..................................

1.

3.

1,311
954
3,684
11,285
2,623
3,082
_ 9,509

538
322
382
388
1,200
1,410
1,653

775
476
873
3,166
1,917
2,272
3,171

7,199
3.391
4,021
10,952
7,653

3,004
927
1_052
1,020
920

4,136
] ,863
2,172
2,570
2,092

1889.
January ....................................
6.
February ....................................
)*larch .......................................
April ......................................
May ..........................................
Total ...............................
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BY

MONTHS_

1888-1891.-- Contlnued.
Area of Water-shed,

772.9 Square Miles.
YLow IN CUBIC FEET
PER SECOND.

MONTHS.

_

1889.
_une ..........................................
July .........................................
Aug.st .......................................
September .................................
October ......................................
November ..................................
December ...................................

3.57
12.39
4.40
11.05
3.27
10.79
2.35

1.90
2.61
4.44
4.15
2.29
6.59
4.71

2,806
8,082
8,825
8fl31
1,919
9,740
8_131

538
815
443
$*0,8
[,157
[fl47
[_753

1,316
1,750
2,977
2,874
1,535
4,565
3,154

2.70
2.43
6.10
2.53
4.78

2.40
1.81
3.06
3.19
2.78

2,617
5,841
4,021
4,765
3_004

1,164
1,301
1,052
1,183
852

1,609
2,886
2,051
2,209
1,883

66.36

39.93

1890.
June .........................................
luly ..........................................
August .......................................
_eptember ..................................
3ctober .....................................
b;ovember ...................................

4.99
6.25
4.47
4.05
6.07
0.75

1.72
1.46
1.27
1.55
2.76
1.56

Ifl84
2,238
2,264
2,264
8,597
2,264

581
338
415
424
646
696

1,19l
979
852
1,073
1,851
1,081

December ...................................

4.20

2.26

4,240

646 I

1,515

8.08

5.87

13j679

39.76

18.45

1890.
January ....................................
February let to 14th .....................
March ......................................
April ........................................
May
...........
Total .................................

50 per cent. of yearly rainfall.

1891.
[anuary

....................................

Total .................................

1,384.

3,935

Unfortunately these have all been years of large rainfall, and the
series doe_ not exhibit the dry-month flow very well. Some valuable
data are obtained, however, by a study of the diagrams of daily rainfall and flow. In 1888 the rainfall was deficient for June and July,
and there was a steady draught upon ground-water from June 1st to
August 21st. Our gaugings do not begin until June 16th, showing
a flow of 0.56 inch for the last half of the month. July shows a
flow of 0.71 inch, and to August 21st the flow is at the rate of 0.68
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inch for the third month. From July 8th to August 21st, a period
of 4_ days, the flow w_s remarkably uniform, the average flow per
week in regular order, being as follows : let, 448 ; 2d, 368 ; 3d, 365 ;.
4th, 392 ; 5th, 523 ; 6th, 442 cubic feet per second. This shows'a
remarkably well-sustained flow, as the rainfall for this period was
less than the evaporation, and fell in light, evenly-dlstributed showers.
In June, 1889, we tlud that, exclusive of surface-flows, the flow was
1.40 inche_, the rainfall being less than evaporation. In June, 1890,
there seems to be an equally large flow exclusive of surface.flow,
although the latter flow is not well defined. During the dry period
in the autumn the flow for the first month was 1.43 exclusive of
flow carried over from October rains. From December 1st to 17th,
a second month's flow of 1.15 is indicated.
On October 10th, 1878, Messrs. Croes and Howell gauged the flow
at Paterson during a very low stage of the river. They found it to
be 195 cubic feet per second, and remark that it did not vary appreciably from this for ten or twelve'days. (Newark Aqueduct Board,
Report on Additional Water-Supply, 1879, J. J. R. Croes and George
W. Howell, page 35.) This is at the rate of 0.28 inch on the watershed for the month. Inasmuch as the rainfall for June_ July and
August of that year amounted to 19.14 inches, or only the amount of
evaporation, and April and May also had barely a sufficiency of rain,
this month would be the fifth dry month of the scale.
In September, 1883, Mr. Lebbeus B. Ward found the flow a_
Paterson to be at the rate of 150 cubic feet per second. By the
method employed with the Croton and Sudbury, this is found to be
also the fifth dry month, and the flow is at the rate of 0.21 inch per
month.
So far as we can tell at present, therefore_ the dry-season flow is as
follows: For the first dry month, 1.40 inches; for the second, 0.71
inch; for the third, 0.68, and for the fifth, 0.21 to 0.28 inch. On
the Croton we found the averages of the table of droughts to be :
First dry month, 0.81 ; second, 0.47 ; third, 0.38 ; fourth, 0.24, and
fifth, 0.25 inch. It is probable that the flow for the first month,
being largely from surface storage_ is higher on the Passaic than on
the Croton, but by the third or fourth month they are nearly the
same.

The flood-flows are well shown in 1889, which year shows six
freshets. In 1890 there was not a flood during the entire year.
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From high-water marks at Little Falls, a weir computation was also
made for the great flood of September, 1882. Tbe relation between
the maximum flow, if continued for twenty-four bourn, and the total
flow for eight days has been determined from the floods of record,.
and is expressed by a factor which shows the number of days at the
maximum rate of flow which would be required to deliver the total
flood-flow for eight days, this being the average duration of the floods.
observed. It is found that for larger floods it is usually five days,
the lower rate in January, 1891, being exceptional, as that was a
period of breaking up of the river, when the flows are complicated by
ice and melting snow. This factor has been used to estimate what
would be the total flow in cases where we .only have the maximumrate of flow, as in the ease of the great flood of September, 1882, and
Messrs. Crees' and Howell's gauging of the flood of 1878.
FLOODS

ON THE

PASSAIC

Area of _,Vater-shed,

AT

LITTLE

FALLS.

772.9 Square Miles.

REMARKS.

' Heaviest
January rainfall in 47
: years, at Newark, 8 71 inches.

Jan. 23d to 81st, 1891 ..........
Jan, 12thtol9th,

1891........

Sept, 15th to 22d, 1889 ........
Aug.

let to 8th, 186e...........

8,331

0.005

[Rainfall
i vember
_Rain/all,
18th.

0.400

IRainfall,
10 Inches, from 10th to
L _Oth.

eA2_t

PRa/nf_ll,
8 Incbcs, July 27Ih to
_ August _d.
Rainfall,
_.5 inches. April 2Sth
L to_81h.
.S Inches rain ou the 17th.
5 Inches ralu from 9th to 18th.

8,$23

Apri127thtoMay4th,18_9.
Dec. 18th to 26_h, 188.".........
Sept. 18th to 25th, 1888.......

10_052
9,509
11,_85

0.570
0.457
0.543

Sept., 1882..........................
Dec.
1878....................
_ov. 12th,
10th to
17th, 1889........

19,105
17,913
6,840

0,910
0.809

5.6 inche_, from Nc9h o2_th
4 |nchcsj from 8th to

24th. Flow forSdaysestimated.
[ At 822.7
Dund_
; area
o water-shed,
sql_are
m|lc_.

The flood of 1882 was said to have been nine inches lower on the
dam at Paterson than the flood of 1854, and nine inches higher than
the flood of 1878, ganged by Messrs. Crees and Howell at Dundee.
The maximum flow in 1882, at Little Falls, was at the rate of 24.2"
cubic feet per second per square mile; that of 1878, at Dundee, wasat the rate of 21.8 cubic feet per s'eeondper square mile. It is reason-
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able to assume, therefore, that the maximum

flood-flow for the Passaic

is not much below 28 cubic feet per second per square mile.
The effect of the larger surface storage of the water-shed and of the
spreading of flood-waters over the flat lauds of the central valley
and gradual emptying of them through the outlet at Little Falls, is
apparent all through the above table of flows by mouths.
The flow
in months following a month of heavy rainfall is frequently equal to
or greater than the rainfall for that month, even in summer.
December, 1888, August and December, 1889, are prominent instances of
this.
Evidently this river is a most interesting study in hydrology,
and the importance of a more exact knowledge of the laws governing
its flow need not be urged to be appreciated.

HACKENSACK

RIVER.

Mr. Charles B. Brush, C.E., Engineer and Superintendent
of the
Haekeusaek Water Company, furnishes the following data of rainfall and flow of the Haekensaek, at New Milford.
Aver
Daily
Disa_ar_e
a.
Million Gallons.

Rainfall.
Average
Daily
Mllaon Gallons.
218

November,

1_83, to November,

1884 ......

100

November,

1884, to November,

1885 ......

133

214

November,
November,

1885, to November,
1886, to November,

1885 ......
1887 ......

96
106

194
2i_4

No_ember,

1887, to November,

1888 ......

176

270

November,

1888, to November,

1889 ......

197

303

The water-shed is flat, and has large swampy
114.8 square miles.
RAHWAY

areas.

Its area is

RIVER.

This stream drains, above the point of gauging, 40.4 square miles,
the western half of which is on the steep trap ridges known as First
and Second Mountains.
The remainder of the shed is on the red
sandstone, and is largely covered with glacial drift.
It was selected
as a type of drlft-covered water-sheds of small extent.
It is found
to be extremely fluctuating, rising almost immediately
and falling
rapidly after reaching its maximum flow. Its numerous mill-ponds
render the establishment
of a self-registering,
continuous gauge a
necessity for accurate determination of its flow. This could not be
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done, of course. A gauge was set up a mile above Rahway, and was
read by Mr. Addison C. Russell. The lowest recorded flows have
not been given as the minimum, as they were evidently affected by
holding back of the water in the ponds above. The aver, ge flow for
the lowest consecutive three days has been taken instead.
FLOW

OF THE

RAHWAY

RIVER,

1890.
FLOW IN CUBIC FEET
PER SECOND.

!
February 18th to 28th ...................
March .......................................
April .........................................
May ..........................................
Iune .........................................
July
ugust
..........................................
.......................................
_Aplember .................................
October .......................................
November ..................................
December ...................................
Total ................................

i -

2.21
6.95
2.61
4.65
4.97

0.99
5.00
2.59
2.35
2.95

143
1,015
292
147
373

70
59
46
50
44

98
175
93
82
106

I
_
I

5.72
4.97
4.68
6.79
0.30
4.35

3.04
2.30
2.19
4.47
3.25
3.82

534
292
195
781
147
719

32
26
41
67
94
60

109
82
79
156
117
134

[

48.70

33.02

I

68 per cent.of yearly rain.

A quantity equal to an average flow of about 1.5 cubic feet per
second is stored on the headwaters and diverted for the supply of the
city of Orange.
It is evident at once, from the distribution of the flow, that this
belongs to the class of streams with large ground storage, such as
those of Long Island. It is different in its flood-flows, becalise of the
steep slopes of its headwaters, which send off large surface-flows,
but the lower, drift-covered areas yield a large ground-flow in summer, and while the flood-flows are a little muddy, these ground-flows
are known to be very clear and remarkably pure.
By aid of the diagram of daily flows, the surface-flow and flow
from ground-water are quite readily separated. It is found that from
June to September the ground-flow is close to 1.5 inches per month_
no month having been deficient in rainfall, and the flood-flows are
close to 25 per cent. of the total rainfall. Strictly speaking, they are:
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•50 per cent. from the steep half of the water-shed and practically
nothing from the flat portion.
During the dry period, from October
25th to December 16th, the flow from ground-water
was fully 3
inches.
For the first half of December the rate was, for second dry
month, 2.25 inches.
These facts indicate a very large ground storage,
with free delivery, and the probability of a flow in the fourth and
fifth dry month almost as low as that of the Croton.
This can only
be tested by gaugings in dryer years than the past has been.
:No measurement of maximum flood-flows has yet been obtained,
but the rate is apparently
much higher than on any of the other
streams which have been measured.
At Cranford, tile flow during
the drought of 1881 appears to have been sustained at about the rate
of 9 cubic feet per second on a water-shed
of 39 square miles.
Floods, after very heavy rains, are said to reach their maximum in
twelve hours, and require two or three days to run down, but sometimes the river falls in twenty-four hours,
k flood in 1889 remained
at a high stage for fourteen days.
River does not get very muddy
and runs down perfectly clear in two days. At the mills of the
Diamond Paper Company, at Millburn, this stream is said to be very
steady and remarkably pure, with no trace of mineral matter.

RARITAN

RIVER.

The total area of the water-shed of this stream is 1,105.3 square
miles.
It is the largest stream of the State, excepting the Delaware,
but is not nearly so important as the Passaic, from the fact that no
considerable portion of the waters are united into one channel until
they are within seven

miles of the head of tifle-water_ and but 17

feet above sea-level.
The Passaic at Little Falls unites the drainage
of 772.9 square miles at an elevation of 158 feet, while the Raritan, at Raritan, has but 468 square miles, at an elevation of 49
feet_ and Bound Brook_ 875 square miles_ at an elevation of 17 feet.
:Nevertheless, the Raritan basin is a productive agricultural section,
and a large amount of water-power is utilized along the various
branches. The flood-flows have a peculiar interest because of the
populous and highly-cultivated
condition of
renders them more destructive and consequently
of the laws.governing them more essential.

the valleys, which
makes a knowledge

The water-shed is fully described in the physical
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State, and its character is better shown by a study of the topographic
map3 than it can possibly be by auy written explanation, k few
facts not so apparent may be pointed out, however, in discussing its
flow. There is very little storage anywhere on the water-shed, excepting on the Millstone, part of which is a sand-hill stream, with
some of the characteristics of Southern New Jersey streams ; but
enough of the area is on steep trap and red sandstone slopes to
give it a pretty high rate of flood-flow. Only 13 per cent. of the
shed is in forest. Of the 879 square miles above the point of gauging,
_about 150 square miles area is on a highly-cultivated part of the
Highlands and on the trap ridges ; about 98 square miles, including
the water-shed of the upper Millstone, is on the flat clay and marl
district, and the remainder on the low, level_ red sandstone plain. On
the whole, the water-shed is an excellent type of the red sandstone
district, free from glacial drift.
A gauge was set up at the Delaware and Raritan canal dam, about
one and one-half miles below the village of Bound Brook, and was
read by Mr. William Fisher. The following table gives the flow by
months, the daily flow being shown by the diagram accompanying :

FLOW

OF THE

RARITAN

AT BOUND

Drainage Area, 879.0 Square

BROOK,

1890.

Miles.
FLOW IN CUBIC FEET
PER SECOND.

MONTH.

_

I

_ebruary 17th to 28th ...................
March .......................................
April .......................................
_,iay ..........................................
June .........................................
July ..........................................
August .......................................
September ..................................
October ......................................
November ...................................
December ...................................

1.58
6.26
2.74
4.95
3.97
5.68
5.18
4.31
6.74
0.88
3.55

0.98
6.13
2.26
1.95
1.32
1.18
1.58
1.34
3.06
1.30
2.16

.

2,772
17,818
3,265
4,060
2,824
2,022
3,405
2,823
7,133
1,779
7,526

1j406
872
874
752
462
498
498
493
859
781
462

1.938

4,727
1,773
1,489
1,040
398
1_205
1,064
2,360
1,016
1,654

f Percentageof yearlyrainTotal.................................
45.84
23.26 I. fall_ 31.
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The less amount of storage than in the ease of the Passaic, and the
more prompt response of the flow to rainfall, are at once apparent. As
was the ease with the Rahway, the line between ground-flow and
surface-flow is sharply drawn in the diagram, owing to the short
duration of floods. It is shown that in June, the rainfall being less
than surface-flow and evaporation, the ground-flow was close to 0.70'
inch. In July it tended to a constant at 0.60 inch per month, and
in August about the same
In the autumn dry period it was 1.30'
in November, and at the rate of 0.75 inch during the first half of December. The late Ashbel Welch, Esq., made a gauging at a very
low stage of the river, which gave 180 cubic feet per second. (Tenth
Census of the United States.
Report on Water-Power.)
Unfortunately, the month and year are not given, so that we have no
means of placing this flow in its proper order in the dry-month flows.
It is at the rate of 0.23 inch per month.
There are good reasons for
believing that the flow falls at least as low as 0.20, but not much
lower than 0.15 inch per month.
The flood-dlscharge is at a very rapid rate, being affected not only
by the lack of storage but by the shape of the water-shed, which is
such that all the principal branches focus at a point near Bound
Brook, and discharge their flood-flows simultaneously instead of delivering one at a time, as is the case on long, narrow sheds, when the
branches are pretty evenly distributed along the main stream.
There have been three great floods on this river during the century,
completely throwing into the background scores of other freshets.
which would otherwise be considered heavy.
The first occurred
November 24th 1810, the second July 17th, 1865, and the third
September 24th, 1882. Of the last I have been able, by careful inquiry, to obtain fair measurements at the Bound Brook dam.
It
began to rise about 3 P. M. of the 22d, had covered the canal bank
at the dam, 11.5 feet above the crest, Saturday at 3 P. M., and reached
a height of 14.2 feet above the crest at 5 A. M. of Sunday, the 24th,
when it was at its maximum, falling within the river banks again by
7 A. _. of Monday.
The overfaI1 at the dam was drowned, so that
the head for computation is reduced to 12.7 feet, and conditions were
such that the safest computation is that for a free overfall with this
head.
This gives the following rates of flow, bank-full of the river
at this point having been ascertained to be a flow of 7,000 cubic feet
per second.
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3 P.._ ................. 7,000cubic feet, per second.
3 P. _ .............
35.500
"
5 A.._t................. 52,000
"
7 A._ ................
7,000

This gives a total discharge for these 64 hours of 6,489,000,000
cubic feet, or 3.36 inches on the water-shed.
This amount of water
would cover Middlesex county 10 inches in depth,
lt is at the rate
of 59.3 cubic feet per second, maximum discharge.
Some pains have been taken to determine tile relative height of the
other two great freshets. Mr. John D. Field, of New Brunswick, saw
the freshet of 1810, and was fully familiar with the floed-marks along
the river.
Fie is of the opinion that it was probably equaled by the
later floods, but never exceeded.
Mr. D. F. Vermeule is also familiar
with the lower part of the river, and thinks that the flood of 1865
was not so high as that of 1882.
Mr. Lewis D. Clark, at Bound
Brook, has marked most of the high freshets_ and says the freshet of
1882 was 2 feet higher at his house on the river bank than that of
1865.
The total rise here in 1865 was 16 feet. Fie also thinks that
the freshet of 1810 was 3 feet lower than that of 1882. Others
give the difference to be from 10 inches to 3 feet, but at the greater
figure it would be fully accounted for by the building of the dam
below_ in 1833, which caused a difference of 5.5 feet in the height of
the river immediately at its site, raised the ordinary level a foot or
two at Bound Brook, and restricted the flood outlet to the opening
between its high abutments at the river banks.
Mr. Lawrence Vanderveer_ of Griggstown, says that the water was 2 feet higher at the
mouth of Bedeffs brook in 1882 than it was in 1810, from known
marks of the early freshet ; but this may be true at this point without indicating a greater flood on the main stream.
Altogether the
weight of evidence is to the effect that the floods of 1810 and 1882
were of about equal volume, and the flood of 1865 was smnewhat
below the others.
It is well established that there were no others
nearly so high in the intervals, although there was a high one at the
time of building the dam in 1832 or 1833, and another in 1836 or
1837.
Mr. Vanderveer says that in 1810 it is said that heavy rains began
on the 9th and continued at intervals until the 24th, when the flood
reached its height.
He also mentions a case in July, 1863, when an
extremely heavy shower fell on a narrow district extending from Ten14
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Mile run to the Sourland Mountain, causing Beden's and No Pike
brooks to rise very high in two hours, whereas at Princeton and
Plainville, a few miles to the south and north respectively, there was
not a trace of rain.
In the weather record kept by the late P. V.
D. Spader, Esq., at New Brunswick, extending from 1847 to 1890,
the freshets of 1865 and 1882 are mentioned, the former being noted
to be the "greatest since 1810."
Strange to say, this record gives no
evidence of the cause of the flood of 1865 in its rainfall.
The rain
for June amounted to only 2.31 inches, and from July 1st to 16th it
was but 1.32 inches.
On the 17th there was a fall of 1.85 inches,
but the total from June 1st having beau but 5.5 inches, it is evident
that this was entirely inadequate to cause a flood-flow of over two
inches per day. Neither does the cause appear in the monthly records
at Newark and New York.
It must have been extremely heavy local
rains on the upper water-shed.
The cause of the flood of September,
1882, is apparent and has already been pointed out. Rains had been
deficient from the 1st of June to the llth of September;
on the 12th
there was a fall of 2.40 inches, which partly made up the deficiency,
mnd then from the 20th to the 23d came 11.84 inches fall at New
Brunswick, which was sufficient to replenish the exhausted groundwater and leave seven inches to run off in surface-flows or be evaporated from surface pools.
With the rainfall record at New Brunswick and the method of examination employed in our analysis of the
Sudbury and Croton flows, the fact that a great flood occurred at this
date could have been demonstrated, had we had no record of it.
Mr. Clark furnishes the following information about other floods :
From 1858 to the present time there have been three notable freshets,
those of 1865 and 1882, already noted, and one on February 12th,
1886, which wa_ about sixteen inches lower than that of 1865.
The
flood of 1865 rose with great rapidity--as
much as six inches in five
minutes.
Freshets usually rise at Bound Brook within twelve hours
after the end of a heavy rain, and run down in twenty-four hours.
The following list of floods, mostly collected by Mr. D. It. MeI_aury, of New Brunswick, although incomplete, may give some idea
of their frequency and relative height for recent years.
Heights are
given above high-tide mark at Albany street bridge, and some idea
of corresponding heights above may be gained from the rise in 1882,
which was 12 feet at _ew Brunswick, 13 feet at Raritan Landing,
14.2 feet on the dam, and about 16 feet at Bound Brook.
Some
floods, with their height at Raritan Landing, have been added :
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FLOODS ON THE RARITANAT NEW BRUNSWICK.
Date.
July
August
September
_,[arch
September
• )ctober

Height in feet.

30,
14,
1S,
26,
18,

Remarks.

1873 ........
1873 .........
1874 .........
1876 ........
1876 .........

4.25 ............
4.50 ............
9.00 ............
6.00 ............
5.00 ...........

Rain, 5.94
5.29 inches
7.10 inches,
3.33 inches,
2.57 inches,

5, 1877 .........

6.50 ...........

4.30 inches rain, on 4th and 5tb, after
a month of dry weather.
Rain, 11.84: inches in 4 days.
No
greater freshet during the century.
Rain, 3.30 inches, on the 3d.
Rain, 2.5 inches, with melting snow
and ice.
Raiu of i inch ; thaw and break-up
of river.

September

')4, 1882 ........ 1200 ...........

August
February

4, 1885 ........
12, 1886 ........

3.75 ............
9.00 ............

January

15, 1887 .........

3.75 ...........

February

19, 1887 ........

---. ..........

July

23, 1887 ........

8.00 ...........

August

2, 1887 .........

4.00 ............

.January

2, 1888 ........

6.00 ............

February

25, 1888 ........

-- ............

July
September
December
.January
April
June

5,
20,
18,
7,
28,
1,

1888 .........
1888 .........
1888 ........
1889 .........
1889 ........
1889 ........

3.50 ...........
(?) ............
4.00 ............
4.00 ............
(?) ...........
4.20 ............

August

15, 1889 ........

5.50 ...........

November

28, 1889 ........ : 8.00 ............

March

23, 18,90.........

7.00 ...........

inches, from 27th to 29th.
rain, on 14tll.
from 15th to 18th.
on 25th and 26th.
on 17th, after wet period.

Over banks;
rain, L52 inches, and
thaw.
Rise at Raritan Landing ; rose rapidly at midnight;
1.43 inches rain
after a wet period.
After 6 weeks of very sultry weather,
a shower of 4.62 inches in 1 hour
and 15 minutes.
From December 28th to January 1st,
3.82 inches rain, with melting snow
and ice.
Over banks.
Rain, 1.60 inches, and
thaw.
Heavy shower.
A flood; no record of height.
Rain of 3 inches, on 17th.
Rain, 1.82 inches, on 6th, with thaw.
Rain, 3.67 inches, 26th to 28th.
Rain, 2.20 inches, May 26th to June
1st.
Showers of 2.56 inches, following
wet period.
Rise at Rarltan Landing.
Rain of
2.54 inches,%27th to 28th, following
a wet month.
Discharge, 17,818 cubic feet per second; rise at Raritan
Landing;
4
inches rain, 11th to 23d.
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Height tufect.

Remarks.

]_,, IS90 ........ 3.60 ............ Sligbtly over banks, a discharge of
7,500 cubic feet per second. Rain,
°.40 inches, afLer a dry period, but
falling on frozen ground.
2, lS'_I.........
-- ........... Over banks.
Melting snows, with
light, rains.
12, ]81_1......... 7.00............ Rise at Rarltan Landing. Rain, 1.5
inches, witb thaw.
22, Isgl ......... _.{]O...: ....... RiseatRaritanLanding.
1.50inches
rain, following a wet period.

It is notable that after the great flood of 1882, no freshet of importance occurred until February, 1886; and another indication of the
fickleness of the stream has been before pointed out--the
numerous
floods in 1889, and the entire absence of them after March, in 1890.
It is instructive to compare the computed volumes of flow on the
Raritan and_Passaic in September, 1882.
On the Raritan we find it
to be 3.36 inches on the water-shed in sixty-four hours, while on the
Passaic it in 4.6 inches in eight days. The probability is that during
the period of eight days the depths discharged by the two streams did
not vary materially, hut that of the Raritan was more concentrated
at first, and consequently more disastrous.

STREAMS OF SOUTHERN NEW JERS_r.
These streams arc of an entirely different character from those
which we have heretofore discussed.
The evidence of this is everywhere at hand in the small preparations made for flood-flows, the
limited bridge openings, the long embankments of sand and gravel
thrown boldly acro_ the valleys, with small provisions for flood-discharge, in a manner
if attempted on our
for centuries here.

which would mean disaster within a few months
northern streams, yet these constructions stand
Such evidence is conclusive as to small flood-

flow. The remarkable
way in which the flow of these streams is
sustained through the dry season, however, is of greater economic
importance.
This feature makes up in a degree for the less amount
of fall, and makes them most valuable for water-power.
A small
amount of storage will enable a mill-owner to utilize almost the whole
flow of the stream, and immunity from the perils of floods and the
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scantiness of droughts renders his control of the motive power almost
as perfect as if it were steam. It is greatly desired to make the study
of these streams thorough, for the fuller utilization of them is a
matter of much importance to this portion of the State.
It has been
exceedingly difficult to secure satisfactory gaugings of many of them,
because very few of the overfalls are so constructed as to be available
for the purpose, and when they are in proper condition, the pondage is
very large, and the flows complicated accordingly.
Fortunately there
is a strong likeness between them, and one will serve as a type of all.
The most available locality for the purpose was found to be on the
Great Egg Harbor river, at the mills of the l_{ays Landing WaterPower Company.
This river is an excellent type of the Atlantic
Coast streams of Southern New Jersey.
Its drainage area is 215.8
square miles, and it is practically all covered with pine forest. The
soil is principally light sand, with some gravel, all extremely porous,
and rain falling upon it sinks immediately, surface-flow being almost
unknown.
All of the rain thus goes into the ground storag% to be
fed out to the streams along the shallow valleys, causing the broad
belts of saturated cedar swamp which border all streams.
A few
miles above Maya Landing, at Weymouth, there is a large artificial
pond_ which is almost the only one on the water-shed.
Owing to the
great draught of the mill, it was impossible to secure accurate measurements at Mays Landing more than once a week. The accompanying diagram of flow shows these gauginga by a small dot. For this
reason the llne of flow is shown somewhat more regular than it would
be with daily gaugings, yet enough observations were made to prove
that the actual line of flow only varied slightly from this, and that
the river actually rose and fell in great waves of gentle ascent and
descent, apparently being scarcely affected at all by single rains_ unless
they were exceptionally heavy.
The gauge was taken in charge by Mr. James _,[. Blaisdel], the
superintendent for the water-power company, and every facility and
courtesy was extended by him to enable us to ascertain the flow.
From careful tests and checks it does not appear probable that daily
gaugings would change the result of the total monthly flow in the
table more than 10 per cent. at the utmost, and certainly would not
decrease them.
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Area, 215.8 Square

MAY8
Miles.

FLOW

$

_

MONTH.

CUBIC

FEET

=

l-_
[)6
37
71
33
13
31
t}6
30

0._2.39
2.44
1.88
1.27
1.33
1.46
1.05
1.67

463
723
734
491
352
302
541
366
346

November
...................................
December ...................................

71
i9

1.32
1.52

325
438

..............................

1N

_ERsrco_,.

February 16th to 28th ..................
,March .......................................
April ........................................
May ..........................................
June ........................................
July ........................................
A_ust
..................................
September ..................................
October ................................

Total

1890.

LANDING,

45.87 .

17_-

--3_2
327
268
I
270
{
126
I
201
i
97
114
270

,
I
I
I
[
I
]
]

388
447
470
348
244
249
273
203
313

142
180 ],

255
284

87 per cent. of yearly

rain,

This table shows at once a greater total loss of rain than any of the
previous ones. At the same time it shows a steadier and better-sustained summer flow, especially when we note the range of flow in
cubic feet per second. It is of great scientific importance that the
flow of this stream during a period of prolonged drought shall be
determined. Until recently there was a plant of 120 horse-power at
Mays Landing on a net fall of 10 feet. With the considerable storage
this plant always had enough water, with an appreciable waste over
the dam at night, so that it was considered desirable to increase the
capacity, and new wheels have been recently put in. It would require, to run the old plant 10 hours per day, at least 59 cubio feet
per second continuous flow. Above Millville tile Maurice river has
a water-shed 218 square miles in area, of the same character as this,
excepting that it has 67 instead of 88 per cent. in forest. The run
of the mills there indicates a flow of about 85 cubic feet per second
duriBg dry periods. Consequently it seems that for the present we
may assume a minimum flow for this stream of 60 cubic feet per
second, or 0.30 inch per month, with the prebability that this is very
rarely reached. Referring to the above monthly flows, and the diagram of daily flows and rainfall, we find that at the end of the period
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ofllght rainfall in April a _ow is indicated which must have been a_
about the depletion of the great surface storage of the swamps of the
water-shed.
From this point to the 1st of September there is a
gradual falling offin the low run of the stream, indicating a depletion
of ground storage. The intermediate swells in the line are flows from
swamp storage which has been replenished by the heavy rains.
This
assumption gives us the following flows from ground-water:
May,
1.40; June, 1.00; July, 0.75, and August 0.63 inch.
September
starts in at the rate of 0.60 inch, but a replenishment
of swamp
storage increases the flow gradually and the continued heavy rains of
October seem to have replenished the ground-water again ; for after
their cessation the flow for :November," which was entirely from
ground-water apparently, reached 1.32 inches again, or the same that,
we have taken from the diagram as the ground-water
flow of May.
Although the demands of vegetation are less, the evaporation is more
than on the Croton water-shed, and there is also some loss, probably,
through the gradual movement of the ground-waters seaward, down
the gently-inclined
strata of the formation.
We may assume the
same rate as was used upon the northern
shed, therefore, for all
months excepting May, which would undoubtedly not be greater than
August, there being no cultivation and exposure of earth to increase
evaporation, amt practically no demand from vegetation during that
month in the piny districts.
The effect of winds, which is to increase
evaporation so much elsewhere, is also here annulled by the timber;
consequently

the evaporation

is taken at three inches, as for August.
Rain.

May ......................................................
June ....................................................
July .......................................................
Augus_ ...................................................
September ...............................................
October ..................................................
Totals .........................................

Evaporation

3.71
2.33
5.13
5.31
6.06
6.80

4.SS
5.27
5.33
5.46
4.05
3.42

28.84

28.41

_ Flow,

Of course, in order to apply this method practically, we must have
data by which we may determine what will be the proportion of surface-flow.
This appears to be about 7 per cent. of the total fain, but
the data for its determination is still insufficient.
On Rancocas creek, gauginga have been made at Pemberton, the
gauge having been set up at the mill of Anthony J. Morris, Esq., who
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kindly undertook to read it. The reduction of these gaugings is
exceptionally tedious and has not yet been completed.
A series was
also taken on the Assaopink, at Lawrence Station, by G. W. Davenport, E,q.
These also are not yet computed.
Messrs. Asher Atkinson, Cyrus F. Sproul, P. D. Slants and W. C.
Ogden have assisted at various times in gauging and procuring data
for this report, while Mr. John Prince has prepared the diagrams and
done other office work.
The following

table gives

in a form convenient

comparison the extremes of flow--some
mentioned :
EXTREMES

OF

FLOW_

NEW

]

JERSEy

,tAXIMUM.

[ ,n_,,,um
d

lqACK.
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............
]*_ultn :dll ............

H ,ineabur,,_h ..................
4 126
420
C. ullna ..................
I....................
_........

'_.. i]k
•
I au n_k

_
............

war .r.........

II.tlc.ville

l
I
...............
.....................
................
50.0 ............ _.........

Painlpr'
, *Mill
I._anch .............
Kal_rama
.'a,'k_oub'gh
br'ch.. Jack_onbu
_.w _r:_';.-ood

and
been

STItEAMS.

¢5
RIVER,

for reference

of which have already

i

i
1.7
7.8 _i::iii:_:_11::_:_::i

......
,rgh ........

lakt

]

Pc,outle_
tae_¢ ..................
..................
Pequet ..................
c ue_
t
................
[_'2qUP.t ..................
l'i',l _ t "? .................
"du-couele_nl:'.,.,,.,.
M_-,'ou_'h_r
".......
D_
l:_w_re................
.............
li,_map_)

174._
I7S

0.24¢ Le&stin 1890.
0.1_ From run of miU

•
1881.
16.1i ........ Froml88L
run
ft.8 0.12fl From ran
2.4
1_

of real in
of mill iu

1801.
1.4C_ From run of mill.
0.25¢ From run of mill

]

in

in

IS81.

_warlsWood
16.0
1,070]
6%8
_:'h l,h-_e ..... lake,..d 158.0
1,996
12.5 ..................
.........
Townsbury. ............ I 83.4
8001
a of mill.
1ran
3L8
65OI
c uHi_y ............
31.4
605
_llamucby
pond...
1.7
40
II_lut% T,O'2d ...........
1.7
43!
] i[_c_ville ...............
155,8
1,060
":lxton Falls .......... I 68.0,
|,_801
('entre
0.250]
]',)rnptonBridge
....... ........ _167900]
59.5r 190,86_[
10,540
.........
f
'4"_q._
!uc...............
IMl_phm ...............
I I01.0
_ 4,943
I&ntlltry,
1891,not the

I

P_' ,ll:i:]nn 'k ..........
Rovknway ..............

l'omp!on ................
Dover .....................

]
I

['a--_ir". ................

P._tcr_cn ................

] 796.9 ............

I ;_ _

Dundee ......

022.7_

17,913

PK_S4!C ................
Pariah' ................

[.! !!]_ Falls .....

772.9

19,105

IL_rltan..[. ..............

}_ound Brook ......... ] 148.9
4,800
s70.01
_2oo0

..................

81.7 _
52.2

4.4601
2250

greatest.

tober, 1875,

,Oc-

......... h

,De1878.
1882.
Probable Ill fix, In 18_.
cember,

iss2.

For convenient
comparison,
a llst
of likeextremesforsome American rivers,
taken from the Report on Water-Power, United States
Census,1880,areappended:
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At'THORITy .t_,NDRF*_ARF_.

pLACE.

:N
Nerrlmack

.....

Lowell .............

Merrimack

..... Lawrence.........

--_

0.31
Lakes _.lld artificial
re_ervolts,
Wooded.
20,S7 0,81 Lakes and artificial
r_ervoirs.
Wooded.
4449[
,
59.84 12.89 0.17 C. Herschel.
Stream slug'
'
gish and swampy.
Few
woods, lillly au_ rolling.
i
9,228
2.80 4i.$Sl 9.036A. Fteley.
lIilly
and
I ,
swampy.
One-sixth
to

I
i

,

96,000P 1.400
i

'Concord ............

Lowell .............. ]
'
I

,
Sudbury

........... ]Framiugham....[
i

'

42harles ............. 'Newton
Upper:
Falls .............. ,
ii
llalcs'
Brook,'
Mass .....................................
42onnecticut
... Hartford
. .
,
Counectieul....,Dartmouth

.!

L

b

79

q

:
215 ............ ;
I
10,2_2.1 "_7_i4'8'

'

,
! one-eighth
woo<led.
44 .........
O.9O ]J. t. Kirkwood.
Ilil]y
!
'
rolling.

I
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_C

...............................
....................................

790 ............
lS0]..'
338.82
25,3671 50,80

b_noh).................................
_0.sv
i 1,1991
(west'
I 0.407

o._',2.J.R,
croos.
Veryb_ok_.
Howe undulatory.
.
and
Hills

•Croton

steepand rock . Largal

I

II

woo_lodL_lll_
_.it[
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0.22 J. J. R. Crees and G. W.
IIowe I. 8omolakes and

Passaic............
Paterson.......... 919 ...........

Pa-_sale ............
Dalawa_e .........

.........

IBellevllle
,
Lamber

'_91 19,9|4 ]225601

tvBle ....

3chuylkflL.......'Phlledelphla...

20.73

'

I
5,500' 350,099

Wooded.
Mountainous
in
>ar t_.
Hersehe.
Numerous
lakes and artificial
reservolts.
Wooded,
.Mouni tainous
and artificial
In parts. reservoirs.
0.165 IL Loomls.
}teport
New
York Commiltee
Public
Works, }879.
0A50J. J. R. Crees and G. W,
,
0306C.

3,287 ............
•
I 1,006!.........

HOU_O_

and

$J24_ "_.97 Ia0:510
01KSJT. G.
P Frizell
N
5,219
Ellis. "_'umerous
lake_
_

......

j Somereservoim

2,000! 53.85

1,_.

_wa._ps.rally.

0.025]J. Howell.
J. R. Croe_
W.
Some and
lakesG. and
0.390 Ashbel
swamps.Welch.
Hilly. Hilly and
rolling. Many lake._. Well
wooded.
0.21 E. F. Smith

and

II. P. M.

I

]_aokensaek

......................................

_0hlo .................

Pittsburgh

........

;
Potomac ..........
[Cumberland .....

84
19 900
920

Blrklnblne. No lakes.
llllly Some
and
rolling.
_ervoli_.
27
0.93? C. D. Ward. Flat. No lakes
or reservo rs, exCepl m
.
ponds.
2,271
] 01141J H. Harlow.
Ililly and
moumainous.
No lakes.
Wooded.
17,900
25 19,46 O.O'22]'_V,
R.lluttonand Patterson.

I

Narrow Wooded.
valley& Nolakes.
Steep
slopes.
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, ._
Potomac

.........

Dam NO. 5........ 1 4,610+[ p
i

P*_.mae

..........

Grca_ Fans .......

11,t76

Rock Creek ...... Hoyle's Mal ......
Kanawha ........ Ch_%txm Pool.,,
Greenbrler.......

Moulhof

Huttom

6t.40'. ........
8,900, 120,000
1
I

tlowJ

Mountainous.
Steep.
lakes.
Wooded.
Steep.

ptlblic

...........

i

/amesncrron.

!

r
Ncu-e .............

Country
No lakes.

No lakes.

No

Wooded.

hilly.

stone.
NO lakes.
_prln ga,.
E. D. Whacomb
and

Lime-

Many
W. E.

Ntar RMeigh...

WATER-POWER.
One of the practical applications of the determination of the flow
of our streams will be to point out their resources for power, as has
already been remarked. It is intended to make such computations of
flow as will be a safe guide to the amount of power which may be
depended upon at a given point. There is nothing which tells so
fatally against the use of water-power as a few examples of disastrous
attempts to use a stream for more power than it is really good for.
Such attempts are often made, and then, when inevitable failure
comes, the blame is laid at the doors of water-power, which is declared
to be unreliable, when the fault lies wholly in bad judgment. No
one attempts to work a 50 horsa-power boiler and engine plant up to,
100 horee-power. Why should a 50 horse-power stream be expected
to develop two or three times that amount ? Yet the stream may, in
many cases,be made to yield double the power by a judicious location
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of plant and doubling of the available fall.
There is no lack of
examples of admirably-equipped
and located water-power plants in
the State.
It may be invidious to mention a few where so many are
equally good, yet the works of the Minville
Manufacturing
Company, on Maurice rlver_ and of the Mays Landing Water-Power
Company, on Great Egg Harbor river, are such excellent examples
of successful utilization of comparatively
small streams of gentle
slope ; and the two mills
_,Iusoonetcong river, of
which is a fair type of
may be a help to those
speak of them.

of the Warren Manufacturing
Company, on
similarly efficient utilization
of a stream
our smaller northern r!vers, that we feel it
who may be in search of good examples to

VALUE OF WATER-POWER.
Much has been written and many computations have been made of
the relative cost of steam and water-power.
So many factors, which
cannot be expressed in figures, enter into the problem, however, that
it scarcely seems worth while to reproduce them.
When we know
that for many kinds of manufacture such power is now successfully
in use, is well liked and considered highly profitable by the users, we
know that water-power has a value. Perhaps no better standard of
that value exists than the figures of rental per horse-power given in
the census report on water-power, 1880, for the leading water-powers
of the United States.
The following list is extracted relating to
powers in this section of the country :
TURNER_S
FALLS_
MASSACHUSETTS.
ConnecticutRiver. Turner's Falls Company, Owner.
Available power equals
ordinarily dry years, night
Rates for Power.--Usoal
(not further specified), but

17,600 theoretical horse-power in low water of
and day.
rate has been $7.50 per annum per horse-power
there is no established rate for the future.

BELLOWS
FALL_ VERMONT.
ConnectloutRiver. Bellows Falls Canal Company, Owner.
Available power equals 12,000 theoretical horse-power in low water of
ordinarily dry years, night and day.
Rates for Power.--Nominal rate, $7.50 per annum per horse-power (not
further specified).
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I CONNECTICUT.
Farmiugton

Riwc.

Ua_on Water-Power Company, Owner.

Avo.ilahle
power equals_60 theoreticMhors_-poweriu low water oC ordinarilydry years,nightand day.
Rah_ for Po,,er.--Perpetual
lease at $175 per mill-power per annum, a
mill-power being 7! cubic feet per second under a head of 18 feet, or 15.34
theoretical
horse-power--that
is, the price is $11.35 per theoretical
homepower per annum.

OCCUM, CONNECTICUT.
Sh,'_vd:vt Rit'_'r.

Norwich Water.Power

Company,

Owner.

Available pt,wer equals _i) theoretical
horse-power in low water of ordinarily dry years, night End day.
Rot,.Lf,,r Pu,,'tr.--Twenty
dollars per annun* per horns-power (not further
3pecified).

_IARRETT'S
JUNCTION,MASSAC}IUSET'rS.
H ,'ifl R;r_¢.

Barrett's

3tt,'_diou Water-Power Corapany, Owner.

Available power equals 200 theoretical
horse-power
in Iow water of ordinarily dry years, night and day.
Rtrtes jbr Pow_t.--,Nins
dollars per annum per horse-power
(not further
specified).

BIRMINGHAM, CONNECTICUT.
Hovsa!onic

River.

Oosatonic Water Company,

Owner.

Available power equals 1,375 ti_eoretical
horse.power
in low water of
ordinarily dry years, night and day.
Rat, s for Powet.--Power
leased for 99 years, per square foot. Permancn$
xutt,-. $:]t) per annum per theoretical
horse-power;
second surplus, $8 per
annum per theoretical
horse-power.
Company does not guarantee
power
in any c_se.

ANSONIApCONNECTICUT.
Xat,g,7tuek River.

Ansonia

Land_and

WaSer-Power Company,

Owasr.

Available 1'o:,'tt.--Total
Effective (rated) power of wheels in use, 1,60D
horse-power.
Rates for Powcr.--Wnter
leased by the square foot, under n head of 30
inches, estimated to produce 30 theoretical
horse-power.
Permanent water,
$600 per annum per square foot ; surplus water, $250 to $500 per annum per
square foot ($20 per annum per horse-power).
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COIIOES_
NEW YORK,
Mohawk River.

The Cohoez Company,

Owner.

Available power equals 9,450 theoretical
horse-power
in low water in
ordinarily dry years, night and day.
Rates for Power.--Perpetual
lease of hind _tz',d power with reserved rent
amounting to $14.67 per annum per theoretical horse-power.

LOCKPORTjNEW YORK.
Erie Canal.

Leek'port Hydraulic

Company, Owner.

Available power equals 2,590 to 3,_8 theoretical horse-power.
Rates for Power.--Perpetual
lease or absolute purchase.
Price, from $S.3.?,
to $11.11 per anntlm per theoretica[ home-power.

PASSAIC_NEW JERSEY.
Passaic Rirer.

Dundee Water-Power and Land Company, Owner.

Available power equals about 800 theoretical
horse-power
in low seasons
of ordinarily dry years, night and day.
Rates for Power.--About
$33.38 per annum per gross or theoretical horsepower, for 12 hours a dRy.

PATERSON_NEW JERSEY.
Pannaic Rivcr.

Societyfor

Establ_hlng

Useful Manufactures,

0wner.

Available power equals about 2,150 theoretical
horse-power in low season
of ordinarily dry years, night and day.
Rates for Power.--Seven
hundred End fifty dollars per annum per square
foot of orifice, under a head of 2.75 feet to center, equivalent to about $36
per annum per theoretical
or gross horse-power.

RARITAN_ NEW JERSEY.
Raritan River.

Raritan

Water-Power Company,

Owner.

Available power equals 216 theoretical
horse-power
in low season of
ordinarily dry years, night and day.
Rates for Power.--Nominal
price, $300 to $400 per annum per square foot
of orifice, under a head of 30 inches to center of orifice.
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TRENTON_
Delaware

Rir, r.

NEW

OF

JERSEY.

TreT_ton Water-Power

Company,

Owner.

Available power equals 3,000 to 4,500 theoretical horse-power in low
aea_son._of ordinarily dry years, night and day.
Rates for Po_rcr.--Three and four dollars per square inch, under a head
of 3 ft,,,t; equlvalent to about $37.50 and $50 per annum per theoretical
horse-power.

FREDERICKSBURG,
Rapahannock

Rirrr.

Fredericksburg

VIRGINIA.
|Vater-Power

Company,

Owner.

Available power equals 3.000 to 4,500 theoretical horse-power,[in low
season of ordlnariIy dry years, night and day.
Rat, _for P_,'_r.--Fr_)m $5 to $15 per horse-power (not further specified).

MANCHESTER, VIRGINIA.

J_ttne8Rh'er.

Gity of Mancheater, Owner.

Available power cannot be stated.
Rates for Po_cer.--Fifty-year leases at $4 per annum per square inch of
orifice, under a head of 3 feet; corresponding, theoretically, to between
,$29.60 and $12.10 per annum per theoretical horse.power, according as
the fall is °2 or 14 feet.
From this list it will be seen that thQ highest prices are commanded
in our immediate vicinity, and that from $33 to $37 is the range for
the water delivered at the forebay.
This may be taken as a measure
of the expense warranted for the purchase
struction of dam and raceway.
At $33
for 100 horse-power would pay 6 per
Of course the actual value will vary with
the above table, it ought not to fall much
State.

of mill privilege and conper horse-power the rental
cent. interest on $55,000.
the location.
Judging by
below $15 anywhere in the

The possibility of a widened field of usefulness through the medium
of electric transmission has been referred to before.
Examples of the
practical application of this agent are not wanting already, and the
farther development of the idea is assured in the near future.
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O'F WATER-POWER.

During the pastseasona partial
collection
of thewater-powersof
theStatehas been made in connection
with our inquiries
concerning
theflowof thestreams. This canvassis practically
finished
for the
Rarltan water-shedand allof the Statenorth of Trenton. Some
water-shedshave been includedin Southern New Jersey,but the
statistics
therearestill
incomplete.The completion
ofthe work will
requireonlya shorttime. Such a work is necessarily
done atsome
disadvantag%as itisdifficult
to procurereliable
information
in some
cases. No painshave beensparedtosecureaccuracysofaraswe have
gone. A few ownershave failed
torespondtoour inquiry. We will
esteemit a favorifallownersof water-powerwillsend us atonce
any corrections
or additions
which may be neceseary_
in orderthatthe
completedcanvassmay be as accurate
as possible.The horse-power
has been based on the kind and size of wheel in use and its known
efficiency, so far as poesibh.
When this would not answer, estimates
have been made of the amount of power which should suffice to do
the work of the mill, and the gross power has been computed from
the net by an estimated efficiency for the whole plant.
Not merely
the efficiency of wheels under experiment has been used, but the
length of time they have been in use and the manner in which they
are set have also been taken into account.

SUMMARY

OF

POWER

IN

USE.

As Northern New Jersey is complete, the following summary of
the amount of power applied to certain kinds of manufacture may
prove of interest :
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_

Ik, la_are :tad SmalI Branche.,* ...........
Fla_ Brt,crk ................................

, 1,056
i 105

119
32

199
.........

l'aulinskill
..............................
I _quest ............
31usc.nett_n7
..........................
Wallkill anti llranche_ .................
Pa_-aic and Small Branche_ ................
, :tddle Rl_cr .............................

,
_
,
'

614
735
795
402
320
248

216
205
47
107
223
202

.........
.........
.........
2,185
92

Pequannock ............................
Rnekaw:_y ...............................

i
I

104
149

218
40

60
284

247
191
36

75
163

61
314
................
i .........

I

89

I
]
I
I

155
37
661
25

260 [

825

.00

72
45

.........
.........

**/

.......

955
47
324
50

25

.......

42

55
.........
879
75

..................................
00
.........
w_,qu_ ................................9o 46 1_o "'_¢_"'""/_'t

Whlppany.
...............................
tIat'ken_ack
.....................................
Elizabeth ........................................
Rarit.'_n and Small Branches ..............
South River ..............................
Mill_tone
............................

._,_h_h
South

346
339
532

10 I 205
49 ........
22
16

:::::
142 _6 :::::::::
i'di ......_'"

Branch ............................

Total for Northern

This
trihnted

'

70
276
..................

216

12

.........

New Jersey ...........

2,799

gives an aggregate of 22,971 horse-power,
among the water-sheds as follows :

Delaware
Wallkill

...................................................................
....................................................................

775

.........

I

2,696

which

is dis-

6,306
593

Passaic .....................................................................
Hackensack,
Rahway,
&c ...........................................

9,282
806

Raritan

5,984

.....................................................................

The power is most largely employed in flouring
able to adjust their run to the stage of the stream.
of manufacture divide the power quite squally.

UNDEVELOPED

In the canvass

POWERS

AND

mills, as they are
The other classes

STORAGE.

all mill sites which have been once in use are in-

cluded so far as possible.
There are besides a number of fine sites
which have never been occupied.
These will be taken up fully and
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their capacity and special features pointed out at a later stage of the
work.
A few of the principal ones may be mentioned here.
On the Delaware the largest single fall is at Foul Rift, near Belvidere_ where the power has been estimated at 3,500 horse-power.
All
along the river there is a large amount of unutilized fall, amounting
in the aggregate to much more than all the power in use at present in
the State.
At Trenton the water-power is not nearly all developed
because of the opposition of the fishermen to the tightening and improvement of the dam at Seudder's Falls.
The proper way to
develop the Delaware powers is unquestionably by low dams and by
raceways, but the dams need to be reasonably tight.
The value of
water-power at so good a locality as this, and the benefit which would
accrue by the full development
of the 3_000 horse-power of the
strcam_ is evident.
The recent opening up for lease of the fine power of the estate of
J. Couper Lord, at Boonton, has had a most beneficial effect upon
that town.
Wheels arc in already with a capacity of 945 horse-power,
yet this is upon only 100 feet of the total fall of 240 feet in the
Rockaway at this point.
This is a fine water-power and one of the
many cases where storage and consequent increase of the capacity of
the stream must in time prove profitable, for when the power comes
to be needed every cubic foot of water which can be added to the
flow on so large a fall will have a considerable value.
Storage for the
purpose of increasing the power of a stream has been quite largely
applied in some of the Eastern States. It was introduced in this
State, on the Pequannook,
by Peter l=Iasenelever before 1768.
He
improved many of the ponds on that water-shed in order to secure a
better and steadier power for the iron works of the London Company.
Storage was quite general with the early users of water-power, a
natural lake being often raised by a dam as the cheapest means of
securing the requisite capacity.
Most of our northern lakes were so
utilized, and good power often secured on very small water-sheds.
Lake Hopatcong was originally raised for a forge at the outlet.
Splitrock, Macopin, Hank's, Cedar, Buckabear, Wawayanda, Culver's,
Swartswood and many other lakes may be mentioned as instances.
Besides these were many entirely artificial storage ponds, in both
Northern and Southern New Jersey.
The largest in the State is the
one at Millville, on Maurice river.
It has an area of 926 acres of
open water-surface.
The dam is 2,200 feet long and 24 feet high.
15
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l_Iays Landing, Batsto, Harrisville and many other illustrations
might be given.
If storage proves profitable on limited falls it
should be much more so on the great falls of the State. Suppose we
take the Rockaway as an example, and apply to it the Croton flow in
the great dreught of 1880. From June to October, inclusi_'e, the
Croton fell below 0.50 inch per month. In order to have kept it up
to 0.50 inch per month, we should have needed in those five months
a storage capacity equal to 1.17 inches on the water-shed, or, say, 1.50
inches to allow for evaporation. Now, on the Rockaway, a flow of
0.50 per month would equal 66.75 cubic feet per second, day and
night, at Boonton, while, if we allow the flow to fall to the lowest
natural rate of the Croton, it will be but 0.12 inch per month, or 16
cubic feet per second. Supposing we have utilized 200 feet fall, in
the latter ease oar power will sink to 364 horse-power, while with
storage it will be kept up steadily at 1,516 horse-power, a difference
of 1,152. Now, if the power will rent at 830 per horse-power per
annum, this difference is worth the income from $576,000 at 6 per
_ent. ; but the return will come not merely from the additional power,
but from the ability to guarantee a certain amount of power, which
will place the works in a position to command a higher rental. I
have purposely taken an extreme case for illustration. The Rockaway probably never falls so low as this, and furthermore, a comparatively small amount of storage immediately at the head of the fall
would make it an easy matter to retain all of this additional flow for
use during twelve hours of the day, so that the actual increase from
the storage would be double what we have computed, or over 2,300
horse-power. The successful application of the principle will be determined by the ability of the parties undertaking the storage to control the requisite amount of fall, or to secure the pledges of the
parties wha do own the fall to pay a fixed price per annum for a
guarantee of a certain amount of water from storage ; and also upon
the facilities for impending the requisite amount of water, at a cost
which will not be prohibitive. When a considerable amount of fall
has been utilized on a stream, there seems little doubt that storage
may be applied, instead of the installation of an auxiliary steampower plant, with a considerable gain to the users.
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ARTESIANAND OTHER BOREDWELLS.

In seeking an available water-supply, recourse is had in many
localities to boring deep wells which tap subterranean reservoirs in
water-bearing strata. The common dug well so often draws water
from surface beds and even from the surface of the ground in many
cases, that it cannot he classed with deep, bored wells as a source of
supply of water of good quality.
The history of these deeper wells
in this State shows that there is a .great variation in the depth at
which a satisfactory supply is obtained ; and, further, that the depth
is determin_d by the varying conditions of location and geological
structure.
Some of the more dense and compact beds are impervious
and hold no water ; others, as some of the sandstones and limestones,
are so traversed by open joints and fissures as to be dry; others,
again, are so open and porous that they have capacity for large volureas of water. The conditions favoring a water-bearing horizon are
not only the capacity for holding water, but also such a position
between tight and impervious beds that there may be a natural reservoir, from which it may not be drained away through fissures to
deeper levels.
The water-level and the pressure must be maintained
by favorable conditions, so that when tapped it can serve as a fountain
or source from which there can well up an abundant supply, making
either a flowing well, that is, an artesian well, or one which can be
pumped readily and continuously without lowering greatly the head
of water. In consequence of the contaminated surface-waters, and
the failure of shallow wells to give water enough of good quality,
many wells have been bored in the State, particularly in the red
sandstone plain and in the southeastern coastal belt. The localities
of wells which have been described in the Annual Reports of the
Geological Survey arc given in a list appended to this section of the
report. The absence, generally, of artesian wells in the I-Iighlands
and in the Kittatlany and the Upper Delaware valleys is here note(_59)
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worthy.
That flowing wells might be obtained in some localities im
these districts is highly probable.*
In the grcenasnd marl and plastic clay belts, the results have been
in some cases unfavorable, and failure to secure water has caused the
abandonment of further efforts in those localities to find it. The suees_sful wells are, however, such as to justify further trials, and at
other points in this part of the State.
Some of the failures are to be
attributed to a lack of care and to boring too deeply--passing
through
and beyond water.bearing sands or gravels, and other porous beds_
and shutting them off by the pipe or casing of the well
The caution
to avoid this cause of failure cannot be too strongly impr_sed upon.
all who are about to put down wells of this kind. Another difficulty
met with in a few localities is the fine saud which flows with the
water up the pipe_ and sometimes

stops the flow of water.

Contin-

ued pumping may overcome the trouble, or the use of a gauzepointed pipe to keep out the sand. In some places the difficulty i_
best overcome by boring deeper and tapping a lower horizon or level
of water. The geological structure of the southern part of the State
shows the existence of many beds which are open and porous and
water-bcaring.
The fine sandy beds in the series of the Raritan clays ;
the sand beds of the grceuasnd marl formation, and the sands and
gravels so common in the overlying and more recent strata of Tertiary
age, southeast of the marl belt, are possible sources whence bored
wells san draw satisfactory supplies.
At many points
several water-bearing beds in the vertical section of
choice of water from these respective horizons.
The
Atlantic City have proved there the existence of

there may be
a well, and s_
deep wells at
at least three.

horizons of water. Putting aside the question of cost, which is oi _
course the practical one, it may be said that there is not a locality in
the southern part of the State where a large supply of water canuob
be reached by deep boring.
From what is known in the history of
deep wells there, it is safe to say that deep, bored wells are practicableeverywhere in South Jersey. The beginnings only of the development of our subterranean wealth of waters are as yet made. These
deep reservoirs of good water are a part of the natural resources of the.
State ; and, in their great extent, underlying so much of its territory,
in the quality of their water, suited to household uses and free from
liability to pollution, and in their accessibility nearly everywhers_See Ann. Rep. StateGeologist,1885,pp. 109, 110.
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_hrough borings of practicable depth, are comparable in value with
Che great iron ores of the Highlands, and other deposits, recognized
by every one as belonging to the domain of our mineral wealth. They
,belong properly under the head of mineral resources of the State.
As the country becomes more densely populated, and the large areas
of territory now uncleared and in forest, are improved and put under
cultivation, there will be need of water, and' the supply by means of
deep, bored wells will be more and more found practicable and satisfactory.
At present our wells draw from the higher levels generally,
and there is no attempt to utilize more than one horizon at any given
point.
Increasing demands for larger supplies will doubtless lead.to
the putting down of deeper wells, or wells tapping other levels and
,drawing from them the needed additional quantity.
The records of
the deeper wells, as well as the geological structure, suggest the practicability of using all the reservoirs which are found.*
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Messrs.P. H. & J. Conlan,of 216 Market street,
Newark, report
Che following
wellsputdown thepastyearin Newark and Hoboken,
and in the cities
of New York, Philadelphiaand Easton. These
latter
wellsareof interest
becauseof theirbeing notonlyin closely
adjacentterritory,
but alsoand more particularly
becauseof their
location in geological formations which are represented in the State :
Prof. d. C. Smock, State Geologist, Trenton, iV. J. :
DEAR SIR--Besides the well No. 5 at Atlantic City,'_ we also put
down the following wells in this vicinity

during the past year :

NEWARK.

Ten-inch

well for Hill's

Union

Brewery.

Eighty

feet to rock

(soft).
Total depth, 496 feet. Yield, 150 gallons per minute.
Six-inch well for the Murphy Varnish Company.
Found quicksand to a depth of 100 feet; then alternate layers of clay and quick*Attention is

asked to a carefifl

reading

of the paper

by Mr. Woolman,

this report.
It is instructive and pertinent in this connection_ and highly
to those who may be seeking _ldltional
suppiles of water.
See at end of this section.
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sand to 200 feet, at which depth a water-bearing gravel bed was.
struck. This well yields 200 gallons per minute.
Twelve-lnch well, 100 feet to rock, with 8-inch hole 390 feet in
rock, for P. Ballaatlne & Sons, Freeman street. Well yields 200,
gallons per minute.
Eight-inch well for R. G. 8alomon, Nesbitt street. Twenty feet
to rock and 292 feet in rSck. Sixty gallons per minute.
Reilly & Osborn, Railroad avenue and Hamilton street. Two
hundred and twenty-five feet of 6-inch well, yielding 75 gallons per
minute. Alternate layers of clay and sand. No rock.
Six-inch well for Maybaum & Eckert, South Orange avenue, near
city llne. Twenty feet to rock and 64 feet in rock. This is a remarkable well, located on very high ground and flowing 8 gallons.
per minute. Will pump about 20.
Six-inch well for M. Buehler, Springfield avenue. Thirty feet to
rock and 2'27 feet in rock. Fifty gallons per minute.
Six-inch well for Peter Lowentrandt, Kent and Bremer streets.
Twenty feet to rock and 140 feet in rock. Tweoty-five gallons per
minute.
Eight-inch well for Jumbo Brewery, Hayes street. Twenty-five,
feet to rock and 351 feet in rock. Sixty gallons per minute.
BELLEVILLE.

Six-inch well, 40 fee_ through clay and quicksand, for Maas &.
Waldstein, near the pumplng-station, Belleville. Fifty gallons.
HOBOKEN.

C. Hirtler's Sons, Washington street, Hoboken. Six-lnch well,.
yielding 60 gallons per minute ; 130 feet deep, 90 feet being in rock.
NEW

YORK

CITY.

Yuengling's Brewery, One Hundred and Twenty-eighth street and
Tenth avenue, New York City. Ninety feet of 10-inch well to rock ;
515 feet 8-inch hole in rook. One hundred gallons per minute.
Manhattan Athletic Club, Madison avenue and Forty-fifth street.
Eight-inch well, 15 feet to rock and 291 feet in rock. Flows 15
and pumps 40 gallons per minute.
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PHILADELPHIA.
P. Schemm & Son's Brewery.
Two hundred and thirty-two feet
of 8-inch well, 20 feet to rock (mien).
Seventy-five gallons per
minute.
Arnholt & Schaefer's Brewery, located about one-half mile from
Schemm's.
We are now down to a depth of 800 feet. Only water
found so far is at 700 feet. About 6 gallons per minute.

EASTON_

PA.

Seitz Brothers' Brewery.
Seventy-one
feet, 33 of which are in
rock (hard limestone).
Encountered a fissure with water at a depth
of 65 feet.
The foregoing are the principal
during the past year.
ATLANTIC

wells pat down in this vicinity

CITY,

We herewith send you report of well No. 5, put down by us at
Atlantic City.
Formation similar to well No. 4, except that the clay bed encountered at a depth of 38 feet in No. 4 was not struck in No. 5 until a
depth of 440 feet was reached.
Nor did we find the water-bearlng
stratum met with at a depth of 570 feet in No. 4.
The clay bed continued from 440 to 710 feet, with a very hard
stratum of concrete, one foot thick, at a depth of 680 feet. After
passing through this concrete, the clay became darker in color and
somewhat harder.
A fine water-bearing stratum of gravel and sand was ibund at a
depth of 720 feet, and continued to a depth of 735 feet. This
stratum yields 250 gallons of fine water per minute, and 10 seconds
after the pump stops the water will rise to the surface and flow over
the top of casing.
This well has 6-inch casing to a depth of 440 feet, at which depth
we found it necessary to redoes the casing to 4..4-inch; which size is
continued to the water-bearing stratum.
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TRENTON.

Two largewellshave beenputdown attheJohn A. Roebling's
Sons
Co.'sWire Works. The first
one,locatednear thecornerof South
Clintonand Mort streets,
was dug 60 feetdeep through the gravel
and sand of theTrenton terrace
formation,
to theclay. This wellis
20 feetin diameterand yieldsa largesupplyof water. A boring
from thebottom passedthrough clayB8 feet,
then throughgravelly
clayand seams of clayto the rocktwhich was struckat a depth of
160 feet.Itwas sunk eightfeetdeep in therock,but failed
tostrike
watex.

A second well was dug in the autumn, at the side of the canal
below Hamilton avenue s through 40 feet of sand and gray@ to the
clay.
The greater
thickness
of theclaybed here,as compared with that
attheStatePrison,about 1,000 feetto thesouthwest,
isnoteworthy.

FREF_OLDj

MONMOUTH

COUNTY.

The present water-supply of Freehold is obtained from wells
about two miles north of the town.
Prof. John Enrlght, one of
the Water Commissioners, writes as follows, describing their location,
capacity and history :
"Our wells are located in a meadow, one and one-half miles distant
from the Court House, at a point 100 Feet above sea-level and 78 feet
below the Court House steps.The meadow has been made Sltoh
mainlyby diggingoutmarl,which hereappearswithinthreeor four
feetof thesurface.
"We sunk our first
well,which was somewhat experimental,
on
theopposite
sideof thebrook from where thepresentonesarelocated.
This wellwe bored to a depth of 210 feet,
intowhat isgenerally
known hereas thesecondstratumof water-bearing
sand. This deep
wellwas a failure.Itdid not yield10 gallonsa minute when the
steam-pump testwas made. The 'secondstratum' seemed to consist
of alternating
layersof clayaud sand. Piecesof lignite
withparticles
of sulphideof iron plainlyvisible
in them, came up in quitelarge
piecesfrom thisdepth. One piecewas seven incheslong. The well
floweda very small jet. Accordingly,we abandoned this lower
stratumand concludedtotrytheupper stratum.
"The second well was sunk to a depth of 50 feet. The marl was
penetrated at a depth of 40 fset_ and from 8 to 10 feet of coarse
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sand followed.
This yielded a good flow at the surface, probably 10
gallons a minute.
The well was a 3-inch one. The steam pump was
Cheu put on and a yield of over 100 gallons a minute was secured.
During the pumping the water lowered in the well to a depth of 18
'feet, at which point it remained constant.
"We then bored 8 of these wells, but used 4½-inch pipe. The
•extra-size pipe did not make an increase in the flow. Four of the
wells are located on the bank-side of the meadow and four on the brook_side, and are in a line nearly parallel with each other.
These we
-connected with a central pipe-line through the meadow, leading to a
.receiving cistern.
The pipe enters the cistern, which is 28 feet deep,
at a point 6 feet below the surface, and continues down the cistern a
-distance of 15 feet, thus making a siphon.
This acts automatically.
As we pump the cistern down_ the arm of the siphon lengthens and
•the flow of water increases.
The object of this arrangement is to
Trevent pumping sand from the wells.
The sand that comes through
the siphon settles at the bottom of the wells.
"The capacity of the wells acting through the siphon is about 250
:_llons per minute.
The tendency seems to be to an increased flow
the more the water is pumped.
"The time consumed in the actual boring of these wells was not
.more than three hours after everything was ready."
HARTFORD, BURLINGTONCOUNTY.
A well was bored by F. & W. Stothoff, in the autumn of 1890,
-on the farm of Samuel C. Roberts, one and one-half miles north of
Hartford.
The site is about seventy feet above tide-levels.
The
1strata passed through were the following :
Feet.
1. Soil and red sand and clay.........................................
39
2. Laminated sand .....................................
:.................
7 '
3. Clay marl ..............................................................
54
4. Clay marl, with greensand .........................................
17
5. Clay marl, with more clay ..........................................
8
6. Dark clay ................................................................
32
7. Dark-colored sand ....................................................
6
8 White sand ..............................................................
4
167
Small bits of wood, some of it pyritiferous, and a shark's tooth
,were found at the bottom.
The water rose in the pipe nearly to the
surface of the ground, but on pumping, the pipe was filled with in:flowing fine sand with the water, and stopped the pump.
The use of
gauze-pointed pipe was to be tried_ to shut out the sand.
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BEACH HAVENj

OF

BURLI_OTON

COUNTY.

BY LEWIS WOOLMAN.
Early
the

same

located
courtesy

in the year
depth,
at the

1890

Engleside

of Robert

from

Haven,
and

B. Engle

specimens
were received
bore was made to a depth
eand stratum,

two wells

at Beach

were

N.

the

drilled,

other

at the

the following

which

overflowed

a stream

duplicate

t_>

One

is

By

the

series of"

verbally

received,

:

Thicknessof
Strata.

Total
Depth.

to 17 feet.
1 "
62 "

17 feet.
]8 "
80 "

and gravel, fossiliferous pebbles .............
White clay .......................
White sand, a few fossiliferous pebbles .............

of fresh water, yield-

being present when the
From an examination

with information

has been compiled

Beach sand ...................
Mud, with roots ...............
Sand ................................

them

from the well first put down.
A 3-inch
of 430 feet, entering
at 420 feet a coarse-

of earths, coupled

record

of

White.

Baldwin.

and of the contractor,

ing about ten gallons
a minute,
the writer
last 80 feet were bored and the flow obtained.
of the specimens

both

J., by Uriah

_ ¢_:
. _
_ [[

Sand

10 "
5 "

90 "
95 "

20 "

115

"

White
sand, alternating
from fine to coarse ......
Yellow, tenacious clay ......

45 "
'2 "

160
162

"
"

Black, tenacious clay ........
White sand ......................
Yellow sand
White sand ......................
Yellow sand .....................
Gray sand ........................

3
10
5
85
35
30

165
175
180
215
250
280

"
"
"
"
"
"

Greenish sand and clay
mixed .......................

10

"

290

"

75

"

365

"

55

"

4o0

"

10 "

480

"

Greenish

marly

clay,

Fossiliferous
gravels.
¢1
II
White

and

yellow sands.

"_

con-

taining diatoms .........
Dark marly clay, containing diatoms ...............
Coarse gray sand, waterbearing ......................

=

_
Diatom clay bed.
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A comparison of the specimens of earth from these wells with
those from the wells at Atlantic City exhibits a close correspondence
in the character and succession of strata, with the exception of the
omission of one of the beds at Atlantic City, which omission will be
referred to again.
The upper 280 feet in the wells at both places present considerable
resemblance in the existence in the upper portion, of gravels containing fossiliferous pebbles derived from old Devonian
and Silurian
rocks, _uceeeded in the lower part by alternations of white and yellow
sand, having iuterbedded a few seams of peculiarly tough, tenacious
clays, either white, yellow or black in color. Fragments
of wood
characterize this division in both wells.
About 100 feet of reddish-brown
sand that occurs at Atlantic City,
next below the above-described
gravels and sands, is here wanting,
probably lost by erosion before the deposition of the overlying beds.
Almost or quite every foot of the lower 150 feet at Beach Haven
shows under the microscope fossil forms of marine diatoms.
These
are associated with a few marine sponge spicules.
This is undoubtedly the same diatom clay bed met with in theAtlantic
City wells.
The portion richest in diatoms is at 410 feet, and here occurs a rare
form, Cosclnodiscus excavatus, found also at Atlantic City at 500 to
535 feet, in both cases a short distance above the water-yielding
stratum.
The water-bearing
gray sand in this well and in the well
at Atlantic City, at 554 feet, is most probably the same. The sand,
however, is coarser here. This horizon, as learned by the Atlantic
City borings, occurs midway in a bed about 300 feet thick of impermeable diatomaceous clays. Geologically, these are of Miocene age.

MILLVILLEj
RECORD

Elevation
Sand,

more

CUMBERLAND

FUBNISHED

COUNTY.

BY GEO, B, WOOD.

about ] 0 feet above high tide.
or less coarse

but

always

sharp

Layer
of stone about two inches thick.
Thick blue clay, very hard to get through
Fine white sand ..................................................

...........
..............

Thickness of
Strata.
to 120 feet.
30
10

"
"

Total
Depth.
120 feet.
150
160

"
"

This well is cased with a 10-inch pipe. G.B. Wood writes that
"it is appreciated as a drinking-fountain
by the workmen," that "it
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would answer for making steam," that "it would be healthy for
domestic use," but that "it would not do for bleaching purposes,"
which was the object in putting it down.

PORT

NORRIS,

CUMBERLAND

COUNTY,

There are two wells at this place, both situated near the mouth of
)Iaurice river, one on either side. Both wells were drilled by Caleb
Risley & Son, some years since. From memory they now furnish
the following record, which may be regarded as approximately correct
as to the figures. The depth may possibly be slightly less, say ten to
twenty feet.
Thickne_ ot
Strata.

Total
Depth.

20 feet.

29 feet.

50

"

70

"

Blue cIay ...............................................................
6
Alternations
of sand and blue clay, with 15 inches of
"clam
and other shells"
near the bottom,
about..
124

"

76

"

"

200

"

Balt

mud ..............................................................

White

quicksand,

like

glass sand ..............................

Examination under the microscope of material "from the bottom of
one of the wells shows marine fossil diatoms.

ELECTRIC

LIGHT

WORKS_

SEA

ISLE

CITY,

CAPE

MAY

COUHTY.

RECORD FURNISHED BY URIAH WHITE_ WHO BORED THE WELL.

Beach

Thickne.s_ of
Strata.
to 6 feet.

sand ...........................................................

Marshy
clay, containing
usual shells of the
(A) White fine sand, with one or two thin

coast .......
streaks
of

2

"

8

"

42

"

50

"

10

"

60

"

190

"

250

"

6
44

"
"

256
300

"
"

50

''

8_

'{

in the j_tty process ...........................
marl, like that
in Monmouth
county,

40

"

390

"

......................................................

74

"

464

"

clay .............................................................
Coarse
(B)

gravel,

light-gray

color,

with

boulders,

large as hens' eggs ............................................
Whiti,-h
sand, slightly
coarser
than
(A),
c_ay streaks

some

as

a few

.....................................................

Dark-blue
,_r drab clay ............................................
(C) Whitish
sand, still coarser
than (B) .....................
Blue
Very

cisy

...............................................................

line quicksand,
dark-blue
white,
comminuted
shell

_ater
Green
or

used
gray

New Jersey

Total
Depth.
6 feet.

or gray
floated

in color ; fine,
out with
the
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Water flowed to the top from a depth of 50 feet; nearly all the distance to 300 feet it seemed to be salt or brackish.
At the latter depth
it was cut off by casing while drilling
comes from between 350 and 390 feet.

ARTESIAN

WELLS

AND

through

WATER-BEARING
NEW

the clay.

HORIZONS

The flow

OF SOUTHERN

JERSEY.

BY LEWIS WOOLMAN,

In an article in the Annual Report for last year (I889), entitled
"Artesian Wells at Atlantic City, N. J.," it was stated that fresh
water flowing above the surface had been obtained at the depths of"
554 feet and 1_100 feet. Since then another well has been drilled
and an additional flow of good water found at about 700 to 720 feet,.
thus demonstrating the existence of at least three water-bearing horizons underneath that city.
It is the purpose of this paper to indicate the probable continuanceof these three horizons under the beaches, south of Barnegat Inlet
and beneath the southern interior, to a distance of from 25 to 30 miles.
or more from the coast, measured along the railroads leading from
Atlantic City to Camden--also to show the intimate connection of
the two upper of these horizons with a clay bed having a thickness ofabout 300 feet, and which, for reasons advanced herein, is designated
the diatomaceous clay bed--also the relative position some distance.
bdow the same bed of the third or lowest of these horizons, and likewise the oceurrenee, probably somewhat higher stratigraphically, of
still another water-bearing sand available for the supply of the Cape
May peninsula.
The Atlantic City borings, of which a lithographed columnar section,
is exhibited in last year's Annual Report, reveal a clay bed nearly
300 feet thick between the depths of 382 feet and 677 feet. Thecolor of the clay as it is first brought out and before becoming dry is
either of a dark-bluish or a dark-greenish tinge. The upper third
of the bed is mostly a compact clay, the central portion is composed_
of alternating layers of sandy clays and pure clays, with some interbedded sand seams, the lower third becomes again a pure tough clay
with some traces of shells at the base.
The upper water-bearing

stratum,

or that at 554 feet, is a san&
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about ten feet thick within the randy central portion and about midway of the entire bed ; the middle water-bearing stratum, or that at
about 700 feet, is just underneath the diatomaceous clay bed, and is
probably a coarse gravel about eight feet thick.
The borings at Beach Haven (see page 267) penetrated a similar
bluish clay for 140 feet, immediately above the water-producing
rand,
which is there reached at 420 feet to 430 feet. Considering the gentle southeast dip and the northeas_ and southwest trend of the strata,
underlying the sands and gravels seen almost everywhere upon the
surface of Southern New Jersey, it seems probable that the wells at
this locality draw from a stratum identical with the upper horizon at
Atlantic City.
Another strong proof of such correspondence, that of
a similarity of contained fossil remains of organic life, will now be
brought to notice.
Specimens of material taken every few feet throughout the entire
vertical extent of the clay bed at Atlantic City, and of that portion
of it passed through at Beach Haven, were examined microscopically
and found to contain throughout minute, siliceous skeletal remains of
a very low order of plant life called diatoms.*
Within the area upon the seaward side of an irregular line joining
Barnegat, Hammoaton, Vineland and Bridgeton are. also a number
of other flowing artesian wells located upon ground but little elevated
These are entirely

invisible

to the naked

eye, and can be seen only by tile use of

a strong magnifying glass, or better still, by the aid of a compound microscope.
They
cnn_tituta_ however, notwithstanding
their infinitesimal size, a very considerable proportion of the body of the clay, amounting
at a number of depths to about 20 per
cctnum.

Each diatom i_ composed of two valves, bound together by two hoop-like bands.
In some species these bands lap over each other somewhat like the lid over a pill-box,
_hile in other_ they merely have their edges opposed but in contact.
Each completed diatom is called a frustule.
Being made of pure silica, they are not injured by acids and may therefore be
boiled therein t_, destroy the bulk of the earth in which they may be found.
They
are thus cleaned Jud prepared for m_unting in balsam on glum slides, after which they
may be viewed under the microscope.
When thus viewed by transmitted
light they
arc seen to be mubt exquisitely
beautiful_ transparent
objects, ornamented with beads,
rays, fine lines, &c., trat_ed with the greatest delicacy and arranged
with the mo_t
exact mathemalical
symmetry.
The number of lines have been reckoned at from
20,u00 to 120,000 per linear inch, and to be equally distant from each other.
On this
acL._,nnt a number of species have been selected as standard tests for the resolving
pu_er of the obje,'t lenses used with microscopes.
Ia form they are very varied,
having discoid, _*vaI, triangular,
sometlme_ irregular outlines.

rectangular,

canoe-shaped
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above sea-level. They are located at various points along the coast_
from Great bay, at the mouth of the Mulliea river, northward to
Barnegat, and in the interior on the banks of the Egg Harbor river,
and also near the shore of Delaware bay.
The records of these in past annual publications of the Survey show
that their depths increase quite regularly toward the southeast, and
that they have all passed through a greater or less thickness of bluish
clay just before finding water. For these reasons they have all been
regarded as drawing their supply from the same stratum.
The wells at Beach Haven and the 554-foot horizon at Atlantic
City fall into harmony with the above group with respect both to the
gradual increase of depth and the occurrence of the bluish clay. The
source of water for both groups may therefore be considered the same.
The relative position of these wells and their gradual increase of
depth toward the southeast may be somewhat diagrammatically shown
in the following manner :
S. W. LOCalities.

N. _= Localities.
*_?ETMOL'TH_
40 feet.
B&RNEOAT LANDING, 120 feet.

MAY_ LA_D],_(], 1_0 Ieet.
PORT NORRIS, 200 feet.
HAaWY

CEDAa_, 240 feet.

SEVEN ISLANDS, 408 feet.
BEACH HAVE'q, 425 feel
ATLAI_TIC CITY.

Upper horizon,_4 feet.

Within the area designated are also a number of wells that do not
entirely harmonize in depth with the above. They are located at
Millville, Pleasant Mills and Harrisia (formerly Harrisville), and will
be referred to again.
Since the wells at Beach Haven and those drawing from the 554foot horizon at Atlantic City draw from an equivalent sand seam
within the great diatomaceous clay bed, it follows that if the other
wells, grouped above, draw from the same stratum they should show
in the clays passed through, near the base of each, a similar assem-
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blage of microscopic organisms. A tour of these wells has, thereforer
been made and material obtained by sounding and otherwise, from the
bottom of wells at all the localities except three--Harvey Cedars,
Seven Islands and Port Norris. In each instance a similar bluisl_
clay was found containing diatoms in abundance. From records arid
information verbally received, it may be stated that 65 feet of blue
clay was encountered at the bottom of the well at Harvey Cedars, on
Long Beech, and 125 feet of similarly-described clay at the base of
the well at Seven Islands, in Great bay, the clay being entered here
at the depth of 275 feet. Similarly, s blue clay was also passed
through just before obtaining water, at Port Norris.
The foregoing facts demonstrate that these wells draw their supply
from practically the same water-producing stratum--the upper or
554-foot horizon, at Atlantic City ; that this is located near the middle
of the 300-foot diatomaceous clay bed, which bed has a gentle dip
toward the southeast.
Calculations of the amount of dip, based upon the depths of the
different wells, have been made, and it is found that the average dip
between the extremes of Weymouth and Atlantic City is 28 feet per
mile, and of the wells inland, 26 feet per mile.
From around the mouth of an unfinished well at Cape May Point,
having a depth of 456 feet, there was collected sand containing small
particles of clay also found to be richly diatomaceous, and no doubt
brought up from the lower part of the boring.
A well at Sea Isle City obtained a flow of good water between the
depths of 350 and 390 feet, just underneath a series of strata described as "alternations of sand and clay." No camples of earths
from this well were caved, but in view of the occurrence of diatoms
at Cape May Point, these clays were almost certainly diatomaceous.
Considering the trend of the strata, the average dip already established, and the southerly location of this well, it seems most probable
that the flow comes either from the upper portion of the diatomaceous
clay bed, or else from a stratum above the same bed. Either view
indicates a water horizon higher than that of 554 feet of Atlantic
City, and available for the supply of Cape May county, and possibly
the southeast corner of Atlantic county.
There are at Pleasant Mills eighteen flowing wells, having a depth
of 44 feet, or 34 feet below tide. Directly southwest therefrom,
within two cranberry begs, respectively three and four miles north-
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northwest of Weymouth, are several wells that do not flow because
on ground too high, being, according to locality, 40 and 60 feet above
sea-level, their depths being about 20 and 30 feet below the same level.
Soundings were made at these several localities, and the characteristic blue clay brought up and found to contain diatoms.*
These
wells find water in a stratum that is probably lower than the 554-foot
horizon at Atlantic City, but above that of 700 feet.
Using for the rate of dip the figures previously given, the waterbearing horizon, at the depth of 700 feet, at Atlantic City, corresponds
with a stratum reached by a well at Millville, which was bored to a
depth of 160 feet, entering at 120 feet a " blue clay, very hard to get
through," and which proved to be about 30 feet thick--probably
the
base of the diatomaceous clay bed.
This horizon is also probably
identical with a flow opened during the drilling of a well at Harrisia,
at a depth of about 190 feet, but afterwards cased off, "hoping to do
better by going deeper," an expectation not realized.
This horizon is
immediately underneath the diatomaceous clay at Atlantic City.
The foregoing facts point to a considerable extension of the diatomaecous clay bed beneath the southern interior and towards Delaware
bay. Its limit northward may be approximately placed at a point
midway between Barnegat and Toms River--say
in the vicinity of
Forked River or Cedar Creek, since well-borings at and near Toms
River do not show any diatoms, while the wells at Barnegat Landing
apparently draw from the central portion of the great clay bed. Considering the thickness of this bed and the rate of dip, its broadlyupturned edge should approach the surface at about sea-level, over a
belt about twelve miles in width, along the lines of the railroads
crossing the State to Atlantic City, immediately eastward from Hammouton, where it might possibly be found deeply buried under the
superincumbent
sands and gravels that are here piled up to a height
of 120 feet. The upper water-bearing horizon of Atlantic City, that
at 554 feet, would approach the same level at or near Ellwood, a_d
the middle water-bearing horizon, that at 700 feet, should correspol:dicg]y be found at or near Hammonton.
_These were not as plentiful as in the material from the former wells, but at each
place they were coated with iron pyrites, rendering them opaque instead of transparent, as usual.
Through the microscope, by reflected light, they look as if thinly
and closely covered with gold film, and exhibit tile elevations, depressions and markings of their surfaces quite plainly.
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Respecting the various beds passed through in the wells at Atlantic
City, underneath the great diatomaceous clay bed, more data from the
fnture development of wells and other improvements and explorations
will be needed to certainly identify them with their equivalent beds
inland.
Immediately beneath the diatomaceous clay at Atlantic City, there
is a succession of thin beds of sands, gravels and tough clays, containing about 85 species of shells. The forms are identically the
same as those occurring near Shiloh, about eight miles slightly north
of west from Bridgeton. A number of these are characteristic of
deposits of this age (Miocene), and would serve to identify this bed
if found in well-borings elsewhere in the State. One of these is the
Perna, a shell with a pearly luster ; it readily splits into numerous
very thin layers, and is consequently seldom obtained entire, bat
generally in small fragments, which usually show a crenulated edge
on the side next the hinge, thus _ __,
and which is sufficient
to identify the shell when found.
Reasoning that if this shell horizon in the well and the shell-marl
outcrops near Shiloh were identical, and that since diatoms were
found above the shells at one place, they should occur in a corresponding position at the other, a visit was made to the marl pits near
Shiloh, and diatoms found as suspected in the clays above the shell
marls. Notwithstanding, however, this apparent identity of beds,
they do not fall into harmony with the rate of dip established for the
clay bed above them.
The difference is such that either the dip of the strata west of
Hammonton decreases, or the Shiloh shell marls correspond with a
still lower horizon in the wells, possibly that at 905 feet to 955 feet,
where occurs a greenish, sandy, marly clay, showing near and at the
base greensand grains and about two feet of ponderous shells; the
shells were so thoroughly broken by the drill as to render their identification impossible.
Until the true relation of these beds is determined, it will be impracticable to indicate with much accuracy the westward extension
and depth of the lowest of the three water horizons at Atlantic City,
that at about 1,100 feet. There are some reasons, however, why it
may be the equivalent of the water-bsaring sands found at Winslow
at a depth of 335 feet, or 215 feet below sea-level, and at Berkeley
Arms, on the beach nearly opposite the mouth of Toms river, at a
depth of 475 feet.
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_OTE ON THE EXTENSIONSOUTHWARDOF DIATOMACEOUSCLAYS AND THE
OCCURRENCE
THERE OF FLOWINGARTESIANWELLS.
In view of the thickness

and extent of the diatomaceous

clay bed in New

Jersey, its prolongation into tim Southern States bordering the Atlantic should
be expected.
It may, perhaps, as yet be too much to say that the same
identical stratum has been certainly
made out in that direction.
What
follows, however, is strongly in favor either of the continuance of the same
bed or of one closely related tO it and belonging to tile same series.
Outcrops of clay containing diatoms have been found at Broad creek, on
the eastern side of Chesapeake
bay, opposite Annapolis.
Similar outcrops
next appear to the southeast, on the west side of the Chesapeake, lining the
shores of Herring bay, and again on the Patuxent
river, north of Nottingham, at the mouth of Lyons creek.
Diatomaceous
earfll underlies Calvert
county, Maryland, and can be seen outcropping
along the shores of the
-Chesapeake, on tbe eastern side of the county, and in the bluffs along the
Patuxent, on the western side.
It occurs on the north side of the Potomac, at the mouth of Port Tobacco
creek, near Pope's Creek Station, Maryland, and on the south side of the
same river, at Nomeni cliffs, in Westmoreland
county, Virginia.
It has
been found along the Rappahannock,
about nine miles below Port Royal,
and is reported
to have been dug from ordinary wells in King William
county, Virginia.
A rich diatomaceous
deposit has long been well known as existing underneath the city of Richmond, Virginia.
This has frequently been described
as about twenty feet thick, but this refers to its riebest portico, as the entire
.bed, by the writer's own measurement,
is not less than sixty feet in thicknose, though the remaining forty feet arc quite poor in diatoms.
Further
south, th_ bed has been reliably reported at Petersburg
and upon the
Mcherrin river, along the border line between Virginia and North Carolina.
One interesting
fact in connection with these deposits is that one form of
the diatoms, known as tim Heliopelta,
so named because of its beautiful
star-shaped
center, has not been found in any of the borings, and only iu
the outcrops at a few localities.
Tbese are at Petersburg, Virginia ; Nottingham, Maryland ; and Shiloh, New Jersey.
A clay bed containing diatoms lass been penetrated
by four artesian wells
on the eastern shore, at Cambridge, Maryland, the clay being entered at a
depth of 275 feet and continuing to the water-yielding
sand at 360 feet.
On the western side of the Chesapeake,
Prof. W. B. Rogers, in 1876,
reported diatoms at a depth of 558 feet from an unsuccessful
well within
the walls of Fortress Monroe.
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Eastward from Richmond, along the York and the James rivers, information has been received of flowing wells supplied from sand seams, probably"
within this same diatomaceous
clay bed. Their locations are as follows :
Feet ncep.
140
226
330
500
1,007

West Point, on York river .........................................
Gabcl's, eighteen miles below West.Point .....................
Hog island, James river .............................................
Williamsburg,
near James river, about .........................
Back river, north of Fortress Monroe ...........................

Very recently a well has been finished at Lamport's
Point, near Norfolk,
Virginia, of which, through the courtesy of officials of the Norfolk and
Western railroad, a careful record and specimen series of earths have been
received by the writer.
The samples, however, were taken very occasionally
only and do not show any diatoms, but considering the depth, only 616 feet,
and the location farther eastward with reference to tile strike of tim strata
than any of the other wells noted, it may be that tile borings did not reach
the diatom bed. The interval from 407 to 526 feet is thus described : "Fine
dark-gray _and, consisting of a large amount of white particles mixed with
black particles."
On examination,
the white particles proved to be the
minute shells of foraminifera
and the black ones pure greonsand
grains.
This bed, of about 25.0 feet in thickness, is high up in the series of strata
considered in tbis article and probably lies under the ocean floor off the
New Jersey coast, and there rests upon the extension under the sea of the
water-bearing
series considered above.
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WELLS..

$
LOCALITY•

_

REMARKS.

I
.Jersey City-Levi Disbrow ..................

205

blatthe[sen&Wteehers..
Andrew

..............

1,000

Clerke ................

_

215

8-t
...............

Bored iu 1825. In granite
rock.
Water bmeklsh ...........................
PBraeklsh
water;
50 gallons
mthutQ ........................................
[u

1885, p. ii0.

pet 1879,
1882, p.
p. 180,
1,_1.

malsh, corner
of Ilender_u
and Idm_tgomer_r streets,
Clea_
water but contellled
much com- 187,9, p. 131.
mon sat ......................................
1882, p. 188.

Cox's Brewery .................
400

5

3n Grove street,
between Seventh
and Eighth ; water bard ; espa_.
lty, _0 bbls. daily,
In drift and 1879, p. lgL
sandstone
...................................
1882, p. 139.

Li mbech & get z's Brewer_

8

)n Ninth street between Grove and
llendei_oon
83 gale• per Illlnute. 1882_ p, 110.
of
softwgter; ...............................

_6_

tO feet of mud; red sand rock to
depth of 2t5 feet ; then gneiss. 1880. p. 172.

776

CentraIStoek Yard ..........
45.5
Communlpaw

Coal Co.'_

i Water brackish..........................
1882,p. I_9.

Hoboken-_
doned ..........................................
1888,p, 77.
Dock ..............................
450 i...............
Wafer brackish and well Shah- I_79 p. 132.
Near south end of Grand
,
, 1828. Probably
no water.
Rock liB82, p. 139.
street .............................
4G0 I
J _lt40[eet, ....................................
[188b,/Xlll.
"frown
Palisade
of Union-Brewery
Marsh

.............

west of lloboken

Haekensaek

297

......

250

..................

_wark

HeHdow8 t west

Seeaueus

Iron Works ...........

200
...............
600

Paterson-Passaic Rolling

Mill Co ....

Pm_saie Roiling

bfill CO....

Burton

Bre_ctng

]
7
I
J..............

2,100

_

CO..........

Indaily,
trap ofrock.
SOR water
Pumped
.....................
250 bbls.rI879
11882, p. 140.
132.
Brackish

water ..............................

1887, p. 27.

Four wells flowln
from de ih el _
20_1feet. Four oa_lne of ot_Newark urnplke ; depth unknown...'1879,

minute
1880, p,
Yield on.....................................
pumping.
8 gale. peril879,
p. 172.
129.
8-6-Q_j In red sandstone. Bore stop
atll_79,
p. 128.
Water feet,
fromwhence
depth s_pply
of 2_-250_peclfeet
i_ drawn 1882, p. 148.

...............

--100 the
gale.two
per wells,
rain, _y2_0
pumping..'lSSS,
p. 115.
From
gMlons
pumped per minute
....
,18_5 p 117

204

4

40,000 gale. pumped

Franklin.
Essex county-]
Kingsland Paper Hills......400

8

180.0_gale.pumped daily. _ ater

Pa_aie (7 wells} ..................
,Hackensack-Huyler & R_tan

49-817
I

p. 130,

I

6

...............

105_1 ...............

daffy ..............

_he,$1,p. 136.
P, 117.

Ineach
erred
sstlsfaotory
yledlng
s_.ndstono.880
quality
to Seven
l, 000
.................
gale
wellS,'per
I 1885, p.
hour ............................................
11888, p.
Red shale
104
at
feet.
Intermit1879,
tent flow .....................................
1882, p.
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WELLS--Continued.

E
o
.

_

Or'Alage_V.*hr Cq .'s _eIl_.
BoIItD_'
gpr[Dg, E_X
('t_. 1, _
2, 90
3, 102
NewtLrk
IllBIg_var_h SteelWorks...
320

R'_;,,A
RKS.

6
6
6

_ .

On red sandstene.
Each of the[
three welts-will yield _50,D{_$885,,
p. ItS.
gals. in 21 honr8 ..........................
lt_l, p. 182.

I

...............

leo gals. per minute.
132 feet in
red shale ..................................
1_9, p. 83,

R. G NcllO_[_II, fo_t Ot
Wrl=htSt.,ontaead_w_.

520

...............

Flows 100 _als. per minute.
140
feet _n r_d shale ..........................
lgS_, p. $8.

Ne_I Jc_ey
Oil CO., ll_al
phlnk roml ...................

200

...............

NI g'al_, per minute

Lister

615

P.

Bros', Work_ ..........

8

Ballanlin¢ & Sons'
Brt'_ry ........................
459
_

E. Balhaeh & _ona' 8mellin.,.. Work_ .................

500

........................

S

188_, p. 142.
1884, p. 1_,_.
1_.5, p. 115,

i

_0feet In red sandstone. Yield I$79,
p. 126,
200 g_ls. per minute ....................
1_2, p. 1_
1885, p. 115.
Yields

at rateofS00gals.a

minute.

Ruse_ ll_,v-Watch,,a_e Factory ........... I
%'erotaa,
E_ex eo%/rit)'-J. C. Cannifl. ....................
Short Hlll'-StewartI:Iv.rtshnrne

.......... _

Elb_bel h-RMng Sun Brewery .........
Ell_bel_

..........................

Linden-Rave Tntek ......................

1879, p. 126.
1882, p. 142.
l_5_ p, 1[4.

140

...............

Excellent
at rate of 80 gals
a minute water,
.....................................

1889, p. $3.

150

...............

40 gal_. per minute ........................

1889, p. $3.

180

I..............

Thronghdrifttotra
rock. Flow
tng at rate of 60 ga_s, per minute

300

...............

In red shale and

sandstone.

: 50-200 ' ...............

'In red._ndstone

;

,
145 gal$. per minute

100

Plaint fteld -Fl_eh'% Parka_e_ue......'

188_, p. _.

_05 feet In rock.
Yielding
at rate 1879, p. 1'27.
of I_),000 gals, daily. ...................
1882, p. 142.
188,5, p. 115.

2

853, p. $3.

Ylel_

............................
........................

L853,p. Ill.
i853, p. $8.

_
16'2 i

2_

42 fe0t in red sltndstane.
Ample
supply .........................................

1879, p. 133.

107

I'_

_47 f_¢t In red sandstoue, y_ry
' soft water.
Amplesupply......,...
[

1g[9,
p. IS3.
1882, p. 147.
1885, p. 114.

St,mervllte-LoezerFarm. ea-tofto',_
u.

149

6

New
Bru_swick
R_riton
Landing

803

J.B. Brown, _atk avenue..
]

..............

Bl_hop Place,_ud others.

I ...............

455 [
175-B94 '

I

t_

In redsandstone.Excellentwater.1855, p. II$.
'40,000 gal& daily.
Flow 16 feet 1882,
1879, p
p. 147.
323.
i above surface. Very hard water. 1885, p. 11.%
Clearand hard water.....................
1879,
p. 158.
lfi82_ p. 147.

i
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f
I,OCALITy.

_J

_

REMARKS*

New BrUnswiek_
Johnson & Johnson ..........
480

Moderate supply.Very bald Water.1887,p.._7.

Flemington .........................
I, 42

lflC0gals,per hour ........................
1889,

1,600
........................
1.C_0 gals.
gala. per hour
hour ...............
".......J iI
feet tu rock
2,0G0 gala. per/

28.
P1:

Lambertville--

Penn. R. R Co.'s Shops ...............
perth

AmbOy .......................

[..............

130

hour

[...............

f

John A. Roeblin_s
Sons'
Works ...........................

Jamesburg

_

S

4

Trenton-Stale Prison .....................

...........................

52

12 feet.

168

...............

431

M&l&wan .............................

_

Freehold..............................

322

Cohunbns--Rancocas
Stock Farm ......

356

8-fi

8

Raococas

Stock Farm ......

Burllt_enn-Resl
ee of Charles
Taylor ...........................
Clnaaminsou

Dug through gruvel and decom.
po6ed gneiss.
Good water ..........

1878, p. 91.
1882, p. 184.

IChalyheate
water,
potable,
but;IS78, p.
unfit for laundry.
Tube crookedl1879, p.
' alrd telescoped,
stopping
work 1880, p.
, at depth speeh_ed ........................
188"2,p,
1885 p,
FiIle quicksand
continued
to fill
_lpe
oned .........................................
unttl drtlltog
_wts ahan.

90.
135.
165.
148.
121.

1585, p, 124.

hard ............ q859, p. 83.

Good water. A little
hard
water.

,,188.
148.
,, 125.

d water ............................

200

llart fordS. G. Roberts.....................

1_7

Fellowship

260

...............................

1887, p. 27.
18$8, p. 77.

S.

_6

Marlton

No water,
At 8CC_50 feet yielded
about 7 gals. per minute .............

A litGe

15#

.......................

..........................

p. 88.

Large well.
GOOd water.
Bored
well a failure ..............................
1890, p. 2f_.

[

172

Iq889'

NO water.
An abunde.nt flow from 1579, p. 184_5.
gravel at lS feet ...........................
1882, p. 147.
1885, p. 123.
AtSa re&Fisher'shriek-yardtwc
wel_s y eld ngan abundance o
soitwater....................................
1885,
p. 124.

SayrevlUe...........................
80
2_

976

..........................................

p' 88.

88

No good Water found ......................

139.
. 148.
,. 125.

Good water.
Yieldg
400-500 gMs. pe
Sa_d interfered
with
water.
TO be deepened
.....

flow of
.............. [189d, p, 2fi5.

Good water at 131 feet, On boring
deeper a bed of "kaoliu"
was
entered, which clewed the pipe,]
and well was abandoned ............
Good water ahl ndant
...........
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!

'
_ ALI _'¢.

_

Marlton-F_r_ of .lo_eph E_ an_ ......
1"arm of Benjamini_ooper.
F_uT O1"flw _ _l_
"O"41he 9_.l
of _arlton ........................
_aedtord

............................

Camden
I'_oper

H_pital

] .!crhrl_ok

...............

Steel Pea I'o..

.Me ! t E!,hralm

.........

RRI4ARK_.

3_
70

...............

_o w_t_r,
Pipe wlthd_wn
Io 1_
feet, and good water ...................
18.q8, p. 77.

6

_ood

supply ........................

1884. p, 125,
1885. p. 1_2.

...............

_atisfaetory

7(

...............

]oed water.
¥1clds to pump 1,2_
galB. per hour ..............................

1889, p. 89.

18_5. p. 133.

1865. p. l_.

129

6

]oed, soft water.
Pumped 25.0_
gais. daily ..................................

1.20

5

_.bundance
of good water at 67
feet.
A little roiled with clay
to avoid which well was deep,
ened, ending
in gneiss,
With 18_5. p. 123,
acazaty supply of water ..............
|8_i_ p. 215.

_0

..............

gnflnished

...............

]cod

12

....................................

water .....................................

_ood water

in _bundanee

..............

1879, p. 148,
1879, p. 148.
1879. p, 146.

._o. 2 ...........

1_

4]._

_ood water ; scanty .......................

1879, p. 445.

No.:l

..........

132

4._

_ood water.
Yields to pumpln_
3._00 gala. per diem ....................

157_, p. 145.

No. 4 ...........

120

...............

Never u_ed.

1879. p. 147.

AI:_ n & Madame ...............

118

I*oui. :,L Green .................
Mrs. I'_.per,1 mile m)rth
of Woodbury .................

142

._cweIl .................................
Prince

& { o ....

nstow .............................

68

_
...............
4

[rh ......................

Primp broken ............

]ood

water ....................................

1879, p. 147.

]ood

water.

500 gals. per hour....,

1879, p. 147.

_ood water.

500 gals. per hour....,

1879, p. 147.

7Z

..............

3¢_4 water ....................................

197

..............

Yields 24 gala. per minute ..............

3.13

...............
'

_r_t,n_

water ....................................

316

13_

lt'_<Ibury-c . ;ree_T. No. 1 ...........

Vit_elrnd_
K lmhaiI

_
,<

l_,

p. _.

_urface
water
corroded
_team 1879, p. 189.
boiler.
That from bottom good 1880, p. 171.
for all purposes ...........................
1882, p. 149.
l_, p. I_4.

590

4-2 _

.............................

160

...............

0nly salt water obtained.
Worl
stopped by b¢eaking of pipe......

1889, p. 87.

Port Norri, ........................

190

...............

Flowing

well .................................

1889. p. 98.

_10

..............

Flowing

well .................................

1889, p. 98.
1890, p. 258.

Bal.'.dc.

We

Cr_,e_ .......................

por_ _Icnmo_ith

...............

113

5

IC0+ ...............

NO water thus far ...........................

"GoOdwater,

andinexhausllble".

1885, p, 181.

1870, p. 128,

:eported as "Flowing
well ovel
I_)feet deep," yieldinga smal:
supply o[ good water.................
_1585,
p. 124.
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Highlands

BORED

.......................................

..........................
_Seabrtght .............................

125
125
125
125
125
125
258
258
258

,
i

well.

Good water ...........

Taps clay marl series.
Flowin
well.
5.Sgals. permlnute.
Gooc
water ..........................................
3
S
3
3
3

j'
3
[ ...............
...............
...............

I
80-90 "
I
90

Bank ...........................

RE)JARKS.

Flowing

..........................
]

$
6
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_

Normandie

Red

GEOLOGIST.

_ .

L_A_,p. 73.

t8S2, p. 87.

These six wells are all flowing,,
the water rtaing 10-12 inches r
above
surface,
and yield
on I
pumping
35 gals. each per minute
Quality of water excellent,
pl_S8, p. 73.
r
Flowing
wells, yielding
about 40,
gals. per minute at b_ feet from,
surface,
probably yield 100 gaB.
_I per minute, pumped ...................
[1MS, p. 73.
GOOd water
............................
1881, p. 121.
I
t1_5, p. 126.
_No water at first. On raising tubl

cured. .........................................
1885, p. 126.
I a few feet good water was se 1884, p. 121.
66+ I...............
IDug 15 feet diameter for 5_ feet
4
and 5 iron pipes s feet dlame
q
' ter put down to water-bearin 1884,p. 121.
_tratum.
Water excellent ........
1885, p. 126.

Shrewsbury ........................
Asbury Park ........................

2£@
3

Water
goodof300-400
quality
rises
tc 1889, p. 84.
Three
apart
w htubessunk
n of
10 feet
surface feet

...............

No water .......................................

8 [

393

Ocean Grove ........................

...............
................

8

' ..............

420

6

_Flowing
hours.

1879, p. 139.
1882.
p. 148.

wells.
95,000 gals. in 2_ 1883,
Good water .....................
1884,
i1885,
Several other
wells
sucee_sfull_
bored in 188t, 1885 and 18_ i_ 1885,
Asbury Park and Ocean Grove.. 1886,
......................................................

p. 20.
p. 124.
p. 129.
p. 180.
p. 211.

1883, p. 16.
18,_, p. l_J.

...............
Abundant supply of pure water.
Key East..........................................
Flowing ......................................
1885,p. 130.
Abundant
Avon Inn.............................
430
3
Ocean Beach .......................
485
3

3
Spring Lake ........................

465

Lakewood

475

1...............

i
..........................

I ...............

supply of pure water.

Flowing .....................................
1885,p. 130.
Flowing well. Rises 34 feet. Flows'IS84, p. 12i.
25 gals. per minute. Good water... 1885, p, 180.
Flowing well.
50 gals. per fainute. Good water .......................
[1885, p. 131.
I
Abundance of good water ..............
1885, p. 131.
1886, p. 211.
Flowing well.
17 feet head, 3_I 1884 p. 125.
gas. per m uute, Good water...[1885, p. 131.
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WELLS--Continued.

[
I

REMARKS.

_Q
Mantoloking ........................

175

Bay Head ...........................

710

Berkeley Arr_._...................

475

$

Flowing well. 35 feet head, Good
water. Deepened to 790 feet iv
1889..............................................
I889, p, 87.

............... GOOdwater .....................................

doeswater.
not overflow.
............... Good
Riles to Pumped
surface bul
gals. per minute ......................
I
Lktr_/t_-u_..........................
120 ............... IFlowing well. Good water ...........
lhLr_v_Cedar- on LvIIX
}
Beac'h.......................
:. 2t0 ............... Flowing well. Good water ..........
HarrlsvlUe ...........................

_6

6

1887,p. 26.
1881,p. 127.
1885,p. 133.
1887,p. 26.
1887,p. 25.

Flowed 8 feet above surface. Gee(
I water at about 180 feet, but thlJ
wag shut off by tubing. Pre_eul 1879,p. 140.
sup 1 scanty and impregnated 1882,p. 1,50.
wlI__r_n
....................................
1885,
p.135.

I'h'asan t Mills
CharlesG.Roekwood.......
158 ...............
NO satisfactory
supplyofwater.....
1885,
p.188.
Flca-_nt Mill- ...................

4S

3

Flowingwelh
13 feet head. Good
water ..........................................
1884, p. 127.

48

3

Ei b& wells bored in 1884 sam(
_pth.
Head and quality of th(
water as the first ........................
885, p. 125.

48 !

$

Four more wells boredin 1885
making 14 in all ..........................
885, p. 137.
,Two flowing weltS.........................
890, p. °.66.
I
Flowing welh 500 bbls. per diem
, Good water. 14 feet head .......... 1886,p, 211.

Beach Haven .......................

480

3

South Beach Ilaven ............ ,

125

a4

SevenIslands.
inGrealBay.

408

I

Weyraouth .........................

May_ Landin_ ....................

f_4.:
_" Flowingwell. 70gals.permln I£$5,
p.135.
ute. Good water ....................... ,1886,p. 2L2.

42

4

Flowing well. 70 gals. per rain
'I ute. GO_I water ........................ 1884, p. 13L

47

5

IBored 47 feet but tube aRerwar(
, withdrawn to 38 feet. Flowin{
well 52 ga]s. per minute. Gcoc
water ........................................
885, p. 139.

150

2.1_ IFlowing well 7 gala per minute
I Good water .................................

130

2_

Mi]lvllle ..............................

160

10

i
iFlowlng well .................................

Atlantic City.......................

185

8_

[Salt water.....................................

90
llI]

12
12

iPotable, 2t.20 grains solids to gal. L882,
L879,p. 150.
142.
Potable, 21.20grains Bolids to gal..

8-6

Abundance of good water, rl_ir 11887,p. 26,
to 5 feet above surface ............... 11888'
lg89, pp.. 7:_.
8_.

1,150

884, p. 130.

Flowing well. 3 or 4 gals. pc:
minute. Good water ................. L885,
p. 158.
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315

10

Sea Isle City........................
Electric Ligllt Works ........
Cape -_layCity.....................

Cape May Point ..................

8

_ood water. Passed water-bear- "
ing strata at 328, 406, 429 and 554
feet respectively ........................
1S89,p. 90.

880

4

Jood water. Yields to pumping
30 gals. per minute ..................... 1888,p. 76.

464

..............

$7-92

8

............

8

261-263

8

45_

few artesian

referred

to in

No water. Pipe now (1889) being
withdrawn in hope of develo,ptug water-bearing strata paSSed
through .......................................
i889, p. 90.

578

224

are

"W'ELLS--Oontinued.

Abandoned on account of accident ............................................
i889, p. 90.

1,400 10_-6q_

NOTE.--A

283.

--_

Atlanile City.......................

but

GEOLOGIST.

l1890,p 268
_'lvewells of 8-inch bore yielding I
on pump[_ 75 ga]s., e'ach, fine,[
fresh water ................................. 11879,p. 143.
r
_o water. Driven too deep ........... 1882,p. 152.
3alt water. Driven through the
water-bearing strata ...................

..............

we]ls
the

_"owed to top .............

Unfinished (1885)..........................

pu_ down

letter

of

in 1890

P. H.

are

not

& J. Conlan,

of this report.
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DRAINAGE.
BY

GEO.

PEQUEST

W.

HOWELL.

DRAINAGE.

The results of the improvements
made along the Pequest riverthrough the Great Meadows, in Warren county, a few-years ago, are.
very satisfactory.
The actual lowering of the surface of the water in
the stream has made it possible to reclaim the damaged lands of theentire district.
The area of reclaimed lands is being increased year
by year, and large tracts of ]and which formerly were utterly worthless are now producing valuable crops. Through the greater portion
of the district the owners experience no difficulty in draining their
lands by means of lateral ditches, the lowering of the water in the
river affording a free outlet.
The experience of the past few years in
this locality has proved without doubt that this improvement may
be looked upon as a permanent one.
Still more satisfactory results, however, may be expected if the
additional improvements
should be carried out which were recommended in detail in the Annual Report of the State Geologist for the
year 1888.
The expense of these improvements
would be very
moderate, the beneficial results would be greatly in excess of the
cost, and the legal authority to early them out is fully sufficient.
The sanitary condition of tile district is decidedly improved.
When the entire area shall have been fully reclaimed, there is no
reason why this region
State.

should not be as healthy as any part of the

PASSAIC

DRAINAGE.

Under the contract made between the Passaic River Drainage
Commissioners and Alfred B. Nelson, of New Brunswick, N. J.,
dated July 16th, 1889, work was done amounting to a little over
$4,000.
Part of this was in reducing the main fall below the dam,
(285l
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at Little Falls, but the principal part was in blasting one of the reefs
above the dam.
Owing to a lack of means to properly carry out the
contract, and to certain personal misfortunes, the Commissioners
closed the contract with Mr. Nelson February
him in full for all the work he had done.
Pending

negotiations

with other

17th,

contractors,

1890,

paying

the Commissioners

themselves continued the work, leasing the plant left on the ground
by the former contractor.
This was done in order that no stoppage
might occur in the work.
During this time the blasting of the lower
reef was completed, though none of the rock was removed from the
bed of the river.
On the 20th of August, 1890, the Commissioners entered into contract with the Morris & Cumings Dredging Company, of New York
City, for all the work remaining to be done below the dam.
The
well-known reputation of this company, connected as they have been
for many years with important municipal and government works in
New York harbor and elsewhere throughout the Unite_l States, seems
to be a guarantee that they will push their contract to a speedy and
successful completion.
By the terms of their contract they are
required to have the work done by midsummer
of 1891.
Before
that time, however, it is purposed to begin the remainder of the work
yet to be contracted for, namely, the removal of the reefs above the
dam, the excavation of the bar at Two Bridges and the cut-off channel at Pine Brook.
It is necessary that the work now in progress should be completed
fir.,t, in order that the Commissioners may avail themselves of the
advantages of their contract with the Beattie Manufacturing
Company at as early a day as possible, namely, the reduction in the
height of the dam and the erection of waste-gates through the dam so
reduced, of sufficient capacity to carry all ordinary freshet waters.
These last-mentioned
improvements
are to be made by the Bcattie
Company without expense to the Commissioners.
The plans for the
gates have already been made and have been approved by the Commissioners, after a thorough examination of the plans in connection
with some of the best hydraulic engineers in the country.
The gates
will be erected as soon as the necessary preliminary work is done by
the Commissioners.
No difficulty has been met in raising the funds requisite for
carrying on the work by the sale of Commissioners' bonds, none of
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which have been sold below par. The sale of the bonds has not been
pushed, as the Commissioners have not deemed it advisable to sell
bonds far in advance of the necessities of the work, in order to avoid
carryiog a heavy interest account. Many of the bonds sold thus far
have been taken by parties more or less interested in the lands to be
benefited. In many instances they have been applied for by parties
seeking a good and safe investment.
In a work of this magnitude delays arc, to a certain extent,
unavoidable. The principal part of the work below the dam can
_nly be done at low stages of the river, high freshets rendering it
absolutely impossible to prosecute the work. Taking everything into
consideration, reasonable progress has been made, and as the work is
now organized, the Commissioners feel assured that it will be pushed
vigorously to a successful termination, and that the beneficial results
arising therefrom will be eminently satisfactory.
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STATISTICSOF IRONAND ZINCORES.
t

IRON ORE.
The

statistics

mine-ownees

of the

iron

and managers

of 552,996

tons.

transportation
at furnaces,

lines from stations
which do not come

make
the

a sum
fact

The

mines
show

aggregate

total

of 537,066

not

all of the

that

as obtained

a total

output

tonnage
in the
in the

tons.

of the

from

the year 1890

railway

and

canal

State, and the amounts used
reports of these eompanies_

The

ore which

by Mr. Nason
during

difference

is mined

is explained

during

the

by

year is

shipped,
and this amount
may represent that which accumulates
as
stock at the mines in excess of that of the preceding
year.
The tonnage

of the transportation

lines

is, however,

fairly

comparable

with

the output
as reported
in preceding
years, since the latter statistics
also are from the returns
received
from these companies.
Assuming
the latter sum, the increase of 1890
54,897 tons, or about 11 per cent.
The

statistics

given

in last

year's

above

that of 1889

report are reprinted

amounts
here :

IllO_¢ ORE.
1790 .........
1880 .........
1855 .........
1860 .........
1864 ........
1887 ........
1870 .........
1871.........
1872 .........
1873 .........
1874 .........
1875 .........
1876 .........
1877 .........

10,000
o0,000
100,000
164,000
226,000
275,067
362,636
450,000
600,000
665,000
525,000
390,000
288,000
315,000

tons......_.....Morse's
estimate.
tons ............ Gordon's Gazetteer.
tons ............ Dr. Kitchell's estimate.
tons ............ U. S. census.
tons ............ Annual Report State Geologist.
tons ............
""
tons ........... U. 8. census.
tons ........... Annual Report State Geologist.
tons ............
"
"
tons ............
"
tons ...........
tons ............
"
tons _..........
tons _..........

From statistics collected later.
19
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to
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1878 .........
1879.........
1880 .........
1881 .........
1882 .........
1888 .........
1884 .........
1885 .........
1886 .........
1887 ........
1888 .........
18q9 .........

409,674
488,028
745,000
787,052
932,762
521,416
393,710
330,000
500,501
547,889
447,738
482,169

tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons

REPORT.

............
............
............
............
............
..........
............
............
............
...........
............
............

Annual

Report

State Geologist.

"
"
"
"
"

ZINC ORE.
The

production

of the zinc mines

the companies
carrying
decrease of 6,536 tons
to 11½ per cent.
The statistics
t_bnlar
statement

for
:

of the State,

the ore, amounted
as compared
with

preceding

years

are

as per reports

reprinted

in the

following

E_timatedtow.
1868 ..................
1871 ..................
1873 ..................
1874 ..................
1878 ..................
1879 ..................
1880 ..................
1881 ..................
1882 ..................
1883 ..................
1884 ..................
1885 ..................
1886 ..................
1887 ..................
1888 ..................
1889 ..................

2,5,000 ...........
22,000 ............
17,500 ............
18,500 ............
14,467 ............
21,937 ..........
°_8,311 ...........
49.178 ............
40,138 ...........
56,085 ............
40,094 ............
38,526 ............
43,877 ...........
50,220 ............
46,377 ............
56,154 ...........

from

in 1890 to 49,618
tons, •
that of 1889, or equivalent

Annual

Report

Btate Geologist.

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"

"
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PUBLICATIONS
OF THE SURVEY.
l

DISTR[BUTION

OF

PUBLICATIONS.

By the act of 1864 the Board of Managers of the Survey is a board
of publication with power to issue and distribute the publications as
they may be authorized.
The Annual Reports of the State Geologist
are printed by order of the Legislature as a part of the legislative
documents.
They are distributed largely by the members of the two
houses. Extra copies are supplied to the Board of Managers of the
Geological Survey and the State Geologist, who distribute them to
libraries and public institutions, and as far as possible to any who
may be interested in the subjects of which they treat. Several of the
reports, notably those of 1868, 1873_ 1876, 1879, 1880 and 1881 are
out of print and can no longer be supplied by the office. The first
volume of the Final Report, published in 1888, was mostly distributed daring the following year, and the demand for it has been far
beyond the supply.
The first part of the second volume has also
been distributed to the citizens and schools of the State_ and to others
interested in the particular subjects of which it treats. The second
part of the second volume_ which is the only issue of the Survey
since the publication of the Annual Report for 1889_ is also ready for
distribution to those who have received the former volumes and those
who are especially interested in the zoology of the State. The
appended list makes brief mention of all the publications of the
present Survey since its inception in 1864, with a statement of
editions that are now out of print. The publications qf the Survey
are, as usual_ distributed without further expense than that of transportation, except in the single instance of the maps, where a fee to
,cover the cost of paper and printing is charged as stated.
(_i)
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OF PUBLICATIONS.

GEOLOGYOFNEW JERSEY, Newark, ] 868.

8PC., xxlv. + 899 pp.
Out of print.

PORTFOLIOOF MAPS aqe0mpanying same, as follows :
1. Azoicand paleozoic formations, including the iron-ore and limestone districts ; colored. Scale, 2 miles to an inch.
2. Triassic formation, including the red sandstone and trap rocks
of Central New Jersey ; colored. Scale, 2 miles to an inch.
3. Crataceous formation, including the greensand marl beds;
colored. Scale, 2 miles to an inch.
4. Tertiary and recent formations of Southern New Jersey ;
colored. Scale, 2 miles to an inch.
5. Map of a group of iron mines in Morris county ; printed in
two colors. Scale, 3 inches to 1 mile.
6. Map of the Ringwood iron mines; printed in two colors.
Scale, 8 inches to 1 mile.
7. Map of Oxford Furnace iron-ore veins; colored. Scale, 8
inches to 1 mile.
8. Map of the zinc mines, Sussex county ; colored. Scale, 8 inches
to 1 mile.
A few copies are undistributed.
RaPORT ONTHE CLAY DZPOSlTSof Woodbridge, South Amboy
and other placesin New Jersey, together with their uses for fire brick,
pottery, &c. Trenton, 1878, 8vo., viii. + 381 pp., with map.
Out of print.
A PRELIMINARYCATALOGUE
of the Flora of New Jersey, ecrupiled by N. L. Brltton, Ph.D. New Brunswick, 1881, 8PC.,xi. +
233 pp.
Out of print.
FINAL REPORTOF THE8'rATEGEOLOGIST.Vol. I. Topography.
Magnetism. Climate. Trenton, 1888, 8vo., xi. + 439 pp.
FINAL REPORT OF THE STATB"GEOLOGIST.Vol. II.
Mineralogy.

Botany. Trenton, 1889, 8vo., x. + 642 pp.
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Trenton,

ATLAS

1890,
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twenty

sheets,

margin,

intended

each
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8vo.,
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Vol.

II.

Part II.

x. + 824 pp.
The

twenty-seven

to fold

GEOLOGIST.

complete
by

once across,

work

thirty-seven
making

is made
inches,

the leaves

up

of

including

of the Atlas

18_ by 27 inches.
The location and number of each map are given
below.
Those from 1 to 17 are on the scale of one mile to an inch.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1. A"ittatinny Valley and Mountain, from Hope to the State line.
_. Southwestern Highlands, with the southwest part of Kittatlnny
valley,
8. Ceat_'al Highland*_ including all of Morris county west of Boonton,
and Sussex south and east of Newton.
_. Northeastern Highlands, including the country lying between Deckertown, Dover, Paterson and Suffern.
5. Vicinity of Flemlngton, from Somerville and Prineston westward to
the Delaware.

No.

6. The Valley of the Passaio, with the country eastward to Newark and
southward to the Rat]tan river.
No. 7. The Counties of Barg_a, Itudson and Rssex. with parts of Passaic and
Union.
No. 8. Vicinity of Trenton, from New Brunswick to Bordentown.
No. 9. Monmouth Shore. with the interior from Metuehen to Lakewood.
No. 10. Vicinity of Salem, from Swedeshoro and Brldgeton westward to the
Delaware.
No. 11. Vicinity of Camden, to Burlington, Winslow, Elmer and Swedesboro.
No. I_. Vicinity of Mount Holly, from Bordentown
southward
to Winslow
and Woodmansie.
No. 13. Vicinity of Barnegat Bay, with the greater part of Ocean county.
No. 15. Vicinity of )3ridgeton, from Allowaystown
and Vineland
southward
to the Delaware bay shore.
No. 15. Southern Interior, the country lying between Atco, Millville and Egg
Harbor City.
No. 16. Egg Harbor and Vicinity, including the Atlantlc shore from Bornegot to Great Egg Harbor.
No. 17. Gape May, with the country westward to MaurieQ river.
No. 18. New Jersey State Map. Scale, 5 miles to an inch.
Geographic.
_No. 19. New Jersey Relief Map. Scale, 5 nfiles to the inch.
Hypsometric.
No. gO. New Jersey Geological Map. Scale, 5 miles to the inch.
In order
the Board
allow
price
covers

to meet the constantly
of Managers

of the

increasing
Geological

demand

for these

Survey

have

sheets,

decided

to

them to be sold at the cost of paper and printing,
for the uniform
of 25 cents per sheet, either singly or in lots.
This amount
all expense

of postage

or expressage,

as the case may be.
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of the sheets, bound in atlas form (half morocco, cloth sides, gilt
title, maps mounted on muslin, and guarded), are furnished at $18.60
per copy. Application and payment, invariably in advance, should
be made to Mr. Irving 8. Upeon, New Brunswick, N. J., who will
give all orders prompt attention.
REPORTOF PROFESSORGzoEoz H. Coos upon the Geological
Survey of New Jersey and its progress during the year 1863. Tren°
ton, 1864, 8vo, 13 pp.
Out of print.
TaE ANNUALREPORTof Prof. Geo. H. Cook, State Geologist, to
His Excellency Joel Parker, President of the Board of Managers of
the Geological Survey of New Jersey, for the year 1884. Trenton,
1865, 8vo, 24 pp.
Oat of print.
ANNUAL REPORT Of Prof.Geo.H. Cook,StateGeologist,
toHis
Excellency
JoelParker,
President
of theBoardof Managersof the
Geological
SurveyofNew Jersey,
fortheyear1865.Trenton,
1866_
Svo., 12 pp.
Out of print.
ANNUAL REPORT of Prof. Geo. H. Cook, State Geologist, on the
Geological Survey for the year 1866. Trenton, 1867, 8vo., 28 pp.
Out of print.
REPORT OP T_R STATS GROLOOmT,Prof. Geo. H. Cook, for the
year 1867. Trenton, 1868, 8vo, 28 pp.
Out of print.
ANNUALREPORT of theStateGeologist
of New Jerseyfor1869.
Trenton,
1870,8vo.,57 pp.,withmaps.
ANIWUALREPORT of theStateGeologist
ofNew Jerseyfor1870.
New Brunswick,
1871,8vo.,75 pp.,withmaps.
ANNUAL REPORT oftheStateGeologist
of New Jersey
for1871.
.New Brunswick, 1872, 8vo., 46 pp., with maps.
A_"_CVALREPORT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1872.
Trenton, 1872, 8vo., 44 pp, with map.
Out of print.
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ANNV._L REPORTof the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1873.
Trenton, 1874, 8vo., 128 pp., with maps.
Oat of print.
ANI','UALREPORTOf the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1874.
Trenton, 1874, 8vo., 115 pp.
Out of print.
A_NUAL REPORTof the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1875.
Trenton, 1875, 8vo., 41 pp., with map.
ANNUAL REPORTof the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1876.
Tremton, 1876, 8vo., 56 pp., with maps.
Out of print.
ANNUAL REPORTof the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1877.
Trenton, 1877, 8vo., 55 pp.
ANNUAL REPORTOf the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1878.
Trenton, 1878, 8vo., ]31 pp., with map.
Out of print.
A_NUAL REPORTof the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1879.
Trenton, 1879, 8vo., 199 pp., with maps.
Out of print.
ANNUAL REPORTof the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1880.
Trenton, 1880, 8vo., 230 pp., with map.
Out of print.
ANNUAl, REPORTOf the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1881.
Trenton, 1881, 8vo., 87-_ 107 % xiv. pp., with maps. Out of print.
ANNUAL REPORT Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1882.
Camden, 1882, 8vo., 191 pp., with maps.
ANNt_._L REPORTof the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1883.
Camden, 1883, 8vo., 188 pp.
ANNUAL REI_mT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1884.
Trenton, 1884, 8vo., 168 pp., with maps.
ANNUAL REPORT Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1885.
Trenton, 1885, 8vo., 228 pp., with maps.
ANI_trAL REPOET Of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1886.
Trenton, 1887, 8vo, 254 pp., with maps.
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_k.'_.'_VALRzPOaT of the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1887.
Treato-, 1887, 8vo., 45 pp., with maps.
A.s_L'_ REPORTof the State Geologist of New Jersey .for 1888.
Camdea, 1889, 8vo., 87 pp., with map.
ANSUAL Rm'OET of the State Geologist of :New.Jersey for 1889.
Camden, 1889, 8vo., 112 pp., with cut.
Am'_UAL REPORTof the State Geologist of New Jersey for 1890.
Trenton, 1891, 8vo., 305 pp., with maps.
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